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Abstract 

Theories of International Relations and most approaches to foreign policy assume a 
world of ‘strong,’ European-style states. Yet the majority of states are ‘weak’ states, 
states that have difficulty policing their territory and providing public goods to their 
subjects. Policymakers react to these weak and failed states through ‘nation-building.’ I 
explain why there are so many weak states. A priori, there are strong disincentives for 
elites and sovereigns to build strong states, because this requires them to make 
concessions to their subjects. The default organizational unit is a weak state or an 
imperial state. The system structure can change, however, to make war and empire more 
likely and more deadly, forcing sovereigns and their subjects to make common cause 
against external allies. This occurred in Europe from the late eighteenth century 
onwards. Yet, war and empire are unstable processes that are perceived as crises. As the 
scale of war and empire increases, counter-tendencies develop that seek to limit their 
incidence and scale. Nuclear weapons and postcolonial ideology are reactions to war 
and empire that transform the structure of the international system. Nuclear weapons 
reduce the likelihood of total interstate war; postcolonial ideology reduces the 
willingness of postcolonial states to engage in territorial conquest. As the risks of war 
and empire reduce, incentives to build states shrink. Yet, this is not a return to the past 
where a variety of institutional forms become feasible. Rather, because of the 
destructive capacity in the system, the strong state becomes even more important to 
maintain order, from a structural standpoint. Therefore, we are in a world where the 
weak state is the empirical norm, hence nation-building does not work; yet the strong 
state is demanded and desired, hence nation-building is attempted ever more frequently.
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1. Invocations of Crisis: Weak States and Order 

America is now threatened less by conquering states than it is by failing ones.1 

This century’s threats are at least as dangerous as and in some ways more 

complex than those we have confronted in the past. They come from weapons 

that can kill on a mass scale and from global terrorists who respond to alienation 

or perceived injustice with murderous nihilism. They come from rogue states 

allied to terrorists and from rising powers that could challenge both America and 

the international foundation of liberal democracy. They come from weak states 

that cannot control their territory or provide for their people.2  

1.1. Background: Failed states and state-building 

There are not a lot of points on which George W. Bush and Barack Obama can be said to 

agree, but one of them is that they are both quite concerned about the threat posed by 

‘weak,’ ‘failed,’ and ‘failing’ states. This concern is not limited to US policymakers: 

Western leaders in general are occupied with dealing with weak states. In addition, 

multilateral organizations, aid agencies, and development agencies are concerned with 

particular aspects of state weakness.3 At a recent conference, international donors 

pledged $5 billion to Pakistan for aid and security provision over the next two years. The 

                                                 
1 George W. Bush, The National Security Strategy of the United States of America (Washington: White 
House, 2002), 1.  
2 Barack Obama, “Renewing American Leadership,” Foreign Affairs 86(1): 2007, 2, emphasis mine. While 
it is too early to tell if the new Obama administration will renounce its’ predecessor’s emphasis on state-
building, the early signs are that the new administration is committed to some variant of state-building, 
boosting US troop levels in Afghanistan, for example. See, for example, Helene Cooper, “Putting Stamp on 
Afghan War, Obama Will Send 17,000 Troops,” New York Times, February 17, 2009.  
3 Peace-keeping missions, for example, have expanded enormously since the end of the Cold War. See 
Michael Doyle and Nicholas Sambanis, Making War and Building Peace: United Nations Peace 
Operations (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006), 6-7. On the expansion of developmental and 
‘human security’ concerns in general, see Mark Duffield, Global Governance and the New Wars: The 
Merging of Development and Security (London: Zed Books, 2001); Development, Security, and Unending 
War: Governing the World of Peoples (Cambridge: Polity, 2007).  
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donors clearly agreed, through their pledges, with the Prime Minister of Pakistan’s 

exhortation that “if we lose, you lose… if we lose, the world loses.”4 

 Concern with state failure increased after the 2001 attacks on New York City. 

George W Bush, who had repudiated so-called ‘nation-building’ in his 2000 presidential 

campaign, sent US forces into Iraq and Afghanistan on prolonged interventions.5 US 

security documents frequently identify states that can not police their borders as threats. 

For example, the 2004 National Defense Strategy asserts that “adversaries take advantage 

of ungoverned space and under-governed territories from which they prepare plans, train 

forces and launch attacks.”6 The mission statement of the US governmental body tasked 

with coordinating state-building, the Office of the Coordinator for Reconstruction and 

Stabilization, identifies failed states as “breeding grounds for terrorism.”7 Similar 

concerns inform British security discourses, which see such states as facilitating 

international terrorism and shadow economies, as well as providing recruiting grounds 

for terrorism and triggering refugee flows.8  

To this problem, policymakers from both a national and multilateral standpoint 

advocate intervention to reconstruct, and in some cases, construct for the first time, state 

institutions. The consensus that state-building is necessary is striking. As Tony Blair 

explained at Davos 

                                                 
4 Quoted in Chisa Fujioka and Yoko Kubota, “Donors pledge over $5 billion for wobbly Pakistan,” 
Reuters, April 17, 2009.  
5 Nation-building is the more commonly used, but incorrect, term, because it refers to symbolic or affective 
communities. The correct term is state-building, because the focus is rebuilding effective state institutions, 
not dealing with affective politics.  
6 Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, The National Military Strategy of the United States of America 
(Washington: Joint Chiefs of Staff, 2004), 5. 
7 Quoted in Aidan Hehir, “The Myth of the Failed State and the War on Terror: A Challenge to the 
Conventional Wisdom,” Journal of Intervention and State-building 1(3): 2007, 310.    
8 Duffield, Development, Security, 162.    
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We are familiar with military intervention; the path of aid and development is 

well trodden. But the concept of nation-building - by which I mean the 

construction of the capacity for effective self-government within a country - is 

still in its infancy… There is a whole new dimension to international intervention 

that needs development. It is in building capacity that the fate of Palestine, Iraq, 

Afghanistan or any of the poorest or war-ravaged African nations will obtain 

their salvation. Everything else - worthy and essential though it is - fails unless 

the systems of self-government and therefore self-help are brought into being.9 

Whether undertaken for self-interest or altruism, state-building is seen as unavoidable. 

Scholars argue that “given the genuine problems posed by failed states, it is unlikely that 

the United States or the international community will be able to avoid nation-building in 

the future.”10 Elsewhere, “collapsed states and rogue regimes seeking nuclear weapons 

impose diffuse costs on the major powers and other states… whether the problem is a 

failed state or a rogue regime that has been attacked and destroyed, state-building efforts 

led by major power interveners and international organizations are practically 

inevitable.”11 A UN-sponsored study concluded 

The best solution (to incapacitated and criminalized states) is to strengthen and 

legitimize states rather than overthrow the system of states… a world of capable, 

                                                 
9 Tony Blair, “Speech at Davos,” January 27, 2007. Available at 
http://www.number10.gov.uk/output/Page10858.asp  
10 Francis Fukuyama (ed.), Nation-Building: Beyond Afghanistan and Iraq (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 2006), 14. For a critical view, see Pierre Englebert and Dennis Tull, “Postconflict 
Reconstruction in Africa: Flawed Ideas about Failed States,” International Security 32(4): 2008; David 
Chandler, Empire in Denial: The Politics of State-Building (London: Pluto Press, 2006).  
11 James Fearon and David Laitin, “Neotrusteeship and the Problem of Weak States,” International Security 
28(4): 2004, 6-7.  
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efficient and legitimate states will help to achieve the goals of order, stability and 

predictability and promote national and human security.12  

Whether from altruistic or pragmatic standpoints, state-building through intervention is 

understood as a foreign policy priority. 

 State-building has increasingly come to subsume peace-keeping and peace-

building missions. While ‘first generation’ peace-keeping efforts sought to enforce 

ceasefires and peace agreements, ‘second-generation’ peace-building operations seek to 

rebuild the institutions needed for a sustainable peace. Similarly, humanitarian 

intervention is conceptualized as going beyond providing immediate succor. In general, 

intervention to build states is seen as necessary for a lasting peace.13 Because stable state 

institutions are necessary for promoting economic growth, there is little meaningful 

distinction between providing security and fostering development. The prerequisite is the 

same: functioning state institutions which must be built.14 The policies themselves imply 

intervention at all levels of life for the societies being rebuilt. For example, Dobbins and 

his co-authors argue that state-building involves ‘establishing a Rule-of-Law culture’ 

because “training judges and other legal personnel, providing technical assistance, and 

helping rebuild infrastructure are unlikely on their own to fix a system debilitated by 

corruption and political interference.”15 A representative edited volume lists the 

                                                 
12 Simon Chesterman, Michael Ignatieff, and Ramesh Thakur, “Conclusion,” in Simon Chesterman, 
Michael Ignatief, and Ramesh Thakur (eds.), Making States Work: State Failure and the Crisis of 
Governance (New York: United Nations Press, 2005), 359.  
13 See, for example, Michael Barnett, ‘Building a Republican Peace: Stabilizing States after War’, 
International Security 30(4): 2006, 87; Roland Paris and Timothy Sisk (eds.), The Dilemmas of 
Statebuilding: Confronting the Contradictions of Postwar Peace Operations (New York: Routledge, 2009), 
1-2.  
14 Stuart Eizenstat, John Porter, and Jeremy Weinstein, “Rebuilding Weak States,” Foreign Affairs 84(1): 
2005, 134.  
15 James Dobbins et al, The Beginner’s Guide to Nation-Building (Santa Monica: RAND, 2007), 76, 
emphasis mine. Also see Ashraf Ghani and Clare Lockhart, Fixing Failed States: A Framework for 
Rebuilding a Fractured World (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008); Charles Call and Vanessa 
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necessary tasks as: ‘disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration, establishing the rule 

of law, building effective trust in the aftermath of severe conflict, rebuilding civil society 

institutions, restoring economic functioning, and transforming the institutions of war.”16 

The UN-commissioned “Responsibility to Protect” program calls for engaging civil 

society in the effort to rebuild institutions.17  

When we look closely at what it would take, even in the arguments of advocates, 

for state-building to be successful, we realize that the scope of intervention is very broad. 

It is so broad that it seems disconnected from practical calculations of means and ends: 

does anyone believe that Western taxpayers often unwilling to pay for their own 

infrastructure will commit large sums of money to rebuild that of Guinea-Bissau or some 

other weak state?18 These analysts extend generalities that no one can object to – who 

doesn’t want Guinea-Bissau to have functioning roads? – to particular proposals that have 

minimal likelihood of implementation. State failure calls forth a menu of policy proposals 

that, when analyzed closely, are overly ambitious, and unlikely to be backed by the 

necessary resources. 

But even if the responses to state failure are somewhat misleading, there is a 

consequential phenomenon motivating the concern. I will suggest that while state failure 

per se is a rare event, there are a large number of weak states in the world that perpetually 
                                                                                                                                                 
Wyeth (eds.), Building States to Build Peace (Boulder: Lynne Rienner, 2008); Seth Kaplan, Fixing Fragile 
States: A New Paradigm for Development (Westport: Praeger, 2008).  
16 In Robert Rotberg (ed.), When States Fail: Causes and Consequences (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 2004)170-301.  
17 International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty, The Responsibility to Protect (Ottawa: 
International Development Research Center, 2001). Available at http://www.responsibilitytoprotect.org/  
18 ‘Rebuilding infrastructure’ is one of four tasks for years two through five of state reconstruction, 
following four different tasks in the first two years; Donald Snodgrass, “Restoring Economic Functioning,” 
in Rotberg (ed.), When States Fail, 262. This is not exhaustive, nor unrepresentative. For similarly 
ambitious proposals, see another author in the same volume, who writes, regarding the criminal justice 
system, “other forms of punishment should be designed that do not remove productive people from society 
and that limit the financial burden on the state”; Susan Rose-Ackerman, “Establishing the Rule of Law,” in 
Rotberg (ed.), When States Fail, 211.    
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raise the specter of state failure. It is to understanding weak statehood and its frequency 

that I now turn.  

What are weak states? 

Weak states are those states that cannot monopolize violence within their borders, 

meaning armed actors pose significant challenges or even usurp state authority in 

particular spaces, and providing public goods to their citizens.19 Failed states are almost 

entirely unable to control armed actors within their territory and provide next to no public 

goods: they are an extreme deterioration of more generic state weakness.20 Obviously, the 

state here is understood in its Weberian sense as centralized authority that maintains a 

monopoly on violence, or as Nettl better puts it: “the concept of state, in addition to be 

being a unit, also generates the almost exclusive and acceptable locus of resource 

mobilization.”21 This centralized authority exerting direct unmediated rule is a modern 

concept that developed in Europe and America only from the late eighteenth century 

onwards, superseding arrangements of feudal and indirect rule through nobles and the 

like.22 The modern state is a historically and geographically contingent political unit, not 

a universal form. The ‘state’ is identified with the combination of a singular apparatus of 

                                                 
19 For definitions, see IW Zartman (ed.), Collapsed States: The Disintegration and Restoration of 
Legitimate Authority (Boulder: Lynne Reinner, 1995); Susan Rice, “Global Poverty, Weak States and 
Insecurity” (Washington: Brookings Institution, 2006), 4; Robert Rotberg, “The Failure of Nation-States,” 
in Rotberg (ed.), When States Fail, 2-10.  
20 A helpful typology is to classify weak states into the categories of ‘soft/weak’ and ‘hard/brittle.’ The 
former refers to either democratic or autocratic states where institutions are too weak to be effective. Here 
regime-type is irrelevant because the state has little authority, as in the Congo. The latter refers to autocratic 
regimes which govern exclusively through force, maintaining a façade of power that can very quickly 
unravel. Examples include North Korea and Saddam Hussein’s Iraq. See IW Zartman, “Early and ‘Early 
Late’ Prevention,” in Chesterman et al (eds.), Making States Work, 275. Also see Rice, “Global Poverty,” 
6.  
21 JP Nettl, “The State as a Conceptual Variable,” World Politics 20(4): 1968, 563.   
22 On other arrangements of sovereignty, see Hendrik Spruyt, The Sovereign State and its Competitors 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994). On how the ‘Third World state does not approach this 
Weberian notion, see Christopher Clapham, Third World Politics: An Introduction (Madison: University of 
Wisconsin, 1985), 45, 44-50.  
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command and mobilization of material resources.23 Weak and failed states fall short on 

both counts.24 Weak states are seen as posing three types of problems: security, 

humanitarian, economic. 

 The primary concern with weak states is of spillover security effects, specifically 

terrorism, illicit networks (even piracy), and refugee flows. Where state institutions are 

weak, non-state actors can set up “safe havens,” places from which to project force and 

maintain bases.25  Most obviously, terrorist networks can utilize “ungoverned areas,” but 

so can trafficking networks.26 A further problem is when large numbers of people in a 

particular weak state migrate across borders (Zimbabwe) or are forced out of their home 

areas (Sudan). Large refugee flows often lead to public health problems. Further, large 

numbers of people in refugee camps offer fertile ground for recruiting young people into 

violent organizations.  

 Weak states are also often the site of humanitarian crises. This can happen either 

by omission or commission. Autocratic leaders can engage in excesses against particular 

groups, as in Sudan, or the state authorities may be too weak to prevent conflict and 

related problems, as in Somalia. In the former case, humanitarian crises might spiral into 

ethnic conflict, destabilizing a previously stable state and even an entire region. In the 

latter case, there may be no institutions capable of providing essential assistance to those 

                                                 
23 There is neither historical nor contemporary consensus on the identification of state strength and 
democracy.  
24 State failure has been found to be correlated with three proxies: high levels of poverty (measured by 
infant mortality), closed economies, and low levels of democracy. See Jack Goldstone et al, “A Global 
Forecasting Model of Political Instability,” Paper prepared for presentation at the 2005 Annual Meeting of 
the American Political Science Association, Washington. Available at 
http://globalpolicy.gmu.edu/pitf/PITFglobal.pdf  
25 See Robert Rotberg (ed.), State Weakness in a Time of Terror (Washington: Brookings Institution, 2003). 
26 Moises Naim, Illicit: How Smugglers, Traffickers, and Copycats are Hijacking the Global Economy 
(New York: Doubleday, 2005).    
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targeted in conflict, nor the necessary resources to rebuild afterwards, leading to a 

perpetual spiral of conflict and poverty.  

 Additionally, weak states find it difficult to attract investment and maintain a 

basic social security net in times of economic crises. Poor protection of property rights, 

low quality infrastructure and political instability combine to make a poor environment 

for capital. Therefore, these polities are more likely to suffer low economic growth and 

are vulnerable to economic shocks. The economist Paul Collier has argued that such 

states are diverging in economic terms from the rest of the world; as many developing 

countries grow at relatively robust rates, the countries with the weakest state institutions 

see flat or negative growth.27 The World Bank began to focus attention on the importance 

of building state institutions from the 1990’s onwards, and has launched efforts such as 

the Worldwide Governance Indicators project to measure and improve the following 

aspects of governance: ‘voice and accountability,’ ‘political stability and the absence of 

violence,’ ‘government effectiveness,’ ‘regulatory quality,’ ‘rule of law,’ ‘control of 

corruption.’28    

How many weak states are there?  

A majority to a significant majority of states in the world are weak. If we divide states in 

general into three categories; weak with risk of failure, weak but stable, strong; we get 

the following rough estimates. Between a fourth and a third of states are weak with risk 

of failure. Between a further third and half of states are weak but stable. Between a fifth 

and a third of states are seen as strong states. We must distinguish between states that are 

weak but stable, and strong states because a state like India, which is typical of the former 

                                                 
27 Paul Collier, The Bottom Billion: Why the Poorest Countries are Failing and What Can Be Done About 
It (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 3, 95-96. 
28 Available at http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.asp 
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category, faces a Maoist insurgency that affects almost a third of India’s districts.29 

‘Weak but stable’ denotes a category where the central state demonstrably lacks a 

monopoly on the use of force, but is likely to remain the most powerful actor. States that 

are ‘weak with risk of failure’ face the possibility that the state is either one of several 

armed actors with relative parity,30 or there is one or several more powerful actors than 

the state.31 Of course, states can move between categories, and the point is not to specify 

where a particular state is, but to suggest that a large number of states in the interstate 

system would qualify as weak in one or more ways.    

 I derived this rough estimate by comparing several indicators. First, over time, I 

looked at the Political Instability Task Force which classifies ‘state failure events’ at four 

levels; ethnic wars (EW), revolutionary wars (RW), adverse regime changes (ARC), 

genocide (GP); between 1955 and 2004.32 I looked at states with over 1 million in 

population and found that 60% of polities had faced at least one of these problems and 

35% had faced two or more.33 There are two, not incompatible, interpretations of this 

data. On the one hand, that a state experienced a ‘state failure event’ fifty or so years ago 

does not necessarily imply continuing state weakness. Rather, such an event may be just 

that, an isolated event. On the other hand, even though these events may be rare, the fact 

that so many states have endured them indicates that a variety of states are vulnerable to 

‘state failure events.’ Although rare, these events may have significant effects. 

 

                                                 
29 The Economist, “A specter haunting India,” August 17, 2006.  
30 This describes the situation in the separatist areas of Indonesia like Aceh and East Timor.  
31 This describes the situation in Somalia and the Democratic Republic of Congo. 
32 This has been updated to 2007. Available at http://globalpolicy.gmu.edu/pitf/pitfcode.htm 
For analysis, see Gary King and Langche Zeng, “Improving Forecasts of State Failure,” World Politics 
53(4): 2001.  
33 The arbitrary 1 million population cutoff is to eliminate city-states like Monaco, and reduces the 
aggregate population included by less than 1%. 
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Table 1.1: States with over 1 million in population 

 Score No. of states States with scores > 0 
None of EW/RW/ARC/GP 0 59  
One of EW/RW/ARC/GP 1 37 37 
Two of EW/RW/ARC/GP 2 27 64 
Three of EW/RW/ARC/GP 3 17 81 
Four of EW/RW/ARC/GP 4 12 93 
Totals  152 93 
 

I list all the entries in the Appendix to the chapter.  Essentially, political instability 

occurs across a range of polities, but this analysis does not identify more general 

characteristics of statehood, such as capacity or legitimacy. More recently, efforts at 

comparative measures have been launched. Foreign Policy Magazine’s Failed State 

Index places 127 states in its bottom two categories and 50 in its top two.34 FP’s 

classification is as follows 

Table 1.2: Failed States Index 

Category 
N = 177 

2008 
(%) 

2007 
(%) 

Examples - 2008 
(Rank) 

Alert 35 
(19.7) 

32 
(18.1) 

Somalia (1), Sri 
Lanka (20) 

Warning 92 
(51.9) 

97 
(54.8) 

Saudi Arabia (84), 
Mexico (105), 

Moderate 35 
(19.7) 

33 
(18.6) 

Mongolia (133), 
USA (161) 

Sustainable 15 
(8.4) 

15 
(8.4) 

Denmark (170), 
Norway (177) 

This suggests, as a baseline, that about two thirds of states in the world are weak states. 

Within this population, there are differing estimates as to how many face a risk of 

failure. Robert Rotberg identifies 46 states in this category,35 Paul Collier 50 to 60,36 

                                                 
34 Foreign Policy has been compiling this index since 2005, and the florid color scheme is theirs, to indicate 
an ‘alarm system.’ Most other such indicators were initiated since the early 2000’s, except the State Failure 
Task Force. See “Failed States Index 2008,” Foreign Policy 167: 2008; “Failed States Index 2007,” 
Foreign Policy 161: 2007.   
35 Rotberg, “The Failure of Nation-States,” 23-24.  
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Susan Rice and Stewart Patrick estimate between 52 and 56,37 Weinstein and his 

collaborators identify 75 states to watch and compare them on measures of capacity and 

legitimacy.38 The most categorical statement comes from Paris and Sisk: “today, a 

plethora of states – certainly more than 70 of the 190-plus states in the international 

system – are vulnerable to so-called state failure.”39 Of these weak states, at any one time, 

not more than five are seen as ‘failed states.’40 These indicators do not provide anything 

other than a general sense of the extent of state weakness. However, we can make a few 

general statements. There are very few failed states, but there are a large number of weak 

states, facing one or more substantial or significant challenges to state authority. Most 

significantly, there are more weak states than there are strong states. State weakness is 

not, therefore, the aberration, it is in fact the norm. To offer a snapshot of this, consider 

Italy. Until quite recently, Italy was seen as a relatively weak European state, yet it is 

ranked above 153 other states in the FP index; by their count there are only 24 stronger 

states in the world!41  

                                                                                                                                                 
36 Collier, Bottom Billion, 7 
37 Although this is an arbitrary cutoff – they term the bottom 40% of developing states to be weak. See 
Susan Rice and Stewart Patrick, “The ‘Weak States’ Gap,” Washington Post, March 7, 2008; “Index of 
State Weakness in the Developing World” (Washington: Brookings Institution, 2008).  
38 Jeremy Weinstein et al, “On the Brink: Weak States and US National Security” (Washington: Center for 
Global Development, 2004).  
39 Roland Paris and Timothy Sisk, “Introduction,” in Paris and Sisk (eds.), The Dilemmas of Statebuilding, 
14. 
40 Somalia is the perennial in this category, while Iraq and Afghanistan have fluctuated in and out of state 
failure.  
41 Italy’s ranking indicates also that strong states are mostly Euro-American. Of 27 EU states, 8 are in FP’s 
‘Sustainable’ category (of 15; other European states, but non-EU members, in that category are Norway, 
Switzerland, and Iceland). The other 19 are in the moderate category, the lowest ranked being Cyprus at 
112.   
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 State failure, being relatively rare, is something of a red herring.42 Focusing on the 

rare event of state failure makes it appear that failure is an accident, and an uncommon 

one to boot, and that rebuilding such a state, transforming it into the mythical Denmark, 

should not be impossible, even if it is difficult. However, when we consider that the 

majority of polities are ‘weak,’ and even a relatively wealthy country like Mexico can, in 

a matter of years, see government officials systematically and successfully targeted by 

armed non-state groups, we get a quite different view. Analytically, when we 

differentiate between a world with mostly strong states and the occasional ‘failure,’ and a 

world where the norm is state weakness, we arrive at quite different objects of analysis. If 

our objects of analysis are the rare instances of state failure, we will focus our attention 

on the contingencies of political violence, economic shocks and poor leadership that 

drive the spiral to failure. In contrast, beginning with the world where state weakness is 

the norm forces us to look at the international environment in which states develop. We 

must look for explanations at the level of the international system.   

                                                 
42 That does not mean state failure is not a consequential phenomenon (wars are rare events, but have 
significant effects). Rather, I mean that the focus on state failure distracts attention from the more 
pervasive, and I will argue, ‘normal’ condition of state weakness.  
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1.2. Posing the question 

The question motivating this dissertation is quite simple: why are there so many weak 

states in the world – why is state weakness the norm? This question invites a second: if 

there are so many weak states in the world, why are they seen as aberrant, and why are 

people trying to build them?  

 The existence of weak statehood is a consequential puzzle for International 

Relations. Definitionally, weak states are vulnerable to their stronger rivals in the 

interstate system. They should either seek to strengthen themselves, or be eliminated 

through interstate conflict. Essentially, weak states should mimic, or emulate, their 

stronger peers in the interstate system and engage in war and empire. The outcome, at the 

systemic level, is a convergence in the behavior of states as states emulate the great 

powers and increasingly come to behave in similar ways. But after 1945, we see neither a 

uniform strengthening of states over time, nor their ceasing to exist as stronger rivals 

wage war on them. Weak states have not been compelled to become strong in order to 

survive: since 1945, few states have been eliminated from the international system, in the 

sense that they have been folded into a stronger rival.43 In the contemporary system, state 

disappearance is rare. This is a puzzle for International Relations, because most theories 

of IR would predict a greater degree of emulation than we actually see. 

Convergence/emulation is predicted in the following ways.  

First, structural accounts would predict that weak states would seek to either 

strengthen from within or engage in conquest to aggrandize, whether on their own or 

                                                 
43 Tanisha Fazal, State Death: The Politics and Geography of Conquest, Occupation, and Annexation 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2007).  
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‘bandwagoning for profit’ behind a great power.44 The logic is that weak states are ripe 

for the picking if they do not engage in rigorous state-building, much as Japan did in the 

late nineteenth century, when it copied European military and bureaucratic institutions 

and engaged in conflict and imperial conquest to emerge as a great power in about five 

decades. Under anarchy, realist theory predicts, states should seek to emulate the 

strongest states in order to maximize their security or behave in revisionist fashion to 

undo existing material imbalances.45  

The second theoretical pathway through which we would expect decolonized 

states to emulate Euro-American states without engaging in empire or war is one that 

focuses on liberal ideas. As anti-colonial nationalism was a movement of principled 

actors informed by and using the language of liberal understandings of human rights and 

equality,46 decolonized states should seek to emulate liberal Western states as part of a 

broader diffusion of liberal norms. As these movements contest empire in order to 

demand independence, we should expect liberal anti-imperial ideas to continue to 

animate the policies of decolonized states and reduce their imperial aims. Indeed, as these 

states derive from allied movements that cross borders, we would also expect less conflict 

between them and a degree of convergence at the level of state behavior and alliances. 

                                                 
44 Randall Schweller, “Bandwagoning for Profit: Bringing the Revisionist State Back In,” International 
Security 19(1): 1994.  
45 Kenneth Waltz, Theory of International Politics (Boston: Addison Wesley, 1979).  
46 Neta Crawford, “Decolonization as an International Norm: The Evolution of Practices, Arguments, and 
Beliefs,” in Laura Reed and Carl Kaysen (eds.), Emerging Norms of Justified Intervention (Cambridge: 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1983); Neta Crawford, Argument and Change in World Politics: 
Ethics, Decolonization, and Humanitarian Intervention (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2002); 
Daniel Philpott, Revolutions in Sovereignty: How Ideas Shaped Modern International Relations (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2001); Daniel Philpott, “Liberalism, Power, and Authority in International 
Relations: On the Origins of Colonial Independence and Internationally Sanctioned Intervention,” Security 
Studies 11(2): 2001. On Woodrow Wilson’s influence on anti-colonial nationalism, see Erez Manela, The 
Wilsonian Moment: Self-Determination and the International Origins of Anti-Colonial Nationalism (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2007).   
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 Third, elite socialization would predict that elites in weak states would internalize 

the values of Euro-American elites, whether through working as colonial functionaries or 

participating in international organizations and development initiatives.47 Elites in weak 

states engage with their peers from overseas, while being relatively insulated from the 

population at home. Even if the domestic public have little interest in emulation, elites 

conditioned through international education and institutions may be more likely to desire 

‘modernization,’ to which end Western governments often offer training and foreign aid. 

This combination of contact with and aid from Europeans, isolation from their own 

populations, and the desire to modernize should cause local elites to push for emulation 

in the quest to build Western-style states. 

 Essentially, whether for incentives to survive in an anarchic world, convergence 

of norms around liberal ideas, or elite socialization, theories of IR would predict a greater 

degree of emulation, and therefore convergence between states, than we actually see. 

Specifically, leaders in weak states should show a greater will to emulate than they 

actually have, whether that is through conquest, or allying with Western powers. It is 

because most IR theories would expect weak states to try and become strong states that 

the fact that a majority of states are weak is such a puzzle. Also puzzling, on two levels, 

is that weak statehood persists despite the efforts of strong states to state-build. 

Obviously, the lack of success in state-building is a puzzle, but equally puzzling is why 

strong states should be so concerned about making weak states stronger. This counters 

the basic view of the international system as a competitive environment.    

                                                 
47 John Ikenberry and Charles Kupchan, “Socialization and Hegemonic Power,” International Organization 
44(3): 1990. This is also an implication of the literature on epistemic communities, which stresses the 
sharing of knowledge among bureaucrats and experts at international forums. See the special issue of IO on 
this topic, International Organization 46(1): 1992.   
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1.3. Alternative explanations 

Before I explicate my argument, I will review alternative explanations. I classify these at 

micro-, meso-, and macro-levels of explanation.  

Micro-level 

Explanations at the micro-level focus on three domestic-level variables: the quality of 

leadership, lower bases for taxation, and availability of lootable resources. Scholars have 

argued that the corruption and inefficiency of leaders has over time diminished state 

power as public resources are used for private gain and a large number of subjects are 

marginalized.48 A more sophisticated variant of this explanation focuses on the incentives 

facing rulers vis-à-vis their subjects. When rulers find it more profitable to loot their 

subjects rather than negotiate with them to build a stable state, they will do so.49 Such 

incentives are exacerbated in situations where the population is poor, and hence have 

little to offer leaders, or when there are lootable resources, like oil and diamonds. When 

leaders can extract resources without negotiating with and granting concessions to their 

subjects, those subjects are more likely to engage in either direct or indirect forms of 

recalcitrance, from rebellion to tax evasion. As this creates a spiral where revenues drop 

and rulers make even fewer efforts to provide for their subjects, state weakness can 

always tip over into state failure.  

 One cannot absolve the leadership of a Mobutu from the problems faced by the 

Congo, but this explanation is not adequate. The problem of this story is that it does not 

offer anything other than ad hoc historical explanations for why leaders find it in their 

                                                 
48 See Rotberg, “The Failure of Nation States,” 25-27; Chesterman et al, Making States Work, 361; Foreign 
Policy, “Failed States Index 2007,” 60.  
49 This is the implication of Bruce Bueno de Mesquita et al, The Logic of Political Survival (Cambridge: 
MIT Press, 2003); Robert Bates, Avner Grief, and Smita Singh, “Organizing Violence,” Journal of Conflict 
Resolution 46(5): 2002.    
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interest to loot their publics rather than negotiate with them. Bates, for example, suggests 

that it is the African economic crisis in the 1970’s that caused leaders to engage in 

predatory behavior,50 but the fact that leaders outside of Africa also loot their subjects 

suggests a broader phenomenon at work. In other words, these explanations can illustrate 

why some weak states tip over into state failure, but does not explain why these states are 

weak to begin with, nor why so many of them are weak. Nor can these arguments explain 

variations between states with different levels of poverty. Theoretically, a poorer state 

should be a weaker state, but some poorer states are more stable than richer ones. 

Mozambique, for instance, is significantly poorer than Pakistan, but is relatively more 

stable.51    

Meso-level 

Explanations at the meso-level attribute state weakness to the nature of wars fought by 

postcolonial states or weak states in contrast to strong states. While states in Europe 

developed through fighting major wars that created a sense of community and a unified 

administrative structure, states in the postcolonial world faced ethnic and internecine 

conflicts that diminished state authority and divided subjects from one another, and/or 

they fought limited wars.52 In some cases, rulers foster such conflicts in order to advance 

                                                 
50 Robert Bates, When Things Fell Apart: State Failure in Late-Century Africa (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2008).  
51 Between 2000-2003, Mozambique’s per capita GDP was $1393.65, while Pakistan’s was $2555; my 
calculation from Penn World Tables, available at http://pwt.econ.upenn.edu/ 
52 See Robert Jackson and Carl Rosberg, “Why Africa’s Weak States Persist: The Empirical and the 
Juridical in Statehood”, in World Politics 35(1): 1982; Kalevi Holsti, The State, War, and the State of War 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996); Georg Sorenson, “War and State-Making: Why doesn’t it 
work in the Third World?” Security Dialogue 32(3): 2001; Centeno, Blood and Debt; Benjamin Miller, 
States, Nations, and the Great Powers: The Sources of Regional War and Peace (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2007). There may be more complex relations between war and state-making rather than 
directly negative or directly positive. On how war had the paradoxical effect of unsettling the Israeli state 
by opening to it to new avenues of contestation, see Joel Migdal, “Changing Boundaries and Social Crisis: 
Israel and the 1967 War,” in Steven Heydemann, War, Institutions, and Social Change in the Middle East 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000). On particular ways in which war can facilitate or hinder 
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sectarian goals or concentrate power within a particular community, at the expense of 

building state capacity. In other cases, excluded groups contest state power through 

insurgencies and separatist movements that create instability and affect state functioning. 

The comparative lack of a shared community that can emerge through interstate conflict 

is to the detriment of consolidating state power. In contrast to European states that faced 

existential levels of threat and the prospect of ‘state death,’ postcolonial states emerged in 

a relatively permissive environment.  

 The difference between interstate and intra-state war is significant for state 

functioning. But these explanations beg the question: why not interstate war? Why was 

the interstate environment so accommodating for the survival of postcolonial states? 

There are many multi-ethnic communities in Europe that have unified through fighting 

interstate war, so the mere existence of multiple ethnicities cannot explain why societies 

are divided. Indeed, fixed ethnic identities are rarely unchanging historical artifacts, but 

are in fact organized by modern states.53 We still need an argument as to why 

postcolonial states did not fight interstate wars and instead became susceptible to intra-

state wars.   

Macro-level 

Finally, some attribute weak statehood to the effects of colonialism in two ways. First, 

postcolonial states were in crucial ways extensions of the colonial regimes, and this 

significantly eroded their legitimacy. The postcolonial regime often repeated colonial 

                                                                                                                                                 
post-colonial state formation, see Brian Taylor and Roxana Botea, “Tilly Tally: War-Making and State-
Making in the Contemporary Third World,” International Studies Review 10(1): 2008. 
53 Mahmood Mamdani, When Victims Become Killers: Colonialism, Nativism, and the Genocide in Rwanda 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001). On this argument in the context of caste in India, see 
Nicholas Dirks, Castes of Mind: Colonialism and the Making of Modern India (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 2001).   
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policy and sought to destroy traditional forms of social organization, fomenting 

resistance.54 Second, postcolonial states emerged as independent actors without the 

necessary state capacity to engage in conflict and emulate the European states.55 

 The first explanation makes the critical point that colonialism has had a 

significant impact on postcolonial politics. However, it ascribes too uni-directional an 

impact to colonialism. Taken to an extreme, these arguments imply that the colonized are 

unable to forge futures different from what the colonial legacy would entail. Now, 

generally it seems safe to assume that the authors do not intend such an inference. But, 

intended or not, this inference creates two analytical problems. First, we miss the ways in 

which anti-colonial nationalists and postcolonial leaders consciously differentiated 

themselves from the colonizer, and the impacts of these visions as they clashed with the 

colonial legacy. Second, and consequently, we miss the complex pathways that lead to 

the significant variation in outcomes seen in postcolonial countries.56 If, instead, we treat 

the colonial, anti-colonial, and postcolonial moments within the same analytical field, an 

approach that is certainly consistent with the work of authors like Davidson, but pay 

attention to the discontinuities as well, we will be able to analyze the significant impact 

of colonialism without losing sight of the variations that derive from different responses 

to colonialism. That said, the variation within and across contexts also suggests that it is 

fallacious to look for explanations at the regional level, for example trying to explain 

state weakness in Africa based on factors specific to Africa. The fact that South Africa is 

                                                 
54 See Crawford Young, The African Colonial State in Comparative Perspective (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1994); Basil Davidson, The Black Man’s Burden: Africa and the Curse of the Nation-
State (New York: Times Books, 1992).  
55 Jackson and Rosberg, “Why Africa’s Weak States Persist”; Herbst, States and Power in Africa.  
56 That is to say, all because there is a variation in outcomes does not mean that colonialism was a minor 
historical episode. Such arguments tend towards the absurd implication that because postcolonial spaces 
see such different outcomes, colonialism had no impact! See James Mayall, “The legacy of colonialism,” in 
Chesterman et al, Making States Work. 
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more comparable to India than India is to Pakistan implies that colonialism in its broader 

context must be accounted for, which is a crucial analytical point that must not be lost 

even as we note the variations in postcolonial outcomes.    

 The second of these explanations seems sensible – obviously already weak states 

will find it difficult to engage in war, which is quite costly – but suffers from a significant 

flaw. While undoubtedly true that many postcolonial states were weak in absolute terms, 

several were relatively stronger than their neighbors (e.g. Nigeria).57 The predictor of 

conflict and conquest is not absolute, but relative power. The absolute lack of capacity 

should not have deterred relatively strong postcolonial states from conquering weaker 

ones to aggrandize on the European model. Indeed, European states were quite weak until 

they engaged in war and empire in the eighteenth and nineteenth century. The relative 

lack of interstate conflict and empire in the postcolonial world is particularly puzzling for 

two reasons: of potential benefit and capacity. First, one of the colonial legacies 

hindering postcolonial states, particularly in Africa, is that their territories are often quite 

small: conquest would address this deficiency. Second, even relatively weak postcolonial 

states possessed far greater destructive capacity, such as air bombers and tanks, than even 

powerful European states possessed in the nineteenth century, making it relatively easy to 

project force in the quest to build state capacity through conquest and conflict. 

Postcolonial states did not engage in war and empire because of will  rather than capacity. 

What requires explanation is why postcolonial states did not exhibit the will to engage in 

conflict, even when they were faced with relatively weaker opponents, and conquest 

                                                 
57 Obviously size may not mean strength: a large state like Nigeria is more ethnically diverse and therefore 
potentially divided. Yet, it is precisely through leveraging this size in conflict and conquest that divided 
states in Europe (e.g. Germany) unified and became strong states. On Nigeria, see Clapham, Third World 
Politics, 135. 
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would have been to their benefit by creating larger potential tax bases and access to 

resources.  

In summary, there are two broad problems across these explanations. First, they 

often begin with arbitrary geographical coordinates, focusing on explanations for state 

weakness that function at regional levels. For example, Jeffrey Herbst identifies the low 

population density in Africa as responsible for weak statehood in Africa, while Miguel 

Centeno argues that limited levels of warfare and high levels of external debt reduced the 

incentives of elites in Latin America to build strong states.58 While conditions across 

regions are no doubt different, there is equally a case to be made for a structural story that 

would explain the broader incidence of state weakness, which may then be either 

exacerbated or mitigated by regional factors.59 The second problem of current 

explanations is that they do not link state weakness in the contemporary world to the 

contingent development of the international system. State weakness is attributed to 

regional and local factors that are not articulated to the broader international context. As a 

consequence, it appears that weak states, differentiated by arbitrary historical and 

geographical criteria, develop independently of each other and the broader system that 

links them. This leads to the peculiar inference that, while European state formation is 

driven by the systemic context, state formation elsewhere is determined by domestic 

characteristics! 

                                                 
58 Jeffrey Herbst, States and Power in Africa: Comparative Lessons in Authority and Control (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2000); Miguel Centeno, Blood and Debt: War and the Nation-State in Latin 
America (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2002).   
59 Further, these regional categories are themselves inventions of a cartographical schema that has more to 
do with the organizing imperatives of European colonialism than it has to do with the specificity of the 
regions themselves. On this see, YV Mudimbe, The Invention of Africa: Gnosis, Philosophy, and the Order 
of Knowledge (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1988).  
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This peculiarity, that while state weakness is the norm, it is explained on an 

arbitrary case-by-case basis, is what I am addressing through a structural explanation. My 

explanation, discussed in the next section, begins by taking state weakness as norm 

seriously, unlike extant explanations, which suffer from similar flaws. They cannot 

explain the broader environment in which postcolonial states have to undergo the process 

of state formation, and the way in which these states themselves affect that environment. 

State formation depends in large part on the structural environment. But this environment 

is not static: it changes along with transformations in political organization and the forms 

of war-making. Absent an explanation that takes account of this changing structure, weak 

states will appear as contingent, almost aberrant entities. This would be a grave error; the 

very fact that there are so many weak states suggests the necessity to theorize it in a 

structural context that goes beyond arbitrary geographical or historical categories. 
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1.4. The argument 

I argue that the reason the majority of states are weak stems from how the international 

system has developed over time. ‘Strong’ states developed in Europe and America 

through a process of war-making and empire: the development of states as integral units 

is largely a product of the environment in which they exist. As Charles Tilly put it, ‘states 

make war, and war makes states.’60 Because of the threat of large-scale interstate war, 

rulers in Europe were forced to bargain with their subjects for taxes and conscripts. This 

had three effects. First, the scale of conflict increased as the public at large either enlisted 

or were forcibly conscripted, leading to more extraction. Second, to fight wars more 

efficiently, administration grew centralized rather than relying on nobles with their own 

forces. Third, these conscripts demanded greater rights and even representation when 

they returned from war. We can represent this process in the following schematic. 

1789-1914

Popular involvement in war 
calls for state control of war:
centralization

Returning soldiers 
demand rights:
representation

State

War/politics

State increases to 
manage conflict as
conflict scale increases

Greater scale of war calls 
for greater resources:
extraction

 

                                                 
60 Charles Tilly, Coercion, Capital, and European States, AD 990-1992 (Cambridge: Blackwell, 1992).   
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Yet, European war and empire were tumultuous, as particular events and also as 

part of a broader process. They were as likely to provoke a backlash and sense of great 

unease as they were to lead to a greater commitment to state-building. One is struck by 

the sense of upheaval and crisis that observers of the time reported in accounts of 

nineteenth century Europe. From Edmund Burke to Clausewitz, to EH Carr and Edmund 

Husserl’s retrospective analysis, the period in which European states formed was one of 

significant crisis. But crisis also means that a diversity of responses is possible, for crisis 

is an opportunity to remake society in a moment where the old order is most vulnerable 

and subject to criticism. What Paul de Man said of literature is doubtless true of society 

itself: “all true criticism occurs in the mode of crisis.”61 This criticism, to some degree, 

does not just reflect a current crisis, but seeks to exacerbate it in order to present an 

alternative. In this vein, what is distinctive to the long nineteenth century is not just the 

feeling of crisis, but the way in which observers either called for, or noted, the rise of the 

state to manage these crises. Criticism, both spawned by and intensifying the sense of 

crisis, put forth the idea of the state to manage and overcome the crisis with which it was 

faced. As Matthew Arnold put it years after the turmoil of the French Revolution, “we 

want an authority, and we find nothing but jealous classes, checks, and a deadlock; 

culture suggests the idea of the State… we find no basis for a firm State-power in our 

ordinary selves; culture suggests one to us in our best self.”62 

 There is a paradox here: the crises that compel Arnold (and others) to call for a 

state are crises that stem from the development of the state itself. As Clausewitz noted, 

                                                 
61 Paul de Man, Blindness and Insight: Essays in the Rhetoric of Contemporary Criticism (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1983), 8.  
62 Matthew Arnold, Culture and Anarchy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1960), 96, emphasis in 
original.  
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the increase in the scale of conflict called for more governmental control of conflict. And 

yet, it is precisely the governmental control that made the use of force more focused and 

more deadly. That is, the state was the solution to its own crises. The process of state 

formation is an unstable one. The state develops through processes of war and empire 

that successively create more crises, whether as war becomes more deadly, or as colonial 

peoples rebel. The answer is to expand state power. But this process may have its own 

limits: two in particular. 

  The first limit lies in the destructiveness of conflict. As wars became ever more 

deadly, ‘total war’ went from being a figure of speech to an actual possibility in the 

nuclear age. Even the most deadly conflicts like World War Two did not seriously put at 

risk a significant majority of a population. But the development of nuclear weapons 

elevated the risk of conflict into the truly near-total category. This was perceived at the 

time as a crisis of the state. Specifically, analysts like Hans Morgenthau pointed out that 

the destructiveness of nuclear weapons meant that they could not be adapted to the war-

fighting needs of the state; rather, the state would have to be adapted to manage nuclear 

weapons. Others, like John Herz, saw the development as indicative of the obsolescence 

of the state. However strategic thinkers, such as Bernard Brodie, argued that while 

nuclear weapons could not be used, there remained a role for the state in marshalling 

nuclear weapons without using them, as in strategies of deterrence. Therefore, while total 

war became less likely, and efforts were made to prevent escalation and such, the state 

became more, not less important, to manage nuclear order. In response to the crises of 

European wars, total war became less likely in the international system, but the state was 

restaged as the central unit of that system.   
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 The second limit lies in the reaction of the colonized to the fact of their 

colonization. One might expect those at the sharp end of empire to wish to return the 

favor, evicting the colonizer and then beating him at his own game. Indeed, as I have 

suggested, important theories of International Relations would predict precisely this sort 

of emulation. However, what we see generally (with some exceptions) in anti-colonial 

ideas is a rejection of the colonial model, based on a specific conception and critique of 

colonial power. In particular, anti-colonial leaders promised to abjure war and empire, 

and instead promised their subjects a different model of development. The promise that 

postcolonial states would not fight wars reduced the likelihood of interstate conflict in the 

postcolonial world, amplifying the war-reducing effect of nuclear weapons. At the same 

time, anti-colonial movements reacting against the colonial state were ambivalent on the 

issue of state power. The post-independence consolidation of state power would face 

opposition because it could be, and often was, represented as a continuation of colonial 

rule and the betrayal of the promise of the anti-colonial movements.   

 These two limits reduced the will of states to engage in interstate war or empire. 

The period since 1945 has seen a reduction in interstate war, both in Europe and 

outside.63 Further, interstate conflicts have not threatened world order, as escalation 

through system-polarizing alliances has been avoided. This has had significant structural 

effects, most obviously that the conditions in which European states formed do not hold 

for the period when postcolonial states, a majority in the system, had to form. The lack of 

significant structural threat reduced the incentives for leaders in bargaining with their 

subjects and building strong states. This might have led to the creation of different forms 

                                                 
63 Kalevi Holsti, “The coming chaos? Armed conflict in the world’s periphery,” in TV Paul (ed.), 
International Order and the Future of World Politics (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 292.  
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of organization at sub-state and supra-state levels. However, states continued to be the 

presumptively central units of the international system because states were understood to 

be the best managers of world order in general, and nuclear order in particular. That is, 

the restaging of the state as marshalling nuclear weapons and managing deterrence 

created the necessary expectation that the system consisted of like units. Insofar as states 

break down, the interstate order that is compromised. We are left at a peculiar historical 

conjuncture, where the strong state is required more and the mechanism through which it 

develops is attenuated. If in the European instance, states were demanded by their 

subjects because they were under threat from outside, now, in many weak states, states 

are demanded at the system-level, and the subjects within states may be either indifferent 

or actively opposed to the state. The European ideal-type has been effectively inverted.64   

 

                                                 
64 This point was perceptively anticipated by Nettl: “while the European tradition is one of stateness both 
intrasocietally and extrasocietally and of the relationship between these two aspects, the development of a 
purely or even mainly extrasocietal form of state, which constitutes and defines itself primarily through its 
foreign relations, is likely to give rise to something very different from the received European tradition”; 
Nettl, “State as Conceptual Variable,” 591.  
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State is the problem -  
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 From a structural standpoint, therefore, we should expect to see a large number of 

weak states in the world. A priori, there are strong disincentives for elites and sovereigns 

to build strong states, because this requires them to recognize and make concessions to 

their subjects. The default organizational unit is a weak state where the sovereign does 

not recognize the governed unless compelled to. The system structure can change, 

however, to make war and empire more likely and more deadly, forcing sovereigns and 

their subjects to make common cause against external allies. As the scale of war and 

empire increases, counter-tendencies develop that seek to limit the incidence and scale of 

these two phenomena. As these counter-tendencies reduce the risk of war and empire, 

incentives to build states shrink. This is not a return to the past where a variety of 

institutional forms become feasible. Rather, because of the destructive capacity in the 

system, the strong state becomes even more important to maintain order, from a structural 

standpoint. These structural reasons span regional boundaries and cannot be limited to 

particular areas. Indeed, the prevalence of weak states encourages us to see the 

development of Europe as the exception or the aberration.   

 There is obviously variation, however. Some states are weaker than others, and 

not all weak states are weak in the same way. Using two crude axes, we can map 

different types of state, strong and weak. One axis represents the willingness to engage in 

absolute war or not, meaning either no war or limited war. The other axis represents the 

status of the state: is the state figured as a problem, as by anti-colonial and Marxist 

movements, or not, as in the European instance, and to a lesser instance in the Latin 

American instance, where large sections of the population were indifferent to the state. 

We get the following schematic 
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My analysis suggests that in three of four cases, the outcome is weak statehood. Where 

the state is figured as the problem and there is no absolute war, state 

formation/consolidation is obviously more difficult, as in the postcolonial context. Here, 

the state is the object of apathy of opposition by the public, and sovereigns are not 

compelled to recognize the governed. However, the figuring of the state as problem may 

be moderated by absolute war, where the need to defeat external enemies overrides the 

skepticism towards the state on the part of the governed, as in the Soviet instance. Yet, 

even this may not entirely consolidate state power, as the downfall of the USSR suggests, 

hence cannot be said to lead to strong states. Where the state is not figured as a problem, 

but there is no absolute war, the state remains weak because the sovereign is not 

compelled to recognize the governed. Finally, where the state is not figured as a problem, 

the exigency of absolute conflict forces sovereigns to recognize the governed and elevate 

the state. Only in this exigency do we see the development of a European-style strong 

state. But, as I will explain in Chapter 3, the probability of absolute war has been 

diminished by the way the European-style state has developed. We should therefore 

expect that most states will be weak.  

Marxist movements, 
Pan-Arabism 

Europe/colonial 
expansion 

Anti-colonial 
movements 

Indifferent to state 
(Latin America) 

Yes No 

No 

Yes 

State as problem 

Absolute 
war 
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 As a structural explanation, I should make clear that my story is not a determinist 

one. There was no necessary reason why anti-colonial ideas had to take the shape they 

did in rejecting the European model. Anti-colonial ideas could quite conceivably have 

been exhortations to emulate the European model and eliminate national weakness, as 

occurred in late nineteenth century Japan.65 Thus, my explanation should be understood 

as structural but not deterministic. At the same time, while contingent, there is nothing 

random or accidental to this process. Weak states develop from longer-term processes 

from which European states also evolved. The value of a structural or systemic 

explanation is to lay out the connections, and disabuse readers of the notion that 

European states developed one way, and African states, for example, developed another, 

and never the twain shall meet. On the contrary, the process of formation of European 

states in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries profoundly affected the environment in 

which African states had to forge statehood after decolonization.  

 At the same time, my explanation tells us something about the state itself. 

Fundamentally, the state is not an object in itself as in a center of power that monopolized 

violence, nor is it the aggregation of various apparatuses of force and service provision. 

Rather, it is an abstraction that organizes and gives a unity to these various apparatuses. 

We can see this in the fact that state-builders are so categorical that rebuilding particular 

institutions or bureaucracies is inadequate: it is the state itself that must be built. Yet, as 

an abstraction, the state emerges as an effect.66 The state is an effect of a) the general 

                                                 
65 Indeed, leaders of this period sought to import European military institutions to form the foundation for 
European-style institutions. See David Ralston, Importing the European Army: The Introduction of 
European Military Techniques and Institutions in the Extra-European World, 1600-1914 (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1996). 
66 See Timothy Mitchell, “The Limits of the State: Beyond Statist Approaches and their Critics,” American 
Political Science Review 85(1): 1991.  
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relation between sovereign and governed, and b) how this relationship is institutionalized 

in the context of relations between sovereigns (e.g. major war or colonial expansion). The 

institutionalization of the state in modern Europe was accompanied by a seemingly 

endless series of crises, from the French Revolution to the wars of German unification. 

Insofar as, faced by war or revolution, the state is articulated or demanded as the solution, 

the state can be said to be an effect of the particular dynamics of the crisis. This makes 

the state both relatively contingent, but also an object of desire that then organizes the 

social field. That is, where demanded or desired, the state gives a particular coherence to 

otherwise disaggregated apparatuses. We see that this unity is not inevitable, for in many 

weak states the material bases of the state (e.g. armies) and the symbols (e.g. palaces and 

central banks) may all be in place but that does not mean that the state is the central locus 

of authority or that the public call for the state to solve their problems. They may, of 

course, demand public goods, but – and this is the point – that demand does not in itself 

produce the state, nor facilitate its development, for public goods can quite easily be 

provided by private actors, such as warlords or armed anti-statist groups.67 It may seem 

deceptively simple, but the state emerges either as the solution or as part of the solution 

to crises, as demanded by the public. If the state is not part of the solution (and in some 

parts of the world it is part of the problem), it does not emerge so easily. I will track how 

the state emerges and does not emerge as an effect of changes at the level of the 

international system.   

                                                 
67 One might almost say here that what Milton Friedman demanded, namely privatized provision of state 
service, Hamas has delivered! 
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1.5. Methodology and Outline  

My concern is dual: to identify the institutional changes that coalesced around the figure 

of the state since the development of the modern European state; and to compare these 

changes to the development process of the modern European state to ascertain the 

prospects for strong states to develop. This has obliged me to take a triangulated 

approach. I have begun with documents of the specific historical moment to examine how 

observers of the time perceived order, and the role of the state within that order. These 

observers range from Edmund Burke to Jawaharlal Nehru to Hans Morgenthau, and their 

statements constitute my primary texts. I have combined these with theoretical work on 

state formation and political mobilization, ranging from Machiavelli and Carl von 

Clausewitz to Charles Tilly and Michel Foucault. Finally, I have used secondary 

historical materials to interrogate the arguments proposed. The reason for focusing on the 

arguments of the time is to give a sense of the multiple possibilities available within 

moments of crises, and to illustrate how we are dealing not with a concrete object (‘the 

state’) but with an abstraction. This allows us to reject deterministic accounts that would 

pose a degree of inevitability to one course of action or the other, as well as uni-linear 

accounts that posit a straightforward relationship between phenomena. The dissertation is 

structured into four further chapters. 

 The second chapter analyzes the development of the European-style state, the 

emblem of the strong state. I begin with the classic analysis of Charles Tilly. Tilly argued 

that ‘war makes states, and states make war,’ by which he meant that the increasing scale 

of conflict after the military revolution in the sixteenth century forced rulers to bargain 

with their subjects and form strong states. I emend his argument in three ways. First, I 
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suggest that the most important period of state formation was the long nineteenth century, 

because this was the period where relations of direct rule between rulers and subjects 

developed, superseding intermediaries such as nobles. Essentially, this was the historical 

period during which the modern state with an effective monopoly on political violence 

emerged, and it is this state that state-builders are now seeking to institute everywhere. 

Second, when we analyze this period, we find that while Tilly understands the modern 

state to consolidate in the long nineteenth century, this was a period of significant crises. 

Third, what is distinctive about these crises is that the state is repeatedly put forward as 

the solution to them, even though these crises stem from the dual features of the process 

of development of the state itself, war and empire. Through this chapter, I develop a 

theory of state formation that suggests that the default state-form is one where the 

sovereign does not recognize the governed, namely, a weak state. My theoretical and 

historical analysis implies state weakness is in fact the normal course of events.  

 The third chapter traces the development of war in the nuclear era to understand 

its effects on state formation in the twentieth century. Nuclear weapons were understood 

as changing the nature of war and having significant effects on the state. In particular, 

many argued that the state, unable to successfully prosecute wars, had outlived its 

function, and now it was time to seek alternative bases of organization. In response, 

strategic thinkers such as Bernard Brodie and Henry Kissinger articulated a new role for 

the state in the nuclear era: rather than fighting wars the state would marshal nuclear 

weapons to prevent war. As a consequence, the state was restaged as the presumptively 

central unit of the international system. However, the state’s relation to war was now 

transformed. Rather than prosecute war to its fullest extent, the state was to prevent 
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nuclear conflict and to limit conflicts at lower level. Through this crisis, the state became 

more, not less, central for the maintenance of order. 

 The fourth chapter traces the reaction to empire in colonized spaces and its effect 

on the development of postcolonial states. I find that in reacting to empire, anti-colonial 

movements, instead of emulating the European example, frequently rejected it. In so 

doing, they promised that they would engage in a process of state-building that abjured 

the European vices of war and empire. Underpinning these movements was a deep 

ambivalence, if not outright rejection, of the colonial state. This made it very difficult, in 

the postcolonial period, to implement policies reminiscent of the colonial state. Yet, 

many postcolonial governments did just that, under the sign of ‘development,’ often to 

the detriment of both their populations and the broader legitimacy of the state. I explain 

why postcolonial governments repeated some of the practices of the colonial state despite 

promising their publics a different order. This always partial and incomplete, but 

widespread, rejection of emulation, followed by a repetition of colonial practices, 

constitutes a ‘broken promise’ made by postcolonial leaders to their subjects. The 

‘broken promise’ has reduced public support for the state, and made it difficult to engage 

in state-building in the European image.    

 In the fifth and final chapter, I conclude with three themes. First, I lay out what 

the preceding three chapters implied: that there are good reasons for there to be so many 

weak states, and that the situation is unlikely to change. I explicate what this means for 

international order. Second, I discuss the consequences for foreign policy, particularly 

concerning state-building. Third, I identify questions the dissertation has thrown up, and 

possible ways to answer them.   
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Appendix 
Table 1.3: Political Instability Task Force 1955-2004 
 No. of states No. of incidents Ongoing cases 
Ethnic wars 40 76 15 
Revolutionary wars 39 64 7 
Adverse Regime Changes 65 112 2 
Genocide/Politicides 24 41 1 
Total Countries: 192 (UN list – Taiwan not included) 
Countries with 1 million or more population: 152 
 
Table 1.4: States with over 1 million in population 
 Score No. of states States with scores > 0 
None of EW/RW/ARC/GP 0 59  
One of EW/RW/ARC/GP 1 37 37 
Two of EW/RW/ARC/GP 2 27 64 
Three of EW/RW/ARC/GP 3 17 81 
Four of EW/RW/ARC/GP 4 12 93 
Totals  152 93 
 
Score Total (152) States 

0 
 

59 Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bhutan, Bolivia, Botswana, 
Bulgaria, Cameroon, Canada, Congo (Republic of), Costa Rica, 
North Korea, Denmark, Eritrea, Estonia, Finland, Gabon, 
Germany, Honduras, Ireland, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Kazakhstan, 
Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Libya, Lithuania, Madagascar, 
Malawi, Mauritania, Mauritius, Mexico, Mongolia, Namibia, 
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Paraguay, Poland, Portugal, 
Saudi Arabia, Serbia, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland, Tanzania, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, 
Tunisia, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, UAE, Uzbekistan, Venezuela   

1 
 

37 Armenia, Belarus, Benin, Brazil, Burkina Faso, CAR, Colombia, 
Croatia, Czech Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, Fiji, France, Gambia, 
Ghana, Greece, Guinea, Haiti, India, Israel, Malaysia, Mali, 
Moldova, Mozambique, Oman, Panama, PNG, South Korea, 
Romania, Russia, South Africa, Swaziland, Tajikistan, UK, USA, 
Uruguay, Yemen 

2 27 Albania, Argentina, Azerbaijan, Bangladesh, Chad, Chile, Cuba, 
Dominican Republic, Equatorial Guinea, Georgia, Guatemala, 
Guinea-Bissau, Hungary, Jordan, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, 
Morocco, Nepal, Niger, Peru, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Syria, 
Turkey, Vietnam, Zambia 

3 17 Bosnia, Burundi, Cambodia, China, Cote d’Ivoire, El Salvador, 
Laos, Lebanon, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Pakistan, Rwanda, Sri Lanka, 
Sudan, Thailand, Macedonia, Zimbabwe 

4 12 Afghanistan, Algeria, Angola, DRC, Ethiopia, Indonesia, Iran, 
Iraq, Myanmar, Philippines, Somalia, Uganda 
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2. Crises of origin: Europe 

2.1. Europe as an Other1  

War wove the European network of national states, and preparation for war 

created the internal structure of the states within it.2 

To understand the history of the weak or failed state, we might start with the development 

of the ‘strong’ or ‘successful’ European state. Charles Tilly’s two famous maxims; ‘state-

making is organized crime’ and ‘war makes states and states make war’; are apposite 

here. I should clarify at the outset that my argument does not seek to contradict or 

subsume Tilly’s, but to supplement it by developing moments in Tilly’s work. Three of 

these moments immediately suggest themselves. First, even in Europe most states 

actually did not emerge, they failed.3 Second, state-making is equivalent to an extortion 

racket, where rulers extract tribute in exchange for protection from their own 

depredations.4 Third, it is possible that “states may be following the old routine by which 

an institution falls into ruin just as it becomes complete.”5 When we place these moments 

at the center of our analysis, we find that the development of the European state is 

attended by crisis as well as consolidation, a view not alien to Tilly’s work but not 

emphasized within it.  

To place these moments at the center of analysis is to call into question the 

obvious implication of Tilly’s analysis, drawn more by Tilly’s interlocutors than himself, 
                                                 
1 This title is borrowed from Gayatri Spivak, “History,” in A Critique of Postcolonial Reason: Toward a 
History of the Vanishing Present (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1999), 199.  
2 Charles Tilly, Coercion, Capital and European States, AD 990-1992 (Oxford: Blackwell, 1992), 76.  
3 Charles Tilly, “Reflections on the History of European State-Making,” in Charles Tilly (ed.), The 
Formation of National States in Western Europe (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1975), 38. 
4 Charles Tilly, “War-Making and State-Making as Organized Crime,” in Peter Evans, Dietrich 
Rueschmeyer and Theda Skocpol (eds.), Bringing the State Back In (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1985), 169. 
5 This is posed somewhat, but not entirely, ironically, following Northcote Parkinson’s ‘law’ of 
organizational behavior “a perfection of planned layout is achieved only by institutions on the point of 
collapse”; Coercion, 4.  
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that European states have formed successfully and others are deficient. That is, Europe is 

the norm and the others are the exception. I will suggest that Europe is the exception, not 

just numerically but by its very nature, and yet the possibility of failure continues to 

haunt even the European state.    

In this chapter, I theorize the development of the modern European state, where 

subjects are recognized by the sovereign as bearing rights, in three interrelated ways. 

First, I approach this development as an exception, rather than as the norm it is taken to 

be. If the modern European state, where subjects are recognized by the sovereign, is the 

exception, the norm is an imperial form, where the sovereign does not recognize subjects 

and the relation between sovereign and subjects is inimical. Second, I identify the 

specific ways in which this inimical relation was moderated and to some extent overcome 

in the process of European state formation. Through the exigency of absolute war6 and 

colonial expansion, Europeans identified with their national sovereigns against other 

Europeans as enemies and non-Europeans as savages, noble or otherwise. Yet, and third, 

this process of identification was an unstable one, both in Europe itself and for the 

                                                 
6 An important caveat need be noted about ‘absolute’ war and ‘total war,’ sometimes used interchangeably 
in this project. These are nebulous concepts. ‘Absolute war,’ as coined by Clausewitz, refers to the 
mobilization of the people as a whole in the Napoleonic wars. ‘Total war’ refers to conflict engaged upon 
with the goal of eliminating the other side. Obviously, because few armed conflicts (as opposed to 
genocides with one side being substantially weaker) have approximated ‘total’ destruction, this term seems 
like an ideal-type, not a concrete description of conflict. However, we must recall a paradox identified by 
Clausewitz: while no conflict can actually result in the destruction of the other side because the means of 
destruction do not exist (or did not exist in Clausewitz’s time) that can eliminate the other side, war from 
the Napoleonic era onwards is embarked upon as an existential conflict directed at destroying the other 
side. In that sense, all wars are total, even though they cannot result in the destruction of the other side. It is 
in fact the incompleteness of this process, that wars appear as total even when they cannot be so, that 
allows military genius, ‘friction,’ and the like to flourish in order to enable war to achieve political goals. 
‘Absolute’ or ‘total’ wars function, in the sense of achieving political goals, precisely because they can 
never be achieve their premise, result in total destruction. What this implies, however, is that when the 
means of destruction emerge that can truly make war total, the political utility of war diminishes. The 
implications of this will be fully explicated in the next chapter. On the impossibility of war ending in one 
blow, or eliminating the other side, see Carl von Clausewitz, On War, trans. Michael Howard and Peter 
Paret (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984), 78-80. On the ambiguities on the definition of ‘total 
war,’ see Talbot Imlay, “Total War,” Journal of Strategic Studies 30(3): 2007.  
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international system as a whole. In Europe, the process of war and colonial expansion 

that spawned the modern state created a pervasive sense of crisis, described in this 

chapter. In the next two chapters, I elaborate how the dangers of this process increased 

over time, reducing the probability of war and empire after 1945, and diminishing the 

likelihood that the European model of state formation would be repeated. In a certain 

way, I argue, the unstable development of the European state, and state system, produced 

its opposite, namely a reduction in interstate absolute war and colonial expansion.     

 Yet, the origins of this process were somewhat mundane, stemming from changes 

in military organization and armaments. Tilly argues that because of the military 

revolution, European rulers could no longer fight small-scale wars by hiring mercenaries. 

Technological changes rendered it necessary to invest hitherto unprecedented sums in 

building armies, and required equally unprecedented numbers of soldiers to fight. Rulers 

could not extract resources and personnel on this enlarged scale by coercion alone, so 

they began to bargain, first with elites and then the population. The latter process 

extended rights and strategies of representation to enable a direct relationship between 

rulers and the population, eventually doing away with the mediation of feudal elites. The 

products of this long process were national states, or “states governing multiple 

contiguous regions and their cities by means of centralized, differentiated and 

autonomous structures.”7 The three central components were “national standing armies, 

national states and direct rule” which “caused each other.”8 Thus, the development of the 

state is inseparable from the nature and development of the European system of states on 

the one hand, and bargaining over the right and obligations of political rule within states 

                                                 
7 Tilly, Coercion, 2-3. National states are to be distinguished from nation-states, whose people share an 
affective, symbolic identity.  
8 Tilly, Coercion, 104.  
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on the other.9 Miguel Centeno nicely terms Tilly’s analysis as falling under the bellicist 

perspective, deriving from Otto Hintze’s 1906 formulation: “all state organization was 

originally military organization, organization for war.”10 In the bellicist perspective, the 

driving force of history is not class conflict but “conflict between nations (which) has 

been far more important.”11   

 While the process originated in the sixteenth century12 with the increase in the 

scale of warfare, state-making arguably reached its apogee in the ‘long nineteenth 

century.’13 This period saw four crucial developments that intensified, or more probably 

realized, the modern European state: revolution, the advent of ‘absolute war,’ widespread 

nationalism, and colonial expansion. Tilly writes that “after 1750… states began moving 

aggressively from a nearly universal system of indirect rule to a new system of direct 

rule: unmediated intervention in the lives of local communities, households, and 

productive enterprises.”14 Revolutions, from France to Haiti, marked the unwillingness of 

the previously subjugated to continue under an unjust yoke.15 These upheavals suggested 

that feudal arrangements were no longer viable as people demanded more direct 

representation, albeit for a limited fraction of the population. This transition from indirect 

                                                 
9 Tilly, Coercion, 26.  
10 Otto Hintze, “Military Organization and the Organization of the State,” in Felix Gilbert (ed.), The 
Historical Essays of Otto Hintze (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1975), 181.  
11 Hintze, “Military Organization,” 183. That said, Hintze (and Tilly in turn) also notes that internal social 
arrangements are vital but his interlocutors are broadly right that he focuses on war and military 
organization. For important statements on the role of classes, particularly peasants, in influencing types of 
regime, see Barrington Moore, Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy: Lord and Peasant in the 
Making of the Modern World (Boston: Beacon, 1966); Perry Anderson, Lineages of the Absolutist State 
(London: Verso, 1974).  
12 Tilly is even more specific: “city-states, city-empires, federations, and religious organizations all thrived 
in Europe until the sixteenth century; indeed, empires of one kind or another still predominated in Europe 
at Charles V’s abdication in 1557… then national states began to gain priority”; Coercion, 190. 
13 The term refers to either 1776-1914 or 1789-1914. For our purposes, we will use the latter span to focus 
on Europe.   
14 Tilly, Coercion, 103.  
15 See CLR James, The Black Jacobins (New York: Vintage, 1989). One should also not forget the multiple 
peasant and slave rebellions of this period.    
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to direct rule took place in conjunction with the intensification of war in the Napoleonic 

era. To Clausewitz, Napoleon unleashed the potential of absolute war for the first time.16 

Nationalism and empire created symbolic unities of previously disparate and divided 

populations.17 Yet neither Tilly nor his interlocutors draw much attention to the 

upheavals through which states formed in Europe.   

 Rather, those who have engaged with Tilly’s theory have sought to identify 

explanatory variables to better understand state formation. Rather than engage with the 

historical aspects of the formation of the ‘strong’ European state, which might 

problematize the notion that European states had more or less developed by the long 

nineteenth century, they have done one of two things. They have either taken his 

periodization back in time, to point to earlier temporal and different causal origins of the 

process of European state-making. For example, Hendrik Spruyt has argued that the 

European state-system originated in the expansion of trade in the thirteenth century 

onwards. Thomas Ertman has suggested that the expansion of tax farming in the 

thirteenth and fourteenth century created a large bureaucracy that formed the basis for 

mobilization during the military revolution. Daniel Nexon has focused on how religious 

reform movements destabilized imperial forms in the transition to the European state-

system.18  

Alternatively, scholars have applied Tilly’s insights to different spaces. Miguel 

Centeno essentially agrees with Tilly in arguing that because Latin American states did 

                                                 
16 Clausewitz, On War, 592-593.  
17 For an overview, see Eric Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism since 1780: Programme, Myth, Reality 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990).  
18 See, respectively, Hendrik Spruyt, The Sovereign State and its Competitors (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1994); Thomas Ertman, Birth of the Leviathan: Building States and Regimes in Medieval 
and Early Modern Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997); Daniel Nexon, The Struggle 
for Power in Early Modern Europe: Religious Conflict, Dynastic Empires, and International Change 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2009).  
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not fight total wars which required the mobilization of the whole society, the structural 

incentives to extend rights and representation to society were attenuated.19 As a result, the 

state did not penetrate much of society, rendering it institutionally weak even if it had 

significant coercive capacity. Because Latin American polities could borrow from 

external sources and did not have to expend massive amounts of blood, the state did not 

develop in the way European states did. By contrast, Jeffrey Herbst argues against Tilly, 

claiming that war is at best an intervening variable in state formation.20 In Africa, 

geographical conditions and low population density led to difficulties in broadcasting 

power over long distances, hindering the development of states. While in Europe, 

territory was scarce and fought over, in Africa territory was abundant and in case of war, 

a group just moved to another place (the exit option). While not referring to Tilly, Robert 

Jackson makes an analogous argument about Africa: because African states were granted 

sovereignty and did not attain it after years of violent competition, they are not states in 

the proper sense but quasi-states.21 In the case of the United States, state capacity was 

relatively weak until increasing US participation in wars, leading up to World War Two, 

extended the role of the state in people’s lives.22 Military service was a way in which 

various marginalized groups claimed rights and were brought into the state.23 Various 

authors find that in the Middle East the easy availability of foreign aid and debt, 

especially during the Cold War, reduced the imperative for Middle Eastern leaders to 

                                                 
19 Miguel Centeno, Blood and Debt: War and the Nation-State in Latin America (University Park: 
Pennsylvania State University Press, 2003).  
20 Jeffrey Herbst, States and Power in Africa: Comparative Lessons in Authority and Control (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2000).  
21 Robert Jackson, Quasi-States: Sovereignty, International Relations and the Third World (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1993).  
22 Ira Katznelson and Martin Shefter (eds.), Shaped by War and Trade: International Influences on 
American Political Development (Princeton: Princeton University, 2002).  
23 Ronald Krebs, Fighting for Rights: Military Service and the Politics of Citizenship (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 2006).  
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bargain with their population, leading to autocratic but unstable regimes.24 Middle 

Eastern states developed from preparing to fight war, for which large amounts of external 

support was available, but the lack of actual war prevented the extension of rights and the 

incorporation of the population who would sacrifice in war.25 Moreover, scholars have 

argued that the sorts of wars fought by Southern states (civil and internal wars, limited 

wars) have weakened the state by setting populations within it at odds as opposed to 

mobilizing against a foreign enemy.26 

 None of these arguments problematize a central element of Tilly’s story: that 

European states had more or less developed by the long nineteenth century. The new 

elements of this period, therefore, only buttressed the state-making process. Within the 

logic of Tilly’s account, European state-making is a unidirectional process, in the sense 

that it is not likely to be reversed. The long nineteenth century was a period of 

consolidation of the European state, as direct rule replaced the feudal intermediaries, 

absolute war meant that rights were extended to a greater number of the population, and 

nationalism bound together disparate groups under one flag. As Tilly puts it, “not until 

the nineteenth century, with Napoleon’s conquests and the subsequent unifications of 

Germany and Italy, would almost all of Europe consolidate into mutually exclusive states 

having permanent, professional armed forces and exercising substantial control over 

people in areas of 40,000 square miles or more” and “the omnipresent state, the struggles 

over its rulers and policies, the formation of serious budgetary competitors to the armed 

                                                 
24 Volker Perthes, “Si Vis Stabilitatem, Para Bellum,” in Steven Heydemann (ed.), War, Institutions and 
Social Change in the Middle East (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000).   
25 Michael Barnett, Confronting the Costs of War: Military Power, State, and Society in Egypt and Israel 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993).  
26 Jackson, Quasi-States; Centeno, Blood and Debt; Georg Sorenson, “War and State-Making: Why 
Doesn’t it Work in the Third World?” Security Dialogue 32(3): 2001.  
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forces, and many other features of states we now take for granted emerged in the 

nineteenth-century absorption of the general population into the state.”27 The long 

nineteenth century is a crucial period of state-making; its culmination.  

 Yet, it seems the ‘action,’ as it were, of state-making is over by the long 

nineteenth century. In one sense, it is: Tilly’s primary goal is to show how the national 

state won out as organizational form over its competitors such as city-states and 

federations.28 By the time of the French Revolution, it was becoming clear that the 

national state was the most effective means of fighting wars. But even if the national state 

won out over alternatives, that did not make state-making necessarily irreversible or free 

of its own problems. Indeed, historians of the period stress its upheavals, starting with the 

American and French revolutions, continuing through the Napoleonic era, the 

competition for colonies, the unification of Prussia and ending in the Great War. If this 

was the period in which the national state consolidated, that consolidation was not 

straightforward. Writings of the time point to the specter of disorder and anarchy as the 

verities of the feudal order were displaced and mass national society formed for the first 

time. The idea that the state had been consolidated or was consolidating in a 

straightforward fashion is contradicted by these writings. The immediate period after 

1789 understandably created consternation.29 But even seventy years after the 

Revolution, Matthew Arnold was calling for the state to save ‘culture’ from the 

impending anarchy of mass society: “we want an authority, and we find nothing but 

                                                 
27 Tilly, Coercion, 46, 63. This point is also made by Norman Rich, who dates “the growing powers of the 
state” to the period 1850-1890; The Age of Nationalism and Reform, 1850-1890 (New York: Norton, 1977), 
66-76.  
28 Tilly, Coercion, 190. 
29 The most famous such statement is Edmund Burke, “Reflections on the Revolution in France,” in 
Edmund Burke and Thomas Paine, Two Classics of the French Revolution (New York: Anchor, 1973).  
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jealous classes, checks, and a deadlock; culture suggests the idea of the State… we find 

no basis for a firm State-power in our ordinary selves; culture suggests one to us in our 

best self.”30 In France, Arnold suggests, barbarians had been forged into a nation by 

conscription, but he held less hope for that prospect in England. The love of liberty that 

threatened England with anarchy made conscription unlikely, and hence Arnold called for 

a State to save Englishmen from their ordinary selves.31 

                                                 
30 Matthew Arnold, Culture and Anarchy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1960), 96, emphasis in 
original.  
31 Arnold, Culture, 75-76.  
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2.2. Fear and Trembling 

When we account for the tempestuous nature and unsettled state-form of this period, how 

do we emend, if at all, Tilly’s analysis? Schematically, Tilly’s analysis can be emended 

in two ways. First, the moment of the consolidation of the European state should be 

acknowledged as also a moment of crisis: the state develops through crises but never 

entirely overcomes them. Second, the European state can be thought of as a reciprocal 

relationship or compact between sovereign power and the governed, what I will call the 

compact of recognition-rights-identity. The European state deals with crises, such as war 

and revolution, through recognizing the governed.  

 Europe in the long nineteenth century faced massive internal and external political 

upheavals that may in hindsight seem stable, but at the time appeared far from stable.32 

Peter Gay, in his immense history of the nineteenth century, writes of the time 

Whether partisans of the new or its troubled critics, people characterized their 

century as a century of upheavals. If accepted definitions even of the criminal or 

the abnormal were questioned, no traditional way of seeing the world, or acting 

in it, was sacred. And the revolutions that shook Western culture were traumatic 

too for their beneficiaries; cheering on the innovators, many confessed to a 

vertigo generated by the disappearance of familiar landmarks.33    

                                                 
32 See, for example, Hannah Arendt, On Revolution (New York: Viking, 1965); Eric Hobsbawm, The Age 
of Revolution: 1789-1848 (New York: Vintage, 1996); Eric Hobsbawm, The Age of Capital: 1848-1875 
(New York: Vintage, 1996); Eric Hobsbawm, The Age of Empire: 1875-1914 (New York: Vintage, 1989); 
Peter Gay, Education of the Senses: The Bourgeois Experience, Victoria to Freud, Vol.1 (New York: 
Norton, 1984); Peter Gay, The Tender Passion: The Bourgeois Experience, Victoria to Freud, Vol.2 (New 
York: Norton, 1986); Peter Gay, The Cultivation of Hatred: The Bourgeois Experience, Victoria to Freud, 
Vol.3 (New York: Norton, 1993); Peter Gay, The Naked Heart: The Bourgeois Experience, Victoria to 
Freud, Vol.4 (New York: Norton, 1996); Peter Gay, Pleasure Wars: The Bourgeois Experience, Victoria to 
Freud, Vol.5 (New York: Norton, 1999); Rich, Age of Nationalism and Reform; Gordon Craig, Europe 
1815-1914 (New York: Harcourt, 1972); AJP Taylor, From Napoleon to the Second International (London: 
Hamish Hamilton, 1993).  
33 Gay, Cultivation of Hatred, 425.  
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This period saw the rise of a new political subject, the bourgeoisie, and the entry of the 

masses into politics. As the bourgeoisie competed with, and ultimately replaced, the 

nobility as a significant political force, the loyalty of the masses fluctuated. On the one 

hand, the bourgeoisie shared political interests with the masses, namely limiting 

sovereign authority and broadening rights and representation. On the other hand, class 

antagonisms divided the bourgeoisie from the masses. Therefore, sovereigns could go 

directly to the masses in their competition with the bourgeoisie, who sought to limit 

arbitrary exercises of power. This process can be best exemplified by revisiting Marx’s 

analysis of one such upheaval, Louis Bonaparte’s coup of 1851. This text can also be 

read as an account of state formation in France in the long nineteenth century.34 Briefly, 

from 1848 onwards, there was mass unrest in Paris as a result of the Communes, where 

workers were beginning to organize and threaten the economic power of the newly 

powerful bourgeoisie. The factions of the nobility were enervated and divided. Sensing 

an opportunity, Napoleon’s nephew, Louis Bonaparte mobilized the lumpen proletariat 

(peasant proprietors) with the promise of liquor and sausages35 and conducted a coup on 

December 2nd 1851, the same date that his uncle had taken power in 1799. The 

bourgeoisie, no longer able to govern on its own, welcomed the absolutist rule of Louis 

Bonaparte, even though his party of Order rescinded parliamentary rule and reduced the 

bourgeoisie’s political power. The coup revealed that the absolute monarchy had been 

replaced not by a settled central authority, but by shifting and unstable coalitions between 

                                                 
34 Karl Marx, The 18th Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte (New York: International Publishers, 1963).  
35 Liquor and sausages is a recurring motif intended to capture Bonaparte’s buying off the soldiers and 
peasants. A section of the cavalry was said to have shouted: “Vive Napoleon! Vivent les saucissons!” 
(Hurrah Napoleon! Hurrah for the sausages!); Marx, 18th Brumaire, 77-78, 123. 
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disparate factions that tried to capture state power, hence elevating the importance of the 

state. Two of Marx’s insights are worth explicating.36 

 First, contra a unidirectional progressive movement of history, Marx points out 

the way in which the revolution is always at risk of reversal. The promise of revolution is 

never realized, but always brings back “the traditions of dead generations (that) weigh 

like a nightmare on the brain of the living.”37 The French Revolution promised to usher in 

a new era. But even in its revolutionary period, it drew on regressive social formations to 

bring order. Marx calls these “ghosts from the days of Rome,” Caesarist figures like 

Danton, Robespierre, and most of all Napoleon that marshaled violence to midwife 

‘peaceful’ free competition: “unheroic as bourgeois society is, it nevertheless took 

heroism, sacrifice, terror, civil war and battles of peoples to bring it into being.”38 These 

seemingly backward battles are not transcended by the foundation of bourgeois society, 

but their memory can always be revived in moments of crisis. This left French society 

susceptible, when faced with disorder in the period 1848-1851, to the promise of Order as 

delivered by seemingly defunct figures like Louis Napoleon. This reveals both the always 

incomplete nature of the revolution itself and the possibility of backsliding to more 

regressive times.39  

                                                 
36 I cannot discuss Marx’s classic account of representation here. For such a discussion, see Spivak, 
“History,” 257-266.    
37 Marx, 18th Brumaire, 15. 
38 Marx, 18th Brumaire, 16.  
39 Within Marx’s own work, this text holds an ambiguous position. On the one hand, it suggests that every 
revolution is always contaminated by the past, and hence never entirely realizes its promise. On the other, 
this ‘contamination’ can be read as a particular flaw of the bourgeois revolution, and a proletarian 
revolution that a) draws its mythology from the future and b) breaks the bourgeois state machinery can 
overcome this problem. Both readings are plausible in the logic of the text, but the evidence of history, 
particularly the statist focus of the Russian and Chinese revolutions, would privilege the former 
interpretation. 
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 These ‘survivals’ are not epiphenomenal, bound to be transcended by the 

movement of history.40 Rather, they reveal the continuing salience of symbols and 

narratives of the past in the face of an uncertain future. Marx notes two exemplary 

moments of this. First, different classes mobilize under the sign of ‘Order’ against the 

proletariat who represent ‘anarchy.’ In this moment, we can see how in times of upheaval 

and uncertainty, existing narratives can be mobilized by politicians to conjure a vision of 

a harmonious and secure past. In fact, Marx notes, this generally returns society to a 

regressive period. “The watchwords of the old society, ‘property, family, religion, order’” 

remain potent political signifiers that can always disrupt the progressive historical 

movement and even misdirect a group from their ‘true’ interests.41 This can be seen in the 

second moment: the strange coalition of Louis Bonaparte and the lumpen proletariat (in 

this case small peasants) is articulated through the symbol of Napoleon Bonaparte. The 

first Napoleon had confirmed the peasants’ right to own land after the struggles of the 

revolution. But fifty years later, the very land rights granted by the first Napoleon had 

locked the peasants into uneconomic small holdings that rendered them paupers. Yet, the 

peasants did not identify their small-holdings as the source of their problems. If they had, 

they would have allied with the urban proletariat and targeted the ‘urban usurers’ to 

whom they were indebted. Instead, they blamed their fortunes on the pusillanimity of the 

National Assembly. ‘Napoleon the Little’ who dissolved the Assembly in imitation of his 

uncle thus appeared as confirmation of an ideological frame 

Historical tradition gave rise to the belief of the French peasants in the miracle 

that a man named Napoleon would bring all the glory back to them. And an 

                                                 
40 On ‘survivals,’ see Louis Althusser, “Contradiction and Overdetermination,” in For Marx, trans. Ben 
Brewster (London: Verso, 2006).  
41 Marx, 18th Brumaire, 25, 123-128.  
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individual turned up who gives himself out as the man because he bears the name 

Napoleon, in consequence of the Code Napoleon, which lays down that inquiry 

into paternity is forbidden.42 

The absurdity of the situation is not just reminiscent of the brilliant ‘history repeats itself, 

first as tragedy and then as farce.’ It indicates that even when seemingly transparent 

interests should dictate historical progress, interests are neither transparent, nor do they 

translate into progressive action. “The tradition of dead generations” always haunts 

historical projects like state-making, and renders them always short of full realization.  

 In a second crucial insight, Marx suggests that the French state develops as a 

consequence of the Revolution, but then becomes independent of it. In a section that is 

worth juxtaposing with Tilly’s account of direct rule, he writes 

This executive power with its enormous bureaucratic and military organization, 

with its ingenious state machinery, embracing wide strata… this appalling 

parasitic body, which enmeshes the body of French society like a net and chokes 

all its pores, sprang up in the days of the absolute monarchy, with the decay of 

the feudal system, which it helped to hasten. The seigniorial privileges of the 

landowners and towns became transformed into so many attributes of the state 

power, the feudal dignitaries into paid officials and the motley pattern of 

conflicting medieval plenary powers into the regulated plan of a state authority, 

whose work is divided and centralized as in a factory.43 

                                                 
42 Marx, 18th Brumaire, 124.  
43 Marx, 18th Brumaire, 121-122.  
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Marx identifies the beginnings of the movement to direct rule in the later period of the 

French monarchy (Tilly similarly dates the more general move to direct rule from 1750 

onwards)44 

The first French Revolution, with its task of breaking all separate local, 

territorial, urban and provincial powers in order to create the civil unity of the 

nation, was bound to develop what the absolute monarchy had begun: 

centralization, but at the same time the extent, the attributes and the agents of 

government. Napoleon perfected this state machinery… every common interest 

was straightaway severed from society, counterposed to it as a higher, general 

interest, snatched from the activity of society’s members themselves and made an 

object of government activity…45 

This process was brought to crisis because of the threat posed by the proletariat in 1848, 

to deal with which 

The parliamentary republic found itself compelled to strengthen, along with the 

repressive measures, the resources and centralization of governmental power. All 

revolutions perfected this machine instead of smashing it. The parties that 

contended in turn for domination regarded the possession of this huge state 

edifice as the principal spoils of the victor.46 

The state became not just the terrain of contestation, but the object of contestation.47 No 

one group or class fraction could, on its own, control political power and impose order on 

society as a whole.48 Because the state represented a general interest, different factions 

                                                 
44 Tilly, Coercion, 103. 
45 Marx, 18th Brumaire, 122, emphasis in original.  
46 Marx, 18th Brumaire, 122, emphasis mine.  
47 See Theda Skocpol, States and Social Revolutions: A Comparative Analysis of France, Russia and China 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979), 286.  
48 Marx notes at various points that the bourgeoisie, at risk of proletarian revolution, had to sacrifice their 
political power to Napoleon in order to protect their economic power; 18th Brumaire, 67, 107.  
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competed to control it, and through it, society as a whole. In this way, the state as an 

institution becomes independent of society, in the sense that it is no longer reducible to 

one or other dominant social class.49 

 When we put these two insights from Marx together, we realize that the process 

of state-making that Tilly says is consolidating is in fact beset by crises and 

contradictions. Whether it is the ‘tradition of dead generations’ or the novelty of the state 

as the spoils of political contest, political upheaval was always possible, indeed even 

nascent. What is striking is the way in which those writing at the time expressed, 

simultaneously, the sense that things were changing fundamentally and doubted the 

extent to which these changes could be controlled. Marx describes the internal 

challenges, but the challenges were external as well.  

 To understand the external challenges, we turn to Clausewitz’s reflections on 

Napoleon’s conquests. What Napoleon had brought about was a change in warfare 

Suddenly war again became the business of the people [contra its limitation to 

wars between sovereigns since the Thirty Years’ War] – a people of thirty 

millions, all of whom considered themselves to be citizens… the people became 

a participant in war; instead of governments and armies as heretofore, the full 

weight of the nation was thrown into the balance. The resources and efforts now 

available for use surpassed all conventional limits; nothing now impeded the 

vigor with which war could be waged, and consequently the opponents of France 

faced the utmost peril.50  

                                                 
49 See Nicos Poulantzas, State, Power, Socialism, trans. Patrick Camiller (London: Verso, 2001).  
50 Clausewitz, On War, 592. In the Thirty Years’ War, almost a third of the population had been killed. 
Hence post-Westphalia, an emphasis was laid on bracketing war within certain juridical and diplomatic 
limits. These limits were steadily eroded from Napoleon onwards. On the bracketing of war in Europe, see 
Carl Schmitt, Nomos of the Earth in the International Law of the Jus Publicum Europaeum, trans. GL 
Ulmen (New York: Telos, 2004). For the most detailed of many commentaries on Clausewitz, see Peter 
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Tilly approvingly cites this and goes on to write that “with a nation in arms, a state’s 

extractive power rose enormously, as did the claims of citizens on their state… from that 

point onward, the character of war changed, and the relationship between warmaking and 

civilian politics altered fundamentally.”51 Yet to leave it at this is to miss a key 

component of Clausewitz’s analysis. The new form of war does require greater resources 

and popular mobilization, but this is not a panacea for the state; instead, it presents new 

problems.   

 Like Marx, Clausewitz identifies a new political subject: the ‘people armed.’ As 

the people enter into conflict, it is not just the scale of conflict which is altered. Rather, 

the nature of war changes. This change is from war as conducted between sovereigns and 

controlled by them to war where the people as a whole understood their interests and 

even survival to be at stake in the conflict, and participated accordingly. The mobilization 

of the passions of people had introduced an element to war that often exceeded political 

control. This was best exemplified by the rise of Spanish partisans against Napoleon’s 

armies. Although the Spanish army had been vanquished, groups of the defeated 

population resisted the French on their own, independent of the Spanish state.52 This 

qualitative change in war occurred on two levels. First, “the sole aim of war was to 

overthrow the opponent,” in sharp distinction to how, when conducted by sovereigns, war 

was restricted by the means at one’s disposal. The narrow base of resources and the 

balance of power in Europe, Clausewitz wrote, restricted war until the Napoleonic era.53 

Second, it was the people who drove this new goal of war, vastly increasing the means 

                                                                                                                                                 
Paret, Clausewitz and the State: The Man, His Theories, and His Times (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1976).   
51 Tilly, Coercion, 82-83.  
52 Clausewitz, On War, 220, 592. 
53 Clausewitz, On War, 590.  
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brought to bear in conflict. As a consequence, “war, untrammeled by any conventional 

restraints, had broken loose in its elemental fury.”54  

 Therefore, we might reinterpret the dictum/cliché ‘war is the continuation of 

politics by other means.’ It is not a statement of fact as much as an effort at advocacy. 

That is, Clausewitz is trying to assert the primacy of politics in the conduct of war to 

advocate the necessity of political control in affairs of war. We should read this as a 

performative more than a constative speech act.55 In an era of absolute war, Clausewitz 

asserts the necessity of political control for two reasons, one general and one historically 

contingent. First, war in general should be directed towards political ends, and those 

responsible should be political, not military leaders.56 Military leaders should be 

prevented from hijacking a campaign for their own ends if those ends detract from the 

political aims of the war. Second, war in general can detract from political ends if 

allowed to follow its own course. This possibility is exacerbated in the era of absolute 

war, which requires a rethinking of policy, for “wars waged by both sides to the full 

extent of their national strength must be conducted on different principles from wars in 

which policy was based on the comparative size of the regular armies.”57  

 The advocacy marks a change in the relationship between the state and war, a 

change that Tilly does not make enough of. If the state makes war, the Clausewitzian 

distinction between war and politics makes no sense; surely the state, as military 

machine, is already directing the process of conflict. However, if war is the business of 

                                                 
54 Clausewitz, On War, 593.  
55 Of course, it is also a constative speech act: Clausewitz believes that war is by its nature conducted for 
political aims. But he is using this ‘fact’ to advocate political control, not just to describe the situation. On 
the distinction, see JL Austin, How to do Things with Words (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1975); 
Jacques Derrida, Limited Inc., trans. Jeffrey Mehlman and Samuel Weber (Evanston: Northwestern 
University Press, 1988).   
56 Clausewitz, On War, 608-609.  
57 Clausewitz, On War, 220.  
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the population, the ‘people armed,’ there is both a distinction between war and politics, 

and a role for the state in managing that distinction. Once the people become engaged in 

conflict, the course of conflict can deviate from and indeed subvert the political goals of 

the state. This possibility requires the state, Clausewitz argues, to take control of conflict. 

And yet, as we will see, this is easier said that done.    

Essentially, the unprecedented destruction and the mobilization of the ‘people in 

arms’ during the Napoleonic era marks a transformation where war becomes less 

controllable than before. It is ‘policy’ that must channel the destruction into useful ends: 

“policy converts the overwhelmingly destructive element of war into a mere 

instrument… it changes the terrible battle-sword that a man needs both his hands and his 

entire strength to wield, and with which he strikes home once and no more, into a light, 

handy rapier.”58 War reduced to one blow loses its value as an instrument of policy. Yet, 

war in the Napoleonic era commands such great resources that it is closer than ever to 

being conducted in one decisive action. Clausewitz terms this change as war approaching 

its “absolute perfection.”59 He analyzes the novelty of his age as an upheaval in the 

conduct of warfare, and calls for heightened control of war, to better direct it away from 

destruction to political ends. Yet, in a telling moment, he does not guarantee that this 

control always works, for “it would be an obvious fallacy to imagine war between 

civilized peoples as resulting merely from a rational act on the part of their governments 

and to conceive of war as gradually ridding itself of passion.”60   

 What we see is a widespread sense of crisis and an uncertainty as to how and 

whether the crisis will be resolved, at the very moment that the European state is 

                                                 
58 Clausewitz, On War, 606, emphasis mine.  
59 Clausewitz, On War, 592-593.  
60 Clausewitz, On War, 76.  
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consolidating and reaching the entirety of its public for the first time. As the state grows 

independent of dominant groups internally and wages absolute war externally, both 

processes are only tenuously under control: they always run the risk of exceeding the 

particular interests and ends for which they are originally intended. There are no 

guarantees that the European state will not be held hostage by ‘ghosts of the past’ which 

are never entirely banished. It is therefore vital to theorize the European state as 

developing in crisis and never completely consolidated. It is the impossibility of this 

consolidation that renders the state-form always insecure and requiring practices of 

securitization that require state intervention and regulation of ever greater areas of life.61 

 The second emendation of Tilly’s argument is to look closely at the bargaining 

between sovereign and governed at the center of the analysis.62 Through bargaining, the 

state both raised resources and became involved in a broader range of activities, 

stemming from the need to supply the frontlines 

Indirectly, the pursuit of military power led to intervention in subsistence. 

Similarly, attempts to acquire men, uniforms, arms, lodgings, and above all, 

money to sustain military activity drew state officials into creating administrative 

structures they then had to supervise and sustain. The forms of mass 

representation that European rulers bargained out with their subjects-become-

citizens during the nineteenth century involved states in whole new areas of 

activity, especially with respect to production and distribution.63   

In other words, the necessity of fighting war led European sovereigns to bargain with 

their populations from 1750 onwards, creating direct relations of reciprocity between 

                                                 
61 Tilly, Coercion, 114-115.  
62 For discussion of bargaining, see Tilly, Coercion, 62, 64, 96-126, 206-208.  
63 Tilly, Coercion, 120.  
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sovereign and governed. These institutions included social programs, state supervision of 

food production and some rights of representation.  

 But we can take this further. War-making is the mechanism through which 

sovereign power is forced to recognize the governed and grant them rights in exchange 

for their service on the battlefield and their taxes. If, through the exigency of total war, 

sovereign power recognized the rights of the governed, and granted some degree of 

reciprocal claims, we might suggest that, generally speaking, the sovereign would not 

recognize the rights of the governed unless compelled to, through an exigency such as 

total war. The nature of the sovereign-governed relationship is therefore inimical: we 

should expect the sovereign not to grant rights to the governed.64 We can find this 

suggested by Tilly himself: “in fact, rulers attempted to avoid the establishment of 

institutions representing groups outside their own class, and sometimes succeeded for 

considerable periods… in the long term, however, those institutions were the price and 

outcome of bargaining with different members of the subject population for the 

wherewithal of state activity, especially the means of war.”65 In contexts, like Latin 

America, where sovereigns do not fight absolute wars, or, as in the Middle East, where 

sovereigns arm for war but do not actually fight wars, they do not extend rights to the 

governed. And as the great African historian Basil Davidson lamented, the problems 

                                                 
64 As we would expect because the sovereign extracts surpluses from the governed: he exploits them. Tilly 
notes this through metaphors like ‘organized crime’ and ‘rulers resembled racketeers’; Coercion, 75. On 
the antagonism between sovereign and subjects, see Georges Bataille, The Accursed Share, Vols.2 and 3: 
The History of Eroticism and Sovereignty, trans. Robert Hurley (New York: Zone, 1993). For discussion of 
two different models of sovereignty, see Georges Dumezil, Mitra-Varuna: An Essay on Two Indo-
European Representations of Sovereignty, trans. Derek Coltman (New York: Zone, 1990).     
65 Tilly, Coercion, 64.  
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faced by the postcolonial African state stem from the inability or unwillingness of its 

elites to extend ties of reciprocity to its generally impoverished masses.66  

The absence of this reciprocal relationship in much of the world should force us to 

ask the question: absolute war being a historical exception, shouldn’t the default state-

form be imperial,  where the sovereign does not extend recognition to the governed? Here 

we might revisit Ranajit Guha’s analysis of British rule in South Asia. Guha wrote 

The colonial state in India was fundamentally different from the metropolitan 

bourgeois state which had sired it. The difference consisted in the fact that the 

metropolitan state was hegemonic in character with its claim to dominance based 

on a power relation in which the moment of persuasion outweighed that of 

coercion, whereas the colonial state was non-hegemonic with persuasion 

outweighed by coercion in its structure of dominance. Indeed, we have argued 

that the originality of the South Asian colonial state lay precisely in this 

difference: a historical paradox, it was an autocracy set up and sustained in the 

East by the foremost democracy of the Western world. And since it was non-

hegemonic, it was not possible for that state to assimilate the civil society of the 

colonized to itself.67 

Let us reverse this. What is original is not that the South Asian colonial state is one of 

domination, but that the British state is hegemonic. And the British state has become 

hegemonic in part because it was able to fight wars and colonize other places. This 

process of war and empire enabled previously non-English groups, such as Scots and 

                                                 
66 Basil Davidson, The Black Man’s Burden: Africa and the Curse of the Nation-State (New York: Times 
Books, 1992), 291. He argues that in the cases of Angola, Guinea-Bissau and Mozambique, the anti-
colonial struggle was one of mass participation, but this diminished for two reasons: “the sheer difficulty of 
proceeding with the project of mass participation once the driving disciplines of the war were no longer 
present” and the proxy wars conducted by foreign powers on their territory; 303, emphasis mine, 302-307.  
67 Ranajit Guha, Dominance without Hegemony: History and Power in Colonial India (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1997), xii.  
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Irish, to become part of a newer composite identity of ‘Britons.’ The move to domestic 

hegemony involves a relation of either dominance with colonial Others, or potentially 

absolute war with European Others, such as the French.68 But before the British, or any 

other European state, becomes hegemonic, it is a structure of domination: an essentially 

imperial structure.69 The European-style state has often acted on its own public with 

effectively colonial policies. Eugen Weber has called the process through which peasants 

speaking a variety of languages were forcibly educated in French a process of “internal 

colonization.”70 Provinces such as Brittany were viewed with derision, and their citizens 

not seen as entirely French by Parisians, and often treated with a contempt summed up by 

Victor Hugo, writing of his travels in 1834, 

Poor Brittany! It has preserved everything, its monuments and its inhabitants, its 

poetry and its mire, its old color and its old dirt on top of it. Wash the buildings, 

they are superb, but I defy you to wash the Bretons. Often, in one of those 

beautiful heather landscapes… you will see a charming cottage with smoke rising 

above its ivy and roses. You admire it, you enter. Alas, my poor Louis, this 

golden cottage is a horrible Breton shack where people and pigs sleep in the same 

room. You have to admit, the pigs get pretty dirty.71  

Developmental programs like education, public health and urban development are often 

motivated by contemptuous sentiments like Hugo’s. Thus, they have often been brought 

                                                 
68 Linda Colley, Britons: Forging the Nation, 1707-1837 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992).  
69 To put it less categorically, the European state is not hegemonic because it has no need to persuade its 
public.  
70 Eugen Weber, Peasants into Frenchmen: The Modernization of Rural France, 1870-1914 (Palo Alto: 
Stanford University Press, 1976). 
71 Quoted in Robert Gildea, Children of the Revolution: The French, 1799-1914 (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 2008), 66. 
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about through force, targeting populations without their consent.72 This suggests that the 

difference between European and colonial states may be less than clear-cut. Certainly 

European populations have been subject to similar colonial policies. The imperial is the 

default European state-form,73 and contingent developments to do with war and 

colonialism have forced European sovereigns to deviate from this imperial form.  

 This might help us understand English rule in India as not really paradoxical. On 

the one hand, Indians were different from and viewed as inferior to the British. On the 

other, India was part of Britain; in James Mill’s words, “the subject [of Indian history] 

forms an entire, and highly interesting, portion of the British history.”74 This only seems 

like an unsustainable contradiction or hypocrisy because we, two centuries later, assume a 

representative state to be the logical or ‘natural’ form. But for Mill, there are different 

and unequal populations within Britain, of which Indians are one group. The imperial 

relation between Britain and its backward Indian subjects is very much a part of Britain. 

Some British subjects may have in contrast attained recognition by the sovereign which 

allows them to consent to and participate in government, but this does not mean that 

empire in India is somehow illegitimate. In this view, the imperial relationship is a part of 

the British state, and arguably logically and temporal prior to the representative state. 

Reciprocal relations between sovereign and governed are a subset of possible sovereign-

                                                 
72 For an account of forced modernization in Russia and New York, see Marshall Berman, All That is Solid 
Melts into Air: The Experience of Modernity (New York: Penguin, 1988). On how modern 
developmentalism was picked up and elaborated in the developing world, see James Scott, Seeing Like a 
State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1999).   
73 Historically, Nexon argues, empires were the most common European political form; Struggle for Power.  
74 Quoted in Guha, Dominance, 79. On how different ideologies of equality and difference were at work in 
British India, but the notion of difference and hierarchy ultimately dominated, see Thomas Metcalf, 
Ideologies of the Raj (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997).  
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governed relationships.75 Not only that, they are a particularly modern development that 

is best illustrated through a careful reading of Machiavelli. Through this reading, we will 

be able to theorize, first, why the particular state-form that developed in nineteenth-

century Europe is an exception and, second, why despite this it is taken to be the norm.  

 

                                                 
75 We can identify three: reciprocity, developmentalism, commandement. The first pertains to recognition 
of the rights of the governed in law and the governed are able to seek redressal; the second describes 
unilateral programs through which the sovereign acts on the governed, where actions are conducted in the 
name of the governed, but without allowing them to object; the third is when the sovereign does not 
acknowledge the rights of the governed at all. The term ‘commandement’ comes from Achille Mbembe, On 
the Postcolony (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001).  
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2.3. The first modern analyst of state failure 

The reader might ask why the turn, through Machiavelli, to a prior temporal period. I 

make this move because we need to analyze a concept of the state as an imperial form 

that endures cycles of rise and decline. Machiavelli offers us exactly such a theorization 

but, further, he also points to ways in which decline may be, at least temporarily, staved 

off. In operating at what I call a hinge-point of modernity, where the imperial state-form 

was about to be transformed in its very nature by the exigency of the military revolution, 

Machiavelli theorizes not just how the state is by definition an imperial form, but also 

how that imperial nature may be moderated to allow the state to forestall decline. He thus 

anticipates the process, and to some degree advocates the mechanisms, of state formation 

that Tilly describes.  

Guha’s description of the colonial state has as its epigraph Machiavelli’s famous 

injunction that it is better for a prince to be feared than loved, and to be feared without 

being hated. The colonial state did not, ultimately, succeed in maintaining this fine 

balance, and degenerated, causing Guha to remark, “the Prince who had heeded the 

Centaur’s advice some four centuries ago and taught himself ‘how to make a nice use of 

the beast and the man’ in politics, appears to have lost his touch over time, and the 

exercise of authority in realms far from metropolitan Europe came to rely on fear rather 

than consent.”76 This fleeting reference does not, on first glance, seem worth dwelling on. 

But let us consider the following: if Machiavelli is the preeminent advisor to the prince 

on how to maintain his authority, he is also the preeminent student of how authority 

breaks down. I would go further. Machiavelli is the first modern analyst of how states 

fail. Based on this analysis, he advises leaders how to avoid the mistakes that caused 
                                                 
76 Guha, Dominance, 65.  
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previous polities to decline. His advice to the prince ironically reveals that the state he 

advocated did not exist in his time, and was a state-to-come.77 If we approach 

Machiavelli as the analyst, par excellence, of how states decline, the colonial state might 

not look exceptional, and the European-style state will appear as the anomaly.  

 Machiavelli is correctly described as the advisor to the prince who suggests the 

prudent course of action.78 What is not pointed out as frequently is that Machiavelli 

draws his lessons from mistakes made by previous and current rulers. In his texts, rulers 

make mistakes more often than not, indeed he expects them to err, and their authority 

crumbles. His lessons derive as much, if not more, from avoiding past mistakes as they 

do from emulating past kings. In two senses, he is a student of state failure.79 First, his 

examples are mostly mistakes on the part of leaders that lead to the polity becoming 

susceptible to external invasion or internal dissent, and then ceasing to exist. These 

mistakes pertain to different realms of statecraft. In the military realm, leaders err by 

using mercenaries who cannot be trusted in dangerous situations because they are 

motivated only by money; building fortresses which conveys to the public that they are 

not to be trusted; relying on artillery in lieu of training one’s own troops.80 These military 

mistakes stem for the same political error: not trusting the public, in the case of 

                                                 
77 Among those who cited Machiavelli in understanding how to unite a nation were Hegel, Clausewitz and 
Gramsci. See Louis Althusser, Machiavelli and Us, trans. Gregory Elliot (New York: Verso, 1999), 9-13, 
73; Paret, Clausewitz and the State, 169-179.  
78 Works discussed here are Niccolo Machiavelli, The Prince, trans. Russell Price (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1988); “The Discourses” in The Prince and the Discourses (New York: Modern Library, 
1950). For background and commentary, I have drawn on Quentin Skinner, Machiavelli (New York: Hill 
and Wang, 1981); Althusser, Machiavelli and Us; Antonio Gramsci, “The Modern Prince,” in The Modern 
Prince and Other Writings (New York: International Publishers, 1957); Mary Dietz, “Trapping the Prince,” 
American Political Science Review 80(3):1986.  
79 The term ‘state failure,’ may seem an anachronism when applied to Machiavelli, but part of his 
originality was that he identified how leaders could sometimes prevent states from declining. Decline was 
not an inevitability stemming from providence, but rather from the sometimes avoidable mistakes of ruler.  
80 Machiavelli, Discourses, 350, 363, 338. The points on mercenaries and fortresses are also in Machiavelli, 
Prince, 43, 75.  
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fortresses, or not involving them, as in the case of armed forces. Second, given these 

failures, he is trying to understand how a national state can be created, a national state 

that did not exist in his own time. Leaders, except by chance and skill in Rome, have 

generally disregarded these lessons and therefore there is no contemporary model to 

emulate. Recent Italian rulers, with the exception of Cesare Borgia,81 have been 

particularly culpable. Even Borgia ultimately erred by appointing as pope a man who was 

opposed to him, and this one mistake cost him his rule.82 Machiavelli, in suggesting that 

states can and should endure if managed well, breaks with the notion that states 

mechanically rise and decline. He is the first thinker to mark the decline of a state as 

stemming largely from human error rather than purely chance or providence. In other 

words, Machiavelli is the first to identify the ‘inevitable’ decline of states as ‘failure.’ His 

‘blueprints’ for the state-to-come indicates the inadequacy of the state that exists, indeed 

marks it as a ‘failure.’   

 For Machiavelli, decline is natural, like death. However, there are measures that 

can forestall it, just like death can be delayed by prudent individuals. In this sense, 

decline is not entirely outside the power or influence of human beings. Decline stems 

from two sets of issues. First, because there is no stability in nature, states rise and 

decline. Second, there is no stable form of government, each form tends to provoke 

dissent and transform into another form, then degenerate. Decline refers not to an 

                                                 
81 The lessons for statecraft Machiavelli draws from Cesare Borgia are to “deal effectively with his 
enemies, to gain allies, to conquer (whether by force or by cunning), to inspire both devotion and respectful 
fear in the people, to be obeyed and respectfully feared by troops, to neutralize or destroy those who can or 
must be expected to injure you, to replace old institutions with new ones, to be both severe and kind, both 
magnanimous and open-handed, to disband disloyal troops and form a new army, to maintain alliances with 
kings and other rulers in such a way that they will either be glad to benefit you or be slow to injure you”; 
Machiavelli, Prince, 29.    
82 Machiavelli, Prince, 27-29.  
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aberrant fall from a prior fullness but to an essential aspect of the life of polities.83 This 

cyclical notion of history bears some elaboration.84 First, in nature, states are rarely 

subjected to the sorts of constraints that would force them to consistently maintain 

themselves, but either over-extend or lapse into corruption: 

As all human things are kept in a perpetual movement, and can never remain 

stable, states naturally either rise or decline, and necessity compels them to many 

acts to which reason will not influence them; so that, having organized a republic 

competent to maintain herself without expanding, still, if forced by necessity to 

extend her territory, in such case we shall see her foundations give way and 

herself quickly brought to ruin. And thus, on the other hand, if Heaven favors her 

so as never to be involved in war, the continued tranquility would enervate her, 

or provoke internal dissensions, which together, or either of them separately, will 

be apt to prove her ruin.85  

Necessity is rarely at equilibrium: there are either too many constraints or too few. The 

importance of necessity to focus the minds of leaders and people is a persistent theme in 

Machiavelli’s work. We will return to this. Second, forms of government in themselves 

are unstable.86 There are three forms of government, monarchy, aristocracy, democracy. 

Each of these forms degenerates into its perverted twin, tyranny, oligarchy, anarchy, with 

time. When a monarchy degenerates into tyranny, the polity rebels under the leadership 

of the nobles, who then establish an aristocracy. When this degenerates into oligarchy, 

the people rebel and establish a democracy. When this degenerates into anarchy, a 

                                                 
83 On the difference, see Jacques Derrida, “That Dangerous Supplement,” in Of Grammatology, trans. 
Gayatri Spivak (New Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1994), 144-152.  
84 For an example of how Rome became corrupt and regressed to its past, see Machiavelli, Discourses, 169-
171. On cyclical history, see Althusser, Machiavelli and Us, 35-38.  
85 Machiavelli, Discourses, 129. 
86 Machiavelli, Discourses, 110-117.  
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monarch arises and the cycle starts all over again. Driving the inevitable degeneration of 

each form of government is Machiavelli’s key insight: the structure of governments 

cannot institute constraints that would force the public to maintain a stable polity because 

each individual government concentrates power in the hands of one group and makes 

them unconstrained, except by rebellion, by the other groups. Governments have to be 

combined within a constitution by a sagacious legislator such as Lycurgus in order for 

each faction; king, nobles, people; to keep each other in check.87 Once the laws are 

established, the polity will function, but it may need, on occasion, a return to first 

principles to cure corruption.88 This also marks how in Machiavelli, the king and the 

republic are not mutually exclusive: the king founds the republic, which then takes root in 

the people.89      

 In this play between the instability of nature and the cyclical nature of history lies 

Machiavelli’s distinctive modernity. He is not modern in Hegel’s sense, because for him 

time is not linear and progressive. A society rises and then declines. Its decline returns it 

to an earlier stage; it does not become superseded into a higher form, like the Oriental 

World was replaced by the Greek world which was replaced by the Roman World and 

then the Germanic World.90 Machiavelli’s Italy is therefore no more advanced than 

previous societies, indeed it is inferior to Rome in most particulars. At the same time, 

Machiavelli’s state-to-come is the modern state, unimaginable in his time, which is why 

                                                 
87 For this reason, Machiavelli praises discord between nobles and people as “the very origin of liberty”; 
Discourses, 119, 119-121.  
88 Machiavelli, Discourses, 399.  
89 Althusser, Machiavelli and Us, 66. This is why The Prince and The Discourses are to be treated as two 
parts of the same project; the first attends to the founding of a republic, the second to its maintenance. In 
any case, many of the policies Machiavelli advocates, such as native armies, and colonizing lands one 
invades, are identical between the two works. The two texts do not reveal a monarchical and republican 
Machiavelli, respectively. 
90 GWF Hegel, Introduction to the Philosophy of History (Indianapolis: Hackett, 1988), 92-98.  
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he does break with the orthodoxies of his time.91 In his strident advocacy of ‘native 

armies,’ we see, first, a break with accepted practice (for mercenaries were seen as 

effective soldiers)92 and second, the prefiguring of the military revolution and its effect 

on state formation. We might say that Machiavelli is a hinge point of modernity, or a 

proto-modernist, if we are being fastidious.93    

 All societies decline, and Machiavelli’s concern is to illustrate how a prince can 

avoid, or at least forestall, this eventuality. Machiavelli’s historical material was an 

inventory of failures, except Rome. And even Rome ultimately declined. Machiavelli 

draws on the Roman experience because Rome endured for longer than most states. In so 

doing, it did not follow any one trajectory but combined governmental forms; chance and 

skill; and war and empire. Machiavelli’s analysis of empire can help us think through the 

state in general as an imperial form. Rome reveals the inability of a state to stand still. It 

must expand in order to remain secure and strong. For Machiavelli, a strong state is 

necessarily an imperial state.94 This can be analyzed from two directions. First, he offers 

two models for founding a state: one that expands, like Rome, and one that remains 

within narrow limits, like Sparta. At first glance, both states seem equally desirable, but 

the directions Machiavelli gives to the founder of a new republic are revealing: 

In the first case (choosing an expansionary state), it will be necessary to organize 

her as Rome was, and submit to dissensions and troubles as best he may; for 
                                                 
91 Skinner may be entirely correct in his claim how Machiavelli responds to and uses the concepts of his 
period, but this unnecessarily localizes Machiavelli’s impact to Florentine politics of the sixteenth century. 
Not only was his work disruptive in his time, but the afterlife of his name suggests that future generations 
have found much in Machiavelli that speaks to them.  
92 Skinner, Machiavelli, 31-32.  
93 His claim that fortuna could never be entirely tamed indicates another point of difference with modernity, 
where the world is ordered and there is no space for chance. On the other hand, fortuna is not a divine force 
that dictates to men; rather religion is to be marshaled in the service of the state. One can proliferate these 
dualities that mark how Machiavelli cannot be entirely pigeonholed as either a man of his time or a prophet 
of the future. On fortuna accounting for half of men’s actions, see Machiavelli, Prince, 85.  
94 Althusser, Machiavelli and Us, 61.  
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without a great number of men, and these well armed, no republic can ever 

increase. In the second case, he may organize her like Sparta and Venice; but as 

expansion is the poison of such republics, he must by every means in his power 

prevent her from making conquests, for such acquisitions by a feeble republic 

always prove their ruin.95  

He goes on to express doubt that keeping a republic within narrow limits is possible, 

because expansion may be necessary to fight wars and if wars are avoided, the citizens 

can become corrupt.96 Second, and following, it is to Rome that Machiavelli looks for 

lessons, indicating that for him a strong state is one that can expand.    

 To expand effectively, a state is faced with two predicaments. First, what is the 

relationship between the metropolis and the colony? Second, how and by whom is this 

relationship to be administered? To the first question, Machiavelli draws a distinction 

between colonies that used to be free and colonies that were previously subjugated. In the 

case of the former, colonization is very difficult and it is better to administer the colony 

through the citizens of that polity. In the case of the latter, colonization is easier and it is 

achieved through deposing and destroying the existing rulers and replacing them. In 

either case, the rule to follow is “that men should be caressed or crushed; because they 

can avenge slight injuries, but not those that are very severe.”97 As for administering the 

colonies, Machiavelli presents three solutions. In the aforementioned case of the 

previously free republic, the ideal solution is to govern through its own citizens. Failing 

that, the king should either move to the colony himself or send settlers. These two latter 

                                                 
95 Machiavelli, Discourses, 128.  
96 Machiavelli, Discourses, 129.  
97 Machiavelli, Prince, 9, 17. This is now presented as the ‘Roman’ way of dealing with insurgencies, 
employ maximum force and deter the insurgents. These lessons ignore the other side of Roman policy as 
presented by Machiavelli, to conciliate. On the Roman way, see Nathan Leites and Charles Wolf, Rebellion 
and Authority: An analytic essay on insurgent conflicts (New York: Markham, 1970).  
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rules apply for both previously free and previously unfree polities. One can understand 

these lessons under two binaries. First, there is no functional middle ground between 

destruction and conciliation: “government consists mainly in so keeping your subjects 

that they shall be neither able nor disposed to injure you; and this is done by depriving 

them of all means of injuring you, or by bestowing such benefits upon them that it would 

not be reasonable for them to desire any change in fortune.”98 Second, one either allows 

the subjects in a colony to govern themselves, or one subjugates them and moves there 

oneself or sends colonists to settle it. Put together, these two provide a single lesson: 

direct rule, either by the colonizer, settlers or the citizens of a colony, is necessary for 

stable imperial states.  

 In a certain sense, the British expansion into India followed Machiavelli’s sense 

that a strong state is an imperial state. But once in India, the colonial state did not follow 

any of Machiavelli’s guidelines. This is obviously not in itself a reason for its ultimate 

failure. But it might be worth examining the colonial state’s departure from these 

guidelines. Contra the notion that the colonizer must destroy and replace the existing 

power structure, the colonial state worked through it. Neither direct rule nor settler 

colonialism was implemented in India. There was never any question of either British 

royals or rulers moving to India. The Englishmen sent to India generally did so in order 

to make their fortunes and return to England. Finally, subjects were neither entirely 

subjugated (given India’s size, this may not have been possible) nor conciliated, and as a 

consequence British rule was necessarily partial and provoked resistance at both local, 

and later, at a national level. The colonial state did not attempt to form any direct 

relationship with its subjects and derive their consent, hence Guha characterizes it as a 
                                                 
98 Machiavelli, Discourses, 358. 
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dominance without hegemony. By contrast, Machiavelli frequently encourages the ruler 

to root his authority in the people.99 Even the injunction that it is better to be feared than 

loved contains the crucial caveat that the Prince must avoid being hated, which he can 

avoid by leaving alone his subjects’ property and womenfolk.100 The Prince, as Guha 

notes, had lost this touch of being between being loved and being hated in India, but the 

more plausible interpretation of Machiavelli is that the Prince in general rarely had this 

touch.    

 Why did the colonial state not follow Machiavelli’s injunctions? Partly, of course, 

the mismatch of resources to goals may have prohibited it. But more importantly, the 

British did not have to. The simple answer is that there was nothing compelling the 

British to follow Machiavelli’s injunctions. For Machiavelli, the arch-realist, men only do 

what is right for them when necessity demands.101 He follows Livy in maintaining that 

necessity is “the last and most powerful weapon.”102 But he is also ‘realistic’ enough to 

point out that in most situations, necessity does not hold and in those, there are no 

guarantees that men will be virtuous. “As men work either from necessity or from choice, 

and as it has been observed that virtue has more sway where labor is the result of 

necessity rather than choice,” there is always the possibility that men will become lazy 

                                                 
99 This is true of The Prince and The Discourses. See, for example, “if it is a ruler who builds his power on 
the people, and if he knows how to command and if he is courageous, does not despair in difficult times, 
and maintains the morale of his people by his spiritedness and the measures that he takes, he will never find 
himself let down by them, and he will realize he had laid sound foundations for his power”; Prince, 36-37, 
emphasis mine. Compare this to “although one man alone should organize a government, yet it will not 
endure long if the administration of it remains on the shoulders of a single individual; it is well, then, to 
confide this to the charge of many, for thus it will be sustained by the many”; Discourses, 139.   
100 Machiavelli, Prince, 58-59.  
101 Russell Price notes that for Machiavelli there are two notions of necessity: absolute, when men have no 
choice, as in being defeated at war; and conditional, where a leader must choose a certain course of action 
in order to achieve his goal, as in allying in order to stave off defeat. The point is that necessity does not 
translate directly into prudent action, but requires judgment and decision; Prince, 107-108.  
102 Machiavelli, Discourses, 454.  
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and corrupt once they have achieved their immediate needs.103 Natural conditions do not 

always place men in a situation of necessity. Indeed, when men possess greater power, 

like the Romans, they become less susceptible to necessity. The greatness of the Romans 

resided in the way the laws and the norms of Roman society imposed necessity. Virtue 

had to be induced; it did not hold without frequent legislative intervention. For example, 

Roman property laws kept agricultural plots small, and hence prevented the rise of the 

idle rich.104 As the majority of Romans were poor, they were, by necessity, forced to be 

virtuous. These laws did not, by themselves, create virtuous subjects, but great Romans, 

such as Cincinnatus,105 followed them and thereby the citizens of Rome remained 

uncorrupted. By contrast, the Spartans refused to extend citizenship and allow foreign 

subjects to participate in military campaigns; hence, even though Sparta was good at war, 

it ultimately declined. The lesson is that necessity often does not hold, and even when it 

does, men do not mechanically recognize it and act according to it. Therefore, it is the 

task of legislators to write the law in a way that induces a ‘state of necessity,’ for want of 

a better phrase. Under such a ‘state of necessity,’ the sovereign may be forced to 

recognize the governed in order to better prosecute military campaigns; that is, the ‘state 

of necessity’ is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for the sovereign to recognize 

the governed.   

  Necessity did not hold in the colonial state; indeed, Machiavelli’s point is that 

necessity generally has not applied through history. In this sense, the states, such as the 

South Asian colonial state, where the Prince has ‘lost his touch’ (or more correctly, never 

had one) are examples of the default imperial state-form, and their failure the 

                                                 
103 Machiavelli, Discourses, 107. Also see 208.   
104 Machiavelli, Discourses, 209, 255, 486. 
105 Machiavelli, Discourses, 486-487.  
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characteristic decline of states that either do not face or do not induce a condition of 

necessity. By contrast, the European metropolitan state, in the era of the military 

revolution leading to the long nineteenth century, was faced by necessity on a hitherto 

unprecedented level. From Machiavelli’s historical analysis, we should draw the lesson 

that the European state was the exception and the imperial state the norm. The European 

colonies hold several lessons for understanding state formation. War in Europe 

necessitated the extension of rights to European subjects: the state took root among its 

people. However, the lack of corresponding necessity in the colonies prevented the 

establishment of such a state. Instead, we see in the colonies the default state-form.106 

Within the colonies, rule operated through coercion and not consent, as Guha points out. 

As Davidson suggests, only in the ephemeral moments of the anti-colonial struggle did 

such a necessity prevail that bound rulers and ruled together. The rest of the time, the 

postcolonial state, like the colonial state, remained a dominance without hegemony. In 

this, the postcolonial state resembles the failed polities that Machiavelli describes rather 

than the European-style state that developed after the military revolution.    

 Yet, we are facing a puzzle. If the imperial state-form and its collapse was the 

norm, why does an analyst of Guha’s acuity find the installation of a colonial state by a 

representative one to be a paradox or a ‘contradiction’?107 How has the hegemonic state, 

despite being a synchronic and diachronic anomaly, come to be seen as the norm? Why is 

Machiavelli’s Prince, a figure that did not exist, described as losing skills that, for 

Machiavelli, he never really possessed? Such a misrecognition is hardly unique to Guha. 

From its origin, the colonial state faced criticism of contradicting the legal and normative 

                                                 
106 And the current ‘weak’ state, where representation is limited, the contemporary default state-form. 
107 Guha, Dominance, 80.  
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standards of England, from such figures as Adam Smith and Edmund Burke. More 

recently, the effort to build states that are both able and willing to respect the rights of 

their public implies a similar expectation of order. These criticisms and efforts imply that 

the colonial state, with its propensity to collapse, is an anomaly.    

 The idea that the colonial state is an anomaly marks a shift in the understanding of 

the state from Machiavelli’s time and analysis. Machiavelli’s cyclical understanding of 

history means that polities decline to an earlier point. States are always at risk of 

corruption from within and invasion from without, to which Machiavelli suggests two 

solutions: “keep the citizens poor, so that their wealth and lack of virtue may neither 

corrupt themselves nor enable them to corrupt others… [and] organize for war as to ever 

be prepared for it.”108 For corruption or decline to be avoided, Machiavelli invokes a 

prince who would write laws that ultimately founds power in the governed.109 Still, the 

prince does not disappear once the people take charge; he is still needed to occasionally 

intervene and reassert the original principles on which the state was founded. In this 

sense, the origin of the state in monarchy is never overcome into a higher unity, a fact 

marked by the continued salience of the prince. And the state is always haunted by the 

possibility of regression to tyranny or anarchy.  

 In two senses, Machiavelli’s analysis did not describe the European state that 

developed after the military revolution. First, most obviously, the prince became less 

salient as a figure.110 Second, the cycles of rise and decline that returned societies to the 

                                                 
108 Machiavelli, Discourses, 463.  
109 Machiavelli, Discourses, 138, 399.  
110 To anticipate the next section, Machiavelli’s emphasis on the prince as subject could not capture the 
emergence of a new subject of politics. Foucault, somewhat unfairly, makes this point to indicate 
Machiavelli as marking a past, and superseded, concept of sovereignty and power. Althusser’s more 
sympathetic rendering better reveals Machiavelli as a hinge point whose analysis of how states fail is still 
germane.   
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past were replaced by a progressive movement where previous moments were superseded 

into a higher, more advanced form. This represents a different notion of history and 

historical time.111 The risk of declining to an earlier moment (to avoid which requires the 

prince) is not a feature of the history of the modern state, which is linear and progressive. 

For a modern state to decline is an aberration, as opposed to the natural cycles that 

Machiavelli assumed. These significant differences imply that Machiavelli’s overtures 

towards a state-to-come did not, and could not, describe the modern state.112 This form 

was different in nature, as opposed to the pre-modern state merely extending rights to its 

subjects and taking root in them.  

The shift affects not just the form of the state, but the way its members and 

analysts understand it. That is, the modern state is understood as different from, and 

superseding, its predecessor. This difference and supersession is revealingly illustrated by 

RG Collingwood’s statement: “our political institutions are quite unsuited to primitive 

man, or to ancient Greeks, or to medieval barons, or even to men of the eighteenth 

century; but they are the best for us, and they have been evolved through a process in the 

course of which they have incorporated into themselves portions of primitive law, of the 

Greek city-state, of Roman imperialism, of feudal organization, and so forth.”113 What is 

noteworthy is the simultaneity of similarity and difference. While Collingwood’s 

                                                 
111 Hegel’s concept of ‘sublation’ (aufhebung) captures this simultaneous movement of negation and 
preservation in the development of Spirit. As he puts it, “in objectifying itself and thinking of its own 
being, the Spirit first of all destroys the particular determinacy of its being, and secondly it grasps its own 
universality, and by doing that it gives a new determination to its principle… in this way, the substantial 
determinacy of this National Spirit has transformed itself – i.e., its principle has risen to another and in fact 
a higher principle”; Hegel, Introduction, 81, 61, 76.  
112 Albeit, as Athusser suggests, Machiavelli did hint that the state-form to come would not be under the 
control of the prince who would constitute it. Althusser quotes: “consequently, if you wish to create a 
numerous and well-armed people, in order to build a great empire, you create it with such qualities that you 
cannot then manage it as you wish”; Althusser, Machiavelli and Us, 61.   
113 RG Collingwood, “The Philosophy of Progress,” in Essays in the Philosophy of History (Austin: 
University of Texas Press, 1965), 120, emphasis mine.  
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contemporary polities are similar to their predecessors in that they share certain 

institutions, they are still different in that the same institutions have been altered in a way 

that renders them unsuitable for those who devised them. This alteration indicates a 

difference between the past and the present. This difference is not one of improvement, 

which would be measurable, but of nature, which is incommensurable. He writes 

The inventions whose history is the history of political life have, in a sense, 

progressively liberated the individual from the tyranny of custom and the 

crippling weight of a rigid political system; but that way of putting it may easily 

be exaggerated. Savages would think our political systems and social customs 

quite as oppressive and inimical to happiness as we think theirs. The fact is, we 

have developed social and political institutions that suit our psychological 

structure, and give scope to those things in us which we consider the most 

important.114  

Leaving aside the terminology, ‘savages’ had a different standard to evaluate political life 

than Collingwood and his contemporaries.115 Within the latter ‘psychological structure,’ 

incremental changes that loosen the binds of custom represent progress and are desirable, 

but to a ‘savage’ they would cause the difficulty of changing “age-long habits of 

mind.”116 The two times do not proceed seamlessly as linear progress, but are divided by 

a break.  

 The imperial state-form, of which the colonial state is a particular historical 

manifestation, appears as an exception or anomaly because of a change in the way the 

                                                 
114 Collingwood, “Philosophy of Progress,” 119, emphasis in original.  
115 To illustrate how ordinary people were not political subjects under the Roman emperor, Paul Veyne 
describes the period as “the epoch where no one talked politics.” Discontent was not voiced against the 
emperor, but against the nobles; Paul Veyne, Bread and Circuses: Historical Sociology and Political 
Pluralism, trans. Brian Pearce (New York: Penguin, 1990), 295-296.  
116 Collingwood, “Philosophy of Progress,” 118.  
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state is understood.117 Rather, that the South Asian colonial state is seen as an exception 

indicates that the way the state is understood has changed. Guha’s analysis is not a 

mistake but a symptom of this change. Ironically, for Guha to see the colonial state as an 

anomaly repeats precisely the gesture that separates the modern state from its 

predecessor. It is not mere oversight to assert the European-style state as norm. To do so 

restages the progressivist understanding of history in which the modern state supersedes 

previous forms. In fact, the modern state never entirely achieves this, as it develops in 

conjunction with colonial states. The latter are not archaic throwbacks, but a symptom of 

how the modern state never actually realizes itself. The ‘necessity’ of colonial expansion 

(in conjunction with the potential of absolute war) set the foundation for the recognition 

of the governed that lay at the heart of the making of the modern European state. That is 

to say, the recognition that constituted the building of the European state was itself 

predicated on relations of non-recognition that could, and did, destabilize both the 

broader colonial states that contained particular European states, and the broader 

European system. In different ways, both brilliant critics of the modern state such as 

Guha, and the comparatively unreflective advocates of state-building, restage the modern 

state as the norm and the unrepresentative colonial state as the anomaly. This unlikely 

coincidence is a symptom of how the state, and how it is understood, changes, to become 

associated less with an imperial structure and more with a structure of recognition 

between sovereign and governed, where the imperial structure is in fact opposite to the 

state-form. The change is not incremental but is better understood as a break.  

                                                 
117 The imperial state is the general, or default, state-form, while the colonial state is one particular, 
modern, expression of that form. 
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As a break therefore, the formation of the modern state cannot be understood 

under a bargaining model where first, bargaining occurs between actors who have 

identities prior to the interaction, second, these identities do not change at the end of the 

interaction and, third, actors can walk away from the table when it does not suit them. 

Sovereigns only bargain with, and extend rights to, their population when they have to. 

But ‘hegemony’ or consent, is not reducible to individual or even iterated bargains. 

Bargains do not create durable state structures: laws and their institutionalization do. As 

Tilly puts it, “bargaining ranged from co-optation with privilege to massive armed 

repression, but it left behind compacts between sovereign and subjects.”118 This 

‘compact’ goes beyond individual transactions. It marks ‘a debt to the living.’119 Through 

this, the governed identify with the sovereign. The logic is ontological, not transactional. 

To understand state formation, we have to analyze the move from bargains to compact, 

from transactions to identification. War will continue to be relevant, however, as we will 

see in the next section.  

 Davidson and Guha are undoubtedly correct that the postcolonial African state 

and the imperial South Asian state have not extended rights to their governed and 

therefore not secured their consent in ruling.120 These states have not marked a debt to the 

living.121 But this ‘absence’ really only testifies to what the state would ‘normally’ do, 

and has done historically, unless compelled by circumstances to recognize their 

                                                 
118 Tilly, Coercion, 188.  
119 Achille Mbembe, “African Modes of Self-Writing,” Public Culture 14(1): 2002, 269.  
120 Guha points out that the postcolonial Indian state is not entirely different from the colonial state and 
nationalist historiography has obscured the similarities at “the price of blindness about the structure of the 
colonial regime as a dominance without hegemony (which) has been, for us, a total want of insight into the 
character of the successor regime too as a dominance without hegemony”; Dominance, 97.   
121 Here I am referring to the generic type of imperial state-forms that have not been forced to recognize 
their subjects, not specific states, for there are several postcolonial states that are marked by a ‘debt to the 
living.’  
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governed. States are ‘normally’ instances of ‘dominance without hegemony.’ Not 

securing the consent of subjects, Machiavelli suggested, left states with a weak 

foundation and made them weak and susceptible to decline. In a contingent historical 

moment, the long nineteenth century, a few European states achieved a position of 

hegemony because the necessity to fight wars and engage in colonial expansion forced 

them to extend rights to their public, and some other states, in Europe and beyond, tried 

to emulate them. Most states, however, did not. This partial extension of rights did not 

entirely eliminate the inimical relation between sovereign and governed. We run a risk of 

misattribution if we see an unrepresentative state as somehow anomalous: without 

pitched political struggles, the state should be unrepresentative. Representation stems 

from the efforts of the public to demand recognition, not from the state’s ‘nature.’122 

Marx reminds us of this ‘nature’ of the state, that despite the Revolution in France never 

entirely vanishes and is brought back by Louis Bonaparte’s coup: 

On December 2nd, the February Revolution is conjured away by a cardsharper’s 

trick, and what seems overthrown is no longer the monarchy but the liberal 

concessions that were wrung from it by centuries of struggle. Instead of society 

having conquered a new content for itself, it seems that the state only returned to 

its oldest form, to the shamelessly simple domination of the saber and the 

cowl.123 

The nineteenth century European-style state that recognizes the rights of the governed is 

therefore the anomaly, in establishing an institutional compact of recognition-rights-

identity with the governed, making it a ‘strong state.’ Over time, ‘weak states’ have been 

                                                 
122 On how demanding rights from the state is an ongoing process, see Partha Chatterjee, The Politics of the 
Governed: Reflections on Popular Politics in Most of the World (New Delhi: Permanent Black, 2004).  
123 Marx, 18th Brumaire, 18, emphasis in original.  
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far more common than strong states, suggesting that European-style states are anomalies, 

in crude numerical terms. I am suggesting that European-style states are anomalies 

because they depart from the normal form of the state. The anomaly is not merely one of 

number: the European-style state deviates in ‘nature,’ if we can use the term, from the 

normal state-form of dominance without hegemony. Only the European state after the 

military revolution faced the sort of necessity that forced rulers to extend rights to the 

governed.     

  But if the relationship between sovereign and governed is inimical, why does the 

latter identify with the former in nineteenth-century Europe? How do wars between 

sovereigns become wars between ‘nations armed’? The answer lies in the articulation of 

the two questions: the governed identified, with each other and with the sovereign, 

through fighting wars on Others. To understand this process of identification, we have to 

get beyond Tilly’s rationalist framework to a more directly political explanation.124 We 

have to explain how wars between sovereigns, for which sovereigns bargained with their 

population, became wars between peoples, where on some occasions, the public clamored 

for war, and on others, participated willingly. The long nineteenth century had begun 

with subjects aware of their opposition to the sovereign and different classes had 

challenged rule in different ways. In the period leading up to 1789, “the destructiveness 

of war was limited by the general exemption from the activities of land war of the 

bourgeoisie and the peasants, who constituted the bulk of the population… lacking in 

patriotism or nationalism, they were little concerned if the territory on which they lived 

                                                 
124 Recall that in Rome politics was not a public activity, and in Greece politics was restricted to a small 
group of citizens, and others, such as women, had no claim to political participation; Veyne, Bread and 
Circuses.  
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had a new sovereign, provided they could retain their property.”125 Yet, little more than a 

century later, these differences and antagonisms seemed forgotten as mobs took to the 

street in European cities and called on their leaders to declare war. Peter Gay summed up 

the paradox of this moment  

Virtually all the decision-makers in these fateful weeks boasted impeccable 

aristocratic credentials but they could count on, or felt compelled to reckon with, 

popular pressures for war, from respectable bourgeois no less than from mobs in 

the streets… Masses of volunteers, including thousands of overage bourgeois 

filled with high sentiments rushed to the colors. Law-abiding citizens harassed 

stranded foreigners and persecuted the courageous – or foolhardy – smattering of 

pacifists. Families saddled with names that might remind militants of the Wicked 

Others rebaptized themselves to assure their countrymen of their politically 

correct attitudes. Men educated to know better regressed to foaming chauvinism 

with a kind of savage joy; intellectuals lent their names to manifestoes declaring 

the other side to be barbarians where dignified professors returned honorary 

degrees granted to them by universities in enemy countries and placed their 

scholarship in service of tendentious war propaganda.126  

If the Great War brought the period of consolidating state power to an end, it is an 

ambiguous one. The long nineteenth century ended with a public clamor for war, 

intensifying that period’s colonial and militaristic themes; seemingly overcoming the 

antagonism between sovereign and governed. How can we better situate the ambiguities?  

                                                 
125 Quincy Wright, A Study of War (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1965), 296, 295-297.   
126 Gay, Cultivation of Hatred, 514-515.  
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2.4. ‘War and Politics’ 

War is the motor behind institutions and order. In the smallest of its cogs, peace 

is waging a secret war. To put it another way, we have to interpret the war that is 

going on beneath peace; peace itself is a coded war. 

       Michel Foucault127 

We can now frame a puzzle: if the default state-form is an imperial one, where the 

sovereign does not recognize the governed unless compelled to, how does the modern 

European state develop as a structure of recognition-rights-identity? Surely subjects 

should be skeptical of the sovereign, if not downright challenge him/her. Instead, we see 

subjects identify with the sovereign against various Others, whether European or non-

European. We can understand this process of identification as the formation of a new 

political subject, ‘society’ or the ‘nation,’ mobilized through the imperative of waging 

war. Yet, this process of ‘war and politics’ was also one beset by crises. These crises 

stemmed from the seemingly uncontrollable nature of politics, as the population as whole 

became involved and the boundaries of the political body were placed in doubt by war 

and empire. To respond to this, the state was expanded and transformed to both channel 

political passions into war and colonial expansion, and to manage the new body of the 

population. The state began to function on two, somewhat contradictory registers: the 

political, where it risked the population in conflict, and the biopolitical, where it sought to 

preserve and maximize the life of the population. This theoretical exposition of the 

contradictory development of the European state highlights that this process was not 

                                                 
127 Michel Foucault, Society Must Be Defended: Lectures at the College de France, 1975-1976, trans. 
David Macey (New York: Picador, 2003), 50-51.  
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unilinear, but produced efforts to limit and even reverse the very phenomena, absolute 

war and colonial expansion, that constituted it.   

War, politics, problems 

The break between the state Machiavelli criticized and the European state after the 

military revolution was brought about by the necessity to wage war, to protect and to 

aggrandize the state.128 In this sense, war was not an independent phenomenon, but it was 

endogenous to the process of state formation. To understand how individuals were 

brought together through war, and society became organized to fight war, we turn to Carl 

Schmitt. Schmitt includes violence as an essential and constitutive element of politics, not 

an aberration or something of a different order, and this is where his argument is of value 

to us. For Schmitt, war is not a campaign conducted between political units, or a means 

by which those units pursue goals,129 but the condition through which those units are 

forged. Peace is not a break from war, but a condition of potential war because periods of 

peace are still organized around the logic of war. Later in his career, he was the only 

significant political thinker to interrogate the re-organization of the world after 

decolonization, the advent of nuclear weapons and the emergence of the guerilla fighter, 

or partisan, in a systematic fashion. That is, Schmitt is the only prominent Euro-American 

thinker of international law or politics to integrate the phenomena of empire and anti-

colonial nationalism into his political theory to amend his theory in that light.130  

                                                 
128 Machiavelli’s injunction to the prince to concern himself primarily with war could be said to be 
prescient; Prince, 51-52.   
129 As strategy is narrowly understood in International Relations. 
130 IR as an Anglo-American social science has not done so and in fact reiterated a great-power centered 
view of the world. But some from whom we can expect better (Foucault, Deleuze, Agamben) have equally 
systematically revealed what Spivak calls a ‘sanctioned ignorance’ of the ‘disorderly violent,’ to coin a 
phrase. See Spivak, “History.” For analysis of the writing out of imperial violence in international law, see 
Siba Grovogui, Sovereigns, Semi-Sovereigns and Africans: Race and Self-Determination in International 
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Schmitt defined the political as pertaining to the ‘friend-enemy distinction,’ where 

politics was more akin to war and not amenable to consensus, deliberation or juridical 

resolution. Rather, politics was a constitutive human activity based on enmity.131 It was 

not so much that already existing human communities were aligned against each other. It 

was through mobilizing against each other that communities themselves formed. Through 

identifying another as ‘enemy,’ one could know one’s ‘friend.’ The ‘enemy,’ as scholars 

have noted, is the prior and crucial figure.132 The friend is the enemy’s consequence: “the 

political entity presupposes the real existence of an enemy and therefore coexistence with 

another political entity.”133  

 Schmitt enlists Clausewitz as supporting his position, by pointing out that war for 

Clausewitz is both subordinate to a prior political decision as to who the enemy is and 

takes the political realm to its ultimate point of absolute enmity.134 Through this 

necessary reference, Schmitt identifies a certain realm of politics, not the only one, but a 

consequential one nevertheless. This realm is based on enmity: through appealing to such 

non-negotiable opposition, communities are constituted. Finally the political does not 

lend itself to dispassionate arbitration. The value of Schmitt’s account lies in his 

insistence on the linkage between the political and war: “the friend, enemy and combat 

                                                                                                                                                 
Law (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996); Sankaran Krishna, “Race, Amnesia and the 
Education of International Relations,” Alternatives: Global, Local, Political 26(4): 2001.  
131 If politics was a constitutive human activity, it begs a question: why did political mobilization not lead 
to the formation of a European-style state in the postcolonial context? In Chapter 4, I will explain how the 
political enmities motivating empire, particularly ideologies of racial and cultural difference, were largely 
rejected by anti-colonial movements. The general downplaying of enmity by anti-colonial movements 
meant that enmity was a less salient constitutive element in the postcolonial state than it was in the 
nineteenth-century European state that developed through absolute war and colonial expansion. The ‘war 
and politics’ model of European state-formation was rejected and therefore not emulated in the postcolonial 
world: it produced its own opposite.  
132 Leo Strauss, “Notes,” in Carl Schmitt, The Concept of the Political, trans. George Schwab (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1996), 88.  
133 Schmitt, Concept, 53.  
134 Schmitt, Concept, 34. 
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concepts receive their real meaning precisely because they refer to the real possibility of 

physical killing... war follows from enmity... war is the existential negation of the 

enemy.”135 Unless a political dispute can be extended to, or has the general threat of, 

conflict, it is not a political dispute at all.  

 The difference between Schmitt’s version of the political and the liberal model he 

relentlessly criticizes is the following. Politics in a liberal model involves opposition and 

conflict, but conducted within a framework of rules that restrict competition within prior 

boundaries that cannot be breached.136 In other words, the rules come first. Liberalism 

presupposes the institutional compact of recognition-rights-identity that develops from 

political mobilization. That is, liberalism presupposes precisely the political body whose 

formation we are trying to explain. For Schmitt, it is the political that comes first, not 

only delineating the rules by which competition is conducted, but the truly political 

subject, the sovereign, is capable of suspending those rules through the exception.137 

Liberalism leads to the end of politics by privileging abstract norms and speaking on 

behalf of an abstract subject of humanity. Neither norms nor humanity, Schmitt argues, 

are political concepts because they exclude and delegitimize the concrete prospect of 

war.138 To the threat of depoliticization, Schmitt responds that liberalism “has failed to 

elude the political.”139 Schmitt partly says this because war and conflict seem ever more 

prevalent, suggesting that the political inheres. More significantly, he makes the point 

that liberalism’s effort at depoliticization is itself a political project that has certain 

                                                 
135 Schmitt, Concept, 33, 35, 39.  
136 See, for example, Robert Dahl, A Preface to Democratic Theory (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1963).  
137 Carl Schmitt, Political Theology: Four Chapters on the Concept of Sovereignty, trans. George Schwab 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2006).  
138 Schmitt, Concept, 55.  
139 Schmitt, Concept, 69.  
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targets and serves certain interests.140 It is therefore unsurprising that liberal 

depoliticization does not succeed, given that despite its universal claims it represents 

some interests and not others.   

 Finally, the political can undo the state and lead to civil war. While at some 

moments Schmitt conflates the political with the state,141 the logic of his argument 

suggests no necessary overlap. Indeed, he describes civil war as a possibility when 

domestic conflicts take precedence over foreign conflicts.142 It is therefore more accurate 

to see the state as one possible, and contingent, effect of the political. The essay begins, 

“the concept of the state presupposes the concept of the political,”143 which suggests that 

divisions on the friend-enemy basis can be organized into states that oppose each other. 

However, the state is one particular entity of this division and not the only or inevitable 

outcome of it.144 Rather, the state is a particular modern form of the friend-enemy 

distinction but equally threatened by domestic mobilization on different friend-enemy 

lines (e.g. the class enemy, or the race enemy).  

 We must historicize the theoretical concept of enmity to avoid presenting the 

political as an unchanging realm of human affairs, and to able to track its changing status 

over time. Specifically, we have to account for how the political both constitutes and is 

constituted by the development of the modern state in Europe, and its analogous role in 

the development and demise of empire. In historicizing the relationship of the political 

and its privileged subject, the state, we can reveal some of the fault lines that lead to the 

                                                 
140 Schmitt, Concept, 61.  
141 See statements like “the state as the decisive political entity possesses an enormous power: the 
possibility of waging war and thereby publicly disposing of the lives of men”; Concept, 46.  
142 Schmitt, Concept, 32, 47.  
143 Schmitt, Concept, 19. Also see Walter Benjamin, “Critique of Violence,” in Reflections, trans. Edmund 
Jephcott (New York: Schocken, 1986).  
144 See Chantal Mouffe, The Democratic Paradox (New York: Verso, 2000).  
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perpetual state of crisis that the modern state always appears to have been in. Basically, 

through historicizing Schmitt’s picture, we not only avoid conflating the state and the 

political, but we understand how the latter figures as a problem for the former.     

 In his lecture courses, Michel Foucault argued that an understanding of politics as 

war was the basis for organizing society in the shift from archaic sovereignty to the 

modern state.145 Rather than ‘war being politics by other means,’ ‘politics was war by 

other means,’ which meant that war was the grid through which social relations were 

understood.146 The exigency of absolute war on the one hand forced sovereigns to 

recognize the governed and extend rights to them, in order to extract resources and 

conscript soldiers. On the other hand, on the basis of absolute war, society could be 

organized as a corpus, an organic whole, against a similarly corporate enemy, and with 

the rationale of survival as a whole. Relations of force were internalized in the workings 

of the political order in three ways: political power inscribed a relationship of force in 

social relations as a whole; political struggles in a given system were continuations of 

war, even when the means were non-violent; and the final decision of political struggles 

could come only from war.147 Foucault, while never naming Schmitt in either of his first 

two lecture courses, identifies the same political principle (enmity) underpinning the 

movement to modern states. 

The development of this understanding of politics as war and the organization of 

society on this basis took on two contradictory tendencies, which my presentation makes 

seem much more coherent (and somewhat more mechanical) than they probably were. 

                                                 
145 Michel Foucault, Society Must Be Defended; Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the College de 
France, 1977-1978, trans. Graham Burchell (New York: Palgrave, 2007).   
146 Foucault, Society, 165, 163. 
147 Foucault, Society, 15-16.  
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These tendencies coexisted, neither succeeding nor superseding the other. In the first, the 

‘nation’148 replaced the sovereign as the political subject. Wars between ‘nations’ 

increased in ferocity and European ‘nations’ expanded overseas. In the second, the 

‘nation’s’ expansion began to be seen as a problem which had to be restricted and 

channeled by a juridical body: the state, which would work to maximize the life of those 

within the ‘nation.’ During the period of archaic sovereignty, war was a limited 

phenomenon, conducted between sovereigns and restricted by medieval codes.149 The 

public were generally not involved in any large degree and possibly even indifferent to 

who won these wars. This changed from the late seventeenth century onwards.150 One 

might ascribe these phenomena to the decoupling of power from the sovereign and its 

dispersal among many different, and competing power centers (Foucault at various times 

identifies the nobility and the bourgeoisie) that each needed to mobilize some figure of 

society and establish a vertical relationship of sovereignty. There is some slippage in 

Foucault’s use of the terms, ‘society,’ ‘population,’ and sometimes, ‘nation.’ This 

slippage causes problems of analytical specificity, making ‘nation’ and state appear 

contiguous.151 For Foucault, they are not contiguous. The ‘nation’ exists in tension with 

the state on one level, which is that the juridical form of the state limits the expansionary 

tendency of the ‘nation.’  

                                                 
148 I put ‘nation’ in parentheses to indicate Foucault’s nebulous use of the term.  
149 We have seen Clausewitz make this point. The changes in the technological, organizational and 
normative changes in warfare have been noted so often, they can be taken as a commonplace. This is 
significant because these changes affect the relationship of state policy and war-fighting, and through that, 
the state itself. See Basil Liddell Hart, Revolution in Warfare (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1946). 
38-95; Thomas Schelling, Arms and Influence (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966), 27-34.  
150 Foucault, Society, 60.  
151 Hobsbawm has argued that “the state not only made the nation, but needed to make the nation,” in the 
nineteenth century; Age of Empire, 148-149, emphasis in original.  
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However, there are at least three other ways in which the nation, understood in 

Benedict Anderson’s sense of an imagined community,152 is in tension with the state as 

juridical form. First, many states include several nations that are antagonistic either to 

each other or to the state itself. Second, while in the West the state predated the nation 

and in some senses shaped it to create a homogenous identity (‘we have made Italy, now 

we must make Italians’), in colonial contexts the nation arose in opposition to the 

colonial state and prior to the postcolonial state.153 Third, dominant nationalisms 

developed through subduing other groups, creating marginal communities within the 

nation in repeated acts of violence and marginalization.154 The point is that the nation is a 

far more fragmented space than the relatively smooth one Foucault presents, where the 

primary tension is between nation and state. This picture is partly due to Foucault’s 

general neglect of the colonial context and its role in the development of the disciplinary 

and biopolitical techniques he analyzed, of which oversight many good critiques exist.155 

The potential for these divisions to be politicized and fragment the state continues to 

exist. That said, while we must acknowledge these other tensions and the way in which 

they fragment society, Foucault’s aim is to understand the emergence of society as one, 

despite the many existing and possible divisions within it. His answer is that society did 

not exist, as one, prior to the political techniques that operated on it, and those techniques 
                                                 
152 On the affinities between nationalism and empire, see Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: 
Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London: Verso, 1991), 83-111. 
153 Albeit not as a fully formed subject. See, respectively, Weber, Peasants into Frenchmen; Partha 
Chatterjee, The Nation and its Fragments: Colonial and Postcolonial Histories (New Delhi: Oxford 
University Press, 1993). 
154 See Anthony Marx, Faith in Nation: Exclusionary Origins of Nationalism (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2005); Gyanendra Pandey, Routine Violence: Nations, Fragments, Histories (Palo Alto: Stanford 
University Press, 2006).  
155 For example, Spivak, “History”; Timothy Mitchell, Colonising Egypt (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1991), 35; Ann Stoler, Race and the Education of Desire: Foucault’s History of Sexuality 
and the Colonial Order of Things (Durham: Duke University Press, 1995). For analysis of Foucault’s 
relationship with the colonial/postcolonial, see Robert JC Young, Postcolonialism: An Historical 
Introduction (Oxford: Blackwell, 2001), 395-410. 
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were predicated on the necessity to fight war, which necessity developed coterminously 

with the development of society. Neither was exogenous to the other.   

In nineteenth-century Europe, society emerged because it first had to be fought 

for and then defended against internal and external enemies. Society emerged through the 

organization of people into various divisions with survival being predicated on 

maintaining and policing those divisions. Society, or the ‘nation,’ was the political 

subject through which individuals participated in a broader singular project. War, 

between groups, between races, was internalized in governing rationalities; and to fight 

wars effectively, the life of the population had to be maximized. This ‘biopolitics’ was 

not reducible to a juridical relationship where the governed demanded rights from the 

sovereign,156 but was situated within a competitive relation with other societies. That is, 

relations within states between the sovereign and subjects are conditioned on the 

competitive relationship with other states.     

The competitive relationship between sovereigns obviously predated the 

emergence of the modern state system in Europe. The fundamental change was the 

involvement of the population in conflict during the Napoleonic period, which escalated 

the scale of conflict and altered its nature. The nature of conflict was altered in the sense 

that conflict had a new subject: the ‘nation armed’ rather than the sovereign. But equally, 

conflict altered the relation between sovereign and the governed. Through waging war on 

Others, the generally inimical relation between sovereign and governed was moderated, if 

not overcome (on those instances where common people clamored for war to avenge a 

slight on the royal family, for example).  

                                                 
156 Although it was always also a juridical relation, as Agamben puts it: “corpus is a two-faced being, the 
bearer both of subjection to sovereign power and of individual liberties”; Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power 
and Bare Life, trans. Daniel Heller-Roazon (Palo Alto: Stanford University Press, 1998), 125.  
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 At the same time, this new subject was not a stable entity. Divisions within and 

between societies were never settled. This was in part due to the fluidity or ‘fuzziness’157 

of affiliations. More significantly, society organized on a war footing had a universalizing 

tendency towards aggrandizement that was in tension with its underlying notion of war 

for the sake of survival. This is best explained with reference to empire.158 Empire has a 

particular significance because the European state Foucault describes was also always 

one engaged in colonial expansion, where ‘native’ subjects were not recognized, either at 

all, or as equals to metropolitan subjects. This relationship was not incidental, as in JR 

Seeley’s famous suggestion that the British acquired their empire in a ‘fit of absent-

mindedness,’ but constitutive. On the one hand, empire was a relation of domination 

between one state and another, instantiated in the control of sovereignty, the use of force 

justified by the claimed superiority of the colonizer over the colonized.159 On the other 

hand, colonized subjects were partially included within the colonizer’s order. This 

paradox could never be adequately managed, as the eventual collapse of empires 

suggested. Guha used the term ‘dominance without hegemony’ to indicate that the 

colonial state was in the last instance based on force because it could not incorporate the 

colonized population.160  

 Yet, the fact that European states tried unsuccessfully to incorporate other groups 

indicates a tendency towards universality within the modern state that exceeds either the 

                                                 
157 The term is Sudipto Kaviraj’s.  
158 This tension between hierarchy and equality is most often managed by situating the colonized in a prior 
moment in time, what Johannes Fabian calls a ‘denial of coevality,’ of Self and Other occupying the same 
time; Time and the Other: How Anthropology Makes Its Object, trans. Matti Bunzl (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1982). Also see Uday Mehta, Liberalism and Empire: A Study in Nineteenth-Century 
British Liberal Thought (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997).  
159 This is Michael Doyle’s definition of empire; Empires (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1986), 19.  
160 Guha, Dominance. Frantz Fanon had argued earlier that the colonial state gains its legitimacy from force 
and force alone; The Wretched of the Earth, trans. Constance Farrington (New York: Grove, 1965), 84.  
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exigency of pure survival or a settled understanding of what the boundaries of a state are 

and who is included within it.161 The expansion of European states into Africa and Asia 

should alert us that state-making in Europe was never either a purely intra-European 

affair or an effort to maintain existing boundaries from foreign encroachment.162 Rather, 

through the expansionary tendency of European states, their own borders became drawn 

and subjects identified. For example, through becoming colonial functionaries and 

subjecting Asians or Africans, Scots could become the equal of Englishmen, but for this 

to happen, a new identity was forged, that of the Briton.163 Again, this colonial expansion 

was not independent of the necessity of absolute war: they developed conjointly.  

 War is not just a means to defend and secure an existing unit that leads sovereigns 

to bargain with their subjects and grant them rights in a piecemeal fashion. Rather, war 

constitutes that unit, delineates boundaries and binds subjects. But this relation is not 

straightforward, as I have suggested. Mobilization for war is on the one hand a matter of 

survival of the unit, but on the other, an expansionary process which alters that unit and 

introduces new divisions within it. Even in cases of military victory, therefore, war is not 

a controllable process for the state but transformative of it. This suggests that the nation-

state is not a natural entity that has some essence, and that it is constituted through 

conflict and arbitrary boundary-drawing. War is what “makes society intelligible,”164 and 

                                                 
161 On how, for Machiavelli, “the body of the nation is not fixed in advance,” see Althusser, Machiavelli 
and Us, 72-73.  
162 Carl Schmitt wrote that the Eurocentric world order was based on two zones: a zone of recognition 
between European sovereign states and an empty zone of appropriation elsewhere, specifically in colonized 
spaces. The coherence, and legality, of the jus publicum Europaeum depended not on the elimination of 
war, but its bracketing of war into a mutual recognition between states that prevented conquest of defeated 
enemies and allowed them to reenter the system. However, this bracketing was achieved at the cost of 
wreaking havoc in the empty zone of appropriation, which of course, was not empty; Schmitt, Nomos of the 
Earth. 
163 See Colley, Britons, 117-132.  
164 Foucault, Society, 163.  
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extends the reach of the state into ever more areas of life. Yet, organizing society on this 

basis proliferates divisions within society and can destabilize it. It raises the dual specter 

of perpetual war, and history as merely a story of domination without a sense of order to 

regulate it.165 This specter, and the response to it, will be analyzed in the next section.   

The biopolitical solution to the problem of politics  

The process of state formation is one of crisis, where the state is both problem and 

potential solution. That is, these crises, of the increasing scale of conflict and the problem 

of incorporating colonial territories and subjects, are part of the process through which 

the European state itself developed. Yet, the state and its process of development was not 

identified as the problem per se. Rather, the formation of a new subject, ‘society’ or the 

‘nation,’ meant that a role for the state was rearticulated to better channel and improve 

the wellbeing of society. To paraphrase Foucault, society came to be defended by the 

state. At a point after the French Revolution, Foucault argues, war became increasingly 

figured as a problem in historical discourse and the state arose as the solution.166 In other 

words, at the very moment that the state was consolidating in Tilly’s account, the primary 

mode of state-making was becoming a problem. The state as solution has two aspects: 

first, the domestication of the nation to the state; second, the state as agent of national 

greatness. Indeed, we might say that the state is the solution to the crises of its own 

development.   

Through being both subject and stake of war-fighting and colonial expansion, ‘the 

nation’ emerged as a crucial entity. The state, as a settled juridical structure, stood as an 

obstacle to the expansionary ‘nation.’ As political conflict grew in scale, politicizing 

                                                 
165 Foucault, Society, 215-216.  
166 Foucault, Society, 224. 
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subjects and exceeding former borders, the ‘nation’ came to be at risk and it became 

necessary to limit the ‘nation’ through the state. In reaction to the India Bill of 1858, for 

example, an editorial in the Times of London praised the takeover of governance of India 

by the British state from the East India Company, in order to end the scourge of ‘dual 

government’: 

We may say as a nation that India is ours. Its government has long been our 

affair, and it has been administered in effect by the CROWN and the Parliament 

of this country. The second government of the India-house [East India Company] 

is an effete tradition; its own action, as far as it was left to itself, an avoidance of 

responsibility.167 

As an MP said of the need to bring India under the dominion of the British state, “for the 

mass of the governed the government of India by England is a blessing; but, though it be 

a blessing, still I believe our power has been acquired by unjust means.” To address this, 

the resolution read, “it is expedient that there be established for India a responsible form 

of Government in the name of the Crown.”168 Here, the excesses of colonial expansion 

are to addressed by the body in whose name the expansion was initially conducted! 

Yet, for the state to domesticate the nation in its colonial expansion, the former 

had to change. Foucault identifies a change in techniques of government that made the 

state responsible for the nation. In the previous discourse, symbolized by Machiavelli, the 

goal of statecraft was to enable the prince to retain power over his principality, and the 

prince was the subject of politics.169 This becomes altered on the one hand by innovations 

                                                 
167 The Times (London), “Editorials,” February 13, 1858, 9.  
168 The Times (London), “India Reform,” December 18, 1857, 7. 
169 Foucault, Security, 92. We might modify Foucault’s mention of Machiavelli slightly. While 
Machiavelli’s analysis cannot be said to be one of archaic sovereignty, the subject of politics has changed 
from the prince to the population.  
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in statistics and economic theories, and on the other by the broadening scale of rule and 

need for centralization. The fundamental change was the emergence of the ‘population’ 

as one, an object that could be grasped through statistical techniques.170 Once the 

population could be analyzed, it became both a means of government because it 

generated wealth and an end of government because the role of government was to 

maximize the productive potential of the population. This move, however, did not 

eliminate the problem of sovereignty: of the ‘nation,’ not the prince, writing its own laws 

and declaring war.171  

The ‘nation’ could risk the productive life of the population in wars and blur its 

boundaries through imperial expansion. To replace the sovereign model and yet to limit 

the sovereignty of the ‘nation,’ a new discourse emerged that located the strength of the 

‘nation’ in its ability to maximize its own power and govern itself.172 This altered and 

elevated the problem of the state. Not only did the state no longer appear as a juridical 

limit to the expansionary ‘nation,’ but it also arose as the essential apparatus to maximize 

the lives of the governed. In this new discourse 

what characterizes the nation is not a horizontal relationship with other groups 

(such as other nations, hostile or enemy nations…). What characterizes the nation 

is, in contrast, a vertical relationship between a body of individuals who are 

capable of constituting a State, and the actual existence of the State itself… What 

                                                 
170 We might here add that the etymology of statistics is “science dealing with data about the condition of a 
state or community,” which dates from the late eighteenth century. On the emergence of ‘population,’ also 
see Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality, Vol. 1, trans. Robert Hurley (New York: Vintage, 1978), 
141-143.  
171 “Sovereignty is absolutely not eliminated by the emergence of a new art of government that has crossed 
the threshold of political science [which deals with governing the population as opposed to securing the 
rule of the prince]… the problem of sovereignty is not eliminated; on the contrary, it is made more acute 
than ever”; Foucault, Security, 107.  
172 Looked at another way, staking the nation in wars ran against the biopolitical injunction to ‘make live 
and let die.’ War could only be countenanced when survival, at a biological level, was at stake; Foucault, 
Society, 239-263.  
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does constitute the strength of a nation is now something like its capacities, its 

potentialities and they are all organized around the figure of the State: the greater 

a nation’s Statist capacity, or the greater its potential, the stronger it will be… 

The essential function and the historical role of the nation is not defined by its 

ability to exercise a relationship of domination over other nations. It is something 

else: its ability to administer itself, to manage, govern and guarantee the 

constitution and workings of the figure of the State and of State power. Not 

domination but State control.173   

This change is not a seamless replacement of the war model of politics. Rather, it marks 

an effort to limit it. War, as Clausewitz urges, does become the business of the state and 

the state alone, while the ‘nation’ or society becomes a non-violent realm in which 

conflict is viewed as an aberration.   

 ‘Politics on a war footing’ allows us to understand both the seemingly settled 

nature of antagonism that suggests pre-existing state entities and the fluid way in which 

these antagonisms are reiterated constantly and sometimes contradictorily. In other 

words, it enables us to understand the way in which politics both constituted the state and 

threatened it. Foucault argues that the changes in governmental techniques disarticulated, 

to some degree, political power from the sovereign. In doing so, however, these 

governmental techniques permeated society as a whole. Biopolitical apparatuses function 

through a relative autonomy from the state (think of privacy regulations in hospitals), but 

generate aggregate knowledge of the population (birth rates, morbidity, diseases) that 

enables state intervention to improve the conditions of life. Foucault makes a subtle 

distinction here: rather than the etatization of society, what we are seeing is the 

                                                 
173 Foucault, Society, 223.  
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governmentalization of the state.174 The etatization of society involves its organization 

according to political divisions that detract from the maximization of life. The 

governmentalization of the state involves the subordination of political divisions, and the 

war-making imperative, to the need to administer the life of its population.  

 Rather than the rational bargaining model, we can understand state formation as 

an ontological process of identification, identification between sovereign and governed 

on the one hand, and a political enemy on the other. This identification transforms the 

sovereign-governed relation from an antagonistic one to one where the sovereign is 

responsible for the wellbeing of the governed. This leads to the formation of biopolitical 

apparatuses that both mark the sovereign’s responsibility to the governed but also serve 

to control the governed. This movement from antagonistic sovereignty to biopolitical rule 

is facilitated by the state, which is simultaneously a sovereign and biopolitical apparatus. 

Indeed, the state is elevated as the apparatus necessary to manage war and the population. 

We track this process in the next section.  

 
  

 

                                                 
174 Michel Foucault, “Governmentality,” in Power, trans. Robert Hurley (New York: New Press, 2000), 
220.  
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2.5. The state as solution  

To avoid therefore the evils of inconstancy and versatility, ten thousand times 

worse than those of obstinacy and the blindest prejudice, we have consecrated the 

state… 

       Edmund Burke175 

The political has two elements: it is a principle of enmity and it exists prior to rules and 

laws. Put together, the political can dissolve the political unit as much as it can constitute 

it, through the risk of revolution and civil war. When we historicize to the modern 

context, we find that society comes to be organized as one in order to fight other 

‘nations.’ In the process, individuals are politicized and become subjects.176 However, the 

shifting identities of the enemy equally unsettle the identity of the self. At this point, the 

state becomes increasingly important, first to restrict and settle the identity of the ‘nation’ 

within a juridical structure; second, as agent of the ‘nation,’ to maximize its life and 

productive forces. But how did this work out ‘in practice?’ We can understand this by 

analyzing Edmund Burke’s critique of the French Revolution (1790). This objection 

should not be seen as a merely reactionary condemnation of revolutions per se, for Burke 

saw in the American Revolution establishment of the ‘asylum of freedom’ while freedom 

was being undermined elsewhere.177 It was the manner of the French Revolution that 

Burke decried. In his response, Burke sought to accommodate the new changes to the 

state to limit excesses and control the ‘nation’ and in so doing, altered and elevated the 

problem of the state. 

                                                 
175 Burke, “Reflections,” 109.  
176 This formulation adapts Althusser’s formulation of ideology; Louis Althusser, “Ideological State 
Apparatuses,” in Lenin and Philosophy, trans. Ben Brewster (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1977).  
177 Arendt, On Revolution, 113. 
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At the time he was writing his famous “Reflections,” Burke was prosecuting, with 

some zeal, former governor-general of India Warren Hastings.178 The charges ranged 

from abuse of power to corruption (taking bribes from Indian princes), and inseparably 

combined principled objections to Hastings’ conduct, and narrow politicking and 

personal resentment. By the former, I mean that Burke raised important juridical and 

moral issues against English rule in India. By the latter I mean that Hastings was a nabob, 

a representative of Englishmen who made great fortunes in India, returned to England 

and used those fortunes to secure political office. Burke was greatly opposed to this, not 

being able to avail of such monies in his own political career. Hence, while discussing the 

problems of the French Revolution, Burke pointed out: “the power of the house of 

commons, direct or indirect, is indeed great; and long may it be able to preserve its 

greatness… and it will do so, as long as it can keep the breakers of law in India from 

becoming the makers of law for England.”179 Hastings’ impeachment trial lasted from 

1788 to 1795, where Hastings was finally acquitted of all charges.   

The outcome of the trial is not as important as the struggle of which it was part, 

for Burke’s critique of the French Revolution is inseparable from his critique of Hastings. 

This was a period of crisis for the ancien regime in Europe in two ways. First, the French 

revolution created a new entity, and a new set of principles: the Rights of Man. Second, 

as Englishmen moved into India, the ambit and jurisdiction of European laws were being 

put in question. In other words, the identity of the political subject and the drawing of 

political boundaries were at stake as the European state consolidated. How this was 

                                                 
178 Nicholas Dirks, The Scandal of Empire: India and the Creation of Imperial Britain (Cambridge: 
Belknap Press, 2006). On Burke’s broader anti-imperial arguments, see Mehta, Liberalism and Empire; 
Jennifer Pitts, A Turn to Empire: The Rise of Imperial Liberalism in Britain and France (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2005).      
179 Burke, “Reflections,” 57.  
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negotiated would define the subject and delineate the nation. The two problems; 

revolution and empire; are linked under the notion of difference in Burke.180 Against the 

Rights of Man, he argues for the rights of Englishmen;181 against the depredations of the 

English in India, he argues for the respecting of the rights of local sovereigns. In both 

cases, the identity of the Englishman is what domesticates the threat. But where does the 

identity of the Englishman come from? 

The identity of the Englishman derives from the conventions and the Constitution: 

the inheritance of customs. This is unsurprising, coming from Burke. But two features of 

his discussion bear emphasis. First, the nation has no right to be its own judge. Second, 

while English-ness seems a cultural artifact, for Burke talks of customs, laws and 

inheritance, it is part of the Englishman’s nature. Once an individual becomes a social 

animal, a part of civil society, he is bound to the law. This prevents any man from being 

sovereign: “one of the first motives to civil society, and which becomes one of its 

fundamental rules, is, that no man should be judge in his own cause… by this each 

person has at once divested himself of the first fundamental right of uncovenanted man, 

that is, to judge for himself, and to assert his own cause… he abdicates all right to be his 

own governor.”182 The French have disregarded this fundamental law, and the 

reorganization of France after the Revolution thus appears as an act of conquest, seeking 

to “destroy all vestiges of the ancient country” and has “made France free in the manner 

                                                 
180 On Burke’s notion of difference in the relation between India and Britain, see Mehta, Liberalism and 
Empire, 159-166.  
181 Burke, “Reflections,” 44. The salience of this distinction, namely the political limbo that those who did 
not have rights from a state faced, mattered for the next 150 years in juridical terms and still matters in 
terms of enforcement mechanisms of human rights. As Arendt pointed out as a lesson of the Holocaust, 
“the Rights of Man, after all, had been defined as ‘inalienable’ because they are supposed to be independent 
of all governments; but it turned out that the moment human beings lacked their own government and had 
to fall back on their minimum rights, no authority was left to protect them and no institution was willing to 
guarantee them”; Origins of Totalitarianism (New York: Harvest, 1968), 291-292.  
182 Burke, “Reflections,” 72, emphasis in original.  
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in which those sincere friends to the rights of mankind, the Romans, freed Greece, 

Macedon and other nations… they destroyed the bonds of their union.”183 The 

government of France rules by force, because there is no common ground to arbitrate 

disputes.184 Here we cannot but be reminded of Englishmen ruling in India by force 

alone, without recourse to either English conventions or those of the local rulers. 

Hastings is ‘an uncovenanted man,’ as worthy of reprobation as the Jacobins. Empire and 

revolution are similar in their dangers.   

The Englishman, on the other hand, cannot be his own judge because he is bound 

to conventions that operate at the level of his very nature. ‘Nature’ here pertains both to 

what the Englishman is as a cultural entity and a biological one. Burke discusses a 

comparable moment in English history, the Revolution of 1688, and points out a salient 

difference, “we wished at the period of the Revolution, and do now wish, to derive all 

that we possess as an inheritance from our forefathers… upon that body or stick of 

inheritance we have taken care not to inoculate any cyon alien to the nature of the 

original plant.”185 One might note both the importance of heredity and the organic 

metaphor. He goes on to talk of “the uniform policy of our constitution to claim and 

assert our liberties, as an entailed inheritance derived to us from our forefathers,” a 

policy “that appears to me to be the result of profound reflection; or rather the happy 

effect of following nature, which is wisdom without reflection, and above it.” 186 Culture 

is the effect of nature, and to disregard a cultural inheritance is to go against one’s nature. 

                                                 
183 Burke, “Reflections,” 199.  
184 Burke, “Reflections,” 238, 243.  
185 Burke, “Reflections,” 43, emphasis in original.  
186 Burke, “Reflections,” 45, emphasis in original.  
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The metaphor enables Burke to explicate how in England change has been adapted to the 

existing conventions, rather than uprooting them and violating nature 

By a constitutional policy, working after the pattern of nature, we receive, we 

hold, we transmit our government and our privileges, in the same manner in 

which we enjoy and transmit our property and our lives…. By preserving the 

method of nature in the conduct of the state, in what we improve we are never 

wholly new; in what we retain we are never wholly obsolete… in this choice of 

inheritance we have given to our frame of polity the image of a relation in 

blood.187 

The Englishman is set apart from others by his very nature. His conventions are not 

contingent constructions but part of his biological being. The French Revolution, which 

has violated convention, thus stands condemned as “unnatural” and even against nature, 

hence it could not form the basis for a stable state.188 

 Burke is domesticating the ‘nation’ by subjecting it to the state. The state is the 

principle of the body politic,189 as opposed to the nation, which is seen as tending towards 

expansion (empire) and dissolution (revolution). Burke is not denying either empire or 

revolution per se. He supports both the American and the English Revolution of 1688.190 

Nor does he claim that British rule over India is per se illegitimate: the problem is the 

                                                 
187 Burke, “Reflections,” 45-46, emphasis mine. Burke also calls this becoming-nature of convention a 
“plastic nature” which, once established, works on its own to regulate political life; “Reflections,” 185.   
188 Burke, “Reflections,” 51.  
189 He makes a distinction between the French Assembly as a set of “associations,” not “bodies politic”; 
Burke, “Reflections,” 198.  
190 While not demarcated by laws, revolutions when conducted properly can fix the problem of a decayed 
state. However, this criterion cannot come from the law itself, but from the way in which the revolution is 
conducted, how it accords with conventions that the law has ignored, and the consequences it brings about: 
“the Revolution of 1688 was obtained by a just war, in the only case in which any war, and much more a 
civil war, can be just… the question of dethroning (kings) will always be, as it has always been, an 
extraordinary question of state, and wholly out of the law; a question (like all other questions of state) of 
dispositions, and of means, and of probably consequences, rather than of positive rights”; Burke, 
“Reflections,” 42.  
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East India Company and its behavior.191 He is arguing for empire and revolution in 

accord with the nature of Englishmen. This ‘accord’ comes from the laws and 

conventions that are natural to Englishmen by virtue of their birth and inheritance. The 

French have disregarded their inheritance, and the Englishmen in India have no regard for 

either their own inheritance or that of existing Indian rulers.  

 If the ‘nation’ is to be domesticated by the state, how is one to evaluate the state? 

If “a state without the means of some change is without the means of its conservation,” 

how is one to know what of the state is to be preserved and what to be improved?192 If the 

caricatures of Burke are correct, we should expect him to defend the rights of the French 

monarchy in absolute terms. That is, the Revolution is ‘unnatural’ because it has violated 

the rights of the king who is the legitimate ruler. And certainly Burke discusses the 

injustice of the treatment meted out to the royals.193 But this is not the basis for his 

condemnation. If the king is a tyrant, Burke writes, he could understand the captivity of 

the royal family as just.194 But he does not think that the king was a tyrant, and the 

criteria he uses for this judgment are of interest: 

Among the standards upon which the effects of government on any country are to 

be estimated, I must consider the state of its population as not the least certain. 

No country in which population flourishes, and is in progressive improvement, 

can be under a very mischievous government.195 

                                                 
191 Pitts, A Turn to Empire, 69-71.  
192 Burke, “Reflections,” 33.  
193 See his relatively florid descriptions of the violent and disrespectful way in which the royal couple was 
arrested in their bedroom; Burke, “Reflections,” 84-85.  
194 Albeit the treatment meted out would still be despicable; Burke, “Reflections,” 96.  
195 Burke, “Reflections,” 142, emphasis in original, for this discussion, see 142-147. On how Burke is in 
engagement with, yet critical of, the emerging discipline of political economy, see JGA Pocock, “Burke’s 
analysis of the French Revolution,” in Virtue, Commerce, and History: Essays on Political Thought and 
History, Chiefly in the Eighteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 199.  
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He goes on to argue that in terms of the population and the wealth of France, the rule of 

the monarchy has actually been beneficial, for both have increased. This is not due just to 

the beneficence of nature, but also to the way in which government has facilitated “the 

operation of those causes (whatever they were) whether of nature in the soil, or in habits 

of industry among the people.”196 The details are not as important as the fact that the 

wellbeing of the population is the criterion for evaluating the worth of the king. It is not 

the divine rights of kings that endow the monarch with authority. He closes his 

discussion, “whether the [new] system, if it deserves such a name, now built on the ruins 

of that ancient monarchy, will be able to give a better account of the population and 

wealth of the country, which it has taken under its care, is a matter very doubtful.”197 

Here we see the change that Foucault describes, from the sovereign as law-giver to the 

sovereign as provider and technocrat: “the state is to have recruits to its strength and 

remedies to its distempers… what is the use of discussing a man’s abstract right to food 

or to medicine? The question is upon the method of procuring and administering them… 

in that deliberation I shall always advise to call in the aid of the farmer and physician, 

rather than the professor of metaphysics.”198  

 In this stylized story, Burke articulates a set of tendencies in response to the dual 

crises of revolution and empire. He begins by posing the state, as juridical structure, as 

the corrective to the expansionary and dissolute ‘nation.’ The juridical structure is here 

‘nature,’ not culture, and the nation as political subject is a biological body. This means 

that the role of the state is no longer to preserve the Prince, but to maximize the life and 

                                                 
196 Burke, “Reflections,” 143.  
197 Burke, “Reflections,” 147. The element of pastoral care should also be noted; Foucault, Security, 125-
129.   
198 Burke, “Reflections,” 73.  
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worth of the body politic. In this schema, revolution and empire are threats, but they are 

threats that can be domesticated. In a way, both are important for the process of political 

incorporation and wealth creation, as long as they are conducted properly.199 It is this sort 

of control that Burke urges and, to some degree, outlines. This elevates the role of the 

state, which is no longer the domain of a Prince, but an organic unity. In this sense, Burke 

is a resolutely modern, even biopolitical, figure. To the dual specter of empire and 

revolution he suggests the state as solution, for “nothing turns out to be so oppressive and 

unjust as a feeble government.”200 This figuring of the state as solution will be the 

recurrent theme going forward.  

 We are now positioned to explicate ‘war makes states and states make war.’ 

States are not prior to the state system, as asserted by the most influential IR theories. 

Rather, states are the organizational outcome of a process of mobilization around 

particular enmities: they are effects.201 When society is organized on a ‘war footing,’ two 

things happen. First, the state-society distinction breaks down, and society is organized 

not autonomously or in opposition to the state, but thoroughly penetrated by statist logics. 

Second, society is understood as a totality against other totalities to which it is opposed. 

Society only emerges as one so it may be defended against its enemies. And to defend 

itself, it must take on a statist logic under the sign of security.202 At the same time, these 

political enmities divide society against itself and invoke the specter of perpetual and 

absolute war. To maintain the unity of society, a unified juridical structure has to assume 

                                                 
199 As Dirks points out, Burke made empire ‘safe’ for England: “the trial [of Hastings] produced the 
conditions not just for empire’s success but also for its transformation into a patriotic enterprise by 
allowing Burke a platform on which to make clear that empire was a sacred responsibility… empire was no 
longer the province of unprincipled pirates, but rather an affair of state answerable to the nation”; Dirks, 
Scandal of Empire, 125, emphasis mine.  
200 Burke, “Reflections,” 247.  
201 Timothy Mitchell, “The Limits of the State,” American Political Science Review 85(1): 1991.  
202 Foucault, Society, 61, 134, 142; Security, 353.  
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a monopoly on the political and then subordinate the political to the biopolitical. Of 

course, this is neither a seamless transition nor ever actually achieved for the very simple 

reason that biopolitical techniques are aimed at maximizing the life of one’s population to 

make one more competitive with others. Therefore, even appeals for better biopolitical 

administration often refer to ‘economic competitiveness’ or other such comparative 

goals.203 Biopolitics is not the opposite of politics or its sublation. Biopolitics does not 

even just have a political basis, in the sense that it originates in political projects like that 

of the Nazis. It is, more fundamentally, making life itself political. The long nineteenth 

century both politicized life and sought to manage that politicization through the state. 

War was a necessary part of this process, but war, as Clausewitz pointed out, is not 

always in the control of governments. In all the talk of crises that are pervasive in this 

period, there is unease and uncertainty as to whether the crises would be negotiated 

successfully. The crises, involving war, empire, nation, created a greater role for the state, 

but these crises stemmed from the development of the state itself. The state was called 

forth as the solution to its own crises. So the crises of the period were mediated by the 

state, but not always successfully. Indeed, the ‘solution,’ namely expanding scope and 

scale of state functions, is itself productive of greater crises, most obviously the 

escalating scale of conflict. It is to the aftermath of one of the more spectacular failures of 

this process that we now turn.  

  

                                                 
203 For example, the claim that a national health insurance program will make US industry, particularly 
auto-makers, more competitive; see Morton Mintz, “Single-Payer: Good for Business,” The Nation 
November 15, 2004.   
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2.6. ‘Never such innocence again’:204 1919-1945 

Shells, gas clouds, and flotillas of tanks – shattering, corroding, death. Dysentery, 

influenza, typhus – scalding, choking, death. Trenches, hospitals, the common 

grave – there are no other possibilities.205  

These crises, necessary to the development of the European state, had been managed by 

the state, which had steadily grown in importance, size and destructive capability. The 

contradictions bedeviling the state, namely that it developed through its own crises, 

however, had not vanished. And in 1914, when ‘nations’ demanded war, they could no 

longer be managed either. I would not argue, of course, that the Great War was an 

inevitable outcome, but that the process of European state-making, founded as it was on 

the political, was not always controllable. If the Great War ended the long nineteenth 

century, the culmination of state-making in Europe, the period ended in crisis, not 

triumph.  

 In one of the founding texts of ‘the science of international politics,’ EH Carr 

termed the breakdown of the League of Nations and the rise of Hitler not a misjudgment 

by leaders, but proof of “the bankruptcy of the postulates under which (the League of 

Nations) was based… the foundations of nineteenth century belief are themselves under 

suspicion.”206 A sense of disillusionment and change haunted Europe after World War 

One.207 This sense ranged from the hopeful, as in Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points 

                                                 
204 Philip Larkin, “MCMXIV.”  
205 Erich Maria Remarque, All Quiet on the Western Front (New York: Fawcett Crest, 1982), 283. Modris 
Eksteins writes that “All Quiet became, virtually overnight, the bestseller of all previous time” and drove a 
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and the way in which Third World nationalists sought to use them for claiming self-

determination;208 to the pessimistic, as the tone of much of the poetry and memoirs of the 

Great War.209 But a sense that things were changing was relatively widespread. As then 

British Foreign Secretary Austen Chamberlain put it in 1925, “the old Europe was 

consumed in the fires of the Great War and the new Europe has yet to be built on 

foundations that may give peace and security to the nations of the old world.”210  

 In this disquiet, two elements stand out. First, that the current order was 

contingent in time and space, based on principles and modes of action that may have 

outlived their usefulness. Europe, in Dipesh Chakrabarty’s term, was another province, 

not the center of the world, and European order was far from a transhistorical or universal 

phenomenon. To ‘provincialize Europe’ is to reveal how Europe has been and is, in 

Marlowe’s phrase, “one of the dark places of the earth,” hence enabling us not to take 

Europe as the Self against whom all Others are evaluated in their difference and their 

lack.211 Second, and following, the order was in a crisis that revealed it to be 

unsustainable. This left European thinkers in a paradox. At the moment at which order 

revealed itself to be European and contingent, yet the need to bracket war and effect 

peaceful change had never been more pressing, what new principles for order could be 

identified? I will discuss two very different efforts from the 1930’s, by Edmund Husserl 
                                                                                                                                                 
traditional, most frequently religious, practices, see Jay Winter, Sites of Memory, Sites of Mourning: The 
Great War in European Cultural History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998).  
208 See Erez Manela, The Wilsonian Moment: Self-Determination and the International Origins of 
Anticolonial Nationalism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007). 
209 The title of this section and the epigraph conveys some of the shock of the period; Fussel, Great War. 
For an account of the disquiet in Germany, and how Fascism emerged from it as a mass movement, see 
Klaus Theweleit, Male Fantasies, Vol. 1: Women, Floods, Bodies, History (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota, 1987); Male Fantasies, Vol. 2: Male Bodies – Psychoanalyzing the White Terror (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1989).   
210 Quoted in Zara Steiner, The Lights That Failed: European International History 1919-1933 (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2007), 387. 
211 Joseph Conrad, Heart of Darkness (New Delhi: Penguin, 1994), 7; Dipesh Chakrabarty, Provincializing 
Europe: Postcolonial Thought and Historical Difference (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000). 
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(1935-1936) and EH Carr (1939), that negotiated, unsuccessfully, with thinking this 

paradox.212 I chose these thinkers because they directly invoked ‘crisis,’ in their titles, 

and sought to analyze it as stemming from, respectively, European science and the liberal 

nineteenth-century order. Yet, even as they revealed current European science and 

European political order to be both contingent and collapsing, they were willing to 

generalize a modified version of them to the world as a whole. Explicating and analyzing 

this blindness will teach us how ‘Europe’ was disseminated at its moment of great crisis, 

and became taken up elsewhere in the world. 

My choice of thinkers can also be situated in time, for others were reflecting on 

this problem. One could point to three phases of thinking about the European crisis, as 

crisis. The first stemmed from older figures responding primarily to the Great War, 

whose tone ranges from cautious optimism and faith in progress, to pessimism. We could 

count here, respectively, Max Weber’s 1919 lectures “Politics as a Vocation” and 

“Science as a Vocation” and Sigmund Freud’s Civilization and its Discontents (1930).213 

The second, the one I focus on, came from cognizance of the breakdown of European 

efforts to solve the problem of Germany and the rise of the Nazis. What is important 

about this phase is that whatever hopes the nineteen-twenties held out were disappearing, 

but the need to think in terms of preventing further problems was pressing. The third 

came during and after World War Two, and situated that war, and the Holocaust, within 

the development of European liberalism, society and science, taking a generally less than 

                                                 
212 For an account of the invocations of crisis and collapse after World War Two, see Ira Katznelson, 
Desolation and Enlightenment: Political Knowledge After Total War, Totalitarianism, and the Holocaust 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2003).      
213 Although I have not read them, two other famous works of this phase are Jose Ortega y Gasset’s The 
Revolt of the Masses (1930) and Karl Jaspers’ The Spiritual Condition of the Age (1931). Various works of 
Walter Benjamin straddle these periods, and are harder to classify.   
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optimistic view of the future and the prospects of a peaceful order. Here some examples 

would be Karl Polanyi’s The Great Transformation (1944), Max Horkheimer and 

Theodor Adorno’s Dialectic of Enlightenment (1947), Carl Schmitt’s Nomos of the World 

(1950) and Hannah Arendt’s Origins of Totalitarianism (1951).214 As this brief list 

suggests, the crisis spurred a great deal of reflection, by some of the best minds of the 

period. From this broader context, I have chosen to focus on Husserl and Carr because 

they wrote at a moment where they could not be sanguine about the future, but did not 

have the benefit (if one can call it that) of hindsight either. They inhabited the crisis they 

sought to analyze, and their advocacy for a future science or order is interesting precisely 

because they could not know how the crisis would unfold.    

 In 1935, Husserl delivered a lecture in Vienna that formed the basis for his last 

work. Portentously entitled, ‘philosophy and the crisis of European humanity,’ Husserl 

rarely referred directly to either the Great War or contemporary developments, yet sought 

to explain these events with reference to the way in which European science had 

developed since its original formulation with the Greeks.215 Husserl was in a 

tremendously difficult situation. Being Jewish, he could not lecture or publish in 

Germany.216 His student, Martin Heidegger, who had originally (in 1926) dedicated 

Being and Time to Husserl, had become a supporter of National Socialism.217 The 

relationship to Heidegger and his philosophy was also significant for the text in question, 

                                                 
214 Other significant works sought to explain totalitarianism as an avoidable outgrowth of the 
Enlightenment project, of which the most famous is Karl Popper’s The Open Society and its Enemies 
(1945).  
215 Edmund Husserl, The Crisis of European Sciences and Transcendental Phenomenology, trans. David 
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216 David Carr, “Translator’s Introduction,” in Husserl, Crisis, xvii. 
217 In 1941, after Husserl’s death, Heidegger removed the dedication to Husserl from editions of Being and 
Time, because Husserl was Jewish. See Jacques Derrida, Of Spirit, trans. Geoffrey Bennington and Rachel 
Bowlby (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991), 121. 
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for Husserl sought to engage with, yet distinguish his own position from what he 

identified as the irrationalist potentialities in his student’s work.  

 For Husserl, ‘Europe’ is not a geographical entity, but a philosophical, the only 

truly philosophical, disposition. As a philosophical disposition, Europe exceeds 

geographical borders. Yet, and ironically for someone at risk for no other reason than he 

was Jewish, Husserl’s delineation of Europe is universal but not inclusive: 

We refer to Europe not as it is understood geographically, as on a map, as if 

thereby the group of people who live together in this territory would define 

European humanity. In the spiritual sense the English Dominions, the United 

States etc., clearly belong to Europe, whereas the Eskimos or Indians presented 

as curiosities at fairs, or the Gypsies, who constantly wander about Europe, do 

not. Here the title ‘Europe’ clearly refers to the unity of a spiritual life… the 

epoch of mankind which now seeks to live, and only can live, in the free shaping 

of its existence, through ideas of reason, through infinite tasks.218   

We will return to this crucial exclusion later. ‘Europe’ is to be distinguished from its 

Others by the fact that its originators, the Greeks, directed their philosophical pursuits at 

the goal of theoria for its own sake, not for its practical applications.219 Theoria has three 

possibilities: that it can serve natural life, that it can become an end in itself, or most 

importantly, that it becomes 

a new sort of praxis, that of the universal critique of all life and all life-goals, all 

cultural products and systems that have already arisen out of the life of man; and 

thus it becomes a critique of mankind itself and of the values which guide it 

explicitly or implicitly… further it is a praxis whose aim is to elevate mankind 

                                                 
218 Husserl, Crisis, 273-274, emphasis mine. For comment, see Derrida, Of Spirit, 120-121.  
219 Husserl, Crisis, 280.   
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through universal scientific reason, according to norms of truth of all forms, to 

transform it from the bottom up into a new humanity made capable of an absolute 

self-responsibility on the basis of absolute theoretical insights.220 

Theoria here serves to instantiate absolute self-knowledge, knowledge of spirit, which is 

necessary for changing the conditions of existence in line with higher forms of reason. 

The theoretical attitude that is ‘Europe’ in fact moves beyond national boundaries, a 

movement that “leads not simply to a homogenous transformation of the generally 

satisfactory life of the national state but probably to great internal schisms in which this 

life and the whole national culture suffer an upheaval.”221 Europe is a universal 

movement of reason that originates in geographical Europe but moves beyond it, if not 

without a certain degree of upheaval.   

 But the crisis of European science does not lie in the external resistance it 

provokes as it moves beyond Europe. Nor is the crisis the product of a spreading 

philosophical and political irrationalism: such movements are effects, not causes. The 

crisis is internal to European science and the form its rationalism has taken, namely, the 

objectivist and naturalist forms of the natural sciences. The natural sciences have lost 

their necessary connection with theoria, and the pursuit of self-knowledge. Rather, the 

natural sciences operate on the objective world “without noticing that no objective 

science can do justice to the [very] subjectivity which accomplishes science.”222 In other 

words, the pursuit of the truth of the natural world through objectivist science can 
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obscure the subjective pursuits that motivated the pursuit in the first place, spirit itself.223 

This becomes dangerous when the obscuring severs science from the questions of truth 

and spirit and renders it merely a tool. As disenchantment grows, science is severed from 

questions of the spirit and cannot provide answers to them. This leads to the pursuit of 

existential answers by other means, which in this period meant forms of political 

irrationalism that do not just depart from reason but reject it altogether, hence giving no 

recourse to correct this trajectory. The descent of the European sciences into objectivism 

severs it from questions of the spirit, and denies humanity as a whole the means of asking 

those questions. Into that void could, and did, step irrational mass politics that led to 

disaster. How would one fix this problem? Husserl’s conclusion is significant because it 

explicates a conflict between reason, Europe, Enlightenment and their so-called others 

that continues to be fought today: 

The ‘crisis of European existence’ talked about so much today and documented 

in innumerable symptoms of the breakdown of life, is not an obscure fate, an 

impenetrable destiny; rather, it becomes understandable and transparent against 

the background of the teleology of European history that can be discovered 

philosophically. The condition for this understanding, however, is that the 

phenomenon ‘Europe’ be grasped in its central, essential nucleus. In order to be 

able to comprehend the disarray of the present ‘crisis,’ we had to work out the 

concept of Europe as the historical teleology of the infinite goals of reason; we 

had to show how the European ‘world’ was born out of ideas of reason, i.e. out of 

the spirit of philosophy. The ‘crisis’ could then become distinguishable as the 

apparent failure of rationalism. The reason for the failure of a rational culture 

                                                 
223 “The spirit, and indeed only the spirit, exists in itself and for itself, is self-sufficient; and in its self-
sufficiency, and only in this way can be treated truly rationally, truly and from the ground up 
scientifically”; Husserl, Crisis, 297, emphasis in original.  
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lies not in the essence of rationalism itself but solely in its being rendered 

superficial, in its entanglement in ‘naturalism’ and ‘objectivism.’ There are only 

two escapes from the crisis of European existence: the downfall of Europe in its 

estrangement from its own rational sense of life, its fall into hostility toward the 

spirit and into barbarity; or the rebirth of Europe from the spirit of philosophy 

through a heroism of reason that overcomes naturalism once and for all.224 

Put bluntly, crises internal to Europe haunt and threaten the world. Who is to solve them? 

Husserl answers: Europe, and Europe alone.  

 More famous in the field of International Relations than Husserl, EH Carr’s 

classic work grappled with some of the same problems with self-consciously geopolitical 

references. If for Husserl, the problem lay in European science, Carr saw it lying in the 

unsustainable foundations of the nineteenth century liberal order, which had collapsed 

and now haunted Europe. This order was based on the illusion of ‘the harmony of 

interests,’ the liberal (or utopian notion) that the interests of states were not in conflict but 

could be achieved through working in concert.225 The harmony of interests, Carr argued, 

was an illusion maintained by the expansion of prosperity through expanding markets 

that reduced competition, postponed class antagonism and created “a sense of confidence 

in present and future well-being, (that) encouraged men to believe that the world was 

ordered on so rational a plan as the natural harmony of interests.”226 The harmony of 

interests was contingent in space and time. Spatially, the order was European, for “the 

harmony of interests was established through the sacrifice of ‘unfit’ Africans and 
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Asiatics.”227 Carr was under no illusion that this outcome was in any way ‘harmonious’ 

for Africans and Asiatics. Temporally, not only did Carr situate the ‘harmony of 

interests’ as appropriate to a particular historical moment (the 18th century), but argued 

that the moment it was formalized in Adam Smith, it had become redundant. This was 

because the harmony of interests pertained to a society of small producers without the 

problems of heavy industry and the resulting class antagonisms and distributive 

problems. However, the very year Smith wrote The Wealth of Nations, Watt invented the 

steam engine and undermined Smith’s whole argument by calling “into being immobile, 

highly specialized, mammoth industries and a large and powerful proletariat more 

interested in distribution than production.”228 The harmony of interests, Carr implies, 

disappeared at the moment it was formalized. This disappearance was not seen clearly 

because markets were still expanding, and conflict could be postponed. This expansion of 

markets and postponing of crisis was mistakenly attributed to the pacific effects of the 

harmony of interests: an attribution that exacerbated the crisis.  

 This temporally and spatially contingent order had been taken as a universal one, 

which states followed as a matter of course, until 1914. The Great War showed, in Carr’s 

view, that the harmony of interests had been an illusion, and when interests dictated, the 

de facto (rather than de jure) bracketing of conflict within Europe would no longer be 

followed by leaders. However, in the aftermath of the Great War leaders had not reacted 

by adjusting to the demise of the old order, but had in fact reiterated it by “carrying the 

liberal tradition into international politics”229 through the legal vacuities of the League of 

Nations, treaties and other non-political instruments. That is, rather than face up to the 
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bankruptcy of the liberal order, leaders had extended it through legal means, to regulate 

international politics. The failure, in this view, had not been one of the order, but of 

insufficient legislation of it. Carr found this mistaken attribution to be a grave error that 

compounded the problems of the war. Not only was the harmony of interests a dead 

letter, but reordering the postwar world as if it still applied would only exacerbate the 

situation and lead to greater conflict and vindictiveness down the line. 

 This led Carr to ‘provincialize Europe,’ by revealing its universal claims to be 

restricted to a particular historical moment. But he went further. By describing the 

depravities of the Great War as the return to Europe of its own imperial violence, Carr 

suggested that Europe had developed as a deeply contradictory and unstable entity. The 

nineteenth century order, built as it was on excluding the colonies, had reached its limits 

and now turned on Europe itself: “for more than a hundred years, the reality of conflict 

had been spirited out of sight by the political thinkers of Western civilization… the men 

of the nineteen-thirties returned shocked and bewildered to the state of nature… the 

brutalities which, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, were confined to dealings 

between civilized and uncivilized peoples were turned by civilized peoples against 

another.”230 The ‘twenty years’ crisis’ stemmed from the development of Europe itself, 

and was not an aberration from it. Carr wrote, “it seems no longer possible to create an 

apparent harmony of interests at the expense of somebody else… the conflict can no 

longer be spirited away.”231 Now that the conflict, which for Carr was evidence of the 

primacy of political goals, had returned to Europe, any new order could seek only to 

contain that conflict and try to midwife ‘peaceful change.’ What would this new order 
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look like? Carr did not offer details, but posed as a question whether the nation-state 

would remain the dominant political entity.232 While he clearly states that the old order is 

gone forever,233 he does not theorize a new one. Even his (halting) suggestion of 

conciliation through economic reconstruction is an effort to extend New Deal-esque 

social spending to poorer countries by richer ones.234 This is somewhat surprising. A 

book that starts with offering “the beginnings of a science” and goes on to argue 

persuasively for the end of the old order, nevertheless conclused without describing the 

principles on which a new order would be founded, merely a modified and less utopian 

prescription for the old order. Carr cannot transcend the Europe he has so brilliantly 

provincialized. 

 In both Husserl and Carr, we can distinguish a crucial tendency. At the very 

moment that a distinctively European science or order is in crisis it is being generalized 

to the world as a whole. Husserl argues for the revival of European science as a world-

historical discipline; Carr writes that his book is a beginning to the study of the science of 

international politics, which is best suited to predicting and bringing about ‘the prospects 

of a new international order’ (the title of the last chapter). Yet the very notion of 

European science and international order is in crisis in both their works, hence 

presumably, there should not be much in the status quo that should offer better prospects 

for the future. And to their credit, neither of them offers as a viable option irrationalist 

                                                 
232 At the time, Carr left the viability of the nation-state as a question, but six years later, he wrote that “the 
main body of (Twenty Years’ Crisis) too readily and too complacently accepts the existing nation-state, 
large or small, as the unit of international society… the conclusion now seems to impose itself on any 
unbiassed (sic) observer that the small independent nation-state is obsolete or obsolescent and that no 
workable international organization can be built on a membership of a multiplicity of nation-states”; 
“Preface to Second Edition,” in Twenty Years, viii. For more detailed arguments in this vein, see EH Carr, 
Nationalism and After (New York: Macmillan, 1945).  
233 Carr, Twenty Years, 224, 236.  
234 Carr, Twenty Years, 237-239.  
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politics or a pure realism that would offer no basis for purposive action.235 This is surely 

worth thinking through. As Paul de Man puts it, “Husserl was demonstrating the urgent 

philosophical necessity of putting the privileged European standpoint into question, but 

remained himself entirely blind to this necessity.”236 The same can be said of Carr. In this 

particular blindness, Husserl and Carr tell us something that those who embraced the 

irrational political and cultural tendencies of the time do not. They also tell us more than 

those who would suggest that there was no crisis, or that the problems of war and 

totalitarianism were merely aberrations.237  

 The blindness that allows Husserl and Carr to generalize European science and 

order at the very moment that it is most in crisis characterizes the dissemination of these 

phenomena. The Russian Revolution offers an example.238 To teleological Marxism, it 

could only be a surprise (indeed a theoretical excrescence) that the first proletarian 

revolution occurred in a more or less feudal economy.239 Yet, it was in Russia that 

capitalism was weakest, and hence most likely to be overcome, even by those who knew 

little about Marxism. And yet, this was not a conservative revolution, conducted in the 

name of the past. The lesson: it is in the moment of its greatest weakness and crisis that 

universal European values are taken up elsewhere, because their contradictions are most 

evident. The moment of crisis is also the moment where ‘European’ values seem to be 

betrayed by Europe itself, and hence can be claimed as African, or Vietnamese. Crisis is a 

contradictory moment. On the one hand, the old order is in decline and a variety of 
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possibilities open up. On the other hand, the uncertainty of the crisis often leads to calls 

to repeat, or at least not entirely abandon, the old order. The next two chapters will deal 

with this contradiction in some detail: the necessary quest to forge a new order from the 

breakdown of European order, and the repetitions of that order, particularly the central 

role of the state.   

But this paradox has an attendant risk, that of assimilating the opportunity 

presented by crisis, and the way it is creatively adapted by those excluded, to the promise 

of Europe. For example, when anti-colonial nationalists appealed to Woodrow Wilson’s 

principles of self-determination, that appeal stemmed more from their own aspirations, 

the obvious gap between the promise of European rule and its reality, and the way they 

could be adapted to Wilson’s rhetoric, than from Wilson himself. In fact, Wilson ignored 

these appeals, either because he was himself disinterested or because Clemenceau and 

Lloyd George dissuaded him. So the appeal derived more from the crisis in which Europe 

found itself, and the opportunities it presented, and less from the significance or power of 

the ‘Wilsonian Moment’ itself.240 If European science or order is taken up elsewhere, it is 

because of its own crisis as much, or more, as it is because of its rigor or possibilities. We 

must be aware of how “the rhetoric of crisis states its own truth in the mode of error… it 

is itself radically blind to the light it emits.”241  

 This is not an intellectual problem. The period we are interrogating is the period 

in which principles that originated in Europe (the nation-state, Marxism, mass politics, 

the Rights of Man) were being claimed and adopted as their own by far-flung groups. If 

crisis is internal to many of these principles, then its adoption elsewhere should not be, 
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and was not, a smooth process. In other words, the problems faced by much of the world 

lie as much in the crisis-laden principles and institutions, particularly the state, that they 

adopted, as in ‘faulty’ implementation of them. Husserl and Carr are significant because 

they explicate crisis as internal to the European order, with its faith in reason, law and the 

state, that was soon to be adopted as the first truly international order. At the same time, 

they generalize the same European order that is in crisis to being a universal order. They 

repeat a consistent theme of the long nineteenth century: to the crises that accompanied 

the development of the European state, observers called for an expansion and 

intensification of the very process that caused the crises.  

Therefore, we should expect crisis to inhere in the world to come. In particular, 

there are two phenomena that need to be explicated in the post-1945 order to examine 

changes in the international order: war and empire. How do changes in war-making and 

the reaction to empire alter the international structure from that facing nineteenth century 

Europe? And are the crises of war and empire diminished or intensified as the European 

imperial system becomes a truly international system. This dissemination of crisis 

interests us as we move forward to the next significant development in war-making: the 

nuclear revolution.  
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2.7. Conclusion  

In this chapter, I have foregrounded the crises of the European long nineteenth century to 

better theorize the development of the European state, and state system. By doing so, we 

can reveal two things that current analyses of state formation do not. First, we understand 

the European strong state to be an exception, not just over time, but by virtue of its very 

structure. Specifically, the modern European state is founded on a relationship of 

recognition between sovereign and governed that is forged through conflict on various 

Others through absolute war and colonial expansion. This implies that the default state-

form is an imperial one, where the sovereign, unless compelled to, will not recognize the 

governed. This imperial form is the norm that we should expect to see, in the absence of 

absolute war; it is not a fixable exception, as assumed by the arguments around state-

building.   

 Second, the crises of the period mark a process which is not always controllable, 

particularly when it comes to the contingencies of absolute war or colonial expansion. 

Sometimes, the efforts to control war and colonial expansion often limit or even seek to 

reverse more dangerous aspects of the process. Indeed, in the effort to control political 

mobilization, the modern state is called upon to engage in  biopolitical, even anti-political 

practices. This tendency, of the development of the European producing its opposite, will 

be the subject of the next two chapters. In Chapter 3, I analyze how the moment at which 

total war, the basis on which European states mobilized, became actually possible 

through the development of nuclear weapons, efforts were made to limit conflict. In 

Chapter 4, I analyze how anti-colonial movements reacted to empire not by aiming to 

gain empires to emulate European state formation, but to reject imperial expansion. 
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3. Staging the state: Superpower 

Sixteen hours ago an American airplane dropped one bomb on Hiroshima, an 

important Japanese Army base. That bomb has more power than 20,000 tons of 

TNT… It is an atomic bomb. It is a harnessing of the basic power of the 

universe.1 

No man should arrogate to himself the power to decide that the future of mankind 

would benefit by an action entailing the killing of tens of millions of people.2 

3.1. Introduction 

The modern state emerged in Europe through fighting absolute war (in conjunction with 

competition for colonies), which exigency forced rulers to develop institutionalized 

relations of reciprocity that went beyond bargains, to relations of identification between 

sovereign and governed. We have seen that this process of state-making in Europe led 

ultimately to the crisis of the Great War, after which European order was seen as 

bankrupt. However, at precisely the breakdown of European order, calls for generalizing 

the state and creating a truly international order became widespread, from Woodrow 

Wilson’s halfhearted statements to the more strident claims of anti-colonial leaders. The 

state therefore continued to be relevant, even as the empires and the imperial order they 

underpinned began to collapse during the Twenty Years’ Crisis.3 However, the Second 

World War ended with a new problem for the state: nuclear weapons. Nuclear weapons 

seemed, to observers at the time, to raise the costs of war to unbearable limits, and to 

                                                 
1 Harry Truman, announcing the use of the atom bomb on Hiroshima in August 1945, quoted in McGeorge 
Bundy, Danger and Survival: Choices about the Bomb in the First Fifty Years (New York: Random House, 
1988), 131, emphasis mine.  
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opposing preventive war, quoted in Marc Trachtenberg, “A ‘Wasting Asset’: American Strategy and the 
Shifting Nuclear Balance, 1949-1954,” International Security 13(3): 1988, 44, emphasis mine.  
3 Indeed, one might argue that the Second World War was an interregnum through which the state asserted 
its value as a war-fighting unit. 
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make avoiding war more necessary than winning war. States facing an environment with 

fewer systemic pressures to go to war should find it easier to survive from external 

threats but are denied the historical means of state consolidation. This chapter addresses 

the puzzle facing the consolidation, and in some cases the making, of state authority after 

the Second World War: how does the Euro-American state consolidate and play a 

security/war-fighting role even as it turns away from the possibility of fighting absolute 

war in the nuclear era?4  

 I argue that the rise of nuclear weapons created a profound ambivalence for the 

state: at the very moment when it had maximum destructive power, it was faced with 

limited, if not non-existent, ability to use it. This marked a fundamental change: the 

process of European state formation through absolute war had run up against a limit, the 

imperative to reduce conflict and escalation at a systemic level. This diminished the 

likelihood that the European model of state formation, itself anomalous, would be 

repeated. The civilian strategist Herman Kahn described the situation as so novel that no 

one could be said to have knowledge as to how to negotiate it: 

There is a great dearth of people with experience in fighting thermonuclear wars; 

there is even a dearth of experience of how to conduct international relations in a 

world in which force is so much more available, and yet so much less usable.5 

Kahn’s point is both general and specific. In general, the fact that no one has fought a 

thermonuclear war means that there is a lack of applicable knowledge, which therefore 

needs to be generated. Specifically, as nuclear war is a new sort of war, military experts 

are no more capable of conducting it than civilians. As a consequence, the lack of 
                                                 
4 That is, now that ‘total’ war became at least a possibility, what happened to the process of state formation 
that functioned through staking the entirety of society in conflict even though the majority would survive?  
5 Herman Kahn, On Thermonuclear War (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1961), 125, emphasis 
mine. 
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knowledge of nuclear war demands a new sort of knowledge for which civilian strategists 

such as Kahn; and others we will read such as Bernard Brodie and Thomas Schelling; 

have a particular responsibility. They are, at the very least, no more inexperienced in 

fighting nuclear war than military officers are. At the most, civilian strategists are 

particularly qualified, through their scientific expertise, to fight a new sort of war, 

developing concepts that military officials, knowledgeable in outdated forms of war, are 

incapable of imagining. These concepts, and the strategists who develop them, would 

form the basis for a military strategy in an age where military force is ‘so much less 

usable.’ I therefore focus on the arguments of a number of such strategic thinkers, placed 

in context. I analyze two contexts of strategic thought. First, I explicate the historical 

context in which strategic thought develops, in both its political and intellectual 

developments. We find that politically leaders were unwilling to either use nuclear 

weapons in war, or abjure them, through disarmament, for example. Intellectually, 

scholars understood this unwillingness to either declare or disarm as marking a period of 

impotence for the state, which is unable to broadcast the unprecedented power it 

possesses. Nuclear strategists sought to negotiate this impotence by generating new 

concepts for broadcasting power, which I evaluate in its second context, the numerous 

assessments and critiques of strategic thought. Such assessments enable us to establish 

the efficacy of strategic thought in reestablishing the possibility of positive state action, 

including the use of nuclear weapons. And more directly to the point of this dissertation, 

they also reveal the threshold of contradiction in the performance and reiteration of the 

modern European state as compact of recognition-right-identity of sovereign and 

governed in relation to absolute war.      
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 Civilian strategists were significant not just for their active role, but their work, 

often unwittingly, also marked the significant paradox of the nuclear age for the purposes 

of this dissertation, concerned as it is with the status of the state. The preeminence of 

civilian strategists in devising the concepts for nuclear conflict marked a perpetual gap 

between what I will call ‘textual’ nuclear strategies, such as deterrence and limited 

nuclear war, and the ‘real’ inability to declare absolute war at the level of the state.6 In 

other words, while nuclear strategies that focused on the use and production of nuclear 

weapons proliferated, decision-makers were loath to ever decide to use the weapons, and 

in moments of crisis pulled back from the brink. Nuclear strategy operated as a set of 

codes that functioned precisely because they referred to weapons that could never be 

used.7 All weapons are textual, of course, because they must function as numbers and 

symbols in order to be deployed and then used. Yet, when they are used, the gap between 

their existence as symbol and their real existence is bridged, because they function at 

both a textual and a physically destructive level.8 Nuclear weapons, which are never used, 

function only as text. The gap between the textuality of nuclear strategy and the real 

inability to decide on nuclear war has never been overcome. However, despite this gap, 

nuclear strategy provided a frame9 through which to think state war-fighting policy, 

                                                 
6 This gap can more precisely be understood as an ‘aporia’ or impassable passage, from the Greek aporos. 
This concept has been explicated by Jacques Derrida, Aporias, trans. Thomas Dutoit (Palo Alto: Stanford 
University Press, 1993).  
7 This point was made by Jacques Derrida, “No Apocalypse, Not Now (Seven Missiles, Seven Missives),” 
Diacritics 14(2): 1984, 23. For a broader discussion of writing and textuality, see Jacques Derrida, “Plato’s 
Pharmacy,” in Disseminations, trans. Barbara Johnson (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981).  
8 Put differently, we might say that a weapon functions as both signifier and signified when, for instance, a 
gun is a number in an inventory and used in battle. Most weapons function as signifier and signified, but 
nuclear weapons function primarily as signifier because they have little utility in battle.    
9 A frame serves to orient a person as she receives and deals with information. Definitions are less than 
comprehensive, but my usage is analogous to the computer scientist Terry Winograd’s description of a 
frame as a way of organizing information that cannot be reduced to component parts and hence is “neither 
consistent, nor parsimonious, nor complete… a person may categorize a set of objects in his experience 
into, for example, ‘chair,’ ‘stool,’ ‘bench,’ etc… if pushed, he cannot give an exact definition of any of 
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because the formulations of nuclear strategy could only be implemented by a centralized 

state authority. Hence, the state remained (or was restaged as) the relevant political unit, 

despite its inability to decide on the truly political question: war-fighting. In the process, 

while the nuclear era began with questions about the viability of the state, nuclear 

strategists were able to restage the state as the only unit capable of negotiating the nuclear 

era.   

 The gap between nuclear strategy at the level of the text and the actual inability to 

decide on war was never bridged, in either direction. No state used nuclear weapons in a 

conflict with another nuclear power, instead choosing to de-escalate such conflicts. At the 

same time, no state actors chose to commit to disarming or seeking to form 

organizational forms that would replace the state. This meant a stasis in which the state 

remained the primary unit of the international system, yet unable to decide on absolute 

war, which had been both a regulatory mechanism in the international system and the 

primary mode of state-making. This goal of this chapter is to identify this stasis in a 

comprehensive fashion, by first understanding it theoretically, then describing how it 

came about historically, and finally establishing the systemic effects of the state being the 

agent of nuclear strategy, despite being unable to decide to fight absolute wars. In doing 

so, this chapter establishes one way in which the process of European state formation 

produced its opposite: if European states formed through ever-more destructive conflicts, 

the culmination of this process in the nuclear revolution led to an effort to reduce and 

                                                                                                                                                 
these, and in naming some objects he will not be certain how to make the choice between them”; quoted in 
Raymond Duvall, “Dependence and Dependencia Theory: Notes Toward Precision of Concept and 
Argument,” International Organization 32(1): 1978, 53-54. A frame does not refer to a specific object, but 
to a range of, possibly contradictory, objects. There are various approaches to ‘framing’ as a way to 
influence opinion. For an overview, see Dennis Chong and James Druckman, “Framing Theory,” Annual 
Review of Political Science 10: 2007.   
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even eliminate precisely the sort of conflict (absolute war) that had been constitutive of 

the European state. Equally importantly, the way in which the state was restaged, through 

placing the population at permanent risk of annihilation, undermined, if not erased, the 

compact between sovereign and governed that was specific to the European state.  

 To make this case, I proceed in six steps through an intellectual history of 

thinking about nuclear weapons. First, I analyze in detail the gap between textual 

strategies and the inability to decide on war, and argue that this rendered the state 

impotent at the moment of its greatest military destructive power. Second, I lay out how, 

at the beginning of the nuclear era, this inability to decide was identified by prominent 

thinkers as a significant crisis for the state, and required rethinking the state. The works 

of these thinkers, Hans Morgenthau, John Herz and Basil Liddell Hart, were 

accompanied by advocacy movements that sought to found alternative institutions for 

world order, such as the World Federalist Society. Third, to this challenge to the state, 

strategic thinkers advocated a set of policies, such as deterrence, which simultaneously 

acknowledged the need to avoid war and, implicitly and explicitly, advocated a central 

role for the state in marshalling destructive power to avoid war. These thinkers, Henry 

Kissinger, Bernard Brodie and Thomas Schelling, advocated policies that would restage 

the state as the unit capable of negotiating the nuclear era, but their analysis remained at 

the level of abstract paradoxes and general principles. Fourth, other thinkers offered 

means to institutionalize and normalize ways of thinking about nuclear weapons. Herman 

Kahn and Albert Wohlstetter, in different ways, made it possible to think about the actual 

fighting of nuclear war, and how it was to be done. In the fifth section, I ask if this 

‘restaging’ was successful by analyzing some of the critiques of strategic thought and 
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alternative explanations. Critics, such as Robert Jervis, find fault with the assumptions of 

strategic thought, and question the extent to which policymakers believed or implemented 

the policies advocated by strategic thinkers. However, even the critics evaluate strategic 

thought in terms of whether it did or did not make the state safer. In so doing, they return 

the state to a central role, thereby restaging it and affirming its possibility, and confirm 

the success of the strategic thinkers. I conclude by arguing that while the gap between 

textual strategies and the real inability to decide is never bridged, the state remains the 

presumptively central unit of order in the nuclear era. I gesture towards the logical 

consequences in the conclusion, specifically that the process of state formation through 

war has been effectively inverted. If European states were demanded by their subjects to 

wage conflict on outside enemies and aggrandize through compromising systemic 

stability, the nuclear revolution has led to demands for the state from a systemic level 

(that is, from outside) to reduce the likelihood of war and ensure international stability.    
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3.2. ‘Today it is everything which is at stake’:10 The nuclear era 

The nuclear era is characterized by a profound and enduring ambivalence. It promises 

clean power through the harnessing of elemental forces at the same time that accidents 

like Chernobyl can contaminate the environment for years. The promise of progress 

embodied in “Our Friend the Atom” is compromised by the possibility of nuclear war 

turning the clock back to a pre-industrial (or even pre-human) era.11 But possibly the 

central tension is “the tension between the fear of the atom and reliance upon its 

protection.”12 That is, the fear of being involved in atomic warfare intensifies the need to 

marshal and control nuclear weapons, in order to avoid atomic warfare. This ambivalence 

marks a gap between the textual strategies of deploying nuclear weapons, such as 

deterrence, and the inability for a nuclear power to declare war on another nuclear power, 

which was manifested in the efforts to avoid war altogether. Of course, all weapons and 

strategies operate at the level of texts, codes and symbols so that they may be organized 

and used in war.13 But nuclear strategies operate as texts that suspend the need to actually 

fight war: nuclear strategy thus circulates around a fundamental inability, and refusal in 

the case of crisis, to decide to go to war. Because war between two nuclear powers has 

never happened, strategies for fighting nuclear war and deploying nuclear weaponry can 

be said, without exaggeration, to be primarily textual. What this indicates is that at the 
                                                 
10 George Kennan, Russia, the Atom and the West (New York: Harper, 1958), 50.  
11 While I cannot develop it here, another of the intriguing paradoxes of the nuclear era is how it puts the 
centers of industrialization and symbols of modernity, cities, at mortal risk. In the 1950’s, this was 
recognized and various far-fetched schemes to ‘disperse’ cities were suggested. These became moot 
because of the cost and because offensive weaponry grew faster than means to defend against them. As 
Henry Kissinger put it, “confronted with a thermonuclear attack, the modern city may carry the seeds of its 
own destruction within itself” because its centralized organization presents a single target; Nuclear 
Weapons and Foreign Policy (New York: Harper, 1957), 72, 65-73.  
12 Bundy, Danger and Survival, 173.  
13 Stephen Biddle has argued that sheer numbers of manpower and materiel do not explain outcomes of 
battle. What does is force employment, or the doctrine and tactics through which troops are deployed: it is 
the textual and social organization of material power that leads to victory or defeat; Military Power: 
Explaining Victory and Defeat in Modern Battle (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004).   
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moment that states have unprecedented destructive capacity, their power to wage total 

war becomes circumscribed, marking the profound ambivalence of the nuclear era. This 

ambivalence has two elements. First, decision-makers pursue contradictory strategies at 

the same time, arming and seeking arms control, for example. Second, this ambivalence 

is never overcome by either a decision to use the weapons or a decision to disarm. We 

might understand these two aspects of ambivalence in two ways: first, how things turn 

into their other, indeed always are their other; and second, the lack of a stable resolution 

that would restore the ability to decide. This lack of stable resolution preserves and 

perpetuates the gap between textual strategies and the inability to decide.  

In the years following Hiroshima, this gap was acknowledged and attempts were 

made to negotiate it, such as through arms control efforts and establishing institutional 

forums. These attempts were unsuccessful and the very notion of controlling these 

weapons within the then-current system looked illusory. Yet, what is interesting is that 

the unsatisfactory efforts at control did not lead to unilateral attempts to minimize nuclear 

risks. Rather, the failure of control intensified the push to have a nuclear advantage. As 

Truman put it, “I am of the opinion we’ll never obtain international control… since we 

can’t obtain international control, we must be strongest in atomic weapons.”14 Others 

have argued that nuclear weapons fundamentally alter the nature of conflict. We will 

review these arguments in detail below. But before, I will analyze, with the benefit of 

hindsight, the promise and threat that nuclear weapons hold for the state. For this, we 

start with Winston Churchill’s speech to the House of Commons on March 1st 1955 that 

                                                 
14 Quoted in David Alan Rosenberg, “The Origins of Overkill: Nuclear Weapons and American Strategy, 
1945-1960,” International Security 7(4): 1983, 21-22.  
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included oft-repeated phrases like, ‘peace will be the sturdy stepchild of terror.’15 

Churchill approaches the nuclear era as a paradoxical one, and points out that nuclear 

strategy’s main goal is to prevent war, not win it. He therefore formulates the gap 

between nuclear strategy as text and the real inability to decide on war. In his view, the 

‘gap’ is intolerable and will serve as a temporary interlude before a more durable 

international approach to nuclear weapons can be worked out. The temporary character of 

this period is significant for two reasons. One, it indicates that Churchill does not see the 

maintenance of a gap between nuclear strategy and the ability to declare war as 

sustainable: nuclear deterrence is not a lasting solution. However, and second, in the 

years since the gap has not been overcome, nor has a more durable strategy than 

deterrence been formulated.16 Nuclear weapons continue to function in the paradoxical 

way Churchill described, and the gap between the textual strategies of deterrence and the 

real inability to declare war on another nuclear power has been preserved.  

 As a commentary about the nuclear age and a policy statement in its own right, 

Churchill’s speech is of great interest. First, he acknowledges the devastation of the 

recently developed hydrogen bomb in some detail and points out how much more 

destructive it is than the atomic bomb. Second, he announces that Britain would seek to 

build its own hydrogen bomb. Third, he describes deterrence as the main theme of future 

British policy. And in my US-centric discussion of nuclear strategy, it offers a slightly 

                                                 
15 Winston Churchill, “Never Despair,” March 1, 1955, citations use English spellings. Available from the 
Churchill Center 
http://www.winstonchurchill.org/i4a/pages/index.cfm?pageid=1187 
16 Of course, various strategies of fighting and winning nuclear wars, for example NUTS (Nuclear 
Utilization Target Selection) were considered more or less throughout the Cold War. The Bush 
administration more recently advocated the use of nuclear weapons as counterforce weapons to destroy a 
regional rival’s own WMD’s. That said, as I will discuss at length below, these strategies have not been 
used in war-fighting, where leaders have been unwilling to involve even limited nuclear weapons for fear 
of escalation to higher levels of conflict. See, for example, Charles Glaser and Steve Fetter, “Counterforce 
Revisited: Assessing the Nuclear Posture Review’s New Missions,” International Security 30(2): 2005.    
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different view, that of a weaker power at a disadvantage, seeking to mitigate the 

disadvantage through nuclearizing. How Churchill negotiates this weakness may teach us 

something about the nuclear revolution that exceeds the US-Soviet contest, and how 

nuclear weapons appear as a tool of statecraft and object of desire for those that do not 

have them.  

 There are two policy areas that Churchill emphasized. Early on, after describing 

the far more destructive potential of the hydrogen bomb, he said: “the best defence would 

of course be bona fide disarmament… this is in all our hearts.” But, he goes on, two 

‘facts’ militate against this: the unwillingness of the Soviet government to agree to 

international inspection, an unwillingness that stems from their nature and tradition; and 

the superiority of the Soviet Bloc in conventional war-fighting capabilities. Indeed, this 

superiority combined with the aggression shown by the USSR has unified the German 

people with their recent enemies. This leads directly to the “main theme”:  

unless a trustworthy and universal agreement upon disarmament, conventional 

and nuclear alike, there is only one sane policy for the free world for the next few 

years. This is what we call defence through deterrents… these deterrents may at 

any time become the parents of disarmament, providing they deter (emphasis 

mine).   

 Churchill goes on to emphasize that Britain must develop a nuclear and conventional 

deterrent force that may be an addition or a substitute for existing US deterrence. Within 

this policy, he stresses the importance of a conventional capability and a willingness to 

attack non-military Soviet targets. The goal is to prevent Soviets even envisioning a 

successful surprise attack, what he calls “an essential of the deterrent policy.” Although 

Britain does not have much influence over US policy, even as it relies on US protection, 
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Britain “must never allow, above all… the growing sense of unity and brotherhood 

between the United Kingdom and the United States and throughout the English-speaking 

world to be injured or retarded.” The development of an autonomous and substantial 

British deterrent must proceed without compromising this goal.   

 Two parts of Churchill’s discussion of deterrence are worth highlighting. First, 

deterrence is a temporary policy to serve as a ‘holding operation’ before a more durable 

and feasible international agreement can be thrashed out. The policy of deterrence “gives 

us in the island an interlude,” before more enduring security practices can be developed. I 

would highlight the temporary nature of deterrence in this moment. Churchill even 

suggests at the end of his speech that deterrence may be needed for ten years or less. 

Deterrence was temporary because it was, at that moment, unsettling, even distasteful, to 

base a policy on holding others hostage, and by implication, leaving oneself as collateral. 

Churchill called the period at different points, “a hideous epoch,” and a period of 

antagonism on a worldwide scale that was “happily unique in human history.” Also, 

Churchill stressed the instability of deterrence: once the Soviets armed adequately, the 

situation might change if or when the current Western nuclear advantage was eroded. In 

the meantime, nuclear superiority was the best guarantee to dissuade a surprise attack.17 

Once the Soviets achieved a nuclear capability that we would now call ‘mutually assured 

destruction’ (MAD) or secure second-strike capability, one might face a situation of 

stable deterrence, where both sides feared war itself, or possibly mutual disarmament. 

Churchill left both possibilities open.   

                                                 
17 Both the disquiet with deterrence on the part of the general public, and policymakers’ distrust of it, 
leading to constant efforts to ensure nuclear superiority, persisted throughout the Cold War.  
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 That deterrence is both unique and temporary has important implications. For the 

first time, the most that could be expected of a state was to deter a surprise attack, and 

that by having, not using, nuclear weapons. Despite the nuclear advantage possessed by 

the US/UK over the USSR, Churchill is not speaking of winning wars or even of 

preventing surprise attacks by preemptive strikes, but of preventing war altogether. 

Nuclear weapons will function through not being used, and strategies of using them will 

function at the level of text. As unique as deterrence is, Churchill stresses the 

intolerability of living indefinitely under its shadow. In other words, the gap between 

strategy as text and actual war-fighting is unsustainable. It must be resolved either by 

stable deterrence, which Churchill doubts – given the expansionary goals of the Soviets, 

stable deterrence might embolden them to engage in conventional war – or mutual 

disarmament. We might note that in the years since, this gap has not been overcome but 

maintained, if not widened.     

 Second, Churchill stresses the irony of the situation at several moments, most 

famously, “it may well be that we shall by a process of sublime irony have reached a 

stage in this story where safety will be the sturdy child of terror, and survival the twin 

brother of annihilation” (emphasis mine). Elsewhere, “a curious paradox has emerged… 

let me put it simply… after a certain point has been passed it may be said, ‘the worse 

things get, the better’.” For Churchill, it seems that a certain point in history has been 

attained where things turn into their opposites very quickly. This has two implications. 

First, efforts to bring about a certain outcome must always be accompanied by efforts that 

pull in an opposite direction. For example, while arms control negotiations are desirable, 

the impossibility of arms control necessitates nuclear superiority, a view shared by 
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Truman.18 Second, unlike previous periods where military superiority translated into the 

credible threat of war could force disarmament by the enemy, these oppositions are 

perpetually maintained; they are not resolved by war-fighting because leaders are loath to 

engage in, and find it hard to credibly commit to, nuclear war. Hence, opposites are no 

longer opposites, but perpetual twins: safety/terror, survival/annihilation, and most 

broadly, peace/war. The last indicates that a period of peace is militarized precisely in 

order to maintain peace; when war nears, one sees heightened efforts to dampen the crisis 

and maintain peace, while intensified investments are made in upgrading nuclear 

arsenals. It is how nuclear weapons create this phenomenon, of things turning into their 

others that is worth developing. 

How are we to interpret this profound ambivalence, these paradoxes that 

Churchill makes so much of? And what does this ambivalence mean for the state? We 

might point to three things. First and most obviously, the ambivalence marks the fact that 

nuclear weapons promise security, because no one should attack a nuclear power, and 

threaten unacceptable levels of destruction, in case someone did attack a nuclear power, 

at one and the same time. It is therefore unclear, and a source of unease, whether the risks 

of massive destruction are counterbalanced by the, often significant, periods of peace 

under deterrence. Even after sixty-odd years without nuclear war, arguments to increase 
                                                 
18 One might counter that this is true of all ‘security dilemma’ situations. In other words, the risk that the 
other side will ‘cheat’ on a disarmament agreement forces one to arm anyway, hence destabilizing the 
disarmament agreement and leads to conflict. That is undoubtedly true. What is new in the nuclear age is 
that the security dilemma never spirals into conflict. So we have a situation where both sides gain little, if 
anything, from conflict, hence do not risk it, and in the shadow of non-war, continue to stockpile arms and 
to invest in new generations of nuclear weapons technology at a level beyond strategic usefulness. Put 
differently, the quest for superiority in a conventional arms race that ends in war is rational, but beyond a 
certain point, is irrational in a nuclear arms race. But because war is not a rational outcome of nuclear arms 
racing, stockpiling is likely to continue to an irrational degree. What is specific to the nuclear age is that 
leaders cannot or do not decide to fight when faced with a security dilemma, preserving the gap between 
weapons as text and weapons that are used. Yet, insofar as it is the state that does the almost infinite 
stockpiling, the state becomes more powerful and more important. See Robert Jervis, “Cooperation under 
the Security Dilemma,” World Politics 30(2): 1978; Rosenberg, “Origins of Overkill.”  
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the number of nuclear powers are contested at scholarly levels and resisted by powerful 

states and advocacy groups.19 Second, because nuclear weapons are not used in disputes 

between nuclear powers, they function as textual artifacts, which move from one set of 

communicative acts or codes to another. For example, even as a nuclear crisis threatens to 

realize the promises of using nuclear weapons, the crisis becomes the opportunity to 

engage in more communicative exchanges (like the Hot Line), instead of nuclear war. 

Third, and consequently, nuclear weapons resist the decision to declare war. Of course, 

states and state actors continually decide to deploy nuclear weapons in certain ways, or 

change their strategic posture, but these decisions operate at a purely textual level: they 

always stop short of declaring war or using nuclear weapons when engaged in limited 

war. Indeed, one might argue that these strategic decisions are taken in lieu of war.20 

Policymakers were and remain loath to risk nuclear confrontation and also loath to 

disarm. For these reasons, nuclear weapons are a ‘sublime irony,’ where things turn into 

their other with bewildering speed, and which resists decisions to go to war by state 

actors, while proliferating decisions on ‘strategy’ that suspend the need to fight war. 

Churchill’s speech indicates quite nicely the paradox: the power of nuclear weapons and 

how they resist efforts to decide on their use. I would like to emphasize the gap between 

the frequent, one might say incessant, decisions at the level of the text, and the inability 

to implement those ‘decisions’ in actual conflict.       

                                                 
19 This resistance, nuclear advocates note, is illogical and ignores the fact that the nuclear era has been one 
of peace. See, for example, John Mearsheimer, “The Case for a Ukrainian Nuclear Deterrent,” Foreign 
Affairs 72(3): 1993; “India Needs the Bomb,” New York Times, March 24, 2000; Scott Sagan and Kenneth 
Waltz, The Spread of Nuclear Weapons: A Debate Renewed (New York: Norton, 2002).  
20 This is an implication of Jean Baudrillard’s arguments on ‘simulation.’ See Jean Baudrillard, Simulations 
(New York: Semiotext(e), 1983); Simulation and Simulacra (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 
1995).  
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 In the nuclear era, decision-makers do not decide on war one way or the other 

because, in the last instance, they are aware of the tremendous destructive capabilities of 

nuclear weapons. That is, one cannot decide to wage war, for fear of nuclear destruction 

by response, or pursue peace by disarming, for fear of being vulnerable to nuclear 

destruction. This inability to decide, which policymakers were quite conscious of, 

rendered the actual policies contradictory. A period of peace was militarized, where arms 

buildups were accompanied by efforts, like Civil Defense, to mobilize society to protect 

itself. Crises, on the other hand, were occasions for mutual concessions and efforts to 

broker peaceful compromise. It is an exaggeration to say that war was peace and peace 

was war. But the profound ambivalence of nuclear weapons militated against a decision, 

because in the last instance, decision-makers stepped back from declaring, or sometimes 

even running the risk of, nuclear war.21 We can see this ‘loss of decision’ acknowledged 

in both theory and practice.  

 In theory, Thomas Schelling suggested, as there was no benefit in initiating a war 

which would lead to retaliation and destruction, the point of nuclear strategy was to force 

the other side to take the final decision to go to war, thus forcing them in a situation 

where they had to choose between fighting and risking everything or backing down. In 

practice, Eisenhower made a similar point in 1954: “we are not going to provoke the war, 

and that is why we have got to be patient… if war comes, the other fellow must have 

started it… otherwise we would not be in a position to use the nuclear weapon, and we 

                                                 
21 The Cuban Missile Crisis was an example of decision-makers stepping back from the brink. The refusal 
of either superpower to commit its own troops to a conflict engaged in by the other side, as in Vietnam and 
Afghanistan, suggests equally that neither side wished to run the risks of misperception or escalation. This 
tendency, Daniel Yergin suggests, amounted to “an explicit agreement that crises would be contained”; 
Shattered Peace: The Origins of the Cold War and the National Security State (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 
1978), 392.  
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have got to be in a position to use that weapon if we are to preserve our institutions in 

peace and win the victory in war.”22 The irony is obvious: to win, or at least to survive, a 

war, the US needs to use nuclear weapons, but it cannot be the one to decide to go war or 

use nuclear weapons in war, it can only react to the other side’s nuclear use. The fullest 

extent of state power can only be realized in reaction to the other side’s decision.  

 Let us recall here that the state emerged by deciding, and monopolizing the ability 

to decide, to wage war. The European state emerged as the truly political subject, 

securing the loyalty of its public, by waging total war in the long nineteenth century. 

Nuclear weapons challenge this ability to decide, with fundamental consequences for 

both the formation of state power and the ability to broadcast power. In this chapter, we 

are concerned with the latter case: the consequences of nuclear weapons on states that 

emerged from total war, while I address the former case in the next chapter. 

Fundamentally, nuclear weapons, which force leaders to step back from the brink of war, 

condemn the state to impotence at the very moment that it commands greatest destructive 

power. As Hans Morgenthau put it, “the commitment to the use of force, nuclear or 

otherwise” is “paralyzed by the fear of having to use it,” and this fear renders great 

powers unable to broadcast power to the extent their conventional superiority would 

warrant.23 In fact, Eisenhower expressed regret that nuclear weapons even existed, 

because “he was certain with its great resources the United States would surely be able to 

whip the Soviet Union.”24 We can see this exemplified in the American policymaking 

dilemma over preventive war when the US had a nuclear monopoly and/or superiority 

                                                 
22 Quoted in Bundy, Danger and Survival, 253, emphasis in original.  
23 Hans Morgenthau, “The Four Paradoxes of Nuclear Strategy,” American Political Science Review 58(1): 
1964, 23. I discuss this at more length below.  
24 Trachtenberg, “Wasting Asset,” 37.  
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over the USSR in the early 1950’s. If nuclear weapons boosted US power or made the US 

safer, we should have seen one of two scenarios. Either, policymakers should have been 

somewhat sanguine about the rise of the USSR because they were confident in the 

deterrent value of nuclear weapons. Or, policymakers should have decided on preventive 

war, or at least implemented it as declaratory policy or threatened the Soviet Union with 

it, to maintain US supremacy, as advocated by diverse figures from Churchill to Bertrand 

Russell. Instead, what we see is a profound unease: the proposal and consideration of 

strategies for preventive war, but a refusal on the part of Truman or Eisenhower to use, 

threaten or even declare a commitment to preventing a Soviet nuclear threat by using 

nuclear weapons. Marc Trachtenberg describes US understandings of nuclear superiority 

in the 1950’s as a ‘wasting asset,’ by which he means that policymakers were aware that 

their nuclear superiority was not usable and therefore likely to erode.25 US policymakers 

were never sanguine about nuclear weapons even when the US had a nuclear monopoly 

and/or superiority. This epitomizes the gap between strategy at the level of text, and the 

actual inability to decide, even when one nuclear power had an advantage over the 

other.26 At the very least then, nuclear weapons were not perceived to significantly 

increase the ability to broadcast power.  

More probably, they bind leaders from going to war for fear of the consequences. 

In the last instance, decision-makers are well aware of the ambivalence, more so than 

                                                 
25 See Trachtenberg, “Wasting Asset,” 7-12. Also see, on how preventive war was debated and ultimately 
rejected, at least in stated policy, Rosenberg, “Origins of Overkill,” 33-34.  
26 The broader point is that nuclear weapons proliferated decisions at the level of the text, but forestalled 
decisions to actually go to war. This prefigured multiple future changes in policy (‘flexible response,’ 
‘rollback’), with the same refusal to escalate. Trachtenberg’s summary bears quoting: “what is striking here 
is first, how, seriously (the question of preventive war) was taken: the most aggressive strategies were 
never simply dismissed out of hand, but instead had broad appeal, even at the highest political level… but it 
is also important to note that the impulse to pursue a ‘dynamic’ and ‘positive’ policy was contained; a more 
or less final decision to rule out such a policy was reached at the end of 1954”; “Wasting Asset,” 33. 
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their advisors,27 because they fear the decision itself, to the point of always stepping back 

from it. Rather, because decision-makers were faced with the necessity of ultimately 

deciding to go to war, they placed much less faith in nuclear strategy, such as deterrence, 

than those who formulated it. Leaders faced the difficulty of bridging the gap between 

nuclear strategy as text and deciding on the use of the weapons, and chose not to make 

the effort. Yet, the non-usability of nuclear weapons does not lead decision-makers to 

abjure the weapon itself: it has the opposite effect of making the weapon more necessary. 

Churchill’s assertion that Britain must develop its own nuclear capability suggests that in 

the nuclear era, states, to remain relevant actors, cannot not have the nuclear weapon. It is 

an object of desire that may be excessive, as when states like India expend resources 

better spent on poverty programs,28 or dangerous, when weapons are developed without 

adequate organizational safeguards. The possession of power and majesty after 

Hiroshima is inextricably linked with the possession of nuclear weapons. Yet, as we will 

develop below, this also renders the state unable to engage in absolute war, precisely the 

decision that set the state apart as the decisive political entity.  

 The ambivalence of nuclear weapons is equally suggested by the speed at which 

things turn into their other, or the way in which things always are their other. In addition 

to the Churchill speech, we can look at two other examples (we could of course multiply 

these examples). One of the enduring features of the nuclear period was the simultaneous 

rise in nuclear stockpiles and the accompanying effort to have arms control negotiations 

                                                 
27 For example, Eisenhower “admonished his cabinet against thinking of the bomb ‘as a cheap way to solve 
things’”; quoted in Rosenberg, “Origins of Overkill,” 27. It must be noted that Eisenhower was the most 
expressive in his disapproval, but the general ambivalence could be seen in the actions of others, such as 
Truman, who rejected the possibility of a preventive atomic war.  
28 For critiques of India’s nuclear tests as serving more the desires to be a great power than any strategic or 
economic use, see Arundhati Roy, The End of Imagination (Kottayam: DC Books, 1998); Amitav Ghosh, 
Countdown (New Delhi: Ravi Dayal, 1999).  
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and other institutional efforts. Because these were ineffectual, or did not inhibit the rise in 

stockpiles, it is tempting to dismiss them as irrelevant. I would offer another reading of 

these efforts. As Truman put it, “I am of the opinion we’ll never obtain international 

control… since we can’t obtain international control, we must be strongest in atomic 

weapons”: it is precisely because international control fails that one must push to be 

‘strongest’ in atomic weapons. The failure of international control, which testifies to the 

need to limit nuclear weapons, solidifies the need to have nuclear superiority or at least 

mutual vulnerability. Here we see how an effort in one direction (arms control) intensifies 

an effort in the opposite direction (arms stockpiling). Even the most bellicose leaders, 

such as Reagan, combined the two: the man who named the ‘Evil Empire’ defied his 

advisors to stand with Gorbachev and promised to dismantle all nuclear weapons in their 

own lifetime. This suggests how the ambivalence was carried forward, and continued to 

defy any decision.  

 Another aspect of the ambivalence can be seen in how the rigid distinction 

between friend and enemy became muddied. In an incisive statement, Raymond Aron 

called the US and the USSR ‘enemy partners.’29 Aron suggested that the postwar period 

was a revolutionary one, as for the first time, all of humanity was organized into states 

and the bipolar structure was exacerbated by the ideological confrontation between the 

blocs. This confrontation exceeds prior realpolitik because “the ideological conflict 

                                                 
29 Raymond Aron, “The Enemy Partners,” in Peace and War: A Theory of International Relations (New 
York: Doubleday, 1966). We have read some of the key figures in IR, such as Carr and Aron, and we will 
go on to read others like Morgenthau. I read them more for their historical sensitivity, than their undoubted 
theoretical import. What is exemplary about these texts is the way they historicize their present. To 
formulate a transhistorical theory of international politics from their work, I would suggest, is inconsistent 
with the (implicit and explicit) articulations by the thinkers themselves that they are functioning within a 
time of crisis. Of course, they generalize as well, when they call for a ‘science of international politics’ 
(Carr) or a ‘theory of international relations’ (Aron). But their diagnosis of crisis haunts this generalization, 
and it is this haunting that we must pay attention to and unravel if, like these thinkers, we want to arrive at 
something like a history of our present. 
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cannot be contained or resolved by a compartmentalization of space, for the simple 

reason that, even by deliberate accord, the two superpowers are incapable of giving each 

other guarantees against the diffusion of their respective ideas.” 30 Aron argued that while 

the differences between the two powers were exaggerated (his example being that both 

economies saw significant government intervention), the differences were nevertheless 

real and placed the sides in a situation of almost reflexive mutual hostility, where any 

sign of trouble would cause US bombers to take off for Moscow with nuclear weapons. 

Yet, this hostility did not capture the entire relationship: “by a paradox in accord with the 

theory of deterrence, the same armaments that oblige the duopolists to adopt attitudes of 

hostility also force them not to allow these attitudes completely free play, but to ‘limit’ 

their expression.”31 Two aspects of this phrasing leap out: the role of ‘armaments’ and the 

way in which they compel (‘oblige’, ‘force’) the two sides to contain their hostility. The 

‘armaments’ have a dual, contradictory impact, for  

each of the two duopolists being the other’s chosen target, the two superpowers 

are inclined to expend their hatred for each in evocations of the damage they 

could inflict if they did fight, but they are in fact yielding precisely to those 

reasons which compel them not to fight. They have a common and vital interest 

not to resort to the use of the weapons they brandish.32 

This ‘common and vital interest’ stems, originally, from the devastating nature of the 

weapons themselves, which reduces the benefits of victory in four ways. First, winning a 

war may not convey any benefits, in an echo of Herman Kahn’s question: will the 

                                                 
30 Aron, Peace and War, 397.  
31 Aron, “Enemy Partners,” 546, emphasis mine.  
32 Aron, “Enemy Partners,” 546, emphasis in original.  
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survivors of a nuclear war envy the dead?33 Second, and following, the elimination of one 

enemy would leave the victor enervated and vulnerable to a different challenger. Not only 

that, it would be denied of the possible alliance with the enemy partner. Third, whoever 

survived a duel would be responsible for the development of the impoverished South on 

its own. Fourth, despite their hostility, both the US and USSR were committed to 

industrialization as part of a progressive trajectory, and the blow of a conflict would set 

the goals of progress, whether liberal-capitalist or Marxist-Leninist, back significantly. 

 These points were felt quite sharply by Eisenhower, who asked, “what do you do 

with the world after you have won victory in such a catastrophic nuclear war?” He had 

earlier doubted if the US could occupy the territories of the defeated enemy, even if the 

US were to ‘win’ the war, and famously concluded that “the only thing worse than losing 

a global war was winning one.”34 In this way, Aron argues, the nuclear enmity between 

ideologically opposed camps is not enmity alone, but contains its opposite, partnership. 

Yet the partnership does not diminish the enmity: either side aids the development of 

poorer countries, a common interest, in the goal of outdoing the other. And the enmity 

makes ever more necessary efforts at partnership that would lessen tension. ‘Enemy 

partners,’ I would suggest, is another cut at the ambivalence of the nuclear era.    

From these moments, we see the strange way in which enemies are partners, 

survival depends on increasing mutual danger, and arms control is co-determined by 

stockpiling. I would stress ‘the sublime irony’ that Churchill identified. This irony places 

the state in a peculiar quandary, at once supremely powerful and yet unable to decide on 

‘high political issues.’ This ambivalence should suggest to us that the disquiet of the 

                                                 
33 Kahn, On Thermonuclear War, 40. 
34 Quoted in Trachtenberg, “Wasting Asset,” 40.  
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Twenty Years’ Crisis had not been soothed by the defeat of the Nazis. Rather, the advent 

of nuclear weapons introduced a new element to this crisis, one that called for a 

continuation of the questioning of ordering principles and units. In the next three 

sections, we will first see how the crisis of order appeared to some prominent theorists as 

a crisis of the state itself, then how others theorized a way in which nuclear weapons 

could be put to use by the state. In other words, we will see how the gap between nuclear 

weapons as textual artifact and the inability to decide to go to war was first articulated as 

a problem for the state, and then negotiated, but not overcome, to make the state relevant 

again. 
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3.3. New circumstances call for new politics: 1946-1964 

I have provided evidence of how a sense of crisis attended the European statist order at 

the time that it was about to be disseminated and taken up across the world, and how 

nuclear weapons complicated the idea of fighting war, as the statements of Eisenhower 

and Churchill indicate. It now remains to show how the concerns with order and war 

were articulated as a crisis of the state. One could already see uncertainty as to the state’s 

ability either to protect against a nuclear attack or to prevent large-scale war. The 

development of nuclear weapons, at the same time that new states were emerging, 

suggested to some that the current world order was no longer functioning and a new form 

of order was either emerging or would have to be made. I will discuss three different 

analyses, focusing on different parts of the crisis of the state: John Herz argued that 

nuclear weapons rendered the state unable to fulfill its protective function; Basil Liddell 

Hart argued that nuclear weapons made war-fighting, at least total war, unfeasible; and 

Hans Morgenthau argued that nuclear weapons rendered the state impotent at the moment 

of its greatest power. All three could be said to have marked the gap between the textual 

nature of nuclear strategy and the inability to decide on war as a reason to rethink the 

relevance and viability of the modern state.    

 This concern was not restricted to those studying nuclear weapons, but included 

as well those trying to understand the entry of new nations into the world order and 

various problems attending political modernization. Morton Kaplan, for example, 

criticized US foreign policy for being more appropriate to a balance of power system, and 

proceeding as if society were static and not changing rapidly.35 In the same volume, 

                                                 
35 Morton Kaplan, “United States Foreign Policy in a Revolutionary Age,” in Morton Kaplan (ed.), The 
Revolution in World Politics (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1962), 431. This volume, which 
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Herman Kahn suggested ways to “facilitate the peaceful evolution of the new system by 

trying to negotiate major structural changes in the international order,” including 

exchanging information, mutual informal non-aggression agreements and a convention 

that would ban nuclear use in wartime.36 We have seen how for Aron an international 

system that included all of humanity was a new thing. Here, I focus on the critics whose 

central concern was the nuclear revolution. I do this to understand the changes, if they 

exist, on the prospects for war-making inaugurated by ‘the absolute weapon,’ given the 

importance of war-making for state formation. But also, this section indicates a disquiet 

with the statist order in the wake of monumental changes. This disquiet may not have led 

to changes being enforced, but it described and tried to theorize a crisis. We will see that 

the sense of crisis of international order coalesced with the fears sparked by nuclear 

weapons into a questioning of the state and its viability. These arguments were contested, 

but not rebutted, by the thinkers described in the next two sections.  

 The purpose of revisiting these arguments is threefold. First, we are able to 

understand how scholars confronted the ambivalence of the nuclear age in both a 

historical and theoretical sense. Such a treatment does not just have historical 

significance because, as we will see, this ambivalence is enduring. Second, we see quite 

starkly how these analyses related the ambivalence of the nuclear age as a crisis of the 
                                                                                                                                                 
focused on the effects of new nations and revisionist goals for world order, featured contributions from 
prominent political scientists from different perspectives, including Richard Falk, Stanley Hoffmann, and 
Immanuel Wallerstein, who all began their essays “with the assumption that we are living in a 
revolutionary age,” Kaplan, “Introduction,” xiii. For a critique of US foreign policy similar to Kaplan’s, 
namely that US foreign policy has failed to adapt to the revolutionary circumstances in which it finds itself, 
see Stanley Hoffmann, Gulliver’s Troubles, or The Setting of American Foreign Policy (New York: 
McGraw Hill, 1968). Hoffmann attributes this to the United States domestic political institutions and the 
prevalence of liberal, technocratic approach that cannot understand power politics.  
36 Herman Kahn, “The Arms Race and World Order,” in Kaplan (ed.), Revolution in World Politics, 344, 
344-351, emphasis mine. I cite this to indicate that concerns over world order were quite widespread and 
there were efforts to think through negotiated agreements, such as arms control, and institutional formats, 
such as the UN or NAM, that could facilitate peaceful changes in the system. That the solutions were not 
implemented did not mean there was no recognition of a problem. 
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state. What is clear from these analyses is a sense in which the increased destructive 

power at the disposal of the state ironically constrains the state ever more. Third, while 

the solutions proposed by these thinkers were not implemented, their diagnoses of the 

problem still have validity. That is, they mark an enduring paradox and the way in which 

the state cannot overcome it.  

 The most famous, and the most tragic, of these thinkers was Robert 

Oppenheimer.37 Others, whom I will focus on, were Herz, Liddell Hart and 

Morgenthau.38 The choice of these thinkers is to point out that critiquing and rethinking 

world order was a mainstream preoccupation. Oppenheimer was the leader of the 

Manhattan Project; Liddell Hart the foremost military strategist of the time;39 Herz and 

Morgenthau were central figures to the establishment of International Relations as a 

discipline, with its own object and concepts. These theorists were not alone: 

organizations such as the World Federalist Society and the Union of Concerned Atomic 

Scientists sought to publicize the dangers of nuclear weapons and advocate new 

institutional forums to reduce the risks. Yet, all these critiques did not lead to a rethinking 

of the state, and it is the way in which they were rendered unsuccessful that I will analyze 

in this and the next two sections.   

                                                 
37 See Kai Bird and Martin Sherwin, American Prometheus: The Triumph and Tragedy of J. Robert 
Oppenheimer (New York: Vintage, 2006). 
38 The reason I do not discuss Oppenheimer is because his political proposals (world government, 
international management of atomic material) arose more from the need to prevent nuclear war than from 
the sense, which the others shared, that something fundamental had changed in the units of, and thereby the 
prospects for, world order.  
39 Even though, John Mearsheimer argues, this status was due more to self-aggrandizement than strategic 
acumen. That said, he was still acknowledged as “the greatest thinker about war in this century” (Michael 
Howard) at the time, which is more relevant for this chapter; John Mearsheimer, Liddell Hart and the 
Weight of History (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1988), 1.  
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 For John Herz, the development of the atomic bomb altered the crucial 

characteristic of the state: the impermeability of its territory.40 The distinguishing 

characteristic of the modern state was its superior ability to protect its public relative to 

other forms of political organization prevalent in Europe. Nuclear weapons negated this 

ability, and for Herz’s somewhat functionalist view of the state, made the state obsolete. 

One might argue that strategic bombing had already put the state’s protective function 

into question. Herz acknowledges this and suggests that the atomic weapon brings to a 

crisis a tendency of modern forms of war, including air war, to undermine the ‘hard shell’ 

of the state. Other such forms include economic blockade and ideologies that did not 

respect national boundaries (e.g. communism); but nuclear weapons play a decisive 

role.41 War could no longer be a tool of states, and in two revealing asides Herz suggests 

that the exigencies of war had begun to drive state policy rather than vice versa. First, 

new rules of secrecy reduce democratic participation in formulating foreign and military 

policies. Second, decision-making is often driven by expertise in technology rather than 

political considerations: “instead of weapons serving policy, policy is becoming the mere 

servant of a weapon that more and more constitutes its own raison d’être.”42 We might 

contest this, arguing war has always exceeded the dictates of policy and, as a 

consequence, policy has found it difficult to control and condition war. Herz suggests that 

in the nuclear era, policy loses whatever ability it may have previously had to control and 

channel war for useful ends. What protective function the state may have left will come 

not from waging war or defending against opponents, but purely through technical efforts 

                                                 
40 John Herz, International Politics in the Atomic Age (New York: Columbia University Press, 1959); The 
Nation-State and the Crisis of World Politics (New York: David McKay, 1976).   
41 Herz, International Politics, 98.  
42 Herz, International Politics, 219.  
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to avoid war. This effort, for Herz, is fragile at best. Given this decline in its component 

unit, the state, Herz asks the question: is there a future for international politics?43 His 

answer is a qualified ‘yes.’ In the short and medium term, states must participate in a 

form of ‘holding operation’ where semi-legal agreements between great powers would 

work to reduce tension by delimiting spheres of influence, agreeing on what constitutes 

‘aggressive behavior’ and working to curtail it, and a commitment to a no-first-use 

policy.44 This would result in a norm of limited war, to be conducted in peripheries with 

conventional weapons. This holding operation would then lead to universalism: “a sense 

of concern which will urge us to be alert to chances to prevent extinction… at this point, 

concern for the fate of the group merges with something familiar, because it recalls the 

concerns individuals have always had for something or somebody beyond mere self.”45 

The universalism in question is not a shared belief in humanity but a recognition that 

threats exceed national borders and therefore require a broader political unit to offer 

protection. The somewhat contradictory future for international politics is to manage and 

negotiate its own demise.  

 Some years after his essay, Herz revisited the ‘prediction’ that the state was 

outdated. While earlier he had suggested that the only alternative to the state was ‘global 

universalism,’ he now wrote that the state had retrenched itself, manifesting a new form 

of territoriality.46 The combination of assertive nationalism on the part of small powers, 

and the inability of great powers to use force because of the threat of nuclear war, might 

have suggested that the nation-state had reinvented itself. However, Herz argued, these 

                                                 
43 Herz, International Politics, 227.  
44 Herz, International Politics, 244-299. 
45 Herz, International Politics, 309-310.  
46 “The Territorial State Revisited,” in Nation-State, 227-228.  
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newly assertive powers, with a few exceptions like Algeria, had not gone through the 

process of war-fighting that would render them legitimate to their public. “Legitimacy” 

of a nation-state was a new term in Herz’s usage, meaning a “positive valuation, that is, 

an impression or even a conviction that the unit in question ‘should be’ the one on the 

basis of which a particular group organizes its separate and distinct experience as a 

‘nation.’”47 In the European context, the sources of legitimacy were first and foremost the 

state’s ability to protect its public, and then the norm of dynastic succession, followed by 

common nationality. A number of the new nations did not have this, and Herz saw in 

them the possibility of disorder (linked to poverty, overpopulation, and competition for 

resources) in the absence of a forceful program of modernization. As a consequence, the 

‘new territoriality’ is not an organizational replacement for the state, as global 

universalism would be, but in fact a crisis of organization: “genuine raw chaos.” Given 

this project’s focus on failed states and a breakdown of inter-state order, Herz’s 

conclusion is fascinating: “such chaos would lead to a system, or rather a non-system of 

international relations in which the terms territoriality and statehood would hold scant 

meaning.”48 Assertive nationalism on the part of Third World elites was not the same 

thing as the return of the nation-state, because territoriality was still compromised by 

nuclear weapons and the state no longer performed its protective function. The ensuing 

breakdown in the system’s component units was not a momentary aberration. Rather, it 

was a systemic problem that compromised the system itself, because it was a crisis of its 

organizational principles. 

                                                 
47 “The Territorial State Revisited,” 240.  
48 “The Territorial State Revisited,” 250, emphasis mine.  
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 Herz was opposed to the ‘idealist’ strain of IR, and of course defined the ‘security 

dilemma’ as the characteristic feature of inter-state relations. However, in the face of the 

challenge of atomic power and the obsolescence of the nation-state, he advocated what he 

called ‘planetary humanism.’ ‘Planetary humanism’ was a normative commitment that 

would dampen rivalries between nation-states in the name of fealty to a more expansive, 

global subject. This global subject was important because challenges like environmental 

degradation, over-population and poverty exceeded national borders at the same time that 

the atomic bomb had made borders permeable anyway, reducing the functional value of 

the modern state. The goal of political science more generally was to serve this global 

subject by working out scenarios for the future. Such a normative commitment was 

necessary to stepping beyond the nation-state as mode of political organization. To a 

charge that Herz’s own analysis of the security dilemma made such a commitment seem 

idealistic, unlikely and possibly dangerous (in case of the other side cheating), Herz’s 

response was that it was the only way to reduce the risks of atomic weapons as the 

nation-state was not only incapable of protecting its population from them, but was 

simultaneously responsible for accumulating them and raising the scale of danger to a 

planetary level.49  

 Liddell Hart’s analysis was a little different, focusing not so much on the state, 

but on war. In particular, Liddell Hart described the rise of the atomic bomb as part of 

‘the revolution in warfare’ that ultimately reduced the state’s ability to declare war.50 

                                                 
49 Herz, “International Politics and the Nuclear Dilemma”; “Relevancies and Irrelevancies,” both in Nation-
State. 
50 Basil Liddell Hart, The Revolution in Warfare (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1946). In this book, 
his views are clearest and they did not change: the broad historical view underpinned his later criticisms of 
the use of tactical nuclear devices and called for a strategy of defending Europe through building up 
conventional forces and limiting conflict; Deterrent or Defense (New York: Praeger, 1960).  
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European conflicts until the Napoleonic wars were limited by a set of diplomatic and 

normative commitments agreed on between statesmen. From Napoleon onwards, these 

commitments had eroded, to be replaced by ‘absolute war’, as theorized by Clausewitz. 

This had led to the unprecedented destructiveness of the world wars, most notably the 

strategic bombing of the Allies on Germany. The development of the atomic bomb placed 

limits on this sort of war, by increasing the destructiveness to the point of catastrophe. It 

is entirely typical that Liddell Hart neglected the less genteel European methods in the 

colonies, but we might focus on two of his points. First, the atomic bomb had made 

absolute wars obsolete; and second, it was therefore necessary to limit war not through 

subduing the opposition but through changes in norms or organization. In a strong 

critique of the military idea that nuclear weapons were just another weapon in 

conventional combat, he pointed out that atomic weapons could not be defended 

against.51 They therefore change the nature of warfare which has historically consisted in 

a dialectic of offense and defense. Further, the historical balance between mechanical and 

human elements to warfare has now decisively swung to the former category. In total 

warfare as we have known it in the last thirty years is not compatible with the 

atomic age. That message should be clear… if one side possesses atomic power 

and the other does not, embattled resistance makes nonsense. That spells the 

disappearance of warfare in such cases. Resistance must be transferred to subtler 

channels, of non-violent or guerilla type… where both sides possess atomic 

power, ‘total warfare’ makes nonsense… that conclusion does not necessarily 

mean that warfare will completely disappear. But unless the belligerent leaders 

                                                 
51 Liddell Hart, Revolution in Warfare, 97. 
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are crazy, it is likely that any future warfare will be less unrestrained and more 

subject to mutually agreed rules. Within such limits it may develop new forms.52  

The lowered likelihood of absolute war, the means through which states have been made 

and international politics has been ordered, alters international order itself. At the very 

least, the norms of war which were so disregarded in the world wars had to be resurrected 

in order to limit the worst effects of conflict: 

The obvious road is through the establishment of a United States of the World, to 

which the different nations would yield their separate control of destructive 

forces. But the experience of history shows that progress is rarely attained in the 

obvious way – more often along some indirect approach. A realism that fails to 

see the need of a world order is more unrealistic than any idealism, yet a sense of 

realities shows all too clearly the unlikelihood of its early fulfillment in a 

common government. In advance of world federation, agreement to apply a 

world-wide system of qualitative disarmament could diminish the danger. In 

advance of this, the re-establishment of a code of conduct might, at the very least, 

help to provide the inadequate insurance that nations can derive from pure 

reliance on their own armed strength.53 

The limitation of warfare is to be achieved through altering the normative and even 

juridical structure of international politics. When we analyze strategic thought below, we 

will see that instead of doing so, an effort was made to alter the epistemic structure of 

international politics. Rather than introducing norms that would restrict and police 

                                                 
52 Liddell Hart, Revolution in Warfare, 98-99.  
53 Liddell Hart, Revolution in Warfare, 118-119. Liddell Hart’s advocacy of limited conventional war in 
Europe indicated his lack of faith in the stability of a deterrent balance. If one could reach agreement to 
limit war, then nuclear deterrence at a strategic level needed to be supplemented by the ability to fight 
conventional war at a tactical level. However, the possibility of escalation meant that this was far from a 
likely or ideal solution, and revealed both the inadequacy of deterrence and the folly of total war strategies. 
See Liddell Hart, Deterrent or Defense. 
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international conflict, strategic thinkers sought to limit it by introducing doctrines based 

on rational theories, specifically deterrence. Limited war was retained in this 

configuration, but it was to be limited by calculation of ends and means, not normative 

commitments.  

 Liddell Hart’s analysis reveals two things of concern to us. First, nuclear weapons 

reduce, if not eliminate, the state’s ability to engage in absolute war, precisely because 

they make absolute destruction possible. To use our earlier terms, he identifies the state’s 

inability to decide to go to war and analyzes it as a crisis of the state-form. Second, this 

inability to decide creates an institutional limbo, in which a unit, the state, continues to 

exist as the central element of the system, but the system has lost the means through 

which it is regulated. In total, both the system and its component unit are in crisis because 

of the state’s inability to decide on war. Hart’s advocacy of a United States of the world 

may be unrealistic. But the broader point, or why he advocates such a fanciful solution, is 

worth taking note of: the system is caught between a past where it had the means to self-

regulate, and a future which is being held back because one still thinks in the terms of the 

past. Therefore, even if the radical shift is unlikely, it is necessary to create rules and 

norms that states can participate in that would substitute, however imperfectly, for the 

regulatory function that war served. To use a literary metaphor which I will return to, the 

system is ‘out of joint.’ 

 The most significant analyst of the crisis of the state was Hans Morgenthau.54 Not 

only was he a central figure in the development of IR as a discipline, his analysis had one 

significant advantage over that of Herz and Liddell Hart: Morgenthau did not generally 

                                                 
54 Discussed here are Hans Morgenthau, Scientific Man vs. Power Politics (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1946); “Has Atomic War Really Become Impossible?,” Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 12(8): 1956; 
“Four Paradoxes of Nuclear Strategy.”   
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advocate a coherent institutional solution for this crisis, such as a UN of the world. 

Instead, Morgenthau’s views on the effects of nuclear weapons were extremely 

complicated precisely because he did not see a viable solution. While Herz and Liddell 

Hart were relatively straightforward in marking the obsolescence of the nation-state and 

the need for different normative bases of political organization, Morgenthau did not make 

such claims.55 Rather, his refusal to advocate a seemingly straightforward institutional 

solution, however farfetched or visionary, marks the crisis of the state as defying 

solution, at least under the general and contingent conditions at work. In other words, the 

cause of the crisis prevented the realization of a solution.   

What are these conditions? We might point to two in Morgenthau’s work. First 

was his long-standing, almost visceral, critique of ‘scientific man’ and the ‘scientific 

approach’ to social problems56 and second, his view that the nation-state had to be 

adapted to nuclear weapons, and not the other way around.57 Put together, these two 

considerations meant that conceits of rationality would exaggerate the ability of statist 

forces to control nuclear weapons, most probably by ‘conventionalizing’ them, and 

reduce the possibility of changing behavior to account for the impact of these weapons. 

In other words, exaggerated belief in scientific solutions and a faith in the state as agent 

of such solutions would prevent the resolution of the crisis of the state. A resolution 

would require a reversal of both ‘faiths,’ and as Morgenthau understood these faiths to be 

constitutive of modern life, he saw little likelihood that they would be reversed.   

                                                 
55 His contradictory views on the ‘world state’ have been commented on by Campbell Craig, “Hans 
Morgenthau and the world state revisited,” in Michael Williams (ed.), Reconsidering Realism (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2007).  
56 A skepticism shared by Herz; see “Relevancies and Irrelevancies in the Study of International Relations,” 
in Nation-State.  
57 This is what he called the ‘conventionalization’ of nuclear weapons.  
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 In a prognosis that even Herz called gloomy, Morgenthau suggested that we 

would look back on the first decade of the nuclear era as a paragon of stability after the 

weapon was disseminated and bipolarity ceased to fulfill a holding function.58 While 

nuclear weapons already placed the state in crisis by reducing its ability to broadcast 

power, their potential dissemination would raise the risk of systemic war. What is 

interesting, and consistent with his diagnosis of ‘scientific man,’ is Morgenthau’s view 

that it is the exigencies of power politics (some version of the balance of power), and not 

the rationality of decision-makers that keep situations from going out of control. More 

dangerously, ‘scientific man’ is liable to misinterpret stable competitive relations as 

stemming from the rationality of the individuals and not the concrete situation. I want to 

lay out this point in some detail because what Morgenthau’s analysis, compared with 

Herz’s, lacks in alternative visions, it makes up for by offering a philosophical critique of 

the rationalist responses to the nuclear challenge discussed below.  

 Schematically, Morgenthau’s attack on ‘scientific man’ lies in laying out three 

specific misunderstandings of the scientific project. These are “the misunderstanding of 

the nature of man; of the nature of the world, especially the social world; and finally, of 

the nature of reason itself.”59 I will focus on the last. “The scientific approach” is 

characterized by diagnosis of social problems as technical, not political, issues. These 

problems can be addressed by the accumulation of more knowledge: “social problems, 

then, become mere scientific propositions which, like mathematical and physical 

                                                 
58 Morgenthau, “Atomic War.”  
59 The first pertains to essentially sunny assumptions about man’s nature and the ignoring of the ruthless 
pursuit of self-interest; the second about the reduction of the social world to having the same regularities as 
the natural world, a position Morgenthau rejects; Morgenthau, Scientific Man, 153, 204.  
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problems, can all be solved rationally and with finality, once the right formula is 

discovered.”60 This approach is antithetical to politics 

The very field of politics thus becomes a kind of atavistic residue from a 

prerational period. Since politics is arbitrariness and chance, just as science is 

order and regularity, science fits perfectly into this picture of the social world. It 

becomes the beneficial force which will solve the problems with which politics is 

unable to cope. It becomes the substitute for politics.61   

Morgenthau’s objection to this is not mainly a philosophical or ethical one. Rather, his 

objection lies, as this dissertation does, in the insistence that these projects rarely bring 

about the effects they intend to: it is a political objection. More precisely, when these 

projects succeed, it is generally not because of the power of reason. Reasonable outcomes 

are the effect of the pursuit of interests, not of the dictates of reason. Morgenthau calls 

these “irrational forces,” but we might more correctly call them ‘pre-rational forces,’ 

because they precede reason and indeed use reason as a tool when it suits them 

Reason is like a light which by its own inner force can move nowhere. It must be 

carried in order to move. It is carried by the irrational forces of interest and 

emotion to where those forces want it to move, regardless of what the inner logic 

of abstract reason would require. To trust in reason pure and simple is to leave 

the field to the stronger irrational forces which reason will serve. The triumph of 

reason is, in truth, the triumph of irrational forces which succeed in using the 

processes of reason to satisfy themselves.62 

                                                 
60 Morgenthau, Scientific Man, 27-28.  
61 Morgenthau, Scientific Man, 28, emphasis mine.  
62 Morgenthau, Scientific Man, 155. Here it would be remiss not to note the similarity with Foucault’s 
analyses of madness and Derrida’s exegesis of it; and Derrida’s own analysis of reason as finding its basis 
in sovereignty and force. See respectively, Michel Foucault, Madness and Civilization (New York: 
Routledge, 1973); Jacques Derrida, “Cogito and the History of Madness,” in Writing and Difference 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1978); Rogues: Two Essays on Reason (Palo Alto: Stanford 
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Reason’s victory is actually the victory of the forces behind reason: to accept this is not to 

downplay the role of reason, but to separate cause (irrational or pre-rational forces) from 

the mode of appearance of its effect (reason). It is also a caution to not attribute a 

particular outcome to reason and instead to look behind for the forces that are always at 

play.     

 What does this have to do with nuclear weapons? Put bluntly, the peace that 

results from deterrence is falsely attributed to the rationality of nuclear strategy and not 

the fortunate byproduct of the ruthless, and not necessarily rational, interests of the 

nuclear powers. Instead, the outcome (peace) is encouragement to pursue ever more 

complex deterrence strategies which Morgenthau sees as epiphenomenal to the real issue: 

what is the particular balance of power and the interests being pursued. Therefore, it is 

entirely conceivable that when more powers acquire nuclear weapons and/or more 

revisionist nuclear powers become dissatisfied with the status quo, we could see nuclear 

war. Deterrence, as emblematic of rationality, will be powerless to stop the pursuit of 

interests. This false attribution allows, indeed encourages, the neglect of the essential 

problem nuclear weapons pose: how to transform the state to the potentialities of nuclear 

power. While Morgenthau does not have detailed, or even coherent, strategies as to how 

to achieve this, he does note the way in which nuclear strategy actively works to 
                                                                                                                                                 
University Press, 2005), 153-154. One reference should hint at some of the points of convergence: “the 
Cogito is a work as soon as it is assured of what it says… but before it is a work, it is madness”; Derrida, 
“Cogito,” 59. Let us also not forget that the figure whom Morgenthau identifies as having gone against the 
dominance of rationalism and “rediscovered the autonomy of the dark and evil forces which, as 
manifestations of the unconscious, determine the fate of man” is none other than Sigmund Freud; Scientific 
Man, 205. The point of noting all this is that a) Morgenthau’s thought lies in the ‘constellation’, for want of 
a better word, of the critiques of reason in European thought that are titled ‘irrationalist’ (Freud, Heidegger, 
Schmitt, Bataille, and subsequently Foucault, and Derrida) and therefore b) there is a very good reason that 
Morgenthau has been ‘disappeared’ from contemporary IR and is not going to come back. What I mean by 
this latter point is that Morgenthau did not subscribe to what we might call the scientific consensus in IR, 
embodied in elements like progressive research agendas, the assumption of rational actors, and an 
understanding of crises as aberrant or avoidable. Morgenthau subscribed more to a cyclical view of history 
and a view of crises as inevitable.   
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foreclose this necessary rethinking. Because we are misreading the true cause of the 

current, fragile peace, we place too much reliance on rational deterrence which does not 

do much to keep us safe and prevents us doing what really needs to be done: adapting the 

state to the challenges of nuclear weapons.63 

 The outcome is a sort of stasis where nuclear strategy is characterized by four 

paradoxes that stem from the gap between the exigencies of the nuclear age and the 

backward thinking that characterizes strategy. These paradoxes are: a commitment to 

using force and a paralysis at ever actually using it; the search for a nuclear strategy that 

would still somehow avoid the inevitable consequences of nuclear war; the pursuit of an 

arms race along with efforts to limit it; and the pursuit of alliances even though nuclear 

weapons make alliances unnecessary.64 The first paradox “renders the powerful impotent 

in the fullness of their power” because they cannot use that power. The second makes a 

counterforce strategy unfeasible, because if one side can avoid the consequences, it will 

be immune and able to act with impunity, and the other side cannot allow this and will 

make its second-strike force immune. The third paradox involves the contradiction 

between arms-racing as if with conventional weapons, and trying to limit the arms race 

because of the specific dangers of nuclear weapons. The final paradox is that to maintain 

nuclear bipolarity, the United States and the Soviet Union must deny their allies (France 

and China respectively) nuclear technology, diminishing the significance of alliance 

                                                 
63 Later analyses have shown that nuclear weapons were never entirely conventionalized, or put to use as 
ordinary weapons, despite efforts to treat them as such (e.g. NUTS). But nor were they adapted to. Instead, 
as Steven Kull puts it, “individuals seem to recognize fundamental features of nuclear reality at the same 
time that they persist in supporting policies that seem inconsistent with it”; Minds at War: Nuclear Reality 
and the Inner Conflicts of Defense Policymakers (New York: Basic Books, 1988), 27, emphasis mine.   
64 Morgenthau, “Four Paradoxes,” 23.  
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politics without actually doing away with them.65 The consequence, all told, is that 

nuclear weapons have drastically reduced the ability of great powers to exert power and 

influence in the world, by reducing their ability to threaten small powers, their 

invulnerability to fatal attack, their ability to gain relative advantage through arms-racing 

and their ability to expand their zone of influence by committing conclusively to allies. 

Nuclear weapons have weakened, not strengthened, the state, and not acknowledging this 

is, to put it mildly, a mistake. What makes the situation worse is that peace, a contingent 

outcome, is attributed to the efficacy of rational nuclear strategy and prevents a serious 

rethinking of the ‘real’ problem at hand: the gap between the exigencies of the nuclear 

era and our outdated, statist modes of thinking about it.   

 Each of these thinkers pointed to a fundamental challenge for the state, a 

challenge at the level of questioning its very rationale. Herz argued that the state had lost 

its functional value; its ability to protect its public. Liddell Hart argued that the state was 

now unable to fight and win absolute wars, and hence the existing way in which interstate 

disputes were regulated was no longer available. Morgenthau argued that nuclear 

weapons rendered the state impotent at the very moment it possessed maximum 

destructive capacity, because nuclear weapons were of questionable utility. Two 

consistent themes emerge clearly from reviewing this delineation of a problem for the 

state (or, the state as problem). First, absolute war can no longer be the arbiter of disputes 

between states because the costs of war now exceed the possible benefits: the state’s 

ability to decide on war is compromised. Second, this fundamentally alters the process of 

emergence of the modern state and international order it underpins and makes it 

                                                 
65 Morgenthau, “Four Paradoxes,” 25, 30, 32, 35. On the fear that the Soviet nuclear threat reduced the 
coherence of NATO, see John Foster Dulles’ comments quoted in Trachtenberg, “Wasting Asset,” 38-41.  
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necessary to think of new regulatory principles and units. While some, like Morgenthau, 

are pessimistic that a new form of order will emerge, there is agreement that the status 

quo is no longer tenable, and efforts to treat nuclear weapons within that frame are not 

effective. If states make war and war makes states, when war has become too costly, 

states themselves may have to be ‘un-made.’ Efforts to manage international politics 

within a state-based frame (e.g. deterrence) only ignore the problem; they do not solve it 

and can indeed make it worse by making international politics seem manageable where it 

is not.  
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3.4. Restaging I: The play of strategy 

In the nuclear age the quest for certainty is a prescription for inaction. 

       Henry Kissinger66 

To this crisis in juridical order, a response emerged. It was not a ‘United States of the 

World’ (Liddell Hart) or the international management of atomic material 

(Oppenheimer). Nor did it show much fondness for planetary humanism (Herz). The 

response did not seek to establish a new juridical order. Rather, the new arguments staged 

an epistemic order based on principles of rational deterrence that reiterated the inter-state 

system in anarchy. Because nuclear weapons made war unwinnable, the current model of 

statecraft, of states recognized juridically, pursuing political ends through war was no 

longer adequate. But even if concrete conflict was unthinkable at least at the scale of 

absolute war, the staging of virtual conflict according to new, epistemic rules could 

restage67 the states-in-anarchy model through regulating it by different means. It was thus 

an effort, intentional and unintentional, to restore the state’s ability to decide. The key 

thinkers to whom I will turn to evidence this restaging are Bernard Brodie, Henry 

Kissinger and Thomas Schelling.68  

                                                 
66 Kissinger, Nuclear Weapons and Foreign Policy, 189.  
67 ‘Restage’ here refers to both the fact that this thought functioned as theatrical performance, and that it 
preserved the gap between the textual and the ‘actual’ described earlier.  
68 Albert Wohlstetter and Herman Kahn are also crucial and discussed in depth in the next section. They, 
particularly Kahn, have been caricatured somewhat inconsistently. Kahn’s point that a nuclear war was 
winnable seems at odds with the other thinkers discussed, and for this he is castigated. Yet, all the others 
also explored ways of fighting nuclear war. The difference was that Kahn saw nuclear war as winnable, 
while the others did not. However, they shared the view that readiness, in terms of both capability and 
commitment, to fight war was necessary to avoid the possibilities of the opponent taking advantage of 
one’s unwillingness to fight. Is it crazier to prepare to fight wars that one believes one can win or prepare to 
fight wars you know you can’t win? Brodie, for one, found the latter course ‘unreal,’ as we will see later. 
Other noted advocates of ‘winning’ nuclear wars were Curtis LeMay and Colin Gray. Strategically, the 
‘winning’ perspective was expressed in the doctrine of NUTS, which is sometimes credited with leading to 
‘victory’ over the USSR in the ending of the Cold War.   
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 The central problem being grappled with was the following: now that nuclear 

weapons have made one’s survival dependent, in the last instance, on the decision of the 

other side, what is one to do? How does one provide for one’s own security and power in 

a world where the resort to war would lead to catastrophe? The arguments presented 

above did not hold out hopes for such an outcome: war, they said, was now a nonsense 

and various forms of engagement with other states was necessary. On the contrary, 

Kissinger wrote, “to entrust the fate of a country entirely to the continued good will of 

another sovereign state is an abdication of statesmanship; it means that survival is 

completely dependent on factors outside of one’s own control.”69 Strategic thought was 

an effort to restore control of the state’s control of its own fate, despite the 

acknowledgment that nuclear weapons had made war less likely in the pursuit of political 

goals.70 It was a case of repetition-through-difference. Here Kissinger’s explanation of 

what strategy is can be quoted at length, because it differs so much from strategy as a 

utility-maximizing approach. Rather, for Kissinger, strategy is a manner of organizing 

society as a whole: 

Strategic doctrine transcends the problem of selecting weapons systems. It is the 

mode of survival of a society. For a society is distinguished from an 

agglomeration of individuals through its ability to act purposefully as a unit. It 

achieves this by reducing most problems to a standard of individual performance 

which enables the other members of the group to take certain patterns of behavior 

for granted and to plan their actions accordingly. A society acquires momentum 

by coupling cooperative effort with specialization of functions. Its sense of 

                                                 
69 Kissinger, Nuclear Weapons, 428, emphasis in original.   
70 For statements on the unlikely prospects for war, see Kissinger, Nuclear Weapons; Bernard Brodie, War 
and Politics (New York: Macmillan, 1974), 274. 
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direction comes to expression in its strategic doctrine, which defines the 

challenges which it will meet in its relations with other societies and the manner 

of dealing with them. For society, doctrine plays the role of education for the 

individual: it relates seemingly disparate experiences into a meaningful pattern. 

By explaining the significance of events in advance of their occurrence, it 

enables society to deal with most problems as a matter of routine and reserves 

creative thought for unusual or unexpected situations.71 

Strategy therefore does three things: it binds individuals together into a whole by giving 

them a coherent agenda to follow; it generates a rationality appropriate for this whole; it 

serves to educate individuals into rational behavior that would make their individual 

actions bring forth a coordinated whole. Strategic thought should not be understood as a 

way of dealing with already existing enemies or problems. Strategic thought is a way in 

which subjects are related to the world, have roles to play in the world and relate to others 

within the world. It restages the state as an actor capable of positive action in a world 

where positive action is perceived as bearing exorbitant costs. To the crisis of the state, 

strategy responds by restaging the state through a variety of nuclear policies that produce 

the state as their effect.     

 Bernard Brodie is generally recognized as the ‘doyen’ of American strategic 

thought. As Schelling wrote in memoriam: “among the originators (of civilian strategic 

thought), Bernard Brodie was first - both in time and in distinction.”72 Brodie had called 

                                                 
71 Kissinger, Nuclear Weapons, 403-404.  
72 Thomas Schelling, “Bernard Brodie (1910-1978),” International Security 3(3): 1978, 2. I discuss the 
following works of Brodie’s: his essays in Brodie (ed.), The Absolute Weapon (New York: Harcourt, 
1946); Strategy in the Missile Age (Princeton; Princeton University Press, 1959); War and Politics. I will 
emphasize Strategy, because it was written at a time when strategic thought was forming, it was written 
under the aegis of a RAND project for the US Air Force and it was written in the era of the thermonuclear 
weapon.   
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the atomic bomb73 the ‘absolute weapon’ and had doubted, in 1946, whether it could be 

used at all: “thus far the chief purpose of our military establishment has been to win 

wars… from now on its’ chief purpose must be to avert them.”74 The absolute weapon 

called for a strategy of deterrence, however, that could not avoid the necessity of 

preparing to fight wars. Brodie was not unaware of the strangeness of a) preparing to 

fight a war that could not be won by b) building up large stores of weapons that could not 

be used: 

Deterrence now means something as a strategic policy only when we are fairly 

confident that the retaliatory instrument upon which it relies will not be called 

upon to function at all. Nevertheless, that instrument has to be maintained at a 

high pitch of efficiency and readiness and constantly improved, which can be 

done only at high cost to the community and great dedication on the part of the 

personnel directly involved. In short, we expect the system to be always ready to 

spring while going permanently unused. Surely there is something almost unreal 

about all this.75  

And yet, it is exactly this unreality that Brodie is trying to normalize and make common 

sense. Brodie acknowledged throughout his career that war is unwinnable, and should be 

avoided.76 Yet, what he restages is the necessity to be ready to fight potential wars, at 

greater levels of destructiveness and complexity than ever before, despite not being able 

to control the course of war or its consequences: 

                                                 
73 It was doubtful he knew, at the time, of the possibility of the hydrogen bomb. 
74 Brodie, “Implications for Military Policy,” in Absolute Weapon, 76. 
75 Brodie, Strategy, 272-273, emphasis mine.  
76 Specifically because there is no defense against nuclear weapons; Strategy, 225, 404; and because US 
and Soviet decision-makers seem to recognize that “thermonuclear war between them is simply forbidden, 
and thus also lesser wars that might too easily lead up to the large-scale thermonuclear variety”; War and 
Politics, 425-426.     
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We have to remember too that since the winning of a war presupposes certain 

limitations on the quantity of destruction to one’s own country and especially to 

one’s population, a win-the-war strategy could quite conceivably be an utter 

impossibility to a nation striking second, and is by no means guaranteed to a 

nation striking first. Too much depends on what the other fellow does – how 

accessible or inaccessible he makes his own retaliatory force and how he makes 

his attack if he decides to launch one. However much we dislike the thought, a 

win-the-war strategy may be impossible because of circumstances outside our 

control.77  

Two themes that bear emphasis – ‘too much depends on what the other fellow does’ and 

‘circumstances outside our control’ – that suggest the old model of war-fighting is 

unfeasible. But if you thought the impossibility of war would call forth less arms, think 

again: 

Lest we conclude from these remarks that we can be content with a modest 

retaliatory capability – what some have called minimum deterrence - we have to 

mention at once four qualifying considerations, which we shall amplify later: (a) 

it may require a large force in hand for even a modest retaliation; (b) deterrence 

must always be conceived as a relative thing, which is to say it must be adequate 

to the variable but generally high degree of motivation which the enemy feels for 

our destruction; (c) if deterrence fails we shall want enough forces to fight a total 

war effectively; and (d) our retaliatory force must also be capable of striking first, 

and if it does so its attack had better be, as nearly as possible, overwhelming to 

the enemy’s retaliatory force. Finally, we have to bear in mind that in their 

responses to threat or menace, people (including heads of government) do not 

                                                 
77 Brodie, Strategy, 276-277. 
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spontaneously act according to a scrupulous weighing of objective facts. Large 

forces look more impressive than small ones… and in some circumstances such 

impressiveness may be important to us.78 

On close reading, the incompatibility of these ‘qualifications’ is remarkable. They also, 

together, run counter to Brodie’s earlier dismissal of winning war strategies. Obviously, 

‘if deterrence fails’, there is no question of fighting a total war effectively, because 

nuclear weapons will be deployed. If a ‘retaliatory force’ is to be ‘capable of striking 

first,’ is it a retaliatory force? If people are irrational, impressed by more and bigger 

weapons, is it wise to boost the destructive potential at their disposal? These paradoxes 

continued, as can be seen in Secretary of the Air Force Verne Orr’s somewhat less 

sophisticated statement in 1982: 

We have to be stronger than we were before because the Soviets are stronger. 

Otherwise we will not be able to deter the conflict we all want to avoid. And if 

deterrence does fail, we must be able to win to survive.79 

What is going on here? How has war-fighting, and the large military capacity necessary 

for winning war, returned to the center of strategy? 

 We have to look closely at the restaging at work here. Contra a view in which 

states exist, and fight wars to advance their interests, we should see war, and the ability to 

fight it, as a way of constituting the state itself: this was, after all, how states emerged. 

The obsolescence of war, as Herz suggests, therefore means the obsolescence of the state. 

It is this possibility that strategic thinkers are staving off, with their reiteration of war, 

even as they acknowledge war is unrealistic. Of course, they admit the danger and 

                                                 
78 Brodie, Strategy, 277.  
79 Quoted in William Chaloupka, Knowing Nukes: The Politics and Culture of the Atom (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1992), 30.  
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unfeasibility of nuclear war. Yet, nuclear war makes the state more, not less, necessary 

(think of ‘the high cost to the community’ necessary to build effective deterrence and the 

high level of centralization of authority needed to control nuclear weapons). And 

obviously, restaging the state also means restaging the inter-state order.   

 In 1955, Henry Kissinger was charged by the Council on Foreign Relations to 

deliver a report that originated in the deliberations of a high-powered committee on 

nuclear weapons.80 The conclusions were Kissinger’s own. The conundrum he addressed 

was the following: is there a place for statecraft, including war, in an era where all-out 

war can lead to disaster and the alternative seems to be resignation to impotence? He 

answers that there is an alternative and a place for forceful diplomacy. Again, what we 

should pay attention to is the two-step: yes, nuclear weapons have changed the rules and 

taken our fate out of our hands, but our state can still control outcomes. So while Soviet 

possession of nuclear weapons putatively takes war off the table, and puts the American 

future in the hands of Kremlin decision-makers, war must still remain an option. This is 

because 

the enormity of modern weapons makes the thought of all-out war repugnant, but 

the refusal to run any risks would amount to handing the Soviet leaders a blank 

check. We can overcome the paralysis induced by such prospects only if our 

strategy can pose less absolute alternatives to our policy-makers. To be sure, we 

require at all times a capability for all-out war so great that by no calculation 

could an aggressor hope to destroy us by a surprise attack. But we must also 

                                                 
80 The committee included McGeorge Bundy, Paul Nitze, Arnold Wolfers and four US generals.   
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realize that a capability for all-out thermonuclear war can only avert disaster. It 

cannot be implied to achieve positive ends.81      

Kissinger is not suggesting that action can be premised on the assumption that nuclear 

weapons have never existed; nor does he claim that one can carry on as one did in a non-

nuclear world. Rather, it is because nuclear weapons exist that the state must retain (and 

sometimes enhance) its traditional war-fighting role to avert a nuclear disaster. The 

nuclear age thus requires a new theory of “limited war (which) is not an alternative to 

massive retaliation, but its complement… it is the capability for massive retaliation which 

provides the sanction against expanding the war.”82 The book is an effort to reorient 

traditional statecraft to the challenge of nuclear weapons without rethinking the essential 

tenets of statecraft. So, for example, statements such as “by its very nature war is a 

process of attrition… the problem for strategy is not to avoid attrition, but to determine 

which kind of attrition is strategically most significant” return concepts like ‘attrition’ to 

an era where it was seen as superseded.83  

 The central problem is how to revive possibilities for positive action in an age 

where positive action holds unbearable costs: “where to strike the balance between the 

desire for posing the maximum threat and the need for a strategy which does not paralyze 

the will”?84 ‘Limited nuclear war’ achieves this as a general principle, while at the same 

time being particularly suited to American initiative, which is cultivated in an 

individualistic society, and military tradition, which relies on tactical flexibility. Hence, 

Kissinger writes, “a limited nuclear war does not guarantee success by itself, but it would 

                                                 
81 Kissinger, Nuclear Weapons, 131.  
82 Kissinger, Nuclear Weapons, 145. 
83 Kissinger, Nuclear Weapons, 155. This is not conventionalization entirely, but a contradictory mix of the 
pre-nuclear and the nuclear.  
84 Kissinger, Nuclear Weapons, 191.  
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use the sociological, technological and psychological advantages of the United States to 

best effect.”85 This should be understood as a fanciful, rather than strategic, exercise: 

imagining and hailing worlds not yet known. Limited nuclear war, others had argued, is a 

contradiction in terms and likely to be disastrous. The dangers of escalation suggest 

compelling strategic reasons for restraint. To revive something like limited nuclear war is 

not to increase the strategic tools at disposal, because leaders are unlikely to use it. 

Rather, it is by increasing the strategic tools at one’s disposal that one produces oneself as 

an actor in the world. By formulating deterrence, and its corollary limited war, these 

thinkers frame the problem as that between those who think nuclear weapons make no 

difference and war can still result in ultimate victory,86 and those who offer resignation in 

the face of nuclear terror. As we have seen above, no matter how far-fetched, the 

alternatives posed could hardly be characterized as ‘resignation.’   

 The last of the formative strategic thinkers I will discuss is Thomas Schelling.87 In 

the stylized story I am telling here, Schelling’s contribution is the most significant both 

for his lasting impact and the way in which he formalized three key elements of strategic 

thought. First, Schelling poses the problem of war not as a distinct political problem but 

as one of bargaining not dissimilar from everyday situations. The threat of violence was a 

different sort of sanction than, say, a parental response to a child putting its feet in the 

water to goad an adult,88 but they could be understood similarly. The specificity of war, 

for good or ill, was something Schelling’s analysis denied: war is one point on a 

                                                 
85 Kissinger, Nuclear Weapons, 401.  
86 Here the favorite villains are Edward Teller, Herman Kahn and Curtis LeMay.  
87 Thomas Schelling, The Strategy of Conflict (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1960); Arms and Influence 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966). Not incidentally, Schelling thanks both Brodie and Kissinger in 
his introduction to Arms and Influence, viii. 
88 Schelling, Arms and Influence, 66-67. The ‘salami tactic’ has been referred to by Condoleeza Rice in 
relation to Iran. See  
http://www.state.gov/secretary/rm/2006/64545.htm  
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continuum of interactions between states pursuing their interests. Second, Schelling 

formalized how positive action could be taken not just when the ultimate decision was 

that of the adversary, but how positive action could be taken through making the 

adversary take the last decision. This ‘throwing out the steering wheel’ not only accepted 

mutual vulnerability in a game of chicken, but sought to take advantage of it. Third, and 

implicitly, to do so required a strong and often expanded role for the state. Nuclear 

weapons made the state more, not less, necessary because it was only through 

marshalling the power to hurt that commitments could be maintained and security 

ensured.       

 One of Schelling’s major points was the similarity between situations of 

‘interdependent decision’ in war and myriad mundane events: disciplining a child, 

driving a car at a stop sign, and foreign aid. War no longer had to be a zero-sum game 

where interests were opposed existentially.89 Indeed, it was the escalation into existential 

opposition that had to be staved off. Rather, war was a mixed-motive game amenable to 

combinations of incentives and threats. This detracted from the specificity of war as a 

political phenomenon, making it one among a range of mundane interactions. After the 

invention of nuclear weapons, Schelling suggested, war was purely a form of bargaining 

because the zero-sum alternative was too fearsome and both sides had interests in 

preventing it degenerating in that direction. He wrote that there were three distinct stages 

in the history of warfare: war between sovereigns, war between nations that mobilized the 

                                                 
89 “In international affairs, there is mutual dependence as well as opposition… pure conflict, in which the 
interests of two antagonists are completely opposed, is a special case; it would arise in a war of complete 
extermination, otherwise not even in war”; Schelling, Strategy, 4.  
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people as a whole, and the nuclear stage, what he called the diplomacy of violence.90 In 

this stage, military victory was impossible, and the only resource available for coercion 

was the power to inflict damage on the adversary; 

now we are in an era in which the power to hurt – to inflict pain and shock and 

privation on a country itself, not just on its military forces – is commensurate 

with the power to take and to hold, perhaps more than commensurate, perhaps 

decisive, and it is even more necessary to think of warfare as a process of violent 

bargaining.91 

There are two insights here: the impossibility of total war marks a change in the nature of 

war; and conventional military knowledge has a diminished role to play and should be 

subordinated to the ‘diplomacy of violence’. The distinctiveness of war as a separate 

realm, with its own knowledge, is what Schelling disputes, and I would argue, succeeds 

in rejecting.92 

 Schelling’s broader discussion of interdependent decision had an important 

implication for strategy in the nuclear era. While others acknowledged mutual 

vulnerability, Schelling sought to turn shared knowledge of mutual vulnerability to 

strategic advantage. Mutual vulnerability was not an inevitable effect of technological 

change as much as a ‘psychic phenomenon’ through which expectations converged.93 The 

                                                 
90 In the first phase, states were relatively weak, in the second, the modern state developed, and it was 
unclear what kind of state or organizational form was demanded by the third stage. It is in this context that 
strategic thinkers can be said to make a political intervention, by asserting an even more central role for the 
state.  
91 Schelling, Arms and Influence, 33.  
92 Consider the proliferation of ‘bargaining models of war’, where war is treated as one option on a 
continuum of inter-state interactions. The most prominent recent statement is James Fearon, “Rationalist 
Explanations for War,” International Organization 49(3): 1995. For an overview, see Dan Reiter, 
“Exploring the Bargaining Model of War,” Perspectives on Politics 1(1): 2003.  
93 Schelling, Strategy, 114. One might liken this to Robert Jervis’ statement ‘MAD is a fact, not a policy’. 
Given that this ‘fact’ exists, in the last instance, in the heads of decision-makers, one might better call it a 
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means through which expectations converge is not as important as the fact that they do. 

Given this shared expectation of mutual vulnerability, there seems little incentive for the 

use of coercion or threats. However, Schelling argues that when disputes arise one can 

game the other side’s unwillingness to take the last step, in fear of the consequences, by 

putting the other side in a position where it has to take the fateful final decision. This 

‘threat that leaves something to chance’ forces the other side to concede for fear of the 

dire consequences of escalation, and thereby allows both sides to retreat from the brink. 

One need not rehearse all the metaphors (‘burning bridges’, ‘throwing the steering wheel 

out the window’) to note that this takes the process of resurrecting positive action beyond 

even Kissinger and Brodie’s arguments of avoiding a ‘blank check’ to offering ways to 

actually benefit from brinkmanship. Acknowledging that one’s survival is in the hands of 

the other, far from creating resignation, can be the basis for reorienting strategy, once one 

acknowledges it and moves away from illusions of military victory.     

 The final implication, which is more implicit and shared by all strategic thinkers, 

was to re-assert the centrality of the state in the nuclear era. Rather than being an 

outdated entity because it can no longer protect its population, as Herz suggested, the 

state is the basis for order through threatening another’s population. This operation is an 

elegant example of how the state is restaged by altering its functional rationale. It begins 

with “most conflict situations are essentially bargaining situations… they are situations in 

which the ability of one participant to gain his ends is dependent to an important degree 

on the choices or decisions that the other participant will make.”94 This highlights the 

importance of the interaction with and mutual recognition of an adversary in conflict 

                                                                                                                                                 
norm. See Jervis, The Meaning of the Nuclear Revolution: Statecraft and the Prospect of Armageddon 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1989).  
94 Schelling, Strategy, 5; Arms and Influence, 7.  
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situations. But how is one to succeed in bargaining when one cannot win a decisive 

military victory? What does one threaten the adversary with? This is where Schelling 

stresses the ‘power to hurt.’ Like Kissinger, Schelling brings back an attritional notion of 

war: “war no longer looks like just a contest of strength... war and the brink of war are 

more a contest of nerve and risk-taking, of pain and endurance.”95 By holding the other’s 

population and valued possessions at ransom, and communicating this to the adversary, 

states can regain control over their own destiny. Of course, to do so, one needs a state to 

accumulate resources for nuclear weaponry, coordinate and control a relatively cohesive 

centralized military strategy (given the risks of accidents), and communicate relatively 

credible commitments to the other side.  

 Yet, the state only restages itself through placing the population, the very body it 

is meant to protect, at mortal risk. When we consider that the modern European state 

developed through a biopolitical responsibility to protect its population, institutionalized 

in the compact between sovereign and governed, it becomes clear that nuclear strategy 

undermines this compact. Now, rather than the state protecting and maximizing the life of 

the population, the state restages itself by actively putting that life at risk. As the 

institutional compact between sovereign and governed is undermined, the state can be 

said to be ‘hollowed out.’ Sparrow has suggested that as the US state consciously sought 

to limit conflict after 1945, “it became more removed from the people on whom it 

ultimately depended and depends.”96 We can go further, however. The restaging of the 

                                                 
95 Schelling, Arms and Influence, 33. To repeat the comparable Kissinger quote: “by its very nature war is a 
process of attrition… the problem for strategy is not to avoid attrition, but to determine which kind of 
attrition is strategically most significant”; Nuclear Weapons, 155.  
96 Bartholomew Sparrow, “Limited Wars and the Attenuation of the State: Soldiers, Money, and Political 
Communication in World War II, Korea, and Vietnam,” in Ira Katznelson and Martin Shefter (eds.), 
Shaped by War and Trade: International Influences on American Political Development (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2002), 270. 
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state is dependent on the governed being placed at risk of annihilation, inverting the 

biopolitical compact where the state’s rationale is to protect the governed. The compact is 

hollowed out, not so much because the state cannot protect the governed, as Herz 

suggests, but because for the state to be restaged, it must actively place the governed at 

mortal risk.  

 Through accepting its inability to either protect its population or win military 

victory, the state asserts a new role for itself that renders itself more crucial and wider in 

scope than ever before. Newly permeable borders make one more vulnerable, but also 

allow one to pursue containment strategies (or extended deterrence) with fewer resources. 

For example, an American ‘trip wire force’ in Germany is militarily inadequate to stop a 

Soviet invasion, but increases risks of nuclear retaliation from the United States. Before 

nuclear weapons, the United States would have had to commit vast numbers of troops to 

inflict comparable deterrent costs on the Soviet Union. Of course, these threats work only 

insofar as they never have to be enforced, and this brings us to the central role of 

commitments for Schelling. Commitments have a somewhat paradoxical role. On the one 

hand, the more one limits them to what is truly valuable, the more credible they are. On 

the other, by extending them, one can expand one’s sphere of influence and limit the 

other’s scope of maneuver. This is straightforward. However, what is interesting in 

Schelling’s account of commitments is how commitments work to bind together what is 

essential to the state against what is outside. He ends a pithy few pages with writing, “like 

virginity, the homeland wants an absolute definition.”97 The discussion that precedes it is 

enlightening: 

                                                 
97 Schelling, Arms and Influence, 62.  
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Our deterrence rests on Soviet expectations. This, I suppose, is the ultimate 

reason why we have to defend California – aside from whether or not Easterners 

want to. There is no way to let California go to the Soviets and make them 

believe nevertheless that Oregon and Washington, Florida and Maine, and 

eventually Chevy Chase and Cambridge cannot be had under the same 

principle… Once they cross a line into a new class of aggression, into a set of 

areas or assets that we always claimed we would protect, we may even deceive 

them if we do not react vigorously. Suppose we let the Soviets have California, 

and when they reach for Texas we attack them in full force. They could sue for 

breach of promise. We virtually told them they could have Texas when we let 

them into California; the fault is ours, for communicating badly, for not 

recognizing what we were conceding.98   

The point of defending California from the Soviets is not because one can, but because it 

establishes the line which the Soviets cannot cross. For deterrent threats to be credible, 

they must pertain to that which is both most valuable and indivisible. Furthermore, these 

‘ties that bind’ are significant only insofar as they are clear to the enemy and recognized 

by the enemy.99 To do so, state borders must be reiterated even though, or maybe 

because, nuclear weapons have rendered them permeable and encouraged extension of 

deterrence to foreign allies by making trip-wire forces and suchlike cheaper. Hence it is 

suggestive that Schelling encourages the United States to not treat China as a Soviet 

California for risk of conflating the two and making the Soviet extended deterrence more 

                                                 
98 Schelling, Arms and Influence, 56, emphasis in original.  
99 For comment on the ‘fabulously textual’ nature of deterrence, because it is about communication, not 
fighting; see Derrida, “No Apocalypse, Not Now”; Michael McCanles, “Machiavelli and the Paradoxes of 
Deterrence,” Diacritics 14(2): 1984, 14.  
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credible than it would be if US decision-makers treated the two separately.100 

Commitments identify ‘who one is’ when one cannot go to war to establish it.101 

Cheapening commitments runs not only the risk of losing credibility in the eyes of the 

enemy: it obscures the indivisible identifications that constitute the self. It is only through 

communicating to the enemy what these identifications are that they come into being at 

all. Nuclear strategy is a constitutive or ontological device more than it is a strategy for 

war-fighting: it constitutes the state by communicating to the enemy what the state is, by 

signaling what it will fight for, without actually fighting for it.102  

 These complex strategic calculations may not have made nuclear weapons more 

usable, or made the world safer. What they did achieve was to restage an order that had 

been in question, by altering its basis away from a juridical one to an epistemic one. The 

nation-state that Herz had doubted came right back in, but its foreign policy was 

technocratic more than political. Morgenthau’s evaluation of nuclear strategy bears 

repetition 

Any attempt, however ingenious and forward-looking, at assimilating nuclear 

power to the purposes and instrumentalities of the nation-state is negated by the 

enormity of nuclear destructiveness. We have been trying to normalize, 

conventionalize, and ‘nationalize’ nuclear power. By doing so, we have tackled 

the wrong horn of the nuclear dilemma. Instead of trying in vain to assimilate 

nuclear power to the purposes and instrumentalities of the nation-state, we ought 

                                                 
100 Schelling, Arms and Influence, 60-62.  
101 Schelling does discuss this in terms of ‘identification’; Arms and Influence, 56.  
102 This formulation draws on Michael Shapiro, Violent Cartographies: Mapping Cultures of War 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997).  
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to have tried to adapt these purposes and instrumentalities to the potentialities of 

nuclear power.103 

While the strategists may not have been successful in ‘assimilating nuclear power to the 

nation-state,’104 they certainly were successful in restaging the state itself, even a state 

that had moved away from, if not voided, the institutional compact between sovereign 

and governed by placing the population at mortal risk. Their failure to control and restrict 

nuclear power made the state more, not less important. But it remains important to ask 

two further questions of their endeavor. First, how did the abstract paradoxes and general 

principles of strategic thought become translated into the idiom of policies and everyday 

life? Second, was the effort successful, and more importantly, with what implications for 

international order and presumptively strong states? In the next two sections, I answer 

these questions.  

 

                                                 
103 Morgenthau, “Four Paradoxes,” 35.  
104 As I have suggested, ‘conventionalization’ never really succeeded because states were loath to use 
nuclear weapons in war, much less declare nuclear war.  
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3.5. Restaging II: Operationalizing the ‘Unthinkable’105  

If strategic thought was as paradoxical as I claim it is, how did so many smart people, in 

academia, in think-thanks, and at a policy level, take it seriously, even if they critiqued it 

or did not buy into its logic? I cannot possibly be claiming that they were either deluded 

or that there was some vast conspiracy to consciously ignore these paradoxes and/or 

marginalize those who would discuss them. And, to be categorical, I am not making any 

such claim. My answer is as follows: the way in which nuclear problems and strategy was 

thought tended to minimize the paradoxes in the search for immediate, actionable 

policies. These ways of thinking rendered nuclear weapons as symbols and numbers 

whose effects could be simulated in computer models, for example. They were therefore 

codes, textual artifacts. But they did not bridge the gap between nuclear strategy as text 

and the inability to decide. Despite the proliferation of strategies that would use nuclear 

weapons and called for such use, decision-makers resolutely stayed away from 

authorizing the deployment of nuclear weapons in war, hence leaving these innovations 

in the purely textual realm. Two thinkers in particular managed to ‘translate’ strategic 

thought into operational frameworks and mundane concepts. Albert Wohlstetter and 

Herman Kahn achieved this in quite different ways. They, intentionally and 

unintentionally, were able to restage the state as the agent of nuclear strategy, but because 

decision-makers shied away from war, could not restore the state to its (absolute) war-

fighting status.  

For Brodie, paradoxes were very much a part of nuclear strategy. Above we read 

him suggesting that ‘surely there is something unreal’ about preparing to fight a war that 

one can neither win nor want to fight. Another quotation points out that Brodie certainly 
                                                 
105 The subtitle is a reference to Herman Kahn’s Thinking the Unthinkable.  
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understood the strange nature of some of his propositions. This particular one, in 1952, is 

a response to the possibility of deterrence breaking down and having to fight a war: 

I’ve been toying with an idea about that. If I had heard it from anyone else I 

should have called it a crackpot idea, but I offer it to you for what it may be 

worth. The atomic bomb thus far has achieved really great successes; it helped 

end the Pacific war, and it has so far deterred the Soviet Union from aggression. 

At least, there is nothing visible to us, that is, nothing physical, that has deterred 

the Soviet Union from aggression. Notice that the deterrent value has resulted 

from the threat value. I submit that even the ending of the Pacific War resulted 

not from the cities we destroyed, but rather from the threat value of the 

nonexistent additional bombs which the Japanese didn’t know we didn’t have – 

from the threat of more to come.106 

It was not the actual destruction of Hiroshima and Nagasaki that caused the Japanese to 

surrender, but the possibility, which they could not know did not exist, that the US would 

drop more atomic bombs on Tokyo or Osaka. The potential threat mattered more to the 

pursuit of national goals than the actual destruction inflicted on the two cities. If it is not 

absolutely clear, what Brodie was proposing as ‘a crackpot idea’ was what 14 years later 

would become Schelling’s central tool of statecraft: ‘the power to hurt’ the other side’s 

population, that enabled, through holding that population hostage, the pursuit of policy 

goals. This ‘crackpot idea’ was ‘coercive diplomacy,’ destructive power targeted at the 

enemy’s cities and cherished symbols. As Schelling puts it, in the nuclear age, “victory 

inadequately expresses what a nation wants from its military forces… mostly it wants, in 

these times, the influence that resides in latent force… it wants the bargaining power that 
                                                 
106 Quoted in Marc Trachtenberg, “Strategic Thought in America, 1952-1966,” Political Science Quarterly 
104(2): 1989, 306, emphasis mine. One must also note how the threat is ‘fabulously textual’, since, as 
Brodie admits, nuclear weapons are politically useful even when they do not exist.   
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comes from its capacity to hurt, not just the direct consequence of successful military 

action.”107 It is quite clear that the latent threat of destruction (the bombs the Japanese did 

not know the US did not have) matters more than the actual destruction itself (the bombs 

dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki). Indeed, “strategy... is not concerned with the 

efficient application of force but with the exploitation of potential force.”108 This is, 

again, the gap between strategy as text and the need to always defer the decision. The 

original formulators of strategic thought were not unaware that some of their 

formulations were bizarre, and on more than one occasion Brodie and Schelling either 

acknowledged or were defensive about it. But despite their prevarication, they did not 

refrain from developing principles of rational thought from seemingly ‘crackpot ideas.’ 

 But there was a further step, and that was from the abstract paradoxes formulated 

by Brodie to codes and their resulting tactics that would resolve these problems. It was 

Albert Wohlstetter who made this step. Wohlstetter argued that so much energy was 

being expended on the principles of deterrence and its logical implications that people 

presumed that the ‘balance of terror’ was stable.109 At the core of this presumption was 

that the US had achieved a stable and reliable deterrent capability; or more bluntly, that 

the US forces were capable of making the Soviet rubble bounce. This presumption was 

not born out when one examined the nuts and bolts of the situation. When one analyzed, 

as Wohlstetter had, the Strategic Air Command bases and their capabilities, it became 

doubtful if enough US bombers could get through Soviet air defenses and deliver their 

                                                 
107 Schelling, Arms and Influence, 31.  
108 Schelling, Strategy of Conflict, 5, emphasis in original 
109 Albert Wohlstetter, “The Delicate Balance of Terror,” RAND Paper P-1472: 1958. This is more detailed 
than the Foreign Affairs piece published in 1959. Available at 
http://www.rand.org/publications/classics/wohlstetter/P1472/P1472.html 
Trachtenberg calls this “probably the single most important article in the history of American strategic 
thought”; “Strategic Thought,” 314.  
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“payloads” with enough accuracy to destroy enough Soviet targets to achieve deterrence. 

If the balance of terror was not stable, a Soviet nuclear first strike was not only possible, 

but likely.110 This had two implications: first, that the nuclear era had not eliminated the 

old incentives to war unless; second, efforts were made to ceaselessly research and plan 

to achieve the deterrent balance. Wohlstetter proposed a set of questions (how best to 

achieve a stable deterrent balance) and a method (systems analysis) that enabled one to 

set aside the paradoxes of nuclear strategy while one worked out important tactical 

details.111 One should note that this method was a textual one: it arrayed nuclear weapons 

as numbers in order to better deploy them.  

 Let us formalize the way in which we went from Morgenthau (nuclear weapons 

put into question the state’s ability to pursue its goals), to Schelling (states can only try to 

pursue their goals by threatening to kill large numbers of the enemy’s citizens), to 

Wohlstetter (how can the US be confident in its ability to kill large numbers of Soviet 

citizens). The path can also be described as going from ‘insuperable paradox’ to 

‘manageable paradox’ to ‘what paradox?’ For Morgenthau, politics, or the pursuit of 

national goals, was primary. Nuclear weapons put the effective pursuit of politics in 

question by limiting the state’s room for maneuver, whether in terms of exercising force 

on lesser powers or engaging in effective alliances, a question that had no answers within 

a statist mode of politics. Schelling agreed that the nuclear era was one that required a 

major rethinking, but the paradox could be managed by gaming the other side’s behavior 

                                                 
110 The Soviet first strike also appeared more likely to Wohlstetter because he viewed the Soviets as willing 
to bear high costs in pursuit of expansionary goals in the service of ideology. For Schelling and Brodie, the 
Soviets did not pose specific problems, because players were interchangeable in strategic games. Thanks to 
Aaron Rapport for reminding me of this.  
111 Brodie himself was favorable to cost-benefit analysis, or what he called the ‘economy of means’. See 
Bernard Brodie, “Strategy as a Science,” World Politics 1(4): 1949, 478. There is enough contiguity 
between Brodie and Schelling on one hand and Wohlstetter and Kahn on the other, that they can be treated 
within the same constellation.   
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and maintaining and signaling a high level of threat to the other side. In this stylized 

story, Wohlstetter’s final word lies in setting aside the broad context (paradox, change in 

state’s role in the world) to ask the question of what tactics would secure one’s own side. 

The political and historical context in which nuclear weapons arise is evacuated from 

analysis of the strategic context to focus on either gaming the other side’s behavior in 

abstract situations or analyzing the concrete details of the American strategic arsenal and 

how to make it function better.     

 Once the question at hand was how to map the other side’s reactions or, even 

more narrowly, planning how to ensure one’s own deterrent stability, the paradoxes fell 

away. At the same time, Brodie and Schelling were not cut of entirely different cloth than 

Wohlstetter. Their approaches had similar abstract, technocratic emphases. Between 

formal theory and systems analysis, there were plenty of resources 

(intellectual/epistemic)112 and incentives (national security/career advancement) to take 

strategic thought very seriously. Strategic thought became a serious intellectual project 

through minimizing the significance of the paradoxes and their implicit implication: the 

diminishing of the ability to decide on war. Indeed, the more one could do so, the more 

in-depth one could go in providing answers to thorny problems of nuclear strategy. It is in 

this way that even though the paradoxes were not overcome, strategic thought, both 

practicing it and critiquing it, proceeded to occupy a serious place in International 

Relations and the policy world for some time. 

                                                 
112 The Cold War was the period where civilians and academics began to become involved to an 
unprecedented extent in military issues, transforming ‘military’ issues and the ‘War Department’ to 
‘security’ issues and the ‘Defense Department’; Yergin, Shattered Peace, 360-362.  
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 The second important ‘translator’ of nuclear strategy was Herman Kahn.113 Kahn 

was also an exponent of Systems Analysis,114 but his contribution, not to mention his 

fame, stemmed from his efforts to publicize thinking about nuclear war. Kahn’s 

achievement can be schematized in three quite brilliant rhetorical steps, as indicated by 

the organization of his most famous work, On Thermonuclear War.115 First, he pointed to 

the consensus view that almost no one will survive a nuclear war and asked, was that 

really the case? He answered no, indeed, given various contingent factors, such as the 

percentage of Soviet missiles that would strike and the weather conditions that would 

transmit radioactivity, there might be quite a wide range of outcomes. Second, and 

following, he proposed various simulated scenarios where the number of deaths ranged 

from 2 million to 160 million, and estimated the economic damage and time it would take 

for rebuilding (between 1 and 100 years).116 Kahn correlated the number of deaths, the 

damage and the time for recovery to show that a) there was no certainty that ‘the 

survivors would envy the dead’ and b) it was essential to communicate to the USSR that 

the US was willing to take a certain level of casualties in order to deter a massive 

conventional attack in Europe, or a surprise nuclear attack. The ability of the US to 

                                                 
113 Kahn went on speaking tours to publicize the need to prepare for atomic war. Indeed, two of his books 
(On Thermonuclear War and On Escalation) are adapted from his lectures. Kahn was also very aware of 
his work as operating on a rhetorical and metaphorical level, representing scenarios that had never existed 
and that people found difficult to imagine. For an account, see Alex Abella, Soldiers of Reason: The RAND 
Corporation and the Rise of the American Empire (New York: Harcourt, 2008), 95-104, 100.  
114 Kahn, On Thermonuclear War, viii-ix.  
115 While most strategic thinkers were logicians of a very high order, Kahn’s rhetorical and argumentative 
skill remains, in my view, unmatched.  
116 Kahn, On Thermonuclear War, 34. One should note that Kahn tried to show that there was a range of 
possible outcomes along different dimensions in the event of nuclear war. He illustrated this through 
striking tables, such as “Estimated Genetic Consequences If World Doses Approached NAS 10 yr Limits,” 
“Morbidity of Actual Total Body Radiation,” and charts such as “Recuperation with investment-oriented 
policy,” and “Recuperation of consumption” (respectively, 44, 110, 93, 94). Kahn’s most famous 
explication of the multiple alternatives is his 44 ‘rungs’ on the ladder of escalation, ranging from the 
straightforward ‘Local Nuclear War’ (Rung 21) to the arcane ‘Counterforce-with-Avoidance War’ (Rung 
37); Herman Kahn, On Escalation: Metaphors and Scenarios (London: Pall Mall Press, 1965).   
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effectively deter the Soviets depended, in large part, on evaluating what constituted an 

acceptable level of casualties and then communicating to the Soviet Union that the US 

was willing to fight war. Third, given this range, it was possible to indeed speak of, if not 

victory, then certainly success in nuclear war. And if it was possible to succeed in nuclear 

war, shouldn’t one prepare to fight it successfully, rather than succumb to the 

hopelessness implied by the consensus that the ‘survivors would envy the dead?’ Here 

Kahn moved beyond deterrence to advocate a policy he called  

somewhere between the Preattack Mobilization Base and the Credible First 

Strike Capability… this posture would have, at least, enough capability to launch 

a first strike in the kind of tense situation that would result from an outrageous 

Soviet provocation, so as to induce uncertainty in the enemy as to whether it 

would not be safer to attack us directly rather than provoke us.117  

In other words, US capability should be short of ‘Credible First Strike,’ because the latter 

would force the Soviets to attack so as to avoid destruction of their nuclear forces. 

However, US capability should amount to more than a reactive deterrent posture and be 

ready to initiate conflict at different levels of force, not just ‘massive retaliation.’ Kahn 

had sought to return war-fighting, and striking first, to the menu of nuclear options.         

 Kahn’s effort functioned on a textual level in two ways.118 First, and most 

obviously, Kahn was conjuring scenarios that did not exist and people found difficult to 

imagine. Second, the policies he advocated were rarely implemented and the actual 

decision to wage nuclear war was obviously not taken. Therefore, what he provided, 

intentionally and unintentionally, was a frame through which to ‘think the unthinkable.’ 

                                                 
117 Kahn, On Thermonuclear War, 39, emphasis in original.  
118 And one minor one: he saw it to be his responsibility to provide the concepts and language for thinking 
about a new era in military/political affairs. ‘Escalation’ itself, he pointed out, was a relatively new word in 
the English language. See Kahn, On Escalation, 3, 275-276.   
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Both require some explication. First, as indicated by Churchill’s speech, many found 

being held hostage perpetually distasteful and could not think of a nuclear war in which 

people would survive and be able to live decently. Popular books such as Nevil Shute’s 

On the Beach,119 and programs like Civil Defense invoked nightmare scenarios where 

people would have to fend for themselves in a wasteland. Kahn sought to dismantle such 

views by targeting its component elements and debunking them.120 Would the survivors 

envy the dead? Not if a plan for civil defense and postwar preparation was in place. 

Would nuclear attack make agricultural land unusable? Not if people relaxed the 

peacetime expectations of cancerous foods to tolerate a certain level of radiation in 

food.121 Would the US be economically unviable if 50 metropolitan areas were 

destroyed? No, indeed, “even if 100 metropolitan areas are destroyed, there would be 

more wealth in this country than there is in all of Russia today, and more skills than were 

available to that country in the forties.”122 Like Wohlstetter’s insistence that one needed 

to secure the SAC bases, Kahn called for preparation, not anomie or complacency. These 

textual constructions were necessary for people to adjust their thinking, in lieu of an 

actual conflagration. 

 Second, Kahn’s ‘forty-four rungs of escalation’ were not a serious part of the 

policy arsenal, for no other reason than the fear of escalation forestalled aggressive 

                                                 
119 This was made into a film starring Gregory Peck and Ava Gardner; On the Beach (dir. Stanley Kramer, 
1959). Kahn responds to On the Beach as “interesting but badly researched”; On Thermonuclear War, 9.  
120 Later, he would explain that there were forty-three steps before controlled nuclear war would result in 
total destruction, what he called ‘spasm or insensate war, where the destruction would be pointless, and 
which should be avoided; Kahn, On Escalation, 50-51, 194-195.  
121 Kahn, On Thermonuclear War, 66-67.  
122 Kahn, On Thermonuclear War, 91.  
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behavior at lower levels.123 Policymakers did not embrace escalation as a means to 

bargain with the Soviets, as Schelling suggested, nor as a tool of limited warfare. Rather, 

policymakers in crisis situations preferred to de-escalate the situation for fear of broader 

war. In other words, the unwillingness to go to war rendered the various strategies of 

limited nuclear war purely textual. This enables us to evaluate nuclear strategy as a 

frame, most obviously revealed in Kahn but true in general. Nuclear strategy is a frame 

that preserves, simultaneously, the possibility of positive action (deterrence, limited 

nuclear war) and the inability to actually decide on war. It is a stage of permanent 

preparation in order to prevent war. Therefore, it may on occasion be contradictory, as 

when both the brilliant Bernard Brodie and the less cerebral Verne Orr say essentially the 

same thing: we must deter the Soviets, but if deterrence breaks down, we must be ready 

to fight nuclear war. It is the frame that can contain beliefs that pull in different directions 

without the frame itself being rejected.124 Cognitive dissonance is therefore not 

eliminated, but managed; it is not allowed to increase to the level of questioning or 

rejecting the frame itself. It is precisely because the US does not want to fight that it 

prepares to fight and signals a willingness to fight. The textual nature of nuclear strategy 

means that it preserves the gap between the strategy as a code and the actual refusal to go 

to war, thereby never allowing cognitive dissonance to rise to the level of self-

questioning.  

                                                 
123 On how decision-makers constantly stepped back from the brink, see Yergin, Shattered Peace, 392. On 
how the fear of broader war discouraged aggression at lower levels, see Jervis, Meaning of the Nuclear 
Revolution, 79.  
124 Frames also set the agenda and structure the terms of the debate, hence even when they are rejected, 
they have already affected the debate itself. Deterrence, of course, was never rejected, merely not entirely 
embraced. Thanks to Aaron Rapport for this point.  
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Wohlstetter and Kahn provided codes through which this textual gap was 

maintained. They took the abstract paradoxes of a Brodie or Schelling and proliferated 

operational concepts, in the case of Wohlstetter, and ‘metaphors and scenarios,’ in the 

case of Kahn, through which one could think about acting in the nuclear era. And who 

would be the agent of this action? Implicitly and explicitly, both figures privileged the 

state as agent and locus of action. Kahn talked of planning on the part of the government 

to prepare for attack, for example by building bomb shelters, and lead recovery after the 

attack, for which  

if the government has made at least moderate postwar preparations, so that most 

people whose lives have been saved will give some credit to the government’s 

foresight, then people will probably rally around, especially if the government 

has the organization, equipment, and manuals that it needs for recuperation and 

survival activities, and (most important of all) if the overall plan for recuperation 

looks sensible and practical.125    

That is to say, should the government prepare adequately, its importance will be 

heightened, not reduced, by its inability to protect its public from nuclear attack. This 

completely inverts John Herz’s argument about the permeability of the territorial state 

marking its functional demise! If in Kahn’s language the state was the crucial agent in 

marshaling a postwar response and maintaining the unity of society (a strange concept in 

the context of having experienced nuclear war), Wohlstetter saw the state as the locus for 

action. Systems analysis acted on the various components of state bureaucracies and 

military forces in order to make them more capable of fulfilling their mission. 

Wohlstetter’s work made less of the state as agent, and more of strengthening its 

                                                 
125 Kahn, On Thermonuclear War, 90, 10.  
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individual components, one base at a time. The result, of course, was similar: the 

elevation and empowerment of the state through different practices of coding. Those 

engaged in Wohlstetter-style tactical approaches may not have intended the 

aggrandizement of state power, but the idiom of their action achieved just that. 

Wohlstetter and Kahn could be said to have been instrumental in providing the idiom 

through which the state could be restaged, while never overcoming the gap between 

nuclear strategies at the level of text, and the inability to decide on war. Indeed, they 

extended the hollowing-out of the state that was implicit in the work of Brodie and 

Schelling. For example, the idea that nuclear war could be won despite the destruction of 

fifty (!) cities and/or tens of millions of Americans marks the elevation of the existence of 

the state over the protection of the population. This undermines the biopolitical compact 

between sovereign and governed so instrumental in the formation of the European state. 

Put otherwise, if Schelling conceptualized a world where the population was at 

permanent risk of nuclear annihilation, Kahn offered a world where, after ‘defeating’ the 

Soviet Union, that threat would no longer be permanent!     
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3.6. Sympathy for the strategists?126 

Did the strategic thinkers, from Schelling to Kahn, succeed in restaging the state as the 

viable unit for the nuclear era? Was the gap between nuclear strategy as text and the 

inability to decide on war bridged? Surely, given the many excellent critiques of strategic 

thought, one might expect their work to have been questioned. As I will show, these 

critiques have found fault with both the assumptions underpinning nuclear strategy and 

have questioned the extent to which policymakers implemented the particular policies 

that the strategists advocated. However, the success of a Wohlstetter lay not in whether 

his analysis of the US bombing capability was right or if the government enacted the 

policies he suggested, but in the way in which his analysis and the engagements with it 

returned the state to a central position at a time when it was being questioned. In other 

words, it is what the strategic thinkers did (or the effects they brought about) that matters 

more than either the truth-value of their statements and assumptions, or their success in 

convincing policymakers to implement the particular policies they advocated.127  

 Critiques of strategic thought enable us to ‘test’ the efficacy, or otherwise, of 

strategic thought in restaging the state. If my argument is correct, we should expect critics 

to evaluate strategic thought in terms of whether it secured the state or made the state 

more powerful. We should expect the state to be the frame of reference, and state policy, 

power and security to be the criteria of evaluation. If this is the case, then criticism of 

                                                 
126 Thanks to Bud Duvall for insisting, perfectly aware of the irony, that I write this section.  
127 We can see this as evaluating the broader performative dimension of the strategic thinkers’ speech acts 
(or the effects they brought about regardless of their intentions), as opposed to the more narrow 
perlocutionary (the truth-value of their statements) or illocutionary aspects (what they intended to bring 
about). On speech act theory, see JL Austin, How to Do Things with Words (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1975). For the critique that argued how the performative exceeds both the truth-value of 
the statement (perlocutionary) and the intention of the speaker within a delimited context (illocutionary), 
see Jacques Derrida, Limited Inc (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1988). For how to use speech 
act theory to interpret political theory, see Quentin Skinner, Visions of Politics, Vol. 1 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2002).  
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strategic thought only confirms and extends its real achievement: returning the state and 

its capacity for positive action as the central actor of strategy in the nuclear age. If I am 

wrong, we should expect critics to argue that nuclear strategy does not make the state 

capable of positive action, and see arguments similar to Herz and Morgenthau. Or we 

should expect critics to analyze nuclear strategy as an unsuccessful way of managing a 

crisis of the state, not merely a new form of military policy practiced by an already 

formed and stable state. While critics, as we will see, doubted the possibility of positive 

action, they did not explicate it as a problem of the state-form.    

 The critics of strategic thought may have debunked the assumptions of a Schelling 

and the policy impact of a Kahn, but they only confirmed their real triumph, the 

reiteration of the state as key actor. In fact, the critics themselves make this very move, 

by evaluating strategic thought in relation to state policy, by asking questions such as: 

‘did deterrence work, either in keeping the Cold War cold, or did policymakers believe its 

logic?’, ‘did the nuclear balance matter?’,128 ‘did nuclear strategy make the state safer?’ 

They thus critique strategic thought from within its own paradigm and conceptual 

categories, not from without. Ironically, this criticism confirms the success of strategic 

thought: the return of the state as the relevant organizational unit in the nuclear era. I 

should reiterate that I am not suggesting that strategic thinkers always intentionally 

restaged the state. On the contrary, most of the time, they did so unintentionally and 

indirectly, through their advocacy of diverse policies that could only be implemented by 

the state. These policies, which always stopped short of war, indirectly restaged the 

necessity of state power. This indirect effect is nicely put by Lawrence Freedman who 

                                                 
128 This means, did changes in the distribution of capabilities lead to war, either by providing a window of 
opportunity in which to attack, or leading to preventive war to forestall the shift in capabilities? 
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wrote that while the emperor of deterrence was naked, he was still emperor.129 I would 

only add that he remained emperor because his critics focused only on disrobing him, not 

overthrowing or beheading him.  

Several scholars have questioned the validity of the assumptions underpinning 

strategic thought. A particularly fruitful area has been the questioning of the rationality 

that could be expected of decision-makers. Quite early, Hedley Bull had posed a doubt: 

“a great deal of argument about military strategy… postulates the ‘rational action’ of a 

kind of ‘strategic man,’ a man who on further acquaintance reveals himself as a 

university professor of unusual intellectual subtlety.”130 Bull acknowledged the value of 

the abstract logic of the strategists, but as a heuristic, not a predictive device for how 

decision-makers would actually act. Subsequently, Alexander George pointed out the 

possible psychological impairment due to stress in crisis situations. Others have pointed 

out how decision-makers do not apply the same standards to the other side as they do to 

their own, leading to an overestimation of one’s own actions as peaceful and the other 

side’s as aggressive. There is also the problem of the cognitive predispositions of 

                                                 
129 Lawrence Freedman, The Evolution of Nuclear Strategy (London: Macmillan, 1989), 430. Now, 
‘deterrence’ still functions as a potent signifier of statecraft, marking the inability of the modern state, 
despite its power, to eliminate far weaker threats. One might call this deterrence’s afterlife. Two examples: 
John Mearsheimer and Stephen Walt discourage war on Iraq because Saddam could have been deterred. 
See Mearsheimer and Walt, “An Unnecessary War,” Foreign Policy, January/February 2003; and the paid 
New York Times advertisement taken out by security scholars, “War with Iraq is Not in America’s 
National Interest,” available at http://mearsheimer.uchicago.edu/pdfs/P0012.pdf    
Or see how deterrence is applied to issues of terrorism: “the new world of terrorist deterrence theory, 
trying to figure out how to prevent attacks by persuading terrorist support networks — those who enable 
terrorists to operate — to refuse any kind of assistance to stateless agents of extremism”; Eric Schmitt and 
Thom Shanker, “US Adapts Cold-War Idea to Fight Terrorists,” New York Times, March 18, 2008, 
emphasis mine. Also see Robert Trager and Dessislava P. Zagorcheva, “Deterring Terrorism: It Can Be 
Done,” International Security 30(3): 2005/06. The point is not that deterrence, in the sense of imposing 
costly punishment, is strategically irrelevant in these contexts. Rather, the point is that the threat of using 
force is seen as more strategically useful than the actual wielding of force. This is quite different from the 
nineteenth century European state, whose soldiers were willing to ‘exterminate all the brutes.’ 
130 Quoted in Freedman, Evolution of Nuclear Strategy, 184.  
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decision-makers that hinder clear interpretation of the other side’s behavior.131 One could 

go on, but suffice to say that the abstract assumptions of the strategic thinkers become 

questionable when one tries to use the premises and models of strategic thought to predict 

decisions, especially in crisis situations. This posed a particular problem when decisions 

in nuclear crisis situations were interdependent, based in large part on accurate prediction 

of what the other side would do. Schelling acknowledged this when he wrote that “the 

assumption of rational behavior is a productive one in the generation of systematic 

theory,” yet not only are actors not always rational, it is sometimes in their interests to act 

irrationally and signal this to the opponent to create uncertainty. Hence the results of his 

models were to be taken as a “benchmark for further approximation to reality, not as a 

fully adequate theory.”132      

So if strategic theorists proceeded from a questionable description of the world, 

what about their advocacy of policies? Did policymakers follow their guidelines or 

implement particular policies? Here the evidence is mixed, because while policymakers 

certainly used the rubric of deterrence, they neither seemed to buy the logic ‘all the way 

down’ nor did they implement policies consistent with the logic of deterrence. I will 

present two critiques. Marc Trachtenberg answers that the initial target of the strategic 

thinkers was the policy of massive retaliation that the US government followed in the 

                                                 
131 For a summary of the psychological limitations to deterrence, see Jervis, Meaning of the Nuclear 
Revolution, 136-173. For how American decision-makers reveal a contradictory logic in their justification 
of nuclear policies, see Kull, Minds at War. Also see Robert Jervis, Richard Ned Lebow and Janice Gross 
Stein, Psychology and Deterrence (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1985).  
132 Schelling, Strategy of Conflict, 16-20. Brodie offered a similar caveat: “the rationality upon which 
deterrence must be based is ultimately frangible”; Strategy, 280, emphasis mine. This statement is 
interesting because it points out while rationality is likely to break down, deterrence is still based on the 
assumption that it will function. The assumption is necessary for the theory, more than a statement of fact.   
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early 1950’s.133 Massive retaliation, for the strategists, committed the US to an 

unthinkingly reflexive response that did not allow bargaining or maneuver. Strategic 

thought therefore arose as a means for developing a range of strategic responses, 

including limited war, that would better serve the United States in its pursuit of its 

interests. Trachtenberg dates the ascendancy of strategic thought between 1952 and 1966, 

the latter date being the publication of Arms and Influence. However, Trachtenberg 

argued that the Kennedy administration was moving away from massive retaliation to 

‘flexible response’ in the early 1960’s, so while strategic thought may have had 

something to do with the change, it became steadily less relevant as its target was 

scrapped by various administrations. Hence Trachtenberg suggests that the appeal of 

strategic thought declined after massive retaliation was rejected, and the paradoxes 

pointed out by Brodie and Schelling were not resolved. Indeed, the paradoxes were such 

that Brodie did not even try to offer answers.134 Strategic thought, Trachtenberg suggests, 

reached its high point in 1966 and then declined because it posed problems on an abstract 

level, divorced from historical conditions, and in any case, it could not resolve these 

problems. Having been overtaken by developments in the policy world, and bedeviled by 

its own contradictions, Trachenberg suggests that strategic thought seemed to lose its 

relevance. Yet, policies like flexible response and limited nuclear war (e.g. NUTS) were 

essentially developments of premises, and, in the case of Kahn, actual concepts, of 

strategic thought. These developments in the policy world, even as they seemed to 

                                                 
133 Trachtenberg, “Strategic Thought in America,” 329-331. The key statement on massive retaliation is 
John Foster Dulles, “Policy for security and peace,” Foreign Affairs, 32(3): 1954. See Schelling arguing 
against an unthinking nuclear response in veiled terms; Arms and Influence, 31-34.  
134 The key paradox for Trachtenberg is, on the one hand, that nuclear war between great powers is an 
absurdity; on the other, there are temptations to use nuclear weapons for political purposes other than 
deterrence. He points out, accurately, that “it was not that separate factions rallied around each of these two 
poles… the striking thing (about strategic thought) was that people were attracted to both approaches, often 
at the same time”; Trachtenberg, “Strategic Thought,” 301-302, 327.  
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diverge from the advocated policies of particular strategic thinkers, confirmed and 

reiterated their work in two ways. Flexible response and the like did not make nuclear 

weapons more usable in practice, preserving the gap between nuclear weapons at the 

level of the text and the decision to use them. And these policies reiterated the need for 

the state to manage nuclear order.    

Robert Jervis suggests that the details of the nuclear balance, theories of limited 

war and other such key concerns for strategic thinkers were more or less irrelevant 

because the fear of nuclear war dissuaded policymakers from taking any risks. Hence the 

famed stability-instability paradox was really not a paradox at all, because no one wanted 

to take the chance of escalation.135 Similarly, the ‘threat that left something to chance’ 

was not a tactic that decision-makers were going to risk, precisely because they could not 

take the chance, however minute, of escalation. The low number of crises, while not 

conclusive, suggests the unwillingness of decision-makers to engage in brinkmanship at 

all. This indicated that the commitment to Mutually Assured Destruction was ‘a fact, not 

a policy.’136 What Jervis means is that mutual vulnerability was insuperable, despite 

technological advances. If lower-level instability escalated, states were faced with nuclear 

war. Given the many constraints to controlling lower-level instability (psychological, 

accidents, misperception) the overwhelming risk of nuclear war served as a great 

disincentive to engage in aggressive actions that could lead to escalation. MAD was 

therefore not a conscious policy but something prior to the framing of policy that was 

                                                 
135 This meant that because of stability at a strategic level, because no one wanted to declare nuclear war, 
there were incentives for adventurism at a tactical level; Jervis, Meaning of Nuclear Revolution, 19-23.  
136 Jervis defines ‘actually existing MAD’ as MAD-4, where mutual vulnerability cannot be counteracted 
by technological advances hence “the impossibility of protecting the state should the other seek to destroy 
it (i.e. the impossibility of deterrence by denial at the highest level) alters the purpose of military options 
and renders questionable the efficacy of defense by denial at lower levels of violence”; Meaning of Nuclear 
Revolution, 79.   
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shared by actors regardless of their personal beliefs. Hence Jervis calls it a fact, but it 

seems more like a norm or a social fact: an intersubjective structure of belief that serves 

as the setting for individual actions. MAD is a norm that structures policy, laying out 

boundaries within which states pursue their interests. Jervis’ own analysis foregrounds 

the importance of beliefs on either side, such as when he writes, “it is hard to conceive of 

either side launching a major strike as long as it believed there was a chance that peace 

could be preserved if it did not do so… thus creating an atmosphere in which people 

believe that war is extremely unlikely would be a major contribution to peace.”137  

Lawrence Freedman’s conclusion on nuclear deterrence is broadly similar to 

Jervis’ and bears quoting: 

What we do know is that since 1945 Europe has been at peace. This underlines 

the point that nuclear deterrence may be a viable policy even if it is not credible; 

the legion of uncertainties means that no one could contemplate aggression with 

a confident forecast of the full consequences. Despite preparations for nuclear 

war as if it could be tamed and controlled, it is probably the fear of the whole 

process getting out of control that is probably the strongest source of caution in 

the modern world… (deterrence) works less through conditional threats but 

through a sense of a wholly unacceptable risk.138 

‘Viable even if it is not credible’: this is the crucial line that places the critics of strategic 

thought in their own paradox. On the one hand, deterrence has not resolved the paradoxes 

which it originally grappled with. On the other hand, it is still viable, and has worked, in 

a way, to keep the Cold War cold, and to keep the possibility of absolute war in the 

                                                 
137 Jervis, Meaning of the Nuclear Revolution, 224, emphasis mine.  
138 Freedman, Evolution of Nuclear Strategy, 430-431. 
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nuclear era in check.139 What is going on here, when something that does not work 

according to its own abstract logic of threat and counter-threat yet functions at a far more 

concrete level to keep the world peaceful?  

 The critics have been caught in the same logical categories of the strategists. It 

will be recalled that the strategists acknowledged the paradoxes but then proceeded, 

through their various games and systems analysis, to bracket and foreclose them. The 

foreclosure enabled them to ignore the challenge posed by Herz and Morgenthau, a 

challenge to the order of international politics, and through this restage the state and 

state-based order. The critics evaluated strategic thought on the basis of how it protected 

or endangered the state, hence evaluating the strategic thinkers by the criteria that Herz 

and Morgenthau had argued was no longer the correct criteria to evaluate international 

politics.140 This can be seen by omission: the critics did not, after revealing the fallacies 

of strategic thought, voice any doubts about the continuing salience of the state or call for 

a ‘return to Morgenthau’ or some such metaphor. More specifically, if the strategists 

                                                 
139 Although this is disputed: Mueller has argued that the USSR was a status quo power and hence nuclear 
weapons did not deter the Soviets because they did not want to fight a war anyway; Lebow and Gross Stein 
have argued that deterrence raised mistrust and contributed to high defense budgets and arms-racing. See 
John Mueller, “The Essential Irrelevance of Nuclear Weapons,” International Security 13(2): 1988; 
Richard Ned Lebow and Janice Gross Stein, We All Lost the Cold War (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1995). These critiques have their relevance, but one could say in summary that an already relatively 
stable bipolar system was rendered even more stable by the heightened cost of war. Within this, however, 
there were incentives towards internal balancing and other such bellicose behavior which elevated 
suspicion but did not lead to escalation, because policymakers were unwilling to decide on war. If Mueller 
were right, then the beginning of the Cold War should have seen calls that an era of great power peace had 
arrived. We have seen the opposite, from three perspectives. First, those such as Herz have suggested that 
nuclear weapons render everyone vulnerable. Second, Schelling argued that, regardless of Soviet 
intentions, one should be capable of deterring any possible attack. Third, Wohlstetter assumed the Soviets 
were expansionary and would attack if they saw vulnerability, and hence the US must prepare to fight wars. 
From different perspectives, insecurity had increased to an existential level, quite contrary to what we 
would expect from a world with two status quo powers with little incentive to change the existing order. 
This is what Aron meant by ‘enemy partners,’ that while the US and USSR had an interest in not fighting, 
they were still enemies. That said, on ideological grounds, it is difficult to see the United States and the 
USSR being status quo. On this, see Odd Arne Westad, The Global Cold War: Third World Interventions 
and the Making of Our Times (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005). 
140 Herz argued that the criteria should be the sustainability of the way of life for the planet as a whole.  
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failed at restaging the state, their critics should have recognized, as Herz did, that the 

state’s inability to declare total war had reduced its functional value and made one of two 

arguments. One, as the state’s functional value declines with its inability to wage war, the 

critics should reiterate the need for the sorts of organizational changes that Herz 

advocated. Two, if the state can no longer declare war or protect its public in war, critics 

should argue that the state needs to find a new functional rationale; for example 

protecting its public from economic dislocation.141 The critics of strategic thought do 

neither, instead evaluating the efficacy (or lack thereof) of nuclear strategy in fighting 

war and increasing state power.  

The strategists may have failed in theorizing a coherent framework for the state to 

broadcast power, but their effort was never just about deterrence. It was, mostly 

unintentionally, about returning the possibility of positive action to the state by 

formulating policies which could only be implemented by the state and frames of 

reference which evaluated ‘success’ in terms of the extent to which various policies 

secured the state.142 The critics disagreed about the value of this positive action, but they 

                                                 
141 This is an implication of John Ruggie’s argument on embedded liberalism. It is not correct to infer that 
the inability to fight war led to a change in the state’s basis of legitimation. The post-1945 Western state 
did not move to a purely economic role, but retained a significant war-making capacity in two ways. First, 
it marshaled nuclear weapons without using them; second, it fought, or was involved in, a number of 
limited wars where efforts were made to avoid escalation. In a different argument, Daniel Deudney has 
suggested that in the face of nuclear weapons, modern states have and should move closer to a republican 
state-form to mitigate the risks of anarchy, and further, to world government. That they have not suggests 
that the nuclear era has seen the restaging of the war-fighting state despite an acknowledgment that the state 
cannot fight war, as this chapter has argued. These arguments have a progressive trajectory that ignores the 
sort of backsliding that I have charted. See, respectively, John Ruggie, “International Regimes, 
Transactions, and Change: Embedded Liberalism in the Postwar Economic System,” International 
Organization 36(2): 1982; Daniel Deudney, Bounding Power: Republican Security Theory from the Polis 
to the Global Village (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006). Thanks to David Leon for the latter 
reference.    
142 That enabling positive action was not unintentional can be seen in Kissinger writing about avoiding 
inaction and anomie in the face of nuclear war; Nuclear Weapons, 428. Kissinger at least, and Kahn 
probably, intended to restore the possibility of positive action per se. Can we say they intended to restore 
the state? Not directly, but it certainly was a consequence, which, if unintended, was certainly foreseeable.   
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did not question that it was the state that had to do it. It is no surprise that the critics do 

not question the ‘ontology’ of states in anarchy. So ultimately it is not the ‘fact’ of 

deterrence and the way it makes the state the ‘decisive political entity’ that is questioned, 

but the ways of taking advantage of ‘the threat that leaves something to chance’ and other 

such bargaining methods. Put briefly, the critics questioned the validity of what strategic 

thinkers said and the efficacy of what they said they were doing but left more or less 

untouched what they actually brought about, whether or not the strategists intended or 

named it. The extent of deterrence’s continuing impact can be seen in Kenneth Waltz’s 

advocacy for ‘more nuclear powers,’ because if more states have nuclear weapons, MAD 

will make them unlikely to engage in aggression, improving prospects for peace. 

Unfortunately, the counter, from Scott Sagan, does not question the logic of deterrence, 

but suggests that newer nuclear powers are not capable, because of incompetence or 

corruption, of protecting their nuclear facilities.143 Again, we see the criterion of 

evaluation is what the state can or can not do. This, I submit, is what strategic thought has 

actually done, an impact that is far more consequential than effecting specific policies or 

even offering an accurate depiction of how people behave. Strategic thought reoriented 

thinking about international politics, returning it to theorizing a system of states 

constituting themselves through their ability to make absolute war and to engage in 

conquest on behalf of the protection and well-being of the nation.   

 So we might, more sympathetically, reinterpret strategic thought and its various 

formulations of deterrence, limited war, nuclear balance etc, in two ways. First, while 

they may not have been accurate in the details, they did restage the framework within 

which even their critics thought: the efficacy of state action, namely war-fighting, in the 
                                                 
143 Sagan and Waltz, Spread of Nuclear Weapons.  
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nuclear world. Second, more fundamentally, the various formulations functioned to 

restore, illusorily, the appearance of positive action. The various incremental strategies of 

limited nuclear war proposed by Kahn and Kissinger may have been moot because of the 

risk of total war. However, these strategies functioned on a textual level that did not lead 

to a decision on war, but had real effects nevertheless. Textually, they gave the 

impression that the state was capable of marshalling nuclear weapons to wage war, and 

avoided the descent into hopelessness and inaction, just as Kissinger had advocated. This 

was deeply consequential; it led to the rise of the national security state that can 

accumulate weaponry without having to expend it, hence creating a need to control its 

own stockpiles in order to prevent war and accidents.144 

In other words, because deterrence did not consistently represent the world, it 

provided a frame to think within it. We should here distinguish between deterrence as a 

data container that marks a distinct referent, specifically a policy based on an assured 

second-strike capability that will invariably deter the other side from attacking, and 

deterrence as a frame that can contain contradictory beliefs without those beliefs 

collapsing the frame itself. Deterrence did not translate into the policy its logic predicted, 

for the US and USSR had nuclear weapons far in excess of the assured second-strike 

capability.145 Nor did policymakers necessarily buy into the logic, holding contradictory 

views, such as deterring conflict and, if deterrence failed, preparing to fight war.146 

                                                 
144 Yergin, Shattered Peace. On how war in the nuclear era is a matter of pure logistics that requires the 
state to marshal resources without expending them, see Paul Virilio, Pure War (New York: Semiotext(e), 
1983), 22-26. 
145 On how this follows from the logic of deterrence, see McCanles, “Machiavelli and the Paradoxes of 
Deterrence.” 
146 For examples, see Kull, Minds at War, 77-81. Kull’s work shows the psychological difficulty for 
policymakers and analysts to reconcile themselves to MAD, which resulted in continuing contradictions at 
the level of beliefs and even policies. I am sympathetic to understanding nuclear strategy as a coping 
mechanism that contains, but never reconciles, the cognitive dissonance policymakers felt. But this ‘inner 
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However, deterrence as a frame could certainly contain, if not reconcile, both 

contradictory beliefs.147 In other words, the logic of deterrence contains the possibility 

that it may fail, for example if a crackpot leader launches a surprise attack, in which case 

one must be prepared for it and ready to fight war even if doing so assures your 

destruction. Policymakers generally did not buy into its logic; rather they followed the 

contradictory policies deterrence and its breakdown framed. As a frame, nuclear strategy 

maintained cognitive dissonance without allowing that dissonance to rise to the level of 

rejecting deterrence itself. For example, policymakers talked of their own belief in 

deterrence, but doubted that the Soviets understood the logic, and hence the US needed to 

arm itself beyond minimum second-strike capability.148 On the Soviet side, Khrushchev 

pointed out that “when I was appointed First Secretary of the Central Committee and 

learned all the facts about nuclear power I couldn’t sleep for several days… then I 

became convinced that we could never possibly use these weapons, and I was able to 

sleep again… but all the same, we must be prepared.”149 It is precisely the ‘but,’ that 

deterrence might break down, that leads policymakers to ‘prepare’ nuclear strategies far 

in excess of deterrence, yet still refer to it.  

Therefore the contradictory policies, while violating the strict logic of deterrence, 

are entirely consistent with deterrence as a frame through which to think through nuclear 

policy: we would like to believe in deterrence, but in case the other fellow doesn’t, we 

must be prepared. One can talk of deterrence and fighting nuclear war, indeed the latter 

                                                                                                                                                 
conflict’ must be understood as stemming from the crisis of the institution, the state, in which individuals 
find themselves having to formulate policy, not their own pathologies.   
147 One could also understand deterrence as a literary device that holds together diverse narratives, as 
Frederic Jameson described the figure of Don Quixote; The Ideologies of Theory, Vol. 1 (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1988), 7.   
148 See Kull, Minds at War, 132-133.     
149 Quoted in Jervis, Meaning of Nuclear Revolution, 20, emphasis mine.  
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stems from the ever-possible failure of the former.150 Ultimately, what matters is the 

performative and iterable dimension of strategic thought; through repeated games and 

tactical analysis, the contradictions of deterrence actually restage the state, for it is the 

state that must deter the opponent and the state that must prepare to fight war in case 

deterrence fails. The state must act as if it could wage absolute war, as if it was a more 

destructive version of the nineteenth-century European state. However, this restaging 

obscures how the basis of the nineteenth-century state, the compact between sovereign 

and governed, is being undermined precisely by the restaging. That is, through the 

various games of deterrence the population, rather than being protected, was being placed 

at mortal risk. Only through placing the population at mortal risk could the state be 

restaged as the actor capable of managing deterrence. That this is missed is the success of 

strategic thought. The truth-value of deterrence’s assumptions, the efficacy of the policies 

and the extent to which policymakers bought into it were not as important as the fact that 

so many smart people engaged in it so seriously, both formulating it and critiquing it. 

Indeed, deterrence as a frame functioned because it missed the mark, like a letter that 

does not arrive, but still generates expectations and affects behavior.151       

 So Schelling ultimately won, because even as astute a critic as Jervis is ‘more 

Schelling than Schelling.’152 Jervis suggests that once a second-strike capability is 

secured, there are no incentives to fight at lower levels of violence. The various 

bargaining games are irrelevant, because no state will engage in aggressive behavior that 

                                                 
150 And conversely, one can prepare for war yet not fight it in the name of deterrence. Deterrence as frame 
preserves the gap between the textual strategies and the actual inability to decide on war.   
151 Famous literary examples of the letter that does not arrive are Edgar Allan Poe’s ‘Purloined Letter’ and 
Gabriel Garcia Marquez’s ‘No One Writes to the Colonel.’ For analysis as to how the letter may not reach 
its intended recipient, but still cause people to alter their behavior, see Jacques Derrida, “Le Facteur de la 
Verite,” in The Post Card (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), 444.    
152 Thanks to Ron Krebs for this formulation.  
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can lead to misperceptions, given second-strike forces. But if Jervis were right, 

policymakers should also have been happy with an assured second-strike capability,153 

trusted the prospects for peace and not prepared to fight wars or worried about the 

military balance. That they did not suggests that policymakers were simultaneously 

unwilling to decide on war and unwilling to trust in deterrence, hence pursued policies 

that aggrandized state destructive power, if not the ability to use it, and required the state 

all the more. Jervis suggests that the relative peace and lack of crises indicate that 

“perhaps, then, the United States and the Soviet Union have been more successful at 

ameliorating their underlying political disputes than they have been at managing their 

military policies… the latter, designed to preserve the peace and other national values, 

have become a problem rather than a solution, an independent source of friction and 

conflict.”154 Jervis is criticizing US decision-makers for not strictly following the 

principles of deterrence! The military policies, Jervis implies, are irrational when looked 

at from the point of view of keeping the state secure, if the state followed the logic of 

deterrence, under which protection the US could ameliorate its political differences with 

the USSR and arrive at a peace both desired. But from the point of view of restaging the 

state, the ever-more complex and shifting military strategies were precisely what restaged 

the state by giving it an elevated role without fighting war. The ‘meaning of the nuclear 

revolution’ is not just that the fear of escalation forestalls conflict at all levels, but more 

precisely, that even though the fear of escalation forestalls conflict at all levels, state 

                                                 
153 Of course, knowing just when a second-strike capability is secure is a matter of conjecture that invites 
more, not less, stockpiling. So it is entirely consistent with Jervis’ argument for someone to advocate 
building more warheads because one cannot know what constitutes a secure second-strike capability.  
154 Jervis, Meaning of the Nuclear Revolution, 106.  
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actors must prepare and act as if that were not the case, for otherwise there would be no 

need for the state at all.  

 In our terms, Jervis confirms the inability to decide, but, as a consequence, rejects 

the need for nuclear strategy as positive action as futile, even dangerous. I have argued 

that it was precisely in its futility that strategic thought worked. The critics confirm, 

through their critiques, that the strategists restaged, indeed secured, the state as a central 

actor, even if the state could not do very much in terms of positive action, and what 

positive action it proposed actually made life more dangerous. The critics evaluate the 

extent to which strategic thought did or did not serve state goals and ironically confirm 

that it is the state that should be the referent for such thought. And by confirming the 

state’s inability to decide to declare war, they confirm the gap between nuclear strategy 

as text and the ‘real’ impotence of the state. We can understand the restaging as a mime, 

where an actor cannot speak as such, for the state is ‘hollowed out’ in two important 

senses. It cannot make absolute war in the name of the nation. And the way it is restaged 

is precisely to place the nation at mortal risk as a more or less permanent hostage.  

 So to the question, did strategic thought succeed in restoring positive action to the 

state, the answer is both ‘No’ and ‘Yes.’ ‘No’ because its assumptions were faulty and 

the logic paradoxical, hence policymakers did not trust it entirely. As a consequence, 

policymakers tried to reduce the risk of escalation, and maintained the gap between 

textual strategy and the inability to decide, or take positive action. But ‘yes’ more 

significantly, because strategic thought restored the appearance of positive action, 

making the state not just the referent for thinking about nuclear strategy, even in its 

purely textual form, but the very agent of it. Yet, the state being restaged was not the 
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nineteenth century European state, because not only did this state not engage in absolute 

war, but more consequentially, by placing the population at permanent mortal risk, it 

undermined, if not erased, the constitutive compact between sovereign and governed. The 

critics of deterrence have missed this paradoxical restaging, evidenced in how, in a 

particularly meaningful metaphor, Jervis concludes by arguing for the “The Continuing 

Relevance of Clausewitz,” by which he means the primacy of political objectives in war. 

Eleven years before Jervis wrote this, another essay with a similar argument had 

appeared, titled “The Continuing Relevance of On War.” Its author was Bernard 

Brodie.155 

                                                 
155 I do not know if this omission is intentional or not, because that particular Brodie essay is not cited 
(Jervis cites Brodie’s more general references to Clausewitz in War and Politics), although it was in print 
when Jervis was writing (Brodie died in 1978), and Jervis cites the Princeton edition of Clausewitz that 
features the essay. See Jervis, Meaning of the Nuclear Revolution, 12, 251-257; Bernard Brodie, “The 
Continuing Relevance of On War” in Carl von Clausewitz, On War, trans. Michael Howard and Peter Paret 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984).  
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3.7. Conclusion: Out of Joint 

Now, if sovereign force is silent, it is not for lack of speaking – it might go on 

speaking endlessly – but for lack of meaning.156 

The nuclear era began with a paradox encapsulated in this chapter’s epigraph: at the 

moment the state had maximum war-making capability, “harnessing… the basic power of 

the universe” in Truman’s phrase, it found itself unable to use it. As Dulles said, no man 

should have the “power to decide” on a war in which tens of millions would die. This 

diminished both state power and the primary mode of state-making. This paradox 

proliferated strategies that remained at the level of textual artifacts, because states did not 

decide to wage absolute war. Observers saw this as a fundamental crisis for the state, and 

called for different forms of order that could better manage nuclear weapons. To this, 

strategic thinkers acknowledged the need to avoid war, but argued this was best achieved 

by policies such as deterrence and limited nuclear war, which implicitly restaged the state 

by making it more important in marshalling and controlling nuclear weapons. Thinkers 

such as Brodie articulated the concepts, and others, such as Wohlstetter, provided the 

idiom through which one could operationalize these policies, hence elevating the role of 

the state as referent and agent of these policies.  Strategic thinkers did not, however, 

bridge the gap between nuclear weapons as text and the actual decision to use them: they 

never convinced policymakers to actually use nuclear weapons. As a result, policymakers 

rarely fully bought into the logic of deterrence but instead pursued contradictory policies. 

However, nuclear strategy still functioned as a frame through which cognitive dissonance 

could be accommodated without rejecting deterrence itself. As the state was the agent of 

                                                 
156 Jacques Derrida, Rogues: Two Essays on Reason, trans. Pascale Anne-Brault and Michael Naas (Palo 
Alto: Stanford University Press, 2005), 101. 
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deterrence, nuclear policies that were ‘viable but not credible’ avoided a questioning of 

the state-form and implicitly restaged the state. That, I argue, was its real triumph: it 

allowed for the pursuit of various strategies at a textual level, which enabled the 

appearance of positive action, without ever actually restoring it. Indeed the restaging 

marked a contradiction where the compact between sovereign and governed underpinning 

the development of the modern state was undermined by the fact that the governed were 

actively exposed to mortal risk by nuclear strategy, rather than protected.  

 We might further summarize this chapter as follows. Nuclear weapons and 

strategy, functioning at the level of the text, produces an enduring contradiction. The state 

becomes simultaneously unable to decide on war, as the destructiveness of war increases 

with ever more esoteric nuclear strategies, and the state becomes more necessary to 

manage the nuclear arsenals it cannot use. The efforts of the strategic thinkers to develop 

a new conceptual and tactical lexicon for an unprecedented military age show us the gap 

between nuclear strategy as text and the actual inability to decide on war, most obviously 

in Schelling’s seminal argument that the whole purpose of coercive diplomacy was to 

force the other side to make the final decision, in which eventuality the other side would 

doubtless step back from the brink, or in our terms could not decide to go to war. In 

elevating this inability to decide as a tool to be used in diplomacy, strategic thinkers 

restaged the state, in its very impotence, as the agent and locus of positive action in the 

nuclear age.       

 The movement is summarized in the schematic below. In reaction to the advent of 

nuclear weapons, the suitability of the state was questioned as the central unit of 

international order. If, during the European era of state formation, the state developed to 
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fight wars better, the nuclear era created a significant problem. At a functional level, the 

nuclear-armed state could neither defend its public, as Herz suggested, nor fight wars 

successfully, in Liddell Hart’s formulation. Morgenthau summed this up as meaning that 

at the moment of its greatest power, the state was unable to use that power to achieve its 

goals. Strategic thought responded to this challenge, arguing first that to reject the 

possibility of war was to write a blank check to the other side (Kissinger). Others 

articulated ways of channeling latent force in order to hold the other’s population hostage 

and create opportunities for bargaining (Schelling), or strategies of preparation for the 

aftermath of nuclear war (Kahn). The net impact was to reiterate a role for the state. This 

role was not a return to the European war-fighting model. Rather, the rationale of the 

state was to prevent or limit war so nuclear order could be maintained, with the state as 

its presumptively central organizing unit. The nuclear world was even more of a statist 

world, yet detached from the nation in whose name it governed. 
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If the gap between nuclear strategy as text and the inability to decide was not 

bridged, where does that leave the state? What are the implications for the state if war, 

the mode of emergence of the state, has become too dangerous? And what of the 

international system, which from 1945 was facing the dissemination of the state? These 

questions will be taken up in the next chapter, but I can hint at three provisional answers. 

First and foremost, the state emerges from this period as the presumptively central 

unit of international order. Nuclear strategies in particular presume a centralized locus of 

authority; without someone to threaten, deterrence makes no sense. Schelling points out 

“most conflict situations (are) essentially bargaining situations… situations in which the 

ability of one participant to gain his ends is dependent to an important degree on the 
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choices or decisions that the other participant will make.”157 This presumes, and 

necessitates, another party for bargaining to happen. Nuclear strategy, and the 

dissemination of nuclear weapons, makes ever more urgent the need to have states as the 

organizational unit of international politics. In other words, as the state loses both its 

functional status158 and its ability to wage war, it is required and desired all the more. 

But, and this is crucial, it is now external powers, and the international community as a 

whole, that need states as enemy-partners because states, no matter how unpleasant, have 

little incentive to use nuclear weapons, and can be deterred. This is a contrast to the 

situation at the end of the Great War, where colonized people, or at least their leaders, 

demanded the state as the basis of organization. We can schematically represent this 

peculiar switching. During the colonial period, non-European people were said not to 

have states, hence justifying their conquest. Anti-colonial nationalism asserted that 

colonized people had state traditions and called for their recognition, which were granted 

at the end of struggles. As postcolonial states faced problems in consolidating their 

power, Western powers asserted the need for these societies to be organized as states, 

even if the states had to be built in the imperial mode that had previously provoked 

resistance and failed!159 In the nuclear era, the need for states is felt more from outside 

                                                 
157 Schelling, Strategy of Conflict, 5.  
158 Arguably, a nuclear-armed state increases the level of possible risk to its public, if it provokes its rival to 
arm as well. When Pakistan armed in response to the Indian nuclear tests of 1998, Indian cities became far 
more vulnerable. See Ghosh, Countdown, 88-106.    
159 I have elsewhere argued that we should understand the colony as ‘the original failed state’; Arjun 
Chowdhury, “The Colony as Exception (Or, why do I have to kill you more than once?),” borderlands e-
journal 6(3): 2007. For broader arguments that non-European societies have been denied recognition of 
their indigenous state-form, or have had a state-form imposed upon them, see Basil Davidson, The Black 
Man’s Burden: Africa and the Curse of the Nation-State (New York: Times Books, 1992); Ranajit Guha, 
History at the Limit of World-History (New York: Columbia University Press, 2002).  
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the states themselves, as from inside them, where rulers may be despotic and on occasion 

the population resists not just the regime but state authority itself.160    

Second, the constraints nuclear powers face on deciding to wage total war 

transforms the calculus of state-making. In the absence of such war, the exigency forcing 

rulers to forge a bond with the governed is reduced. Indeed, the restaging of the state as 

capable of nuclear war undermines, if not erases, that bond. Non-nuclear powers do 

indeed wage war, but nuclear weapons, as the currency of great power status, remain an 

object of desire that signify power in excess of winning wars. Possessing nuclear 

weapons also holds perverse incentives for autocrats seeking to preserve their power and 

not extend rights to the governed. Not only does an autocrat gain the capability to deter a 

rival with nuclear retaliation, deterrence reduces the risk of war and further reduces the 

need for an autocrat to grant rights to the population in return for soldiers and taxes. 

Indeed, one can have a perverse situation where an autocrat is given resources by foreign 

powers to safeguard his nuclear weapons from falling into the hands of his own people, 

who might use them for terrorism or traffic them!161 Arguably, external powers are more 

interested in the survival of such states than their own public. This indicates that the 

nuclear era has, in certain ways, reversed the incentives facing leaders. In the European 

instance, leaders declared war on foreign powers, institutionalized a compact with their 

public internally, and built states: the central relationship for state survival was with the 

internal population. In the nuclear era, the inability to decide on war undermines the bond 

                                                 
160 Or the form of popular resistance against the state does not found a new state, as will be discussed in the 
next chapter. Either way, resistance to state authority does not necessarily mean that the regime is the target 
and the goal is to keep the state and install a new regime: sometimes the target may be the state itself.  
161 This circumstance characterizes US aid to both Russia in the Cold War aftermath (Nunn-Lugar Act) and 
the more recent aid to Pakistan. See for example David Sanger and William Broad, “US Secretly Aids 
Pakistan in Guarding Nuclear Arms,” New York Times, November 18, 2007. 
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with the public by either reducing the need to recognize the governed or, in places where 

recognition was previously extended and institutionalized, by putting the public at mortal 

risk. This tendency is exacerbated by the provision of resources to deter opponents 

through military aid from outside. Relationships with external powers, whether the direct 

provision of aid or guarantees of protection, become more important in deterring conflict 

than internal balancing. In other words, in the nuclear era, the bond between ruler and 

ruled, so essential to the waging and winning of total wars, becomes less relevant to the 

preservation of the state as organizational unit, and the interest of the international 

community and outside powers in maintaining a stable center of authority increases.  

Third, the inter-state system can be said to be ‘out of joint.’162 The gap between 

deterrence as a textual strategy and the inability to fight war reduces the likelihood of 

state formation at the very moment that states are needed all the more from a systemic 

standpoint. This means that the inter-state system necessarily contains states that may not 

have formed, without the systemic exigencies that would force leaders to engage in state-

making. At the same time, the need for the system to be organized into states militates 

against the recognition of different forms of organization, such as multiple, overlapping 

sovereignties, because systemic stability, particularly nuclear stability, needs centralized 

loci of authority. The international system cannot be understood as a self-regulating 

system, as the various organic metaphors such as ‘balancing’ suggest.163 Rather, it is a 

system torn between, on the one hand, the necessity to have a world of stable states and, 

                                                 
162 One might of course point out that the precursor of the inter-state system, the imperial system, was 
equally ‘out of joint’ because the very factors that built the imperial system led to its collapse, as described 
in the previous chapter.   
163 On instability as a constitutive element of, not aberration from, systems themselves, see Robert Jervis, 
System Effects: Complexity in Political and Social Life (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997). This 
organic metaphor has led to many missteps in IR, of which the most significant and enduring has been the 
belief that states react mechanically to ‘objective’ changes in the distribution of capabilities under anarchy.   
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on the other, the difficulties that attend state consolidation and make it unlikely. The 

‘expectations of order’ that this dissertation is concerned with therefore tip the system 

‘out of joint.’    
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4. The Origins of Anarchy: Anti-colonial movements and postcolonial order 

The task of reconstruction can thus be simply stated: to allow the West Indian 

people… to become true men instead of what one critic has savagely called us, 

mimics.1 

 REPORTER: What do you think of Western civilization? 

 GANDHI: It would be a good idea.2 

4.1. Introduction 

We might ask: what about the postcolonial world? It seems to have the opposite problem: 

rather than restaging the state through nuclear strategies, the postcolonial world neither 

has nuclear weapons (for the most part), nor functioning states to restage at all. Even if 

nuclear weapons have brought down the systemic likelihood of conflict, we still have to 

ascertain what happened in the transition from empire and after that compromised the 

building of strong states within the postcolonial world. As indicated by the language of 

‘state weakness’ and ‘state failure,’ the states in question have fallen short of something. 

The assumption is that failed states have fallen short of emulating the strong Euro-

American state. ‘Failure’ in this context means the failure to reproduce the national state 

that developed from the period of the military revolution onwards, which exercised direct 

rule, and possessed centralized bureaucracies and standing armies.3 In response, Western 

policymakers and academics advocate ‘nation-building,’ or the restoration of functioning 

central institutions that will police territory effectively. The goal, in one scholar’s term, is 

                                                 
1 Eric Williams, Eric E. Williams Speaks: Essays on Colonialism and Independence (Amherst: University 
of Massachusetts Press, 1993), 276. This critic was most probably VS Naipaul, also of Trinidad, who wrote 
The Mimic Men in 1967.  
2 Quoted in Prasenjit Duara, “The Discourse of Civilization and Pan-Asianism,” Journal of World History 
12(1): 2001, 99.  
3 Charles Tilly, Coercion, Capital, and European States: AD 990-1992 (Cambridge: Blackwell, 1992); 
Brian Downing, The Military Revolution and Political Change: Origins of Democracy and Autocracy in 
Early Modern Europe (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992). 
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‘to get to Denmark.’4 In other words, as non-Western publics have been unable to 

emulate the Euro-American state, Western states, aid agencies and international 

institutions should cooperate with local intermediaries in building these states.  

 Despite the geographical, cultural, and religious diversity, most of these states 

gained independence between 1945 and 1970. There are various perspectives on how 

colonialism has affected state functioning in postcolonial polities. In general, the 

variations in outcomes between colonial rule and postcolonial outcomes seem to preclude 

the drawing of a general causal relationship. Yet, this relationship is particularly salient at 

a macro-level because state-building ventures, even those aimed at promoting democracy, 

often involve external intervention and the effective control of another state’s sovereignty 

by great powers. At the micro-level, state-building advocates have mined colonial 

policies for lessons on counterinsurgency, for example.5 Insofar as contemporary nation-

building has echoes of empire, empire is a crucial, if normally unacknowledged, aspect of 

the broader strategy of nation-building. Previous imperial projects, and the response to 

them on the part of the colonized, therefore hold significant lessons for the contemporary 

moment.   

The puzzle motivating this chapter is: why have postcolonial states not emulated 

Western states and reproduced the pattern of war and empire that characterized European 

state formation, and is there any relationship between European colonialism and this lack 

of emulation? Briefly, postcolonial states have been unwilling or unable to emulate Euro-

                                                 
4 For a description of this idea, see Francis Fukuyama, State-Building: Governance and World Order in the 
21st Century (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2004), 22.  
5 The US Army has engaged in a process of organizational learning that draws on British experience in 
Malaya and French experience in Algeria. See, for example David Galula, Counterinsurgency Warfare: 
Theory and Practice (New York: Praeger, 1964); John Nagl, Counterinsurgency Lessons from Malaya and 
Vietnam: Learning to Eat Soup With a Knife (Westport: Praeger, 2002); Department of Army, US 
Army/Marine Corps Counterinsurgency Field Manual (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007). 
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American states because their emergence from empire involved in some degree a 

rejection of the Euro-American model.6 It is not that they tried to emulate European states 

and failed, but that they barely tried at all and are unlikely to want to try, for reasons I lay 

out. During the independence struggles, elites promised their publics that they would at 

the very least not repeat the colonial order: they sought instead to found a different order. 

This made emulation difficult at two levels. First, many postcolonial states consciously 

sought not to emulate the colonial power. Second, those that did faced opposition and 

recalcitrance from their public, who had been promised a different order. It is the gap 

between the promise of anti-colonial nationalism and the inability to replace the colonial 

order that leads to the problem of weak states. This transforms the nature of anarchy in 

the postcolonial world, reducing the level of systemic threat and making absolute war less 

likely. Insofar as current nation-building efforts seek to foster emulation through outside 

intervention, they are likely to run up against similar problems, and fail to bring about 

their broader transformative agenda. 

 In this chapter, I focus on the content of anti-colonial ideas. My key contention is 

that anti-colonial ideas should be treated as a more or less unified body rather than 

individual nationalisms for two reasons. First, anti-colonial nationalists collaborated with 

each other and were fellow travelers in transnational movements like African socialism. 

Second, anti-colonial ideas often preceded the formation of particular nation-states after 

decolonization. Leopold Senghor, for example, may have been the leader of postcolonial 

Senegal, but Senegal itself was a small part of French West Africa, for which Senghor 

spoke. To view a particular anti-colonial leader from the standpoint of the decolonized 

                                                 
6 On an early argument as to this point, see JP Nettl, “The State as a Conceptual Variable,” World Politics 
20(4): 1968, 589-591.  
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state she/he led is a retroactive classification that diminishes the broader context 

animating anti-colonialism. As Young puts it, these ideas are “united by a common 

political and moral consensus towards the history and legacy of western colonialism… 

the claim of this history is that there was something particular about colonialism: it was 

not just any old oppression, any old form of injustice, or any old series of wars and 

territorial occupations.”7 It is this commonality and particularity, I argue, that precluded 

an uncritical emulation of the West.  

I refer primarily to the writings and speeches of prominent leaders. To narrow the 

scope, I focus on countries that were decolonized between 1940 and the early 1960’s. 

There are two reasons for this periodization. First, anti-colonial movements of this period 

understood their opponent to be capitalist national states (e.g. Britain), and not 

multiethnic, feudal empires (e.g. Russia).8 This is important because the anti-colonial 

ideas include a critique of capitalism, which influences policy choices after 

decolonization.9 Second, in contrast to earlier anti-colonial arguments, these movements 

aimed towards evicting alien rule. Earlier anti-colonial writers, by contrast, often did not 

see independence as feasible.10 From Africa, I look at Jomo Kenyatta, Kwame Nkrumah, 

Julius Nyerere, and Leopold Senghor; from the Caribbean, Cheddi Jagan, and Eric 

                                                 
7 Robert JC Young, Postcolonialism: An Historical Introduction (Malden: Blackwell, 2001), 5; Kwame 
Nkrumah, Towards Colonial Freedom: Africa in the Struggle against World Imperialism (London: 
Heinemann, 1962), 2.  
8 Gayatri Spivak, Other Asias (Oxford: Blackwell, 2008), 6. 
9 I also include a discussion of anti-capitalist movements and how they resembled and differed from anti-
colonial movements.  
10 Indeed, right up to the 1920’s in India, Gandhi wrote that he did not aim for independence from Britain, 
but Parliamentary rule as part of Britain; MK Gandhi, Hind Swaraj (Ahmedabad: Navajivan Trust, 1938), 
15; Sudipta Kaviraj, “The Imaginary Institution of India,” in Partha Chatterjee and Gyanendra Pandey 
(eds.), Subaltern Studies VII (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1992), 6-7, 14-17. CLR James dated the 
West Indian independence movements as beginning in 1937; “A Convention Appraisal,” in Eric Williams, 
Eric E. Williams Speaks, 330. Also see Adu Boahen, African Perspectives on Colonialism (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1987), 75-76, 62-93. 
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Williams; from South Asia, MK Gandhi, and Jawaharlal Nehru. All of these leaders, 

except Gandhi, both played significant roles in anti-colonial movements and were leaders 

of the decolonized state. As such, they faced the challenge of postcolonial state-building, 

where they had to court support from their public. While there are significant differences, 

there is also a broader consistency across national and continental concerns. Anti-colonial 

ideas matter not just in the transition to independence, but also for the vision and promise 

of the postcolonial order leaders offered their public. The anti-colonial movements were 

often the first instance where the colonized public made common cause with elites in 

opposing colonial rule, while previously resistance had been disaggregated and 

autonomous.11 It is these ideas on which these leaders, and the postcolonial state more 

generally, were and continue to be judged. Insofar as the postcolonial state was founded 

on these ideas and did not live up to them, or diverged from them, lies the key to 

enduring state weakness and the nature of anarchy in the postcolonial world.12   

In this chapter, there will be a tension between a voluntaristic account, and the 

more structural tone taken by the dissertation as a whole. There is a reason for this: I am 

trying to avoid the appearance that changes in the structural context driven by the nuclear 

revolution and other developments in the Euro-American world determine what happens 

in the postcolonial world, and the efforts and desires of those in the postcolonial world 

have no impact. I am most focused on avoiding the representation that events in the 

postcolonial world are determined by some kind of lack; because absolute war was 

                                                 
11 Ranajit Guha, Dominance without Hegemony: History and Power in Colonial India (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1997), x-xi. This political identification did not, however, necessarily lead to the 
recognition-rights-identity compact that it did in Europe, because, once the colonial power was gone, the 
sovereign was not compelled to recognize the governed.  
12 Frederick Cooper, Africa since 1940: The Past of the Present (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
2002), 198.  
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lacking, states did not develop, for example; to the exclusion of the crucial question: why 

was absolute war lacking? Was it lacking just because the nuclear revolution compelled 

the great powers to prevent wars in the postcolonial world? Or was it because of an active 

claim and effort on the part of the colonized and formerly colonized themselves? I 

therefore use terms like ‘will’ and ‘desire’ that may appear overly voluntaristic, but this 

terminology should not be read as some sort of ‘toothless liberalism,’ to borrow a phrase.  

 That said, the structural and the unit-level accounts are not in contradiction, but 

in fact reinforce each other because they are each contingent responses to the same 

general problem: of absolute war and colonial expansion through which the European 

state developed. If anti-colonial movements sought to not emulate the European order 

that had enslaved them, it was an echo of the effort to reduce escalation and limit conflict 

in the structural context at large. In other words, the seemingly voluntarist emphasis 

might be problematic if the structural context militated against it; if, for example, the ex-

colonial powers sought to reimpose direct colonial rule (as opposed to supporting local 

allies), one might expect postcolonial states to attempt emulation more. But, because the 

structural context militated against direct imperial competition and such, postcolonial 

states were, at the very least, not put in a position where they had to emulate to survive. 

The two processes can be seen as different reactions to the problems of war and empire 

that had similar effects, namely, the reduction in conflict which diminishes the chances 

that the process of European state formation will be emulated.  

Finally, to argue that anti-colonial ideas are not a failure of emulation implies two 

important lessons. First, it indicates the limits of both the will and desire to be like 

Europe. This cautions us that the analytical effort to see only a lack of Europe is 
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misguided, and that the political effort to implant Europe is likely to fail. Second, we are 

able to understand the particularity of the postcolonial predicament, and the challenges it 

entails. Essentially, the problems faced by the postcolonial world are quite different from 

that faced by Europe. To examine these is to reclaim, in its self-conscious specificity and 

if necessary its failure, the task of the colonized: “to establish his identity, Caliban, after 

three centuries, must himself pioneer into regions that Caesar never knew.”13 

 The chapter is structured as follows. I first explore the peculiar challenge of the 

colonized: becoming a subject in a world where the only possible subject-position 

capable of action was that of the colonizer. I then explicate the distinctive response to 

empire more generally, before laying out the specific anti-statism of anti-colonial 

movements. This begs the question: why did anti-statist movements ultimately end with 

sovereign states? I explain how anti-colonial movements expanded state power rather 

than reduced it, without producing strong states. I also discuss the parallels and 

differences between postcolonial states and states that emerged from Marxist movements, 

before discussing the implications for international anarchy, particularly the norm of 

weak states and the (im)possibility of strong states in the contemporary systemic context: 

the reproduction of a crisis of state failure.      

                                                 
13 CLR James, Beyond a Boundary (Durham: Duke University Press, 1993), xxi.  
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4.2. The Challenge 

On both an individual and societal level, the response to colonialism was a complex 

process. Under colonial role, the European was a man, and the native not.14 Fanon stated 

the problem as, “at the risk of arousing the resentment of my colored brothers, I will say 

that the black is not a man.”15 This identifies the peculiar challenge of becoming a man, 

or a subject, in the colonial context, what Bhabha has called colonial ambivalence. On the 

one hand, a native is a non-entity in the colonial order of things. There is no subject-

position which simultaneously recognizes the native’s humanity and his specificity as a 

native: the native qua native is not a subject, not a man. On the other hand, to become a 

subject like the European, to become European, is to affirm the very order that enslaves 

the native. To emulate, in this context, is to confirm and affirm the power of the 

European order of things.  

Yet, even the native who wishes to emulate, and commits to emulate, can never 

actually become European. The native can, at best, be a mimic, “not white, not quite.”16 

Bhabha captures this, writing of Macaulay’s infamous ‘Minute on Indian Education,’ 

Macaulay can conceive of nothing other than ‘a class of interpreters between us 

and the millions whom we govern – a class of persons Indian in blood and color, 

but English in taste, in opinions, in morals and in intellect.’17 

The subject of this class is split/alienated.18 On the one hand, because he is Indian or non-

European in blood, he is not European and can never be European. On the other hand, he 

                                                 
14 I use the masculine to reflect the language of anti-colonial writers.  
15 Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks, trans. Charles Markmann (New York: Grove Press, 1967), 8. 
One might say that this is an exaggeration, for natives were recognized in a variety of ways. They were 
objects of desire; they were laborers; they were even granted limited rights. All this is true, but the general 
point remains that colonial rule was predicated on the inequality and inferiority of the colonized. Any 
granting of rights was at the discretion of the colonizer; the native was due nothing.  
16 Homi Bhabha, The Location of Culture (New York: Routledge, 1994), 89. 
17 Bhabha, Location of Culture, 87.  
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must separate himself from the other natives in order to serve his interpretive function: 

“the colonized is elevated above his jungle status in proportion to his adoption of the 

mother country’s cultural standards… he becomes whiter as he renounces his blackness, 

his jungle.”19 The problem is exacerbated by the difficulty of finding a positive 

foundation in the native’s own experience or life-world. The native is encouraged to think 

what Naipaul’s narrator articulated: “to be born on an Isabella, an obscure New World 

transplantation, second-hand and barbarous, was to be born to disorder.”20 This 

introduces an element of self-hatred that should, theoretically, compel the native to 

emulate the colonizer, even though he is aware that he cannot become the colonizer.21 

The native is thus unable to become a subject in any full sense. He is either a native, a 

non-entity, who is the object of his own hatred. Or he is a mimic, “pretend(ing) to be real, 

to be learning, to be preparing ourselves for life” in the “true, pure world” that would 

always be denied him.22 The combination of self-hatred (or at least hatred of native 

fellows), and frustration at the barrier to becoming European is evidenced by the Indian 

nationalist Bipin Chandra Pal, who wrote of the situation of the Indian Magistrate that he 

had not only passed a very rigid test on the same terms as British members of the 

service, but had spent the very best years of the formative period of their youth in 

Europe. Upon their return to the homeland, they practically lived in the same 

style as their brother Civilians, and almost religiously followed the social 

conventions and the ethical standards of the latter. In those days the India-born 

Civilian practically cut himself off from his parent society, and lived and moved 

                                                                                                                                                 
18 On splitting, see Fanon, Black Skin, 69, 112; Bhabha, Location of Culture, 43-45.  
19 Fanon, Black Skin, 18.  
20 VS Naipaul, The Mimic Men (London: Andre Deutsch, 1967), 141-142.  
21 See Albert Memmi, The Colonizer and the Colonized, trans. Howard Greenfeld (Boston: Beacon, 1967), 
120-121.  
22 Naipaul, Mimic Men, 175. 
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and had his being in the atmosphere so beloved of his British colleagues. In mind 

and manners he was as much an Englishman as any Englishman. It was no small 

sacrifice for him, because in this way he completely estranged himself from the 

society of his own people and became socially and morally a pariah among 

them… he was as much a stranger in his own native land as the European 

residents in the country.23   

Here, for the native, “to be Anglicized is emphatically not to be English.”24 The rejection 

of the native’s mimicry can be a cruel process, as Memmi writes, “all that the colonized 

has done to emulate the colonizer has met with disdain from the colonial masters… they 

explain to the colonized that all those efforts are in vain, that he only acquires an 

additional trait, that of being ridiculous.”25 

 Emulation is an ambivalent process because it is subject to contradictory forces in 

two ways. On the one hand, because emulation (or more correctly mimicry) is the 

institutional objective of the colonial order, for natives to emulate can only be understood 

by natives as the success of that order and further sign of their inferiority. The native who 

emulates is simultaneously a success story and a traitor. On the other hand, how is one to 

negate the colonial order and affirm a native order that has been stigmatized as inferior, 

savage, and the like? The problem is that the native order is not a positivity in its own 

right but defined by what it is not, namely the European order.26 In this instance, the 

native resists the colonial order but reaffirms his own inferiority in so doing, not to 

                                                 
23 Quoted in Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origins and Spread of 
Nationalism (London: Verso, 1991), 92-93. 
24 Bhabha, Location of Culture, 87, emphasis in original.  
25 Memmi, Colonizer and Colonized, 124, emphasis mine. The ridiculous nature of mimicry can also 
unsettle the colonizer, whether used intentionally or not.  
26 On how the Orient is a product of Europe, see Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage, 1978). On 
how the black is a “white man’s artifact,” see Fanon, Black Skin, 14, 93, 97.  
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mention shuts himself off from the paths of professional advancement available. Neither 

problem has a solution. Or more precisely, all solutions reinscribe the colonial logic.27   

This problem is exacerbated on a societal level by the fact that colonial rule was 

succeeded by a state. One of the objects of suspicion and targets of anti-colonial 

movements was the state itself, as I will detail below. The colonial state was the symbol 

of the native’s inability to rule himself;28 never having possessed a state, the native 

required alien rule to educate him as to the requirements of governing oneself. In 1839, 

former British MP Edward Cust described the “fundamental principle” of “colonial 

dependence” as follows: “to give to a colony the forms of independence is a mockery; 

she would not be a colony for a single hour if she could maintain an independent 

station.”29 The adoption of a state to replace the colonial order could be seen as the 

confirmation of precisely this premise. So, not only was the native faced with the general 

problem of becoming a subject within a colonial order, this order was also a statist order.  

Yet, Cust’s statement also marks how statehood becomes reinscribed by anti-

colonial movements. That is, anti-colonial movements demand independence from 

colonial rule; independence in the international system is conceptualized as sovereign 

statehood; hence anti-colonial movements that have anti-statist elements end up adopting 

the modern state-form in order to attain independence. There is a slippage between 

independence or self-determination on the one hand, and sovereign statehood on the other 

that marks the inability of the anti-colonial movements to transcend the institutions and 

order of colonial rule. This order structures the choices made by anti-colonial leaders and 

                                                 
27 This point is superbly made by Mudimbe about modern African thought. See YV Mudimbe, The 
Invention of Africa: Gnosis, Philosophy, and the Order of Knowledge (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 1988), 183-186.  
28 Hegel is the exemplar of this view.  
29 Quoted in Bhabha, Location of Culture, 85.  
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movements in two ways. Obviously, anti-colonial subjects are consciously ambivalent 

towards the European order they resist. But equally, their choices often reinscribe that 

order unintentionally. The adoption of the postcolonial state captures some of this 

ambivalence: despite being ambivalent towards, and on some occasions opposed to, the 

state-form, anti-colonial movements overwhelmingly adopted it as the institutional form 

in the transition to independence. By so doing, crucial aspects of the colonial order were 

reinscribed in the structure of the postcolonial state, and by implication, in the 

international system of which it was part.       

In the rest of this chapter, I will explore the move the colonized make to reject the 

colonial order and fashion their own, at the cost of downplaying the ambivalence of this 

process. The goal of the colonized is to become neither European nor a mimic, but to find 

a different order that she/he can call their own. Mudimbe is of course correct that this 

effort does not escape the structure of the colonial order, and I explore how it does not 

escape that structure. But the effort itself must be charted, the effort that Fanon described 

as, 

In no way should my color be regarded as a flaw. From the moment the Negro 

accepts the separation imposed by the European he has no further respite, and ‘is 

it not understandable that thenceforward he will try to elevate himself to the 

white man’s level? To elevate himself in the range of colors to which he 

attributes a kind of hierarchy?’ We shall see that another solution is possible. It 

implies a restructuring of the world.30  

We turn to this ‘restructuring of the world’ in its promise and its failure.  

 

                                                 
30 Fanon, Black Skin, 81-82, emphasis mine.  
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4.3. Replacement not Emulation: Colonialism as a negative-sum game 

The Negro creates an anti-racist racism… he does not wish at all to dominate the 

world; he wishes the abolition of racial privileges wherever they are found; he 

affirms his solidarity with the oppressed of all colors.31 

The distinctive politics of anti-imperial ideas lies in their approach to European order and 

institutions. Logically, in line with the realist explanation, we should expect populations 

that were violently subjugated to commit to ensuring that such indignities would be 

impossible in future. Further, the technological and cultural achievements of European 

civilization were often admired and seen as worthy of emulation. I am not suggesting that 

emulation was absent, for in a variety of areas from military training to city planning, 

non-European leaders and publics sought to copy European institutions and even social 

norms. However, anti-colonial leaders strongly advocated rejecting the broad approach of 

colonialism. The contrast between two statements might indicate the divergence. As the 

United States entered its major period of imperial expansion, Theodore Roosevelt stated 

that, “in this world the nation that has trained itself to a career of unwarlike and isolated 

ease is bound, in the end, to go down before other nations which have not lost the manly 

and adventurous qualities.”32 In contrast, the Senegalese leader Leopold Senghor 

claimed, “one cannot combat European, French colonialism merely to replace it with 

African colonialism.”33  

The refusal to emulate stemmed from a particular understanding of the costs and 

benefits of European rule. If European rule was understood as a ‘great game,’ its costs 
                                                 
31 Jean-Paul Sartre, Black Orpheus (Paris: Presence Africaine, 1976), 59.  
32 Quoted in Neta Crawford, Argument and Change in World Politics: Ethics, Decolonization, and 
Humanitarian Intervention (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 213.  
33 Leopold Senghor, On African Socialism, (trans.) Mercer Cook (London: Pall Mall, 1964), 98; Frantz 
Fanon, Towards the African Revolution: Political Essays, (trans.) Haakon Chevalier (New York: Grove, 
1967), 43; Kwame Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite (New York: Praeger, 1963), 33. 
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were represented in three ways: colonialism could be a positive-sum, a zero-sum, or a 

negative-sum game. Each of these representations suggested a different answer to 

colonialism on the part of the colonized. First, liberal justifications for empire argued that 

both colonizer and colonized benefited: the colonizer by trade and conquest and the 

colonized by the training provided by the colonizer. If both benefited from colonialism, 

the excesses and deleterious impact of colonialism were not systemic to the project and 

could be addressed through reform, rather than revolution. Anti-colonial leaders arguing 

for independence generally rejected the positive-sum understanding of colonialism and 

stressed its damages.34 Second, realist explanations for empire argued that the colonizer 

benefited and the colonized lost: a zero-sum game. If the colonizer gained what the 

colonized lost, the solution was to usurp the place of the colonizer. Zero-sum views were 

not infrequent, for example in the various economic theories of the ‘drain’ from India to 

Britain, or the calls for violent revolution because the colonial power only understood 

violence.35 The problem with the zero-sum approach was that the colonized had to defeat 

the colonizer through material force, an option that was not always available to materially 

weaker populations.    

The third representation was the most distinctive, and the one that ultimately 

triumphed. Colonialism was represented as a negative-sum game, where both the 

                                                 
34 No leader I have studied argued that while colonialism was beneficial to the colonized, independence 
would create even more positive outcomes.   
35 The zero-sum view was not absent from postcolonial nationalism, particularly in theories of neo-
colonialism and dependency, which, taken to its fullest extent, should have led to an oppositional policy 
between the decolonized country and its colonial power. However, for the most part, even as they criticized 
‘neo-colonialism,’ leaders asked for capital from the West and called for greater amity between nations. 
See, for example, Jomo Kenyatta, Suffering without Bitterness: The Founding of the Kenya Nation 
(Nairobi: East African Publishing House, 1968); Kwame Nkrumah, Neo-colonialism: The Last Stage of 
Imperialism (New York: International Publishers, 1966).   
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colonizer and colonized lost.36 The colonized lost for the obvious reasons, from being 

deprived of freedom, suffering arbitrary and often violent rule. Less obviously, the 

colonizer also lost, because he was embarked on a course of conflict, racism and 

discrimination that could only lead to disaster, such as war or destruction.37 The negative-

sum view was best expressed by Gandhi in his refutation of the zero-sum view. 

If the problem of colonialism was that the colonizer extracted more than they 

returned to the colonized, then there was nothing illegitimate about the colonial 

relationship if it could be shown to benefit the colonized. That is, on an economic basis, 

colonialism was not a priori illegitimate, but would be judged as such if it did not result 

in benefits for the colonized. In his most widely disseminated work, Hind Swaraj, Gandhi 

had rhetorically posed this as a question to an imaginary ‘Reader’ (styled on a youthful 

firebrand of the zero-sum persuasion) who justified evicting the British because they had 

impoverished India: “if they do not take our money away, become gentle, and give us 

responsible posts, would you still consider their presence to be harmful?”38 His point was 

that if, somehow, the colonial relationship did enrich the colonized in absolute terms, 

even if the colonizer gained relatively more, a zero-sum perspective could not condemn 

colonialism. The zero-sum perspective denied the colonized an a priori ground to reject 

colonialism, and left the judgment on colonialism to be based on a calculation of ends.   

The zero-sum perspective would also demand a particular response. If, as an anti-

colonial nationalist, one adopted the zero-sum perspective, there was a simple answer to 

colonialism: adopt all the methods of the colonial power, turn it against the colonial 

                                                 
36 Ashis Nandy, The Intimate Enemy: Loss and Recovery of Self under Colonialism (New Delhi: Oxford 
University Press, 1983), 48-51. 
37 On the negative psychological effects of colonialism on the colonizer, see Aime Cesaire, Discourse on 
Colonialism, (trans.) Joan Pinkham (New York: Monthly Review, 2001); Nandy, Intimate Enemy. 
38 Gandhi, Hind Swaraj, 25.  
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power, and ultimately beat the colonial power at its own game in a form of negation. Yet, 

even beyond the practical difficulty of vanquishing a materially superior opponent, 

Gandhi argued, emulation, and negation, was not the only response to colonialism. 

Rather, colonialism was part of a broader ‘modern civilization’ that should be rejected in 

its entirety. Colonialism, as representative of a modern civilization that is ‘Satanic,’ 

stands condemned a priori, because it subjects everyone to the inexorable logic of 

materialism at the exclusion of empathetic, spiritual concerns. If “civilization is not an 

incurable disease, but… the English people are at present afflicted by it,” emulating the 

English becomes much less of an option.39 Indeed, the question of emulation was one 

Gandhi took on often.40 Responding to the question, ‘why ape the West?’ he wrote 

To make India like England and America is to find some other races and places 

of the earth for exploitation. So far, it appears that the Western nations have 

divided all the known races outside Europe for exploitation, and that there are no 

new worlds to discover. Among the exploited, India is the greatest victim… But 

if India and China refuse to be exploited, what will happen to the exploiters? And 

if the Western nations plus Japan are likely to come to grief, in the event of India 

and China refusing to be exploited, what can be the fate of India trying to ape the 

West? Indeed, the West has had a surfeit of industrialism and exploitation. If they 

who are suffering from the disease are unable to find a remedy to correct the 

evils, how shall we, mere novices, be able to avoid them? The fact is that this 

industrial civilization is a disease because it is all evil. 41  

                                                 
39 Gandhi, Hind Swaraj, 3, 29-30.  
40 See, for example, MK Gandhi, My Picture of Free India (Bombay: Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, 1965), 91.  
41 Gandhi, My Picture, 51, emphasis in original, 84, 9, 51, 161; Gandhi, Hind Swaraj, 30; MK Gandhi, 
Village Swaraj (Ahmedabad: Navajivan Trust, 1962), 11, 16.    
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In responding to colonialism, the negative-sum perspective rules out institutional 

emulation. If the oppressor is subjected to the inexorable logic that dominates the 

oppressed, then there is less incentive to want to be the oppressor and emulate his 

behavior.  

As a consequence of this mutual oppression, a different mode of being, one that 

can ‘save’ both oppressor and oppressed, is being excluded. This mode of being is one 

that the oppressed, or ‘subaltern,’ has privileged access to, by virtue of being oppressed. 

For Gandhi this mode of being is the particular culture of being downtrodden. The 

British, as the oppressor, cannot be in the position of the downtrodden. Yet, the only 

solution to the problem of modern civilization will come from the downtrodden, and from 

them, to the oppressors. This is really the key premise of anti-colonial nationalism, and it 

parallels the Marxist focus on the worker as the central subject of revolution and 

progress. As a consequence, anti-colonial movements did not always seek to overcome 

their oppressed or subaltern position, but to speak from that position as it conferred moral 

authority. This is not to say that remaining impoverished constituted a goal for these 

movements, but that the subaltern identity was of value, and not necessarily to be 

overcome.42   

 Lest one think that Gandhi’s negative-sum view was another idiosyncrasy of a 

singular leader, it should be clarified that it was part of a shared critique of colonial rule, 

which had at its center the idea that empire has impoverished the colonized society, and 

with its doctrines of “racialism,” brutalized the colonizer as well. For example, like 

Gandhi, Nehru notes the similarities between imperialism and Nazism, which stem from 

                                                 
42 Again, this is not to ignore the assimilationist strand in the colonized world. Becoming French, for 
example, was a goal for many, as Fanon argued; Black Skin, 64-81.  
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deeper problems of Europe itself.43 Despite being more of a modernist than Gandhi,44 and 

therefore more appreciative of the British for their outlook, Nehru’s critique is very 

similar: “imperialism and the domination of one people over another is bad and so is 

racialism. But imperialism plus racialism can only lead to horror and ultimately to the 

degradation of all.”45 The idea that imperialism somehow alienated the colonizers from 

their own better nature was a staple argument, as Nkrumah wrote, “racialism not only 

injures those against whom it is used but warps and perverts the very people who preach 

and protect it; and when it becomes a guiding principle in the life of any nation… then 

that nation digs its own grave.”46 Writing from the Caribbean, Eric Williams identified 

slavery as an essential origin of capitalism, and racism as originating in slavery.47 

Moving from the general to the specific, we can lay out the three main sources of the 

‘negative-sum’ critique of colonialism. 

Cultural distinctiveness 

Colonial rule was predicated on a fundamental hierarchical difference between colonizer 

and colonized, a difference based on racial, developmental and cultural grounds.48 This 

left anti-colonial nationalists two responses. First, they could argue that natives were in 

fact the equals of the colonizers, and there were no appreciable differences on racial and 

cultural grounds. Second, they could argue equality or even superiority on the basis of 

cultural or civilizational difference. The second position allowed two arguments that the 

                                                 
43 Jawaharlal Nehru, The Discovery of India (New Delhi: Penguin, 1946), 534, 603. Also see MK Gandhi, 
My Appeal to the British (New York: John Day, 1942), 15, 33, 40. 
44 Sunil Khilnani, The Idea of India (New Delhi: Penguin, 1997), 75-89. 
45 Nehru, Discovery, 356, emphasis mine.  
46 Kwame Nkrumah, I Speak of Freedom: A Statement of African Ideology (New York: Praeger, 1961), 
127; Fanon, Towards the African Revolution, 36-38, 106-112. 
47 Eric Williams, Capitalism and Slavery (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1944), 7. 
48 Partha Chatterjee, The Nation and its Fragments: Colonial and Postcolonial Histories (New Delhi: 
Oxford University Press, 1993), 16-18.  
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first did not. It allowed a distinctive history that anti-colonial nationalists could call their 

own; and it allowed them to write a broader history in which colonialism was a moment 

of weakness that could be overcome.49 Culture became a crucial realm for anti-colonial 

nationalists because in the material realm, they had clearly lost the colonial contest.  

 From the distinctive realm of culture, anti-colonial nationalists could articulate a 

position which contradicted the fundamental colonial argument: that the natives were 

unable to represent themselves in order to govern themselves. Taken to its extreme by 

Hegel, Europeans had argued that non-Europeans had no tradition of a state, and were 

therefore outside of history.50 For anti-colonial nationalists, asserting a particular 

historical narrative of civilization, and through it, a greater antiquity than the West, was a 

necessity in the effort to argue for self-government.51 Nehru, for example, speculated 

fancifully on Indian history, drawing macrohistorical ties to China, as part of a broader 

Asian community.52 Jomo Kenyatta wrote a history of the Kikuyu which asserted the 

virtues of their traditional organization and the disruption of colonialism.53 Cheikh Anta 

Diop argued, in more scholarly mode, that Africa was the cradle of humanity, giving rise 

to Hellenistic culture.54 The historical veracity of these arguments was not as important as 

the effort to create a historical narrative that was both separate from, and, at the very 

                                                 
49 Mudimbe, Invention of Africa; Chatterjee, Nation and its Fragments.  
50 GWF Hegel, Introduction to the Philosophy of History, (trans.) Leo Rauch (Indianapolis: Hackett, 1988), 
92-98; Ranajit Guha, History at the Limit of World History (New York: Columbia University Press, 2002), 
9, 38-39; Duara “The Discourse of Civilization and Pan-Asianism,” 101.  
51 In this, anti-colonial nationalists contributed to a pluralization of the idea of ‘civilization,’ away from one 
associated with Christian, Enlightenment values. See Prasenjit Duara, “The Discourse of Civilization and 
Decolonization,” Journal of World History 15(1): 2004, 3-4.  
52 Nehru, Discovery, 202-211. Also see Duara, “The Discourse of Civilization and Pan-Asianism.”   
53 Jomo Kenyatta, Facing Mount Kenya: The Tribal Life of the Gikuyu (New York: AMS Press, 1978). 
54 Cheikh Anta Diop, Black Africa: The Economic and Cultural Basis for a Federated State, (trans.) Harold 
Salemson (Westport: Lawrence Hill, 1978), 3-8; Civilization or Barbarism: An Authentic Anthropology, 
(trans.) Yaa-Lengi Ngemi (Brooklyn: Lawrence Hill, 1991).  
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least, not inferior to that of the West. The extrapolation of this history into the present 

was the particular ‘culture’ of being African or Indian.   

 Even when anti-colonial nationalists appropriated Western ideas, they often 

sought to ‘indigenize’ them. African socialists took great pains not just to distinguish 

their socialism from that obtaining in the Soviet Bloc, but they were often downright 

critical of the latter. While appreciative of Marxism, Senghor rejected the notion of class 

warfare in the African context, because there was no meaningful bourgeois or proletarian 

class in mainly peasant societies. In his comments on the USSR, he stated  

the ‘dictatorship of the proletariat’… becomes the dictatorship of the Party and 

the State in self-perpetuation… the paradox in the building of socialism in 

Communist countries, or at least in the Soviet Union, is that it increasingly 

resembles capitalistic growth in the United States… but with less art and less 

freedom of thought.55 

Eric Williams similarly argued that, for economic growth to be achieved “within the 

framework of a humane, cohesive, and self-determining society,” “liberal capitalism is 

patently inadequate as a guide” and “where Marxism has been adopted, it had led to 

totalitarianism and the exclusion of popular participation in the political and economic 

process.” This dual failure means that the people of the Caribbean “are thrown back upon 

our own resources in developing a philosophy… this… is all to the good… for a relevant 

philosophy, a relevant ideology, must arise from the specific historical experience of a 

people under specific conditions.”56 Explicitly critical of developments in the West, 

postcolonial leaders could hardly be expected to blindly emulate the West. Instead, 

initiatives like Nyerere’s ujaama socialism, where he claimed that socialism was 
                                                 
55 Senghor, On African Socialism, 46, emphasis mine. 
56 Williams, Eric Williams Speaks, 280-281. 
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originally an African invention based on traditional communal associations, emphasized 

that “in the expression ‘African socialism’ the most important word is not socialism but 

African.”57   

Intersections with Marxism58 

As we might expect, anti-imperial movements often combined their critique of 

colonialism with a critique of capitalism. The intersections were twofold. First, many 

anti-colonial nationalists were either Marxists themselves or influenced by Marxism.59 

Lenin, after all, had first used the term ‘self-determination’ in reference to the colonial 

issue.60 Second, from 1920, the Soviet Union sought to influence and support anti-

colonial movements by hosting the Communist Internationals. While nationalist 

movements were for the most part independent of Soviet control, their critiques of empire 

shared themes with the Marxist critique of capitalism. Capitalism was conceptualized as a 

negative-sum game, where the individual capitalist was forced to exploit his workers, for 

fear of becoming uncompetitive.61 Imperialism was an extension of capitalist 

accumulation,62 and would lead to competition and ultimately war.63  

 At the same time, anti-colonial nationalists were often critical of doctrinal 

Marxism and its adoption in the Soviet Union. These criticisms were directed at Marx’s 

neglect of the peasants and the role of colonialism, and his valorization of class struggle 

                                                 
57 Mudimbe, Invention of Africa, 95, emphasis in original. 
58 I develop the parallels and differences between Marxist movements and anti-colonial nationalism below.  
59 See Mudimbe, Invention of Africa, 90-92; Young, Postcolonialism, 167-181. 
60 VI Lenin, “The Socialist Revolution and the Right of Nations to Self-Determination,” (1916). Available 
at http://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1916/jan/x01.htm  
61 Karl Marx, Capital Vol. 3 (New York: Penguin, 1991), 367, 317-375; Senghor, On African Socialism, 
30, 27-38.  
62 Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, xiii.  
63 Here many anti-colonial leaders echoed Lenin; “Imperialism, the Last Stage of Capitalism,” in Henry 
Christman (ed.), The Essential Works of Lenin (New York: Bantam, 1966), 255, 266. See for example, 
Nkrumah, Towards Colonial Freedom, 11-14.  
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was seen as irrelevant in a context where there was no meaningful bourgeois class.64 Or, 

more philosophically, Marx was criticized for elevating “materialism and determinism, 

praxis and means, to the detriment of dialectics and ethics – in a word, to the detriment of 

man and his freedom.”65 Others criticized the Soviet Union for its mechanical approach 

to the iron laws of communism, and the suppression of democracy.66 All in all, anti-

colonial nationalists often made a great effort to distance themselves from communism, 

both rhetorically and in their alliances,67 and carve out a distinctively non-European form 

of socialism. In total, anti-colonial nationalists adopted features of Marx’s critique of 

capitalism, which conceptualized capitalism as impoverishing the world as a whole, but 

sought to devise their own solution.   

War 

Anti-imperial movements represented the war-proneness of colonial powers as evidence 

of their illegitimacy and unfitness to rule. Such arguments represented the world wars as 

part of a broader process of brutality in Western civilization that hearkened back to 

slavery.68 Some arguments drew on Lenin’s thesis of imperial war in their justification 

for rejecting capitalism and adopting socialism, or suggested that Fascism was a natural 

outgrowth of European ideas of racial superiority that had long been in operation in the 

colonies.69 And the stockpiling of weapons by the great powers marked the irresponsible 

risk-taking that first, threatened everyone, and second, diverted resources better utilized 

                                                 
64 Kwame Nkrumah, Consciencism: Philosophy and Ideology for Decolonization (New York: Monthly 
Review, 1964), 69. 
65 Senghor, Towards African Socialism, 76.  
66 Williams, Eric Williams Speaks, 280-281.  
67 On non-alignment, see, for example, Nkrumah, I Speak of Freedom, 199; Julius Nyerere, Man and 
Development (New York: Oxford University Press, 1974), 65-81.   
68 Williams, Capitalism and Slavery.  
69 Nehru, Discovery, 534, 603.  
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in development spending.70 Again, this was partly a strategic maneuver born of a 

deficient material position. But it was also an ultimately successful effort to define the 

anti-colonial contest as a moral issue.71 As later European conflicts, particularly the 

World Wars, involved a large number of colonial troops and took places in non-European 

locales, anti-imperial leaders argued that colonized societies were equally partners in 

conflict and were deserving of rights.72 European powers stood condemned for dragging 

the colonial society into conflicts not of its choosing.  

 The identification of war with colonial rule committed anti-colonial nationalists to 

lay out a vision for the future that stressed peaceful cooperation and transnational 

community, discussed at greater length below. Somewhat contradicting their emphasis on 

sovereignty, many leaders pointed out the material weakness of their states in arguing for 

greater cooperation and regionalism.73 Postcolonial leaders combined the language of 

political independence with notions of economic interdependence and cooperation. 

Maintaining independence was not identified with maintaining an antagonistic 

relationship to the outside world. Insofar as they used the language of ‘war,’ it would take 

the form of statements like “a war against poverty and oppression in our country,” or “a 

war on illiteracy has to be waged.”74 For the weak, condemning the wars fought by 

                                                 
70 Nkrumah, I Speak of Freedom, 124, 130, 143. 
71 Neta Crawford, “Decolonization as an International Norm: The Evolution of Practices, Arguments, and 
Beliefs,” in Laura Reed and Carl Kaysen (eds.), Emerging Norms of Justified Intervention (Cambridge: 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1983); Crawford, Argument and Change.  
72 See Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, ix-x. On the broader claims, see Margaret Macmillan, Paris 1919: Six 
Months that Changed the World (New York: Random House, 2001), 44.  
73 See, for example, Michael Manley, “Overcoming Insularity in Jamaica,” Foreign Affairs 49(1): 1970.  
74 Julius Nyerere, Freedom and Socialism (Dar es Salaam: Oxford University Press, 1968), 235; Nkrumah, 
Africa Must Unite, 103.   
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European powers was a compelling narrative in the quest to define an alternative order. 

This condemnation made it harder to legitimate one’s own wars of conquest.75    

 Colonialism was therefore not conceptualized as a problem limited to the 

interaction between colonizer and colonized, much less a problem suffered exclusively by 

the colonized. Rather, colonialism was a global problem. It was both a symptom, along 

with Fascism, of a broader malaise of the Western world, and part of a spiral towards 

global conflict that would involve everyone, including the West.76 Having launched such 

a scathing critique, anti-colonial nationalists could hardly emulate the colonial power 

because, first, they were culturally distinct; second, they sought to chart a course that 

avoided both capitalism and Soviet-style communism; third, they abjured war and were 

publicly committed to peaceful cooperation.   

 

                                                 
75 There is a puzzle here. On the one hand, anti-colonial movements condemned war. On the other, they 
celebrate and memorialize often bloody anti-colonial struggle. There is a relatively simple answer: in both 
cases, the enemy is colonialism. One must resist colonialism, often in conjunction with others fighting the 
same enemy, and if one resists colonialism, one should not visit it on those others.  
76 On a similar critique of Western ‘materialism’ launched in East Asia, see Duara “The Discourse of 
Civilization and Pan-Asianism.”  
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4.4. The Anti-Statist State 

The negative-sum view of colonialism led to at least an ambivalence or, in many cases an 

opposition, to European institutions that precluded their direct emulation. In a more 

specific sense, movements inspired by negative-sum ideas found themselves either 

ambivalent about or opposed to the state-form.77 Gandhi put it bluntly when he wrote, 

“the state represents violence in a concentrated and organic form,” and colonial rule 

should be succeeded by decentralized ‘village republics,’ not a centralized state.78 Often 

the nationalist movement operated from a narrow base, and even when it did mobilize 

large numbers, it was not clear that those mobilized understood all nationalist goals 

beyond eviction of the colonizer. In particular, it cannot be taken for granted that the 

masses mobilized in support of the anti-colonial movement were fighting for a 

centralized state.79 Even those leaders who conceptualized a major role for the state had, 

at the very least, to differentiate their goals for the state from the practices conducted by 

the colonial state. The differentiation of these goals precluded emulation of the European 

experience; in the sense of recapitulating the process of European state formation through 

war and empire.  

Scholars have argued that the postcolonial state is an artificial creation, with a 

narrow base of nationalism, and therefore fundamentally weak at inception.80 A more 

                                                 
77 This was not unique to the postcolonial world. On American anti-statism, see Aaron Friedberg, In the 
Shadow of the Garrison State: America’s Anti-Statism and its Cold War Grand Strategy (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2000).  
78 Gandhi, Village Swaraj, 52.  
79 On the gap between elite and ‘subaltern’ realms, see Gayatri Spivak, “Subaltern Studies: Deconstructing 
Historiography,” in In Other Worlds: Essays in Cultural Politics (New York: Routledge, 1988), 197-207; 
Dipesh Chakrabarty, Habitations of Modernity: Essays in the Wake of Subaltern Studies (New Delhi: 
Permanent Black, 2002), 3-19. 
80 Christopher Clapham, Africa and the International System: The Politics of State Survival (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1996); Jeffrey Herbst, States and Power in Africa: Comparative Lessons in 
Authority and Control (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000).  
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sympathetic view would stress the inability of the postcolonial state to forge enduring ties 

with its public.81 This would not have come as a surprise to anti-colonial leaders, who 

were very conscious of the difficulty of consolidating their authority. Cheikh Anta Diop’s 

verdict that “the days of the nineteenth-century dwarf states are gone… our main security 

and development problems can be solved only on a continental structure and preferably 

within a federal framework”82 was echoed by many leaders, and not exclusively African 

ones. In the next section, we will see how these leaders understood this difficulty vis-à-

vis their public. However, leaders themselves made two foreign policy commitments that 

would hinder the direct emulation of the European instance: transnationalism, and a 

downplaying of state survival. The modern European state developed in the eighteenth 

and nineteenth century through fighting interstate total wars, and expanding its power 

through colonial expansion. This process compelled rulers to institutionalize a compact 

with their subjects, eventually extending rights of citizenship and even representation, 

and thereby establishing co-identification. Insofar as the postcolonial state abjured war 

and empire, it could not copy the European example. But this was exactly what anti-

colonial leaders were promising their subjects.  

Transnationalism 

After independence, nationalist leaders sought to institute various transnational bodies, 

including the Non-Aligned Movement, NIEO, African Socialism, and pan-Arabism.83 

This effort was built on a sense of interdependence and shared sentiment that often 

                                                 
81 See Basil Davidson, The Black Man’s Burden: Africa and the Curse of the Nation-State (New York: 
Times Books 1992), 291.  
82 Diop, Black Africa, iii.   
83 On African unity, see Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite; Nyerere, Man and Development, 109-110.  
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developed from prior transnational anti-colonial movements.84 Many African leaders, for 

example, had interacted in Europe with American and West Indian intellectuals such as 

CLR James, George Padmore,85 and Aime Cesaire.86 But equally it stemmed from a 

feeling that the territorial state, as an organizational form, faced insuperable difficulties in 

the postcolonial era. Nehru, for example, cast doubt on the prospects for survival of 

European-style states and the European state-system;87 while African leaders frequently 

voiced skepticism whether independent African states could remain sovereign in anything 

other than the juridical sense.88 They opined that for African states to achieve sovereignty 

in the meaningful, that is to say economic, sense, and avoid ‘neocolonialism,’ they would 

have to form a broader union.89 Underpinning all these analyses was the belief that in the 

future, large multinational federations would be more viable bases for order than small 

national states. Equally, a lack of unity, marked by leaders like Houphouet-Boigny of 

Cote d’Ivoire who were anti-communist and maintained strong ties with the ex-colonial 

power, created the possibility that African countries would be co-opted by ‘neo-

colonialists’ in a repetition of divide and rule.90 The transnational movements were 

therefore a pragmatic response to the difficulty of maintaining effective sovereignty, 

namely the ability to resist foreign influence, and economic growth in the Cold War. The 

nation-state did not exhaust the political possibilities for anti-colonial movements, and 
                                                 
84 Senghor, On African Socialism; Nyerere, Man and Development, 106-107. 
85 To whom Nkrumah’s Africa Must Unite (1963) is dedicated.  
86 This community has been called the ‘black Atlantic.’ See Paul Gilroy, The Black Atlantic: Modernity and 
Double Consciousness (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1992). 
87 Nehru, Discovery, 591-592. 
88 Nkrumah, Towards Colonial Freedom, 33; Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, 173-193; Nyerere, Freedom 
and Socialism, 378; Diop, Black Africa, 15. 
89 See, for example, Nkrumah, I Speak of Freedom, x-xi, 217-218; Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, 132-149; 
Kenyatta, Suffering without Bitterness, 215. While these visions have mostly dissipated, transnational 
themes continue to be reiterated on occasion, for example in Muammar Qaddafi’s call for a United States 
of Africa. See Lydia Polgreen, “Qaddafi, as New African Union Head, Will Seek Single State,” New York 
Times, February 2, 2009.  
90 Fanon, Towards the African Revolution, 192.  
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while it may be surprising, even postcolonial leaders articulated non-statist and extra-

territorial political forms to deal with the difficulties of maintaining independence in the 

interstate system for small, poor states.91      

 Two minor points can be made regarding these transnational groupings. The basis 

of these larger federations would be regional groupings based on shared culture, whether 

African or Caribbean. Scholars have noted the artificial character of nationalism in 

general and postcolonial nationalism in particular.92 Anti-colonial leaders were quite 

aware of the artificial nature of their particular nations, and stressed the broader 

community of which they were part: “in meeting fellow Africans from all parts of the 

continent I am constantly impressed by how much we have in common… it is not just our 

colonial past, or the fact that we have aims in common, it is something which goes far 

deeper… I can best describe it as a sense of one-ness that we are Africans.”93 Postcolonial 

leaders also set store by the United Nations in their public pronouncements and policies.94 

Nehru, for example, sent troops to the Belgian Congo, explicitly taking the side of the 

UN over that of Patrice Lumumba and attracting strong criticism.95 This stemmed from 

the pragmatic view that without international forums, small powers could not be heard on 

international issues.   

Downplaying of state survival 

Emerging from a critique of war and empire, postcolonial states could not place the 

interests of the state above all others. Nor could the nation be conflated with the state, as 

                                                 
91 See, for example, Duara, “The Discourse of Civilization and Pan-Asianism”; 125-126; Frederick Cooper, 
Colonialism in Question: Theory, Knowledge, History (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005).  
92 See, for example, Eric Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism since 1780: Programme, Myth, Reality 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1990); Kaviraj, “The Imaginary Institution of India.”  
93 Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, 132, emphasis in original.  
94 See, for example, Nyerere, Freedom and Socialism, 372-373.  
95 Sarvepalli Gopal, Jawaharlal Nehru: A Biography, Vol. 3, 1956-1964 (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1984), 145-161. 
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the nation had emerged in autonomy from and in opposition to state power.96 Unlike the 

European instance, where the state preceded and in some ways drove the nation,97 in the 

postcolonial world the nation (or nations) preceded the postcolonial state. Finally, the 

modernism of the postcolonial state often seemed to endanger traditional forms, all the 

more so because these traditional forms had been elevated in the anti-colonial movement. 

In nineteenth century France, for example, regional customs and dialects such as those of 

the Bretons were forcibly suppressed in favor of a French nationalism.98 Given the 

internal differences characteristic of populations of the governed in postcolonial states, 

the forging of a compact was more difficult than it had been in Europe.99 State survival 

could not be the priority when significant aspects of the nationalist narrative were at odds 

with statist practices.    

In response to this, leaders stressed the necessity of a positive economic program 

as political independence by itself was not adequate to maintain public support.  Nehru 

had stressed before independence that an economic program was a necessity:  

Ultimately, that is the only thing that will tell. In spite of the great success of our 

movement we have not yet come within reasonable distance of moving the 

masses in a revolutionary sense. There is sympathy but no more. Gradually, if we 

do not look out, even this sympathy will get less and less.100  

We might understand Nehru’s concern as part of a systemic shift towards the state as a 

site of biopolitical governance. It was no longer sufficient to establish a compact between 

                                                 
96 Chatterjee, Nation and its Fragments, 6-11, 75.  
97 Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism, 80-100.   
98 Eugen Weber, Peasants into Frenchmen: The Modernization of Rural France, 1870-1914 (Stanford: 
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100 Quoted in Sarvepalli Gopal, Jawaharlal Nehru: A Biography, Vol.1, 1889-1947 (Cambridge: Harvard 
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sovereign and governed: it was necessary to provide for the governed to compensate for 

the narrow base of support that leaders like Nehru were all too aware of.101 Merely 

promising their public continued political independence would not be adequate. Doing so 

would run the risk of the public turning against the central leadership over time.102  

 To avoid this fate, leaders stressed economic goals as the priority after political 

freedom was won. The achievement of independence was in itself inadequate, because it 

left the newly free country at risk of continuing economic subservience and poverty, or 

‘neo-colonialism.’103 In Nkrumah’s terms, independence and sovereignty were 

“milestone(s) on our march to progress… independence by itself would be useless if it 

did not lead to great material and cultural advances by our people.”104 Nyerere pointed 

out the interlinkages as “we must have economic development or we have no political 

stability; and without political stability we have no political independence either but 

become playthings of any other nation which desires to intervene in our internal 

affairs.”105 Nehru struck a similar theme, arguing that “the fundamental and basic 

problem still continues to be the economic problem” and “I have almost come to the 

conclusion that that it would be a good thing if we stopped all other work and 

concentrated on our economic and food policy and how to implement it with the greatest 

                                                 
101 Guha, Dominance without Hegemony, 129-130.  
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rapidity.”106 A crucial distinction was being made: while the anti-colonial movement 

promised political independence, the postcolonial state would deliver economic 

development. In this, it was different from the nineteenth century European state.107 

Michael Manley, then-prime minister of Jamaica, put it most starkly, “the fundamental 

rationale of third-world politics is economic.”108 Leaders were not promising their publics 

mere survival from external predation in a Hobbesian world. They explicitly asked to be 

judged on the extent of economic development and social improvement they would 

deliver their subjects.109 

 The postcolonial state therefore did not just face the challenge of developing 

without recourse to absolute war. It also developed in an international context where the 

state was penetrated by biopolitical logics, particularly that of development. Development 

was, on the one hand, an object of desire within postcolonial states. On the other hand, 

the great powers promoted development as the primary domestic goal of the postcolonial 

state. The developmental focus of the postcolonial state was intensified by the approach 

of the international community. The international structure in which the postcolonial state 

developed, while not determinative of the modes of state formation, did facilitate two 

crucial departures from the nineteenth-century European model. First, the move away 

from war-fighting was exacerbated by the structuring effects of the nuclear revolution. 

Not only did the great powers seek to avoid escalatory dynamics, they also instituted 

peace-enforcement mechanisms that prevented wars in the postcolonial world from 

                                                 
106 Quoted in Sarvepalli Gopal, Jawaharlal Nehru: A Biography, Vol. 2, 1947-1956 (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1980), 96, 97.  
107 On the shift from laissez-faire liberalism to welfare state liberalism in the West in the postwar period, 
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expanding in scale. Second, the great powers supported, through foreign aid and 

expertise, the dissemination of modern development techniques in the postcolonial world. 

The postcolonial state was a biopolitical entity from the very beginning through its 

commitment to development, a tendency intensified by its involvement with international 

development agencies and networks.110  

 This means that the relation between sovereign and governed in the postcolonial 

world is quite different from the nineteenth century European context. In the latter, 

biopolitical rule was an instantiation and institutionalization of the compact between 

sovereign and governed, it was a right.111 In the postcolonial context, the biopolitical was 

not a right due citizens, but something the state granted subjects. The sovereign was not 

compelled to recognize the governed. Obviously, in some instances, the sovereign did 

recognize the governed through extending rights to education and the like. Yet, in other 

instances, development occurred to the detriment of the public, as in dam projects that 

displaced large groups and destroyed their habitat: the sovereign could not recognize the 

governed in the name of development; that is, to improve the wellbeing of the governed, 

the sovereign could disregard their rights! The main point is that development, unlike 

war, was not a relationship between sovereign and governed where the former was 

compelled to recognize the latter. Rather, development was a mode of rule where the 

sovereign could choose to recognize the governed, or not. The provision of foreign 

                                                 
110 See Arturo Escobar, Encountering Development: The Making and Unmaking of the Third World 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995), 143, 180.  
111 Michel Foucault, Society Must Be Defended: Lectures at the College de France, 1975-1976, trans. 
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development aid exacerbated this tendency by diminishing the postcolonial sovereign’s 

need to extract from his own public.112   

                                                 
112 Indeed, the rationale of development aid was that the postcolonial public did not have the resources to 
support extraction! 
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4.5. Discipline and develop 

For Kenyans, an early indication that the colonial state was not going away came in Jomo 

Kenyatta’s independence day speech. Speaking in Swahili in the presence of the Duke of 

Edinburgh, Kenyatta asseverated 

Another point, my brothers, is this: do not think that, because there is no longer a 

Colonial Government, there will no longer be need to respect the country’s laws. 

The laws of the country will remain; the Police and Prisons will remain.113 

This statement encapsulated a salient fact: despite all the talk of anti-statism, most 

postcolonial states saw a vast increase in the size and scope of the state after 

decolonization.114 Was this plain and simple hypocrisy on the part of anti-colonial 

leaders? Or was it a belated realization that the new states were faced with an anarchical 

international situation, and all the dangers that presented? Neither is correct. The latter 

scenario is incorrect because if this were the case, postcolonial states should have taken 

more adversarial positions towards each other. The former is incorrect because the 

expansion of the state after decolonization stemmed from two salient aspects of anti-

colonial ideas. The expansion of the state was consistent with these ideas, even as they 

contradicted the more general promise of replacement.  

The first of these ideas was that the only hindrance on the natives representing 

themselves was the overbearing presence of the colonizer. Kenyatta, for example, blamed 

corruption as inevitable when “a people is held down,” and Nkrumah wrote that “under 

arbitrary rule, people are apt to become lethargic; their senses are dulled.”115 Once the 

latter was gone, the natives would be rid of their divisions, and pull together in the 
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interests of the nation. A key claim of anti-colonial nationalists had been that sectarian 

and other divisions were products of divide-and-rule policies of the colonial state,116 or 

the ruling through class proxies like landowners.117 Sometimes, colonial rule was 

pictured as having disrupted cooperative traditional social arrangements.118 The accuracy 

or otherwise of these claims is not of interest to us. What is of interest is the idea of 

postcolonial order implied: once the colonial power was evicted, the public would behave 

peacefully towards each other, and mobilize behind the nationalist movement. The 

public, in other words, would be capable of representing and ruling themselves once the 

colonial power left; until then, the presence of the colonial power marked their inability 

to so represent themselves. 

That the public were not yet mature enough to represent themselves, however, 

was a staple of the anti-colonial movement, because the very fact of colonialism implied 

weakness and degeneration on the part of the colonized. For example, Gandhi stated that 

“the English have not taken India; we have given it to them.”119 Nehru made a similar 

claim, “it seems clear that India became a prey to foreign conquest because of the 

inadequacy of her own people and because the British represented a higher and 

advancing social order.”120 Nationalist leaders were often suspicious of the masses, and 

sought to discipline their behavior.121 Gandhi went so far as to term mass demonstrations 

as ‘mobocracy,’ a term he treated with some disdain, and called for ‘leadership’ to 

                                                 
116 See, for example, Jagan, The West on Trial, 71-72, 329, 334. 
117 Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, 18. 
118 Senghor, On African Socialism; Nyerere, Freedom and Socialism.   
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address this balance.122 Leadership aimed at disciplining the masses, channeling their 

well-intentioned but ill-directed energies into suitable tasks.123 Operating under this 

assumption, anti-colonial leaders were often shocked with how their public did respond 

to decolonization. In India, for example, the violence of Partition so shocked Gandhi that 

he almost collapsed. This often created a paradox, as when Nehru criticized the Gandhian 

methods of Sikh activists as “absolutely wrong,” and the strike as a practice whose “time 

is gone.”124 The difference between politics in the anti-colonial movement and politics in 

the independent state brought on a new set of problems.   

After decolonization, indiscipline and rebellion on the part of the public could not 

be blamed on the presence of the colonial power, even if it could be ascribed to the 

deleterious effects of its rule. Nationalist leaders understood these effects to include 

grinding poverty, which did not allow their public to either develop economically or 

represent themselves politically. From this inference, nationalist leaders called for 

massive development programs to be led by the state, and for the public to work hard in 

support of these programs.125 Nkrumah summed this up as, “colonial rule precluded that 

accumulation of capital among our citizens which would have assisted thorough-going 

private investment in industrial construction… it has, therefore, been left to government, 

as the holder of the means, to play the role of main entrepreneur in laying the basis of the 
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national economic and social advancement.”126 Here, the need for the state stems from 

the shortcomings of the public, albeit inflicted by colonial rule. In this way, the state was 

‘brought back in’ in the postcolonial period. It was not hypocrisy or a break with the anti-

colonial movement, for it was entirely consistent with the suspicion of the public that was 

a staple of anti-colonial leadership. Nor was it a repetition of the European experience, 

for it did not place state survival from outside forces, or the pursuit of war and empire, 

above all other goals. Rather, as indicated by the statements on the priority of the 

economic over other considerations, development was placed as the goal of the state, and 

the basis for judging its performance.  

The development theme could be said to substitute for the recognition-rights-

identity compact in European states. Rather than recognize the governed through a 

process of war and empire, the postcolonial state arrogated to itself a one-sided 

responsibility for developing its subjects, which formed the basis for the bond between 

sovereign and governed. Development implied an aggrandized role for the state. In the 

colonial period, the indiscipline of the masses could be understood as either a necessary 

evil, or an opportunity to teach them self-discipline. With independence achieved, 

political demonstrations seemed to serve no purpose. On net, they were negative in 

affecting the law and order situation and detracting from developmental goals. But at the 

same time, such demonstrations indicated two shortcomings of the nationalist movement; 

first, that the majority of the public had not been included in the movement, and second, 

the political basis of nationalism had limited value, without an economic program. It is to 

overcome these shortcomings that postcolonial leaders sought to expand and use the 

state, leading, in the post-independence period, to the privileging of developmental goals, 
                                                 
126 Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, 119.  
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to be achieved through technocratic means, over political expression. If one was going to 

reduce the emphasis to one concept, that concept was ‘planning.’ For example, Nehru’s 

interest in planning developed from his chairmanship of the National Planning 

Committee in 1938, an experience of which he revealingly wrote, “to me the spirit of 

cooperation of the members of the Planning Committee was peculiarly soothing and 

gratifying, for I found it a pleasant contrast to the squabbles and conflicts of politics.”127 

 Planning required an ‘objective’ and an ‘essence.’ Nehru’s articulation of these is 

broadly similar to themes struck by other nationalists 

The objective for the country as a whole was the attainment, as far as possible, of 

national self-sufficiency… international trade was certainly not excluded, but we 

were anxious to avoid being drawn into the whirlpool of economic imperialism… 

we neither wanted to be victims of an imperialist power nor to develop such 

tendencies ourselves.128   

The language of state and state authority is not directly, but first indirectly proposed 

when Nehru described the “the very essence of this planning… a large measure of 

regulation and coordination.”129 But once the language of ‘self-sufficiency’ and 

‘planning’ was used, the various accoutrements of state power followed quite smoothly. 

There were various issue that needed to be “jointly and centrally directed,” including 

defense, defense industries, transport, communication, economic planning, Customs, 

currency, exchange, even air services. An ironist might note that after this list, Nehru may 

                                                 
127 Nehru, Discovery, 440, emphasis mine. Nkrumah defined planning as “the prime medium by which 
development can be undertaken in the given conditions”; Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, 110, 108-117. Also 
see Senghor, On African Socialism, 155-160; Williams, Eric Williams Speaks, 287-302. 
128 Nehru, Discovery, 438; Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, 108. 
129 Nehru, Discovery, 439.   
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as well have stated something like ‘and if we need all that, we may as well be honest and 

say we need a state.’ The irony would be superfluous:   

Thus we arrive at the inevitable and ineluctable conclusion that… a number of 

important and basic functions of the state must be exercised on an all-India basis 

if India is to survive as a free state and progress… the alternative is stagnation, 

decay, and disintegration, leading to loss of political and economic freedom, both 

for India as a whole and its various separated parts.130 

Here the story of anti-colonial nationalism is almost flipped: once stagnant and 

consequently subjected by the colonial state, India needs the state to avoid stagnating and 

losing its freedom all over again. Crucially, this bringing ‘the state back in’ is not 

inconsistent with the arguments of the anti-colonial movement; rather, it builds on and in 

some cases intensifies the idea that the public are somehow incompetent.   

This preliminary stress laid on planning over the “squabbles of politics” would 

intensify in postcolonial India. On a macro-level, Nehru instituted the Five-Year Plans 

and an era of “command polity.”131 But the details, while less obvious, are no less 

important. Nehru retained most of the bureaucrats of the Indian Civil Service, a colonial-

era institution, even though he had been critical of them during the nationalist movement. 

It is entirely true that in the transition he may have had no choice but to keep these 

officers on, in order to keep the administration functioning. But the effects, and Nehru’s 

evaluation of them, are revealing. Over time, he found that the civil service was taking 

policy decisions, of which he wrote: 

                                                 
130 Nehru, Discovery, 593-594, emphasis mine.  
131 Lloyd Rudolph and Susanne Rudolph, “Regime Types and Economic Performance,” in Sudipta Kaviraj 
(ed.), Politics in India (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1999), 179. Also see David Ludden, “India’s 
Development Regime,” in Nicholas Dirks (ed.), Colonialism and Culture (Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan Press, 1992).  
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It is true that the services are playing a large role in our official life, both at the 

Center and in the provinces. This is due to a large extent to the fact that our other 

human material, with a few exceptions, is very poor. The services realize that and 

therefore feel much more assured of themselves than they used to. Our internal 

conflicts and quarrels among public men give the services a certain vantage 

point.132 

This statement reveals an irony. The services are becoming more assertive because the 

leaders and the public at large are incompetent. In other words, a colonial-era 

bureaucracy is aggrandizing itself after independence on the colonial premise that the 

public cannot govern itself! In this continual iteration and reiteration of the inability of 

the public, a role for the state remained, a role that would inevitably repeat many of the 

practices of the colonial state. Nehru articulated this role with some vigor, yet this 

approach was not without its paradoxes. On the one hand, Nehru robustly defended the 

need for a continued state presence. On the other hand, this robust agenda created 

political space for contestation: if the Nehruvian state did not deliver the development 

goals it promised, it could be criticized on its own terms. It therefore undermined the 

coherence of the state even as it asserted its necessity. 

 Nehru typified a broader effort to move the state from a political, war-fighting 

entity, to a depoliticized developmental institution.133 I have identified two elements that 

typified this vision: a commitment to development that limited the influence of politics, 

and an internationalist orientation. These two elements can be seen in various policies 

                                                 
132 Quoted in Gopal, Nehru Vol. 2, 36, emphasis mine. Similarly, Nkrumah justified the decision to retain 
the colonial bureaucracy in Ghana as necessary to “at all costs to hold off any possibility of a situation of 
instability which would enable Britain and other colonial powers to point at us the finger of scorn and gloat 
over the disastrous effects of handing over self-government ‘prematurely’ to Africans”; Nkrumah, Africa 
Must Unite, 89.  
133 Gopal, Nehru Vol. 1, 114, 134, 139-141.  
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executed by postcolonial states, such as relatively unrepresentative and centralized 

development projects like big dams, and in internationalist foreign policies that included 

Non-Alignment and other extra-territorial organizations designed to reduce international 

conflict. In one crucial sense, development repeated a colonial trope: that the public were 

immature and unable to govern themselves without ‘adult’ supervision. Under the 

category ‘development,’ the postcolonial state was able to engage in social practices, 

such as dam projects and family planning programs, that would be as invasive as 

programs the colonial power had previously conducted.134 Nyerere, for example, aimed to 

bring about ujaama socialism through state functionaries “persuading” farmers to move 

their houses to form “communal plots.”135  

Despite the ‘return’ of the state, there are two ways in which this process of state-

building departed from the European instance. First, ‘state survival’ or war-fighting was 

not the central rationale for postcolonial state-building, development was. Development 

was on the one hand, a justification for the state to exercise power over the public, who 

by definition were too immature to know what was best for them. On the other hand, it 

gave the public a criterion with which to evaluate the state and protest its shortcomings. 

Scholars have commented on how, despite the multiple development failures of the 

postcolonial period, modern development continues to be a potent political demand.136 

                                                 
134 James Scott, Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998).  
135 Nyerere, Freedom and Socialism, 357. For this reason, historians have stressed the continuities between 
the colonial state on the one hand, and anti-colonial nationalism and the postcolonial state on the other. See 
Guha, Dominance without Hegemony, 101-102; Partha Chatterjee Nationalist Thought and the Colonial 
World: A Derivative Discourse (London: Zed Books, 1986); Crawford Young, The African Colonial State 
in Comparative Perspective (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1994).   
136 For two of the best accounts on this paradoxical promise, see James Ferguson, Expectations of 
Modernity: Myths and Meanings of Urban Life on the Zambian Copperbelt (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1997); James Ferguson, Global Shadows: Africa in the Neoliberal World Order (Durham: 
Duke University Press, 2006), 113-193.   
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Equally, the inability of the state to deliver development has fuelled separatist 

movements that have claimed discriminatory allocation of resources on regional or ethnic 

grounds. Development can cut both ways: it can either motivate appeals to the state, or it 

can detract from state authority. The latter possibility derives from the fact that 

development shortcomings can be held to evaluate and criticize the state.   

Second, the resort to statist projects marked a failure: a failure to replace the 

European model. For anti-colonial leaders, the promise of replacement was based on the 

expectation that after independence the public would be capable of acting in their 

interests, understood as consistent with nationalist goals. Leaders, in other words, 

assumed that the public’s expectations of nationalist goals matched their own. However, 

this conflates public support of the anti-colonial movement with public support for 

postcolonial state intervention. We can see this conflation, or slippage, in a revealing 

statement by Nkrumah. After attributing poverty to colonial rule, in response to which a 

protest movement had developed, he defines the elements of the protest movement as 

“the demand for political freedom and the revolt against poverty and exploitation.”137 

Here, it appears that the nationalist leaders and the public are united in opposing colonial 

rule. Nkrumah goes on to say that “resolute leadership is required to subordinate the 

understandable desire of the people for better living conditions to the achievement of the 

primary aim of the abolition of colonial rule.”138 Insofar as the public understand they 

have been impoverished by colonial rule, they understandably want an end to it. 

However, Nkrumah himself acknowledges that public support for the sovereign state, 

which is only one institutional arrangement for political freedom, does not follow from 

                                                 
137 Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, 51. 
138 Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, 51, emphasis mine.  
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the public’s desire to end colonial rule.139 Rather, it is the role of leadership to channel 

these anti-colonial sentiments into support for postcolonial state programs. But even 

Nkrumah acknowledges, implicitly, that the two may not coincide. Some of the 

expectations that anti-colonial sentiment coincided with support for postcolonial state 

programs can, with hindsight, be seen to be unrealistic, if not ludicrous.140 However, 

these expectations, and their foundering on the shoals of public apathy and recalcitrance, 

are a recurring phenomenon in twentieth century revolutions. This recalcitrance loosened 

elite commitment to replacement, because replacement was predicated on cooperation 

and discipline on the part of the public. Faced with the opposite, elites intensified aspects 

of colonial power through development. This was not the same as emulating the 

European experience, because development operated alongside a non-conflictual 

approach to inter-state relations. Instead, it marked a failure to replace the European 

model.  

This incomplete emulation was a response to a failure of replacement, but was 

itself liable to fail. Having promised their publics an eventual replacement of the 

European model, leaders faced great difficulty in achieving even this incomplete 

emulation. This difficulty took various forms. Political entrepreneurs could term 

centralizing initiatives evidence of imperialism, this time from the postcolonial capital,141 

or neo-colonialism, as postcolonial elites collaborated with foreign capital.142 The 

modernizing projects of the state could be criticized as attacks on traditional forms of 

                                                 
139 Cooper, Africa since 1940. 
140 Guha, Dominance without Hegemony, 128; Figes, A People’s Tragedy.  
141 For example, rebel movements in India’s northeastern states describe Indian state action as imperialism 
from Delhi, and their territory as an ‘internal colony’; Ramachandra Guha, India after Gandhi: The History 
of the World’s Largest Democracy (New York: Ecco, 2007), 550-551. 
142 Nkrumah, Neo-colonialism.  
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life.143 Even when this criticism was couched from within the political system, it could 

diminish state legitimacy by suggesting that sections of the polity were in cahoots with 

foreign interests.144 Most importantly, development failures could be held against the 

central government. Given the difficulty of achieving consistent economic growth, anti-

colonial nationalists were always likely to be assailed when economic crises occurred or 

growth slowed or inequality rose, all of which were relatively common in the 

postcolonial era. The language and arguments of the anti-colonial movement could, with 

great ease, be turned against the postcolonial state. Leaders were well aware of this sort 

of opposition, and understood it as a threat to the state itself, but not always one that 

could be combated forcibly.  

   It is as a broken promise that replacement continues to have an impact. 

Postcolonial states were founded on a promise to their public to replace the European 

colonial order. The basis of the promise was the idea that once freed the domestic public 

would be capable of organizing themselves, whether into the village republics of 

Gandhi’s imagining, or other utopian schemes. In their foreign relations, postcolonial 

states would form transnational associations and act in concert. In the event, neither 

expectation fructified. Rather, postcolonial leaders sought to expand the state after 

independence, promising development, in order to achieve the goals of the anti-colonial 

movement. The paradox was exactly that the anti-colonial movement had promised to 

reduce state power and intervention and the postcolonial state increased it. 

                                                 
143 For an instance of how Islamist political forces outflanked postcolonial socialist leaders in Iran, see 
Hamid Dabashi, Theology of Discontent: The Ideological Foundations of the Islamic Revolution in Iran 
(New York: New York University Press, 1993).  
144 Jagan, for example, accused his rival, Forbes Burnham, for “entrenching the roots of foreign economic 
control”; Jagan, The West on Trial, 404, 403-424.  
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4.6. Specters of Marxism 

It would be remiss not to point out the ways in which the schema followed by 

postcolonial states was similar to the intellectual and historical trajectory of anti-capitalist 

movements that founded Marxist-Leninist states. This is partly because many 

postcolonial movements included and grappled with Marxist themes. But it is also 

significant because Marxist-Leninist states faced their own turmoil, for reasons that were 

both similar, but also different. The structure however is similar. Marxist movements, 

like postcolonial movements, make a negative-sum critique of capitalism. Within 

capitalism, the state is conceptualized by Marxist theorists as a repressive and necessarily 

negative apparatus. However, the fact that the state exists is a sign that the masses cannot 

represent themselves, and this creates a role for the state, run as the dictatorship of the 

proletariat, in ‘educating’ the masses. This role for the state justifies a variety of 

repressive tactics, which ultimately destabilize the Marxist state, and with it the promise 

of Marxism for many. However, Marxist movements diverged from anti-colonial 

movements in that they continued to have a prominent role for enmity, particularly class 

enmity, and therefore the possibility of war was not really downplayed and certainly not 

disavowed.145 These contradictions are structural to the Marxist enterprise, just as the 

contradiction of restaging the colonial state is structural to the anti-colonial enterprise.    

                                                 
145 This was particularly true in the case of Mao, although I cannot go into any length on this. Carl Schmitt 
perspicaciously noted that Mao was a truly political thinker, possibly the most advanced of the breed. By 
this Schmitt means that Mao placed a great emphasis on enemies, and the need to continually combat and 
eliminate them. In the period of the nationalist war, Mao articulated different specters of enemies. In line 
with Marxism, he spoke of the class enemy. In line with some variants of anti-colonialism, he spoke of the 
racial and national “enemy.” This enmity did not vanish with the eviction of the Japanese. Rather, he spoke 
of three distinct stages of enmity and its corresponding antagonistic opposite, the “people.” In the first 
stage, against the Japanese, those opposed to Japan were the people while the Japanese themselves, their 
Chinese collaborators and the pro-Japanese elements were the enemy. In the next stage, the US 
“imperialists” and their supporters, the Kuomintang, capitalists and landlords, were the enemy and those 
opposed to them the people. In the current stage (Mao writing in 1957), those working for “socialist 
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 The intersection of capitalism and imperialism is to be found in the works of 

Marx himself. At the origins of capitalism was a process of colonialism, in the form of 

primitive accumulation or the “historical process of divorcing the producer from the 

means of production… it appears as primitive because it forms the pre-historic stage of 

capital and of the mode of production corresponding with it.”146 Primitive accumulation 

occurred through imperialism, where foreign polities were taken over. But it also took on 

a dimension of ‘internal colonization,’ in the case of the appropriation of the commons. 

Indeed, Marx stated that in the colonies lay “the truth as to the conditions of capitalist 

production in the mother-country.”147 As I have pointed out above, this critique of 

colonialism was intensified by those, like Eric Williams, who identified capitalism with 

the problems of slavery and racism. Capitalism and imperialism are twinned in a 

historical sense, which is why both Marxist movements and anti-colonial movements 

reacted to both as part of an integrated phenomenon.  

 

                                                                                                                                                 
reconstruction” are of the people, while those opposed are enemies. In Mao’s thought, one of the most 
consistent themes is “contradiction,” a concept similar to enmity, and its irreducibility: “nature and society 
are full of contradictions… as soon as a contradiction is resolved, a new one emerges… there is no world or 
society without contradictions… sometimes we may not be able to name a specific contradiction, but it 
exists all the same… contradictions are the motivating force of the development of everything… this has 
been so in the past, is so at present, and will be so in future.” Because contradictions are irreducible, the 
future does not just last a long time: it never really arrives. If independence ended the political question for 
postcolonial leaders, to be succeeded by the economic, the victory over the KMT ended nothing. Vigilance, 
education of the masses, and leadership remained the order of the day. See respectively, Carl Schmitt, The 
Theory of the Partisan: A Commentary/Remark on the Concept of the Political (East Lansing: Michigan 
State University Press, 2004), 39-42; Mao Zedong, “On the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among the 
People” (1957). Available at 
http://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/mao/selected-works/volume-5/mswv5_58.htm 
Mao Zedong, “Directives Regarding Cultural Revolution” (1966). Available at 
http://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/mao/selected-works/volume-9/mswv9_84.htm 
Mao is, paradoxically, a rather anti-statist postcolonial leader. Not only is he deeply critical of 
‘bureaucracy,’ one can understand the Cultural Revolution, originating as it did in an attack on bureaucrats 
and state professionals, as a purging or churning of the state in order to prevent it taking over the 
revolutionary movement. 
146 Karl Marx, Capital Vol. 1 (New York: International Publishers, 1967), 668.  
147 Marx, Capital Vol. 1, 717.  
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The negative-sum view 

That imperialism is negative-sum is Lenin’s central polemical point. Lenin responds to 

analyses of imperialism like that of Karl Kautsky, who argued that imperialism represents 

a new stage in capitalism where finance capital will unite to form an ‘ultra-imperialism’ 

where there will be no wars.148 In Kautsky’s argument, finance capital would be able to 

exploit the rest of the world without harm to itself, a zero-sum view. To this, Lenin 

argues that the contradictions bedeviling capitalism continue, and will result in war 

between imperialist powers.149 The specific contradictions are twofold. First, now that the 

world has been divided in its entirety, those imperialist powers that have fewer colonies 

will fight for them. Second, in the push to exploit the colonies, one’s domestic market 

gets neglected, and causes tensions at home that can intensify the push to war. Again, 

because imperialism is bad for both imperialist and his victims, it cannot be reformed, as 

implied by what he calls Kautsky’s “bourgeois reformism.”150 “Reformism” was the 

derisive term Lenin used for Social Democracy more broadly, which he saw as placing 

the national question over the broader association of the internationals, and perpetuating 

imperialism by making it appear more palatable to ordinary people in imperial states. 

Because “the political features of imperialism are reaction all along the line, and 

increased national oppression,” it cannot be reformed, but must be rejected.151 This 

rejection calls for a project of transformation that cannot stop at freeing the workers or 

the natives, but extends to transforming the condition of the capitalist or imperialist. 

                                                 
148 VI Lenin, “Imperialism, The Highest Stage of Capitalism,” in Essential Works of Lenin, 241.   
149 Lenin, “Imperialism,” 262-263. 
150 Lenin, “Imperialism,” 240, 257-258.  
151 Lenin, “Imperialism,” 255.  
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 The negative-sum view that Lenin develops has a lineage that dates back to 

Marx’s critique of capitalism. Marx had argued that the problem in capitalism was not the 

capitalist per se, because the capitalist was himself captured in the cycle of production, 

being forced to perpetuate the productive cycle at the expense of his own wants or risk 

being selected out and demoted to the ranks of the worker. As productivity rose, the rate 

of profit fell unless the capitalist increased the level of capital, hence forcing him to 

invest just to maintain his current standing.152 The logic of capitalism subjected all 

involved in it to the need to pursue profit, with the unfortunate and inevitable 

consequence that as more competition entered the scene, the average rate of profit would 

fall, intensifying competition. The intensified competition would select out smaller 

capitalists, shrinking the ownership of capital and leading to social crises. Obviously, 

workers and their families suffered more, but no one escaped the ravages of capitalism. 

As the capitalists have no power over capitalism, they cannot put an end to capitalism: 

their self-interest lies in continuing capitalism, no matter how injurious it is to 

themselves. Marx is clear that the capitalist per se is not the problem:  

The growing accumulation of capital involves its growing concentration. Thus 

the power of capital grows, in other words the autonomy of the social conditions 

of production, as personified by the capitalist, is asserted more and more as 

against the actual producers. Capital shows itself more and more to be a social 

power, with the capitalist as its functionary – a power that no longer stands in 

any possible kind of relationship to what the work of one particular individual 

can create, but an alienated social power which has gained an autonomous 

                                                 
152 Marx, Capital Vol. 3, 367, 317-375.   
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position and confronts society as a thing, and as the power the capitalist has 

through this thing.153  

It is therefore the workers who have to rise up and end capitalism. This view can be 

contrasted to both a positive-sum view of neoclassical economics (and its successors), 

where the worker and capitalist engaged with each other for mutual benefit; and to a 

zero-sum view, where the capitalist greedily exploited the worker. In the former, the 

struggles faced by workers in factories and the like could be combated by reforms of 

workplace laws, for example. In the latter, the goal of the workers would be to make the 

capitalists work for them, and preserve the workings of capitalism. There were shades of 

this ‘expropriating the expropriators,’ of course, in Marxist thought, just as there were 

arguments to reverse the colonial relationship in anti-colonial thought. However, 

‘expropriating the expropriators’ could only be a transitory step, because capitalism was 

itself unstable, tending towards social crisis in Marx’s analysis and imperialist war in 

Lenin’s.  

 The intersection between Lenin and, surprisingly, Gandhi on capitalism/European 

society creating wars and enslaving Europe is often striking. Gandhi wrote “Western 

civilization is a mere baby, a hundred or only fifty years old... and yet it has reduced 

Europe to a sorry plight… let us pray that India is saved from the fate that has overtaken 

Europe, where the nations are poised for an attack on one another… some day there will 

be an explosion, and then Europe will be a veritable hell on earth.”154 Compare this to  

Imperialism is the epoch of finance capital and of monopolies, which introduce 

everywhere the striving for domination, nor for freedom… it is not only in newly 

opened up countries, but also in the old, that imperialism is leading to 
                                                 
153 Marx, Capital Vol. 3, 373, emphasis mine.  
154 He was writing in 1933. Gandhi, My Picture, 84.  
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annexation, to increased national oppression, and, consequently, also to increased 

resistance.155 

In both sets of arguments, we see almost a shared language. The significance of this 

shared language played out into the adoption of socialist ideas by many postcolonial 

states. We also see the invocation of inevitable crisis as systemic to 

capitalism/imperialism. There can be no ‘reform’ of this system from within. Much less 

can there be a hostile takeover by the oppressed, who will in turn oppress the oppressor. 

The state as problem 

As we saw in a previous chapter, Marx viewed the development of the state as a 

reactionary force that arbitrated between competing classes. The state developed as the 

result of an inability on the part of either conflicting class to impose its will on the other. 

As a consequence, not only was the state somewhat autonomous from either class, it also 

became the prize of conflict. To capture state power was to facilitate the ability to rule 

over another class, even at the cost of conceding authority to bureaucracies and relatively 

autonomous military bodies. The state was not a straightforward tool of the ruling class in 

the Marx of the 18th Brumaire but was still, for the most part, allied with the ruling class 

in dominating the proletariat. Specifically, the state led by Louis Napoleon achieved two 

things that the bourgeoisie could not do on its own. First, it was the state that could most 

effectively repress the proletariat through employing the lumpenproletariat in military 

forces (‘with liquor and sausages’). The bourgeoisie were not in a position to use military 

force because they had conceded their political power to Louis Napoleon in order to 

preserve their economic power. Second, through identifying with the figure of Louis 

Napoleon, the peasants could be brought into the state machinery. The bourgeoisie could 

                                                 
155 Lenin, “Imperialism,” 264, emphasis mine.  
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not achieve this because it was precisely their agricultural reforms that had impoverished 

the peasants and created a divide between town and country. As a consequence, the state 

developed autonomy from social classes in competition,156 and also the role of arbitrator 

in this conflict. However, it was not a neutral arbitrator, but one that generally took the 

side of the ruling class. As Engels put it 

The central link in civilized society is the state, which in all typical periods is 

without exception the state of the ruling class, and in all cases continues to be 

essentially a machine for holding down the oppressed, exploited class.157 

This view of the state was taken up and modified by two significant Marxist intellectual 

and political actors.  

 Following the analysis of Engels, Lenin argued that the state was an 

organizational form that continued traditional modes of domination of the producing 

classes. To extant analysis, he added that the state played a significant international role 

in furthering imperialism. When national bourgeoisies could no longer sell their products 

to their domestic markets, they relied on their respective states to open new markets 

through force.158 In line with Marx, Lenin distinguishes between the economic power of 

the bourgeoisie and the political power of the state. Definitionally, “the state is a special 

organization of force; it is the organization of violence for the suppression of some 

                                                 
156 On the ‘relative autonomy’ of the state from classes, see Nicos Poulantzas, State, Power, Socialism, 
trans. Patrick Camiller (London: Verso, 2001).  
157 Frederick Engels, The Origin of the Family, Private Property, and the State (New York: International 
Publishers, 1993), 235. 
158 Lenin, “Imperialism.” On imperialism as a political solution, namely the waging of warfare, to an 
economic problem, namely the unwillingness of non-Europeans to trade with Europeans, see DK 
Fieldhouse, Economics and Empire 1830-1914 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1973). 
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class.”159 This organization of force is necessary to maintain political rule, because purely 

economic coercion cannot suppress the working classes.  

 But the violent and repressive role of the state is only one side of the story. The 

other side is the inability of the masses to either overcome the capitalist machine, or 

willingly consent to it. The most sustained theorization of this, particularly in accounting 

for the role of peasant classes, was that of Antonio Gramsci.160 Gramsci theorized the role 

of the state as arbitrator as an example of ‘Caesarism.’ For Gramsci, Caesarism marked a 

fundamental weakness, both of the ruling class and of the state itself. Basically, the ruling 

class turned to a charismatic figure (or coalition in parliamentary systems) when it could 

not impose its political will. Yet, this empowerment of a charismatic figure and the state 

apparatus he or she commands runs up against a significant prior problem: the inability to 

involve the subaltern classes, whether they be peasants or other fractions, in political life. 

Gramsci called this inability a failed project of hegemony. There are two essential 

classes: the proletariat and the peasants, who are divided from each other.161 The 

proletariat is sophisticated and knows its interests but lacks the power to impose its will, 

for which it needs the support of the peasants. Unfortunately, the peasants lack cohesion, 

they are “in perpetual ferment, but as a mass they are incapable of giving a unified 

expression to their aspirations and their needs.”162 This inability means peasant 

movements are vulnerable to being captured by the State apparatuses commanded by big 

landowners.163 While the ruling class cannot include the peasants, because “their 

                                                 
159 Lenin, “State and Revolution,” 287.  
160 Antonio Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks (New Delhi: Orient Longman, 2004). 
161 Antonio Gramsci, “The Southern Question,” in The Modern Prince and Other Writings (New York: 
International Publishers, 1957).   
162 Gramsci, “Southern Question,” 42.  
163 Gramsci, “Southern Question,” 44.  
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opposition is historically incurable and indeed becomes especially acute with the advent 

of Caesarist forms,”164 the value of the state is to continue the inability of the peasants to 

organize themselves. This exacerbates the conflict, hence Caesarism is an unstable 

situation, marked by the inability of the ruling class to include the peasants, and the 

inability of the peasants to take power themselves.165 

The proletariat is thus faced with this unstable situation which it has to organize. 

As it stands, the peasants have not been convinced by the bourgeois State, but are not 

organized enough to combat the State. However, the proletariat is divided from the 

peasants, who see the former as “gentry.”166 The first problem is insuperable, for to 

involve the subaltern classes would be to change the nature of rule, pushing it towards 

more representative forms. At the same time, the inability to incorporate the subaltern 

classes weakens the state. Gramsci’s analysis of Italian history continually repeats this 

point: that the inability to include the peasants in the wars of independence compromised 

the ability of the Risorgimento to, first, evict the Austrian occupiers of Italy, and second, 

institute a representative or strong state after the unification of Italy.167 The Italian state 

remained relatively weak because of its inability to incorporate the peasants, and thus 

Gramsci called for a Modern Prince in line with Machiavelli’s goal of building a strong 

Italian state. Rather than the individual of Machiavelli’s myth, the Modern Prince would 

be a political party of the proletariat that would lead the subaltern classes to leadership.168 

What is significant is Gramsci’s conceptualization of the relationship between the 

subaltern classes and the state. The strengthening of one is the weakening of the other, 

                                                 
164 Gramsci, Prison Notebooks, 222.  
165 Gramsci, Prison Notebooks, 219. 
166 Gramsci, “Southern Question,” 35.  
167 Gransci, Prison Notebooks, 90, 98-102 
168 Gramsci, Prison Notebooks, 147-157.  
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and vice versa, in the absence of the Modern Prince. In the state as currently constituted, 

the subaltern classes cannot find representation. Indeed, they are subaltern because they 

are not represented and cannot represent themselves, a status that derives from the nature 

of the state.169 This then elevates the problem of the state: how is one to reconcile an 

essentially violent apparatus with the need for a centralized locus of representation? 

To the dictatorship of the proletariat 

Lenin famously answered that the removal of the state was the realization of the worker’s 

revolution and true democracy as the state would “wither away.” Its essentially violent 

nature made the state entirely without redeeming value, in Lenin’s view: “Marx’s idea is 

that the working class must break up, smash the ‘ready-made state machinery,’ and not 

confine itself to merely laying hold of it.”170 Past revolutions, as in 1848, have made the 

mistake of strengthening the state because they saw the state as “the principal spoils of 

the victor.”171 This sort of ‘regime change’ is a strategic error because it strengthens the 

state machinery and makes it autonomous from and standing above society as a whole, 

leaving it open to being seized by a Caesarist figure who allies with the bourgeoisie and 

turns the autonomous coercive power of the state on the proletariat, as Marx and Gramsci 

suggested. Lenin makes two points, one on the nature of the state, and the other on 

Marxist strategy towards the state.     
                                                 
169 This point is made by Gayatri Spivak in her sympathetic critique of Subaltern Studies. Fundamentally, 
the scholars of Subaltern Studies sought to recover an undivided consciousness of peasant resistance. What 
they found instead was a ‘cognitive failure’: the inability of the peasants to constitute a unified subject. The 
conclusion, Spivak draws, is that there is no prior consciousness on the part of the peasants, but this is not 
because they ‘lack’ it. Rather, the entire idea of their having a single consciousness (or subject-position) is 
necessitated by elite requirements to speak for the peasants. Therefore, “the ‘subaltern’ cannot appear 
without the thought of the ‘elite’”; “Subaltern Studies: Deconstructing Historiography,” in In Other 
Worlds: Essays in Cultural Politics (New York: Routledge, 1988), 203, 197-207.   
170 Lenin, “State and Revolution,” 297, emphasis in original. 
171 Marx, quoted in Lenin, “State and Revolution,” 289. That successful vanguards sought to build the state 
machinery to ensure a power base was also the conclusion of Theda Skocpol’s classic work on revolutions, 
including importantly Lenin’s Russian revolution; States and Social Revolutions: A Comparative Analysis 
of France, Russia, and China (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1979), 286.  
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The state serves an essentially political function, suppressing the exploited class. 

The exploited class cannot be subdued purely by economic means: they agitate for better 

working conditions and the like. Nor have the ruling classes been able to secure the 

consent of the working class: they have been unable to install hegemony. It is to deal with 

this dual failure of being unable to either buy off the workers or secure their consent 

through ideological measures that the ruling class relies on the state to secure their rule. 

This means, for Lenin, the state is a political device that compensates for the inability of 

the ruling class to buy off the working class through economic means. Here ‘political’ is 

synonymous with violence and suppression: “the exploiting classes need political rule in 

order to maintain exploitation, i.e. in the selfish interests of an insignificant minority and 

against the interests of the vast majority of the people.” For the exploited classes, on the 

other hand, merely seizing political rule is insufficient, they must put an end to the need 

for political rule: “the exploited classes need political rule in order completely to abolish 

all exploitation, i.e., in the interests of the majority of the people, and against the interests 

of the insignificant minority consisting of the modern slave-owners – the landlords and 

the capitalists.”172 Insofar as the working class needs to capture state power, they cannot 

retain it. The state is not the prize of the struggle, but holding it is a transitory stage. By 

capturing it, the working class is able to consolidate their rule, separating the exploiters 

from the means of production. But that is the extent of the function of state power for the 

working class. The goal is, in communist society, that the workers will rule themselves 

and have no need for the oppressive state structure: they will represent themselves.  

Democracy, introduced as fully and consistently as is generally conceivable, is 

transformed from bourgeois democracy into proletarian democracy; from the 

                                                 
172 Lenin, “State and Revolution,” 287.  
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state (i.e. a special force for the suppression of a particular class) into something 

which is no longer a state.173 

This was not, at least in theory, the reproduction or reinvention of the state. Rather, the 

ability of the proletariat to represent themselves seems to be identified with the absence 

and destruction of the state. How then is the state being restaged, as it was so profoundly 

by Lenin? 

The restaging occurs through the ‘transitory state.’ Lenin, following Marx, calls 

the transitory stage the ‘dictatorship of the proletariat.’174 But he was, again following 

Marx, specific about the need for the state in this stage: 

The proletariat needs the state only temporarily. We do not at all disagree with 

the anarchists on the question of the abolition of the state as an aim. We maintain 

that, to achieve this aim, we must temporarily make use of the instruments, 

resources and methods of the state power against the exploiters, just as the 

dictatorship of the oppressed class is temporarily necessary for the abolition of 

classes.175 

As a point of strategy, this is absolutely crucial. To bypass the state in its entirety is not 

an option, because the state still wields coercive power. At the same time, one cannot just 

aim for a change of regime that leaves the state machinery in place, relatively 

autonomous from the executive. Rather, the state machinery needs to be captured by the 

proletariat, who will then take possession of it in the form of the ‘dictatorship of the 

                                                 
173 VI Lenin, “The State and Revolution,” in Essential Writings of Lenin, 301. I emphasize this account 
because it laid out a vision that Lenin is said to have adhered to throughout, that a classless society could be 
established through socialist dictatorship. See Robert Service, Lenin: A Biography (Cambridge: Belknap 
Press, 2000), 467-468.  
174 The dictatorship of proletariat was also termed ‘the proletariat as ruling class’; Lenin, “State and 
Revolution,” 295, 299, 318. 
175 Lenin, “State and Revolution,” 316, emphasis in original.  
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proletariat.’176 This possession will enable the expropriation and redistribution of the 

means of production, at the end of which the state will have no purpose: its repressive 

function is redundant once there is no exploiting class left. 

 Unlike in the postcolonial context, where the continued existence of the state 

marks a possible regression to colonial practice, the mere possession of the state by the 

proletariat is an improvement over the capitalist state. The possibility of capitalist 

regression can be prevented if     

We ourselves, the workers, will organize large-scale production on the basis of 

what capitalism has already created; we shall rely on our own experience as 

workers, we shall establish strict, iron discipline supported by the state power of 

the armed workers.177 

The broader problem the state poses for Marxism is the failure of various subaltern 

classes to represent themselves. Beginning with Marx’s statement that the peasant 

proprietors in France could not represent themselves, hence they had to be represented, 

Marxist thought wrestled with how to mobilize the masses until they could represent 

themselves. At that point, as Lenin argued, the state would wither away. But what was 

the role of various representative mechanisms in bringing about that point, whether the 

party, the vanguard leadership, or the state?  

 To the problem of empire, Lenin called for ‘self-determination.’178 This generally 

vague concept, articulated in 1916, had its predecessor in Gandhi’s 1912 call for Hind 

Swaraj, variously translated as Indian Home Rule or Self-Rule. In 1919, Woodrow 

Wilson would talk of self-determination as a solution to the problem of war in Europe, 

                                                 
176 The theme of ‘dictatorship’ recurred in Mao’s “democratic dictatorship.”  
177 Lenin, “State and Revolution,” 307, emphasis in original.  
178 VI Lenin, “The Socialist Revolution and the Right of Nations to Self-Determination.” 
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causing on the one hand tensions with the French and English and, on the other, acclaim 

from anti-colonial nationalists who beseeched Wilson to attend to their disputes, with 

little success.179 Contra Wilson, who was vague on what self-determination meant, often 

conflating it with the ‘consent of the governed,’ and Gandhi, who did not originally argue 

for the eviction of the British, Lenin was clear that self-determination meant the removal 

of the colonial power, prior to any program of political reform or democratization. He 

specified that the “fundamental demands of political democracy” must be “subordinated 

(to) the immediate revolutionary mass struggle for the overthrow of the bourgeois 

governments.”180 In other words, forming a government according to the consent of the 

governed could wait until after the colonizer had been evicted, because under colonial 

rule the governed may not know that their interests lie in the eviction of the colonizer. Put 

more bluntly; and this is the premise of vanguardism; self-determination may proceed 

before the self is willing or able to determine its own future. 

 In the Leninist framework, this was the opening, as it were, through which a new 

role for the state could be articulated. I have shown that Marxist thought was preoccupied 

with the inability of the masses to represent themselves. To this, Lenin and Gramsci 

asserted a role for the vanguard or the party (the ‘modern prince’) in mobilizing the 

masses and pushing through the revolutionary movement before the masses knew their 

interests. Through the movement, the masses would be able to represent themselves. But 

until then, and this was the crucial part, some kind of state functions would be retained. 

                                                 
179 See Erez Manela, The Wilsonian Moment: Self-Determination and the International Origins of Anti-
Colonial Nationalism (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007).    
180 Lenin, “Socialist Revolution,” Part 9.  
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Lenin called these functions “accounting and control.”181 The revolution would be 

achieved in two phases. In the first phase,  

Accounting and control – these are the principal things that are necessary for the 

‘setting up’ and correct functioning of the first phase of communist society. All 

citizens are transformed into the salaried employees of the state, which consists 

of the armed workers. All citizens become employees and workers of a single 

national state ‘syndicate.’182 

Lenin’s premise is that under capitalism, “the great majority of functions of the old ‘state 

power’ have become so simplified and can be reduced to such simple operations of 

registration, filing and checking that they can be easily performed by every literate 

person.”183 They can therefore be entrusted to the public for an intermediate period by the 

end of which “the need for government begins to disappear… the more democratic the 

‘state’ of the armed workers – which is ‘no longer a state in the proper sense of the word’ 

– becomes, the more rapidly does the state begin to wither away.”184 Also, as we can see 

from the mention of ‘armed workers,’ a role for war and enmity is crucial to the 

transitory state: this focus on ‘arms and enmity’ marks a difference from the ideal-typical 

postcolonial state.   

 In other words, the revolutionary state is an intermediate position, responsible for 

managing its own demise. The intermediary nature of the state derives from the need to 

suppress the ruling class,185 as well as getting the masses used to governing themselves. 

                                                 
181 Lenin, “State and Revolution,” 329. The words ‘regulation and coordination’ served the same apolitical 
function for Nehru as ‘accounting and control’ did for Lenin. See Nehru, Discovery of India, 439.  
182 Lenin, “State and Revolution,” 348.  
183 Lenin, “State and Revolution,” 302, emphasis mine.  
184 Lenin, “State and Revolution,” 349, emphasis in original.  
185 The idea of the state as a transitional institution is made first by Engels. See the references in Lenin, 
“State and Revolution,” 319, 339. After the 1917 revolution, the Constituent Assembly established state 
power through a set of decrees that revealed the tension between state power and freedom of the people, for 
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However, the goal is to arrive at a stage where suppression and violence are no longer 

necessary. This means the replacement of the political basis of the state (violence, 

suppression of the working class) with an economic basis (equality of wages and 

ownership). In other words, the political basis of the state is the problem that will be 

removed with a transformation of its economic basis: “at a certain stage of its withering 

away the moribund state can be called a non-political state.”186 In keeping with 

dialectical logic, we can show this in a syllogism: the state is violent and repressive; 

democracy is non-violent and equal; hence democracy does not involve the state. This is 

somewhat similar to the anti-colonial posture towards the state.  

 But, obviously, until the masses can represent themselves,187 and can resist the 

various inducements of capitalism as promoted by external powers, there remained a 

need for the Soviet state.188 As all revolutionary movements that begin with a small base, 

the Bolsheviks did not represent a majority of the Russian people, and hence revolution 

could not lead directly to democracy without the party facing a challenge, or even being 

deposed.189 Lenin, by all accounts, expected the Revolution to draw broad support, at one 

point asking the Finnish Bolshevik Alexander Shotman, “who will be against us then?”190 

                                                                                                                                                 
example, “to ensure the sovereign power of the working people, and to eliminate all possibility of the 
restoration of the power of the exploiters, the arming of the working people, the creation of a socialist Red 
Army of workers and peasants and the complete disarming of the propertied classes are hereby decreed”; 
VI Lenin, “Declaration of the Rights of the Working and Exploited People” (1918). Available at 
http://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1918/jan/03.htm 
186 Lenin, “State and Revolution,” 318, emphasis mine.  
187 Lenin frequently noted the backwardness of Russia and the need to midwife social change through party 
and state organization. See, for example, VI Lenin, “Our Revolution” (1923). Available at 
http://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1923/jan/16.htm 
188 “Marxism differs from anarchism in that it recognizes the need for a state and for state power in the 
period of revolution in general, and in the period of transition from capitalism to socialism in particular”; 
Lenin, “The Tasks of the Proletariat in Our Revolution” (1917). Available at 
http://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1917/tasks/ch07.htm#v24zz99h-067-GUESS 
189 On Lenin’s fortuitous rise to command of the Communist Party, see Service, Lenin, 233-269.  
190 Service, Lenin, 301. Lenin also wrote that in September 1917, a majority backed the revolution and 
therefore victory was assured; VI Lenin, “Marxism and Insurrection” (1917). Available at 
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Instead, he was faced by an either uncaring or recalcitrant public who had to be either 

coerced or induced to join the revolution. Further, the continued existence of capitalist 

enemies required a political organization of force. Even though capitalist societies would 

ultimately collapse, it was necessary to remain armed until they did. Indeed, the 

immediate need to defend oneself from foreign foes, Lenin wrote, involved retaining the 

Tsarist administrative structure “which we took over from tsarism and slightly anointed 

with Soviet oil.”191  

We can see these tendencies in a late statement of Lenin on the organization of 

cooperative societies: 

Now we are entitled to say that for us the mere growth of cooperation (with the 

“slight” exception mentioned above) is identical with the growth of socialism, 

and at the same time we have to admit that there has been a radical modification 

in our whole outlook on socialism. The radical modification is this; formerly we 

placed, and had to place, the main emphasis on the political struggle, on 

revolution, on winning political power, etc. Now the emphasis is changing and 

shifting to peaceful, organizational, “cultural” work. I should say that emphasis is 

shifting to educational work, were it not for our international relations, were it 

not for the fact that we have to fight for our position on a world scale.192   

To achieve this transition to cooperative organizations, Lenin calls for a ‘cultural 

revolution,’ to make the people “so ‘enlightened’ that they understand all the advantages 

of everybody participating in the work of the cooperatives”, for which “there must be a 

veritable revolution—the entire people must go through a period of cultural 

                                                                                                                                                 
http://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1917/sep/13.htm 
191 VI Lenin, “The Question of Nationalities or ‘Autonomisation’” (1922). Available at  
http://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1922/dec/testamnt/autonomy.htm 
192 VI Lenin, “On Cooperation” (1923). Available at 
http://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1923/jan/06.htm 
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development.”193 The state is to organize and enable this ‘cultural development,’ taking 

responsibility for education and planning.194 Indeed, in the last statements of Lenin, we 

find an acute awareness that the Revolution has fallen short of doing away with the 

Tsarist structures.195 He attributes this shortcoming to the inability of the Russian masses 

and the need to combat external foes, requiring, obviously, an increased emphasis on 

repression and use of state power.  

The ‘transitory state’ therefore remained necessary to bring Communism to the 

recalcitrant and especially to the peasant, who “in his own small way, was also a private 

producer.”196 The existence of peasant recalcitrance could not but appear as a failure of 

the hegemonic project of the Central Party. To this, Lenin and associates responded with 

extraordinary, if not always coherent, brutality. For example, faced with ‘insurrection’ in 

rural areas, Lenin urged the Bolsheviks of Penza to hang no less that one hundred 

“known kulaks, rich men, bloodsuckers.”197 Such policies had two effects. First, they 

obviously led to the increase of repressive power as ordinary people used the opportunity 

to enrich themselves, often reinforcing existing bonds of kinship and regional rivalries; 

but second, paradoxically, because the repressive power was so diffuse and arbitrary, it 

required even more centralized supervision to bring the armed bands of the revolution 

                                                 
193 Lenin, “Cooperation.” The criticism of the Russian people as violent and backward was shared even by 
more sympathetic fellow travelers such as Maxim Gorky who wrote, in 1919, “the dweller of the village is 
a creature preeminently zoological” and argued that “the ignorance and backwardness of the village can be 
conquered only by science and large scale socialistic husbandry”; “Two Civilizations” (1919). Available at 
http://www.marxists.org/archive/gorky-maxim/1919/civilisations.htm 
194 On planning, see VI Lenin, “Granting Legislative Functions to the State Planning Commission” (1922). 
Available at http://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1922/dec/testamnt/state.htm 
195 He had acknowledged that his 1918 claim that socialism would follow state capitalism in a year was 
“foolish.” VI Lenin, “Fourth Congress of the Communist International” (1922). Available at 
http://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1922/nov/04b.htm 
196 X (George Kennan), “The Sources of Soviet Conduct,” Foreign Affairs 25(4): 1947, 568. On the extent 
of ‘state’ functions in distributing grain and establishing factories, see Lenin’s statement, “Economic and 
Politics in the Dictatorship of the Proletariat” (1919). Available at 
http://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1919/oct/30.htm 
197 Quoted in Service, Lenin, 365.  
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under control and coordinate policy going forward.198 While not the unfolding of a 

coherent plan (for theorists of revolution, Lenin and his comrades had under-theorized 

what would happen after the revolution), this would ultimately lead to even greater state 

power than existed under the tsars because any evidence of public lassitude and 

recalcitrance was occasion for greater hierarchical supervision. The opening, inherent in 

Lenin’s ideas and policies, would be picked up on by Stalin and successors to vastly 

aggrandize the Soviet state, mostly at the expense of the masses it spoke for. This 

repetitive pattern of ‘enmity requiring state action’ would be seen most strikingly in 

Mao’s work. Indeed, the masses can easily be treated not just as backward and requiring 

development or reeducation, but as political enemies requiring extirpation.199 Therefore, 

thirty years after the October Revolution, George Kennan wrote that the “outstanding 

circumstance” facing the Soviet regime was that they had not consolidated the power 

seized in 1917: in Lenin’s terms, the cultural revolution had not been achieved. And 

outside powers, class enemies, continued to menace the pursuit of Communism. The 

‘transitory’ state had thus become a permanent way of life, because the masses still did 

not know their interests. The future lasted not just a long time, but effectively forever. 

Having said all this, there were two differences between postcolonial states and 

those that emerged from avowedly Marxist-Leninist movements.200 In what is already a 

complex picture, these tendencies pushed in different directions in terms of state cohesion 

and stability. The first tendency was the greater role of enmity, particularly class enmity. 

                                                 
198 Robert Service, A History of Modern Russia: From Nicholas II to Vladimir Putin (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 2005), 85-100.  
199 Orlando Figes argues that the Russian Revolution originated in a narrow base even among the 
Bolsheviks, and took the form of a disregard of the Russian people, particularly peasants. Yet, the peasants 
in Russia were equally brutal towards each other, a fact noted by the Bolsheviks in justifying their 
repression; Figes, A People’s Tragedy.  
200 Although this line is not entirely clear – how would one classify Cuba on these lines? Is China a 
postcolonial state with Marxist characteristics, or a Marxist state with postcolonial characteristics?  
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In contrast to postcolonial visions of partnership between decolonized states, and 

decolonized states with those great powers that renounced empire, Marxist-Leninist states 

stressed the enduring nature of the class enemy, and the need to organize society against 

it. The figure of the capitalist or bureaucratic or kulak enemy went beyond the rhetoric of 

leaders and infiltrated everyday life, where parents could be informed on by their 

children, so did not share information with them.201 This, in certain instances, may have 

increased state cohesion, as it did in China behind the figure of Mao. The second 

tendency, which pushed in the opposite direction, was the more straightforwardly 

autocratic tendencies of the dictatorship of the proletariat, relative to the postcolonial 

state. In the postcolonial context, restaging the state could be contested as a repetition of 

the colonial state. There was thus a broader ambivalence towards state power. By 

contrast, under the dictatorship of the proletariat, one could not castigate the rulers for 

repeating capitalism!202 This made the adoption of autocratic tendencies less self-

contradictory for the rulers, which made it much easier to justify repression and impugn 

dissenters as capitalist stooges. Marxist states thus appeared, for a long time, relatively 

stable. But this stability proved quixotic in moments of crisis, where the public could find 

no way to reconcile democratic reform with Marxism-Leninism as currently 

institutionalized. These states therefore went from seeming stability to almost total 

change. By contrast, the ambivalent tendencies in postcolonial states lend themselves to a 

more perpetual process of state weakness, for the most part.   

This means that Marxist states had somewhat different effects on the interstate 

system than postcolonial states did. During the Cold War, the large number of Marxist-

                                                 
201 For an explication of this situation in its scope and its everyday proliferation, see Orlando Figes, The 
Whisperers: Private Life in Stalin’s Russia (New York: Picador, 2008).  
202 Although Soviet rule was criticized as state capitalism. 
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Leninist states meant increased tensions between two opposed blocs.203 By contrast, 

postcolonial ideology on the whole served to reduce tensions between decolonized states. 

However, although tensions between ideological blocs may have been high, nuclear 

weapons both reduced the likelihood of superpower conflict and diluted the risks of 

escalation, thus restricting often bloody conflicts to limited imperial wars.204 After the 

Cold War, the dissolution or reform of the Marxist mission of these states reduced 

tensions further, intensifying the systemic tendency to reduce war I have argued followed 

the invention of the atomic bomb. While postcolonial states and Marxist states did not 

have identical impacts on the post-1945 international system, they did not have opposite 

effects, nor did the effect of the latter supersede that of the former. The more general 

point is that postcolonial states and Marxist states emerged from a shared lineage of ideas 

and problems, which means they shared certain internal contradictions.   

                                                 
203 Odd Arne Westad, The Global Cold War: Third World Interventions and the Making of Our Times 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005).  
204 By limited, I do not mean, obviously, that these conflicts were not bloody. I mean they were limited 
relative to the destructive capacity available to the superpowers. Richard Nixon, for example, considered 
using nuclear weapons in Vietnam, but decided against it. See the documents compiled by the National 
Security Archive at http://www.gwu.edu/~nsarchiv/NSAEBB/NSAEBB195/index.htm 
By contrast, conflicts prior to the nuclear age were limited because the means of destruction were limited, 
even though these were often used to the fullest.  
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4.7. From hierarchy to anarchy (or, why the house is not on fire) 

Indeed, all that the non-aligned nations have in common is their non-alignment; 

that is, their existence as weak nations, trying to maintain their independence, 

and to use it for their own benefit in a world dominated politically, economically, 

and militarily, by a few Big Powers. Let us be honest with ourselves. We can do 

virtually nothing about these facts of geography and history in military terms. We 

cannot fight the giants on equal terms.205 

For postcolonial states, there are four possible reactions to empire and the subordinate 

position they faced in the decolonized context. First, states could unite with other states 

and behave non-aggressively (1). Second, states could unite (or bandwagon) and behave 

aggressively (2). Third, states could remain independent and behave non-aggressively 

(3). Fourth, states could remain independent and behave aggressively (4). The second and 

the fourth involve the choice to emulate, whether to repeat imperial conquest or engage in 

interstate competition for profit and state strengthening. Both were precluded in the 

arguments of postcolonial leaders, who instead promised either peaceful federation (1) or 

peaceful independence (3). As the goal of transnational federation did not fructify, 

postcolonial states remained committed to their own independence. However, as leaders 

themselves had suggested, given the subordinate position of decolonized states, this 

would be a very limited and constrained independence. Effectively, postcolonial leaders 

were offering their public a vision of the world where the independent state would likely 

be weak, and this was preferable to aggrandizement through conquest, or emulating 

Europe and the European order.    

                                                 
205 Nyerere, Man and Development, 69, emphasis mine.  
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Having established that postcolonial leaders laid out a vision where the 

postcolonial state was more likely to remain relatively weak and which disavowed the 

goal of aggrandizement through revisionist behavior, we can lay out the effects on 

interstate anarchy, or more correctly, what sort of anarchy these states have made.206 

Anti-colonial ideas are not a domestic-level determinant, such as interest groups, that 

impact foreign policy decision-making. Rather, anti-colonial ideas are part of a particular 

ordering of the international system, empire, and stem from a broader lineage than 

particular national borders. Indeed, some of the very states that emerge from the anti-

colonial movements are an outcome of anti-colonial ideas. Anti-colonial ideas can be 

seen as a second-image reversed phenomenon:207 a system-level process that shapes the 

domestic institutions and development of postcolonial states. In general, the internal 

development and political survival of states is inseparable from their interactions with the 

international system, whether that system is permissive or predatory.208 In turn, the nature 

of the postcolonial state affects interstate anarchy. Specifically, postcolonial anarchy is 

not the ‘house on fire,’ in Wolfers’ classic phrase, that the interstate system is said to 

be.209   

In the international realm, we can schematize two alternatives to the war-fighting 

European state. The first is an expanded internationalism led by larger postcolonial states. 
                                                 
206 Alexander Wendt, “Anarchy is what states make of it: the social construction of power politics,” 
International Organization 46(2): 1992. One might say that states influenced by anti-colonial ideas become 
less willing to engage in revisionist behavior, thus bringing down the risk of conflict at system-level; 
Randall Schweller, “Bandwagoning for Profit: Bringing the Revisionist State Back In,” International 
Security 19(1): 1994, 104.   
207 Peter Gourevitch, “The Second Image Reversed: The International Sources of Domestic Politics,” 
International Organization 32(4): 1978.  
208 The European state system was predatory, while the postcolonial system is less so, evidenced by the fact 
that many weak states continue to survive as units. See, respectively, Tilly, Coercion and Capital; Tanisha 
Fazal, State Death: The Politics and Geography of Conquest, Occupation, and Annexation (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2007).  
209 Arnold Wolfers, Discord and Collaboration: Essays in International Politics (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1962), 13-16.  
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The other alternative, particularly for smaller states, is functioning from a position of 

weakness that is internalized in their self-image.210 Both sorts of states participate in 

cooperative organizations on regional or global lines. Gandhi had spoken of a “federation 

of friendly interdependent states” as early as 1924: 

The better mind of the world desires today not absolutely independent States 

warring one against another, but a federation of friendly interdependent states. 

The consummation of that event may be far off… but I see nothing grand or 

impossible about expressing our readiness for universal interdependence rather 

than independence.211 

Nehru logically elaborated this. He began with two premises. The first was that 

European-style geopolitics would lead to world conflict and the division of the world into 

a few large “supra-national areas.” The second was that, consequently, “the small 

national state (was) doomed… it may survive as a culturally autonomous area but not as 

an independent political unit.”212 These two negatives implied two positives: the need for 

world association based on, given the massive destruction of the recent wars, the 

operation of “self-interest itself (which) should drive every nation to this wider 

cooperation in order to escape disaster in the future and build its own free life on the 

basis of others’ freedom.”213 There was a sense that the small European-style state was in 

crisis, noted by the leaders of large and small postcolonial states, respectively Nehru and 

                                                 
210 See Fernando Coronil, “Listening to the Subaltern: Postcolonial Studies and the Poetics of Neocolonial 
States,” in Laura Chrisman and Benita Parry (eds.), Postcolonial Theory and Criticism (Cambridge: DS 
Brewer, 2000). An example is Nyerere’s discussion of non-alignment: “by non-alignment we are saying to 
the Big Powers that we also belong on this planet… we are asserting the right of small, or militarily 
weaker, nations to determine their own policies in their own interests, and to have an influence on world 
affairs which accords with the right of all people to live on this earth as human beings equal with other 
human beings”; Man and Development, 67. 
211 Gandhi, My Picture, 85.  
212 Nehru, Discovery, 597.  
213 Nehru, Discovery, 602.  
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Nyerere. Of course, it is the small European state, or Denmark, that is now the object of 

desire for those seeking to bring order to failed states!   

These statements reflect two general aspects of the anarchy postcolonial states 

would, hopefully, make. First, the interstate environment was not conceptualized as a 

zero-sum world. Rather, goals like freedom were indivisible and shared, one’s own 

independence was linked with the downfall of oppression everywhere.214 The continuing 

existence of colonialism was not a strategic tool that could weaken possible rivals or bog 

down a potential colonizer; rather, it was an affront to all postcolonial states.215 Second, 

the moral and the pragmatic were not clearly separable in foreign policy.216 Often, they 

coincided, as when African leaders castigated the white supremacist regimes in Rhodesia 

(now Zimbabwe), and South Africa. Nyerere summed up both these themes: 

The principles of freedom and equality have no validity unless they are of 

universal validity; and the principle of racial supremacy is invalid unless it is 

universally valid. Conflict between these two conceptions of humanity is 

inevitable… Tanzania’s concern with the situation in Southern Africa is thus not 

something which is extraneous to our other policies. It is a matter affecting our 

security… It is not that we are great altruists who love freedom so much that we 

will fight for it everywhere and anywhere… but in the case of Southern Africa, 

we and the other free states are all involved.217  

                                                 
214 See, for example, Williams, Eric Williams Speaks, 252. 
215 See, for example, Nkrumah, Towards Colonial Freedom. Even Mao used this rhetoric to castigate US 
imperialism, claiming often that groups within the imperialist camp, such as African-Americans were 
oppressed, and that he spoke for them. See, for example, Mao Zedong, “US Imperialism is the Most 
Ferocious Enemy of the World’s People” (1964); “American Imperialism is Closely Surrounded by the 
Peoples of the World” (1964); “A New Storm Against Imperialism” (1968). Respectively available at 
http://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/mao/selected-works/volume-9/mswv9_11.htm 
http://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/mao/selected-works/volume-9/mswv9_30.htm 
http://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/mao/selected-works/volume-9/mswv9_80.htm 
216 Diop, Black Africa, iv.  
217 Nyerere, Man and Development, 49, emphasis mine.  
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This echoes an earlier statement of Nkrumah’s: “there can be no peace or security in 

Africa without freedom and political unity… so long as one inch of African soil remains 

under colonial rule there will be strife and conflict.”218 One should not exaggerate the 

amity between postcolonial states, but at the same time, one must note that, at inception, 

postcolonial leaders were not promising their publics or each other a Hobbesian world. In 

practical policy, anarchy in this conception involved a broad commitment to sovereignty, 

and conflict was generally associated with, or restricted to, symbolic and territorial 

disputes. Consequently, empire and inter-state war became less likely in the postcolonial 

world and changed the structure of the international system.219 As I have argued, these 

trends stem in part from the anti-colonial movements and their influence on the 

postcolonial state, and in part from the systemic context of an established order of strong 

states that regulated and restricted the ability of postcolonial states to engage in conquest 

or absolute war.  

The concern with sovereignty is a lasting effect of anti-colonial sentiment. To the 

occasional irritation of Western observers, postcolonial governments have often been 

unwilling to censure one or another of their peers, even when the latter is in obvious 

violation of international norms that derive in some part from decolonization.220 Here, 

sovereignty is elevated in contrast to, say, human rights norms, further suggesting that the 

ideas motivating decolonization are not necessarily liberal ideas. The importance of 

sovereignty, as won by the anti-colonial movements, shapes the dealings of postcolonial 

states with each other. As Nyerere had put it, 

                                                 
218 Nkrumah, I Speak of Freedom, 219; Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite, x-xi.  
219 States are also less likely to be absorbed into occupying powers and cease to exist. See Fazal, State 
Death.  
220 For example, African leaders are criticized for not acting more firmly with Robert Mugabe’s regime in 
Zimbabwe. See, for example, The Economist, “Africa’s Shame,” July 3, 2008.   
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We have to accept Africa as it is. And not imagine that we have any more right to 

interfere with the internal affairs of others than they have to interfere in ours… 

only when a free African state is betraying the liberation of Africa or deliberately 

and avoidably damaging the degree of cooperation which already exists, has 

Africa, or any African state, the right to protest. And even then we should make 

our protests as one brother to another – in private and in a fraternal spirit.221  

In these statements, sovereignty and transnational association are not enunciated as 

mutually exclusive.222 Rather, transnational association is founded on respect for 

sovereignty for “the wish to cooperate internationally presupposes independent political 

status.”223    

This is not to say that conflict is absent from the postcolonial world. Not only are 

there lasting disputes, as between India and Pakistan, but some areas are more prone to 

conflict than others.224 These disputes however, cannot be easily explained by arguments 

that focus on material state interests. Rather, they stem from territorial disputes from the 

colonial period, as in Iraq’s claim over Kuwait, or unresolved issues from nationalist 

struggles, such as Kashmir or Taiwan.225 Similarly, there are disputes over symbolic 

issues that undercut territorial borders. A significant stake of Middle Eastern conflict, for 

example, is the loyalty of the broader Arab or Muslim community.226 Support for the 

Palestinian cause has, on occasion, undercut pragmatic self-interest in the dealings of 

Arab states with Israel. Anti-colonial ideas do not eliminate conflict, but they dilute the 

                                                 
221 Nyerere, Freedom and Socialism, 379-380. Also see Nyerere, Man and Development, 50.  
222 See, for example, Williams, Eric Williams Speaks, 310. 
223 Nkrumah, Towards Colonial Freedom, 33.  
224 Benjamin Miller, States, Nations, and the Great Powers: The Sources of Regional War and Peace (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 2007).  
225 Miller calls these “state-nation imbalances”; States, Nations. My argument explains why states and 
nations are not ‘in balance.’  
226 See Michael Barnett, Dialogues in Arab Politics: Negotiations in Regional Order (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1998).  
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push towards conflict by invoking a broader transnational community of amity, not 

enmity, whether that community is the Arab nation, the Pan-African movement, or the 

Non-Aligned Movement. We can speculatively describe postcolonial anarchy in both a 

‘weak’ and a ‘strong’ sense. 

 Weak. Postcolonial anarchy is quite different from the ‘Hobbesian’ anarchy 

assumed by realist theory, and evidenced in the nineteenth century European context, 

where states are antagonistic for fear of conceding relative gains. At the same time, nor is 

it the Kantian anarchy approximated by the European Union, where shared liberal ideals 

underpin a community of states.227 Rather, postcolonial anarchy is characterized by a 

concern for sovereignty and autonomy, a disavowal of empire, and a reduced emphasis 

on conflict. The consequence is a dual failure: a failure to replace or transcend the 

European order criticized by anti-colonial nationalists; and a failure to emulate the 

European experience of state formation. The consequences contradict many of the 

assumptions underpinning International Relations scholarship, namely that states are 

hierarchical within their borders, and interstate order is anarchical.228   

 Strong. The inability of the postcolonial state to deliver on the promises of its 

leaders fuels the anti-statism of its origins. Its practices of governance are felt as an 

imposition, no different from the violence of the colonial power, and various groups seek 

to secede or otherwise oppose the state. States may therefore be more threatened from 

within their borders than from their neighbors or Western powers.229 As a consequence, 

                                                 
227 The terms are used by Alexander Wendt, Social Theory of International Politics (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1999). 
228 Kenneth Waltz, Theory of International Politics (Reading: Addison Wesley, 1979).  
229 See Jeffrey Herbst “Let them Fail: State Failure in Theory and Practice,” in Rotberg (ed.), When States 
Fail (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2003); Steven David, “Explaining Third World Alignment,” 
World Politics 43(2): 1991, 244.  
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postcolonial anarchy might be read as a reversal of Hobbesian anarchy. Leaders, instead 

of extracting resources from their publics to combat external enemies, may find it easier 

to extract aid and foreign debt from external sources to combat internal threats.230 This 

may lead to a situation approximating anarchy within states, and approximating hierarchy 

between states, which is the opposite of the assumption of internal hierarchy and external 

anarchy. As Clapham puts it, “at its extreme, the quest for survival on the part of 

threatened governments could involve – and in several African cases did involve – a 

desperate search outside the state for the means required to kill people within it.”231 This 

of course exaggerates the extent of international hierarchy and downplays the extent to 

which postcolonial states wield authority, and the extent to which other structures of 

community and authority rise within spaces where states are ineffective.232 The point 

though is that the assumptions of internal order that underpin most analyses of the 

international system, namely that leaders must extract internally to secure themselves 

from external threats, may not hold up, which fundamentally transforms the nature of 

anarchy. Both of these consequences follow in part from the premises of anti-colonial 

ideas and their eventual dual failure, to replace European order or to emulate it, and in 

part from the systemic context since decolonization. Insofar as there is a breakdown in 

authority within states, approximating a condition of anarchy, this situation has been 

made; it is not prior to social order or ‘natural’ in the Hobbesian sense.  

                                                 
230 This has been called ‘omnibalancing.’ See David, “Explaining Third World Alignment,” 235-238; 
Michael Barnett and Jack Levy, “Domestic Sources of Alliances and Alignments: The Case of Egypt, 
1962-1973,” International Organization 45(3): 1991, 375-378, 395. 
231 Clapham, Africa and the International System, 21. 
232 On the proliferation of orders in the postcolony and their often peculiar relationship to the law, see Jean 
Comaroff and John Comaroff (eds.), Law and Disorder in the Postcolony (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2006).  
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 As scholars have noted, empires were the most common political entities for 

much of history.233 Empire and the response to it should have important consequences for 

the nature of inter-state anarchy, and as domestic development is often conditioned by 

foreign relations, on domestic institutions as well. Anti-colonial movements were a 

systemic force that reduced the likelihood that postcolonial states would emulate 

European states. This in turn altered the nature of anarchy. Unlike the Hobbesian anarchy 

of nineteenth century Europe, postcolonial anarchy is markedly less violent. As the need 

to fight wars in Europe drove the establishment of state institutions, the lack of interstate 

war in the postcolonial context hindered the rise of these institutions, leading to 

attenuated states and a less threatening international system. The less dangerous nature of 

postcolonial anarchy, deriving from the broad influence of anti-colonial movements, and 

the systemic push towards diminishing the risks of absolute war, hinders the formation of 

strong states in the postcolonial world. The crucial point is that this ‘permissive 

environment’ is a consequence of the formation and behavior of postcolonial states, not 

the effect of the apathy of great powers that have generously chosen to respect the 

sovereignty of postcolonial states.234 The effects of anti-colonial ideology are reinforced 

by the systemic implications of nuclear weapons: they combine to bring down the risks of 

war and empire. Postcolonial anarchy, as a macro-historical process, should not be 

confused as either the absence of European-style conflict or the inability of postcolonial 

states to emulate European ones; it is instead the anarchy that postcolonial states have 

made, often unintentionally, but in relation to their anti-colonial origins. The colonial 

                                                 
233 Charles Tilly, “How Empires End,” in Karen Barkey and Mark von Hagen (eds.), After Empire: 
Multiethnic Societies and Nation-Building; the Soviet Union and the Russian, Ottoman, and Hapsburg 
Empires (Boulder: Westview Press, 1997), 2. 
234 This is the implication in Robert Jackson, Quasi-States: Sovereignty, International Relations and the 
Third World (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993).  
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experience led to the rise of anti-colonial sentiment that precluded the emulation of 

European institutions, transforming the nature of anarchy, and reducing the likelihood of 

strong states forming in the postcolonial world.  
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4.8. Conclusion 

Adaptability is not imitation. It means the power of resistance and assimilation.235 

Even though scholars have identified decolonization as “perhaps the biggest change in 

the structure and practice of international relations in the past 500 years,”236 insufficient 

attention has been paid to the way in which decolonization has or has not changed 

international politics, beyond the entry of a large number of states. Decolonization has 

not been seen as marking a change in the nature of the international system or anarchy, 

primarily because postcolonial states are weak, and systemic change is seen as driven by 

the strong. In particular, scholars have neglected the distinctiveness of anti-colonial ideas 

in two meaningful ways. First, anti-colonial ideas preclude emulation to a greater degree 

than currently understood; second, decolonization or the formation of sovereign states do 

not exhaust the goals of the anti-colonial movements,237 and hence the inability of the 

postcolonial state to fulfill promises beyond independence may compromise its 

legitimacy. I have argued that anti-colonial ideas have had a profound impact on the 

development of postcolonial states, and the nature of order between these states. Extant 

understandings predict that postcolonial states will emulate Western states, a prediction 

born of understandings of process in international politics. I have stressed the content of 

anti-colonial ideas, specifically the way in which they consciously depart from Western 

ideas in order to establish new forms of order. In significant ways, these ideas have 

transformed both the process and units of international politics.  

                                                 
235 MK Gandhi, Collected Works, Vols. 1-90 (New Delhi: Government of India Publications Division, 
1958-1994), Vol. 36: 1926, 382.  
236 See, for example, Crawford, Argument and Change, 2. Martha Finnemore and Kathryn Sikkink term 
decolonization one of the “two greatest social construction projects of the age,” the other being European 
integration; “International Norm Dynamics and Political Change,” International Organization 52(4): 1998, 
887.  
237 Cooper, Africa since 1940, 186. 
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The dissemination of the state-form throughout the world was not a case of 

institutional emulation. As we have seen in the writings of anti-colonial leaders, 

opposition to European rule precluded, for the most part, its direct imitation. As a 

consequence, we did not see in anti-colonialism the call to adopt the state and wage war 

on the European occupier. Yet, neither movement sought to replace the state with other 

organizational forms even though a) right into the 1930’s, a variety of institutional forms 

were being negotiated with imperial powers, and b) different visions of future 

organizational forms were being proposed by anti-colonial leaders themselves. Again, I 

am not concerned about whether the adoption of the state-form was avoidable. I am 

concerned with the effects: what was the nature of the state-form being instituted and 

how was it different from the European state?     

The main change was the devaluation of politics, on two axes. On the domestic 

axis, the eviction of the colonizer and the decline in the prospects for absolute war 

reduced the need to mobilize and politicize the public. The task, as it were, of politics had 

disappeared with the exit of the colonizer, and hence Nehru, for example, saw with 

disapproval activities like mobilization on linguistic lines, picketing, even a focus on jobs 

and elections over a broader national mission.238 Even if Nehru’s objection was to modes 

of protest that were disorderly and possibly violent, one could pose the following 

conundrum: what if, for large groups of Indians, independence had not yet been achieved, 

and the heavy hand of the postcolonial state needed to be continually contested? To this 

sort of politics, postcolonial states in general were opposed and cracked down on. On the 

international axis, once the colonizer was gone, one could maintain cordial relations with 

them, as the Commonwealth of the CFA franc zone suggested. There was also a broader 
                                                 
238 Gopal, Nehru Vol. 2, 263; Nehru Vol. 3, 68, 107.  
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commonality with other decolonized states. International politics, for postcolonial states, 

were not primarily a space of enmity. Realism, as we have seen, was provincialized as a 

European pursuit that was now defunct (even in Europe, with the advent of nuclear 

weapons).     

 We might therefore map the responses to colonialism on a somewhat inelegant 

schematic. 

 

The schematic broadly reflects the responses that led to the dissemination of the state in 

the course of decolonization. The starting position is that the state was a problem, as a 

tool either of the ruling class or the colonial power, or, in those cases where Marxist 

movements coincided with anticolonial movements, both. For the most part, the response 

was not institutional emulation, or an intensification of the need to fight war and 

strengthen the state to evict the colonial power and attain self-determination. A suspicion 

of the state manifested itself in the first moment, at the origin of anti-colonial sentiment. 

 

19th century 
European 
instance 

State  

War 

Postcolonial 
ideas  

Development: 
1. Depoliticized 
2. State-led 

State as problem: 
1. Anti-statism 
2. Anti-war 
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This led anti-colonial nationalists to view and even promise their publics the end of the 

state as a desirable goal, for eventually the downtrodden would be able to represent 

themselves and have no need for the state. The end of the state would also eliminate the 

possibility of conflict, whether colonial war or absolute war. However, to facilitate this 

process, an intermediate role for the state was necessary. Nehru argued that the state was 

necessary, not to fight war, but to foster economic development. There are two key 

features here. First, an internationalist orientation, where states approach each other on a 

cooperative rather than antagonistic basis. Second, the state, as either an intermediate or 

developmental form, is bereft of politics. Politics, as a form of opposition and conflict, 

has fulfilled its purpose of evicting the class or colonial oppressor. Having done that, it 

has little role to play, much less a role to be played in the state itself.  

One might ask why this matters. Why not see the postcolonial state as either an 

emulation of Western forms, or the result of an appeal to Europe to reverse its hypocrisy 

in the colonies?239 Surely, despite all Gandhi’s asseverations on ‘Village Swaraj,’ we still 

wound up with the universal adoption of the modern territorial state, with a monopoly on 

authority, direct rule, and the other functions of the European state that developed in the 

long nineteenth century. This adoption could stem from two sources. First, it could derive 

from European powers ultimately deciding to grant independence and influencing, if not 

dictating, the nature of that independence. Second, it could derive from the internalization 

of European mores of anti-colonial leaders, who then parroted back these nostrums to 

                                                 
239 For example, see Daniel Philpott, Revolutions in Sovereignty: How Ideas Shaped Modern International 
Relations (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001); Philpott, “Liberalism, Power, and Authority in 
International Relations: On the Origins of Colonial Independence and Internationally Sanctioned 
Intervention,” Security Studies 11(2): 2001; Manela, Wilsonian Moment. All IR theories that take the 
international state system as operating assumption also assume that all states behave similarly when faced 
with the same situation. The similarity here is to European states in a particular moment of their 
development, not European states in general. The work on security communities, for example, suggests that 
European states do not act in the same way today as they did less than a hundred years ago.   
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European powers, who then granted independence because the natives were finally, after 

the period of colonial apprenticeship, able to govern themselves. In these arguments, 

colonialism was successful: either the colonizers decided the colonized were ready for 

self-rule, or the colonized insisted that they were ready to rule themselves, successfully 

turning moral argument back upon the colonizer, and thereby demonstrating to the 

colonizer’s satisfaction that they had learnt well!  

We must reject these arguments on analytical and political grounds. Analytically, 

emulation should have resulted in an increase in interstate conflict, as postcolonial states 

sought to aggrandize themselves on European lines. As I have argued, the international 

orientation of these states precluded, for most of them, the idea of warfare, deriving from 

the critique the anti-colonial movements launched against the European model. It is 

therefore important to identify the elements in this orientation and then map the effects as 

they play out in these polities, specifically the greater likelihood of state weakness. 

Politically, arguments that reduce decolonization to either emulation or an appeal to 

European powers deny, to paraphrase Chatterjee, the ability of non-Europeans to imagine 

other forms, and ignore the enormous historical effort to do so.240 For practical-political 

reasons, this is foolish. Unless we believe that emulation of the European-style state is 

either the ultimate goal of postcolonial publics (who for the last fifty-odd years have not 

shown undue haste to emulate) or the European-style state can be implanted by outside 

intervention (which has almost uniformly failed), we have to take seriously the efforts to 

arrive at a new order. These efforts may not succeed, but they derive from fundamental 

critiques that preclude the possibility of emulation of the European-style state. In the 

                                                 
240 Chatterjee, Nation and its Fragments, 5.  
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fissures between the precluded European-style order and the failed efforts to transcend it 

will lie the future of these publics, and they will ultimately write that future.    

 So if the state was restaged, it was restaged with an important difference from the 

European state-form. The differences stemmed from the fundamental ambivalence (if not 

outright rejection) with which the state, in its relation to Europe and colonial rule, was 

viewed in the colonized world. If the European state-form was demanded as a war-

fighting, political entity, the postcolonial state was demanded as a depoliticized, 

developmental enterprise. This does not mean that the postcolonial state would never 

fight wars. It means rather that it would discharge its responsibility to its public not 

through its efficacy at fighting war or delivering colonies, or even of providing military 

security, but in how it delivered developmental outcomes to its public, and how it 

governed biopolitically. The condemnation of war241 and the developmental focus meant 

a diminishing of the importance of politics in the domestic realm. In the international 

realm, the condemnation of war suggested cooperative internationalism over conflictual 

isolationism. The state emerged from its contestation in the imperial context as the 

putatively central unit of the newly international system. However, this state was not the 

European-style state, predicated on politics and war. We have seen how a depoliticized 

state developed outside of Europe in reaction to European excesses. The key point is that 

the formation of the European state produced a crisis in the colonies, the response to 

which put the European-style state in question. The crisis is therefore endogenous to the 

process of formation of the nineteenth European state as always already an imperial state.  

                                                 
241 Obviously, Western states and publics hardly approached war after 1918 with sanguinity. However, one 
cannot say that many Western states were founded on a ‘constitutive condemnation’ of war and empire.   
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Ultimately, the solution to these crises in Europe, namely the state, could not be 

the solution in the colonies. Its enduring effect, weak statehood, should not be understood 

as a failure to emulate Europe, for this was never the goal. The real failure of the 

postcolonial state, of which the symptom is its weakness, is its failure to break with 

Europe and deliver what it promised: a new order where the public could represent 

themselves. The problem, or failure, of the postcolonial state, is this, not its inability to 

become ‘Denmark.’ If we are to understand these crises, we must view them on their own 

terms and in the contradictions these terms throw up. As Guha has put it  

What is true of capitalism is true of all other social formations as well. Every one 

of them has been inadequate to its concept and caught up, one could say after 

Marx, in the incompleteness of its own development. The striving to cope with 

and make up for such inadequacy and incompleteness constitutes for each of 

them its historic project and the condition of all its dynamism.242 

My task has been to identify the inadequacy of the concept and how it creates and hinders 

the historic projects that follow, in this case the postcolonial state.   

 

                                                 
242 Guha, Dominance without Hegemony, 178.  
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5. Expectations of Order, Repetitions of Crisis  

5.1. A counterfactual question 

As all human things are kept in a perpetual movement, and can never remain 

stable, states naturally either rise or decline… if Heaven favors her so as never 

to be involved in war, the continued tranquility would enervate her, or provoke 

internal dissensions, which together, or either of them separately, will be apt to 

prove her ruin.1  

In this conclusion, I discuss three things. First, I discuss what the preceding chapters 

imply for international order: what does an international system with a large number of 

weak states look like? Second, I discuss the consequences for foreign policies that 

proceed from ‘expectations of order’: that a world of strong states is either necessary or 

possible. Third, I discuss some directions for future research, to further explicate the 

arguments of the dissertation. 

 Thus far, my argument has proceeded along two trajectories. First, the 

development of the state has occurred through a series of crises. These crises are not 

accidents or exogenous to the process of state formation: they are produced by the 

development of the state itself. These crises have, in the European instance, led to calls 

for the expansion of state power, but this ‘restaging’ has not occurred everywhere. 

Second, these crises have in critical ways transformed the structure in which states 

develop to reduce, not increase, the incentives and conditions that facilitate the 

development of strong states. In particular, absolute war and empire were unstable 

processes that produced, if not a renunciation, certainly an effort to not repeat the 
                                                 
1 Niccolo Machiavelli, “The Discourses” in The Prince and the Discourses (New York: Modern Library, 
1950), 129. 
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violent history of the West. This effort in the case of the West led to the restaging of the 

state, as the state became the central unit to ensure nuclear order. But in the case of 

postcolonial polities, the state was not so easily restaged, because the practices of 

restaging it were reminiscent of the colonial state. As a consequence, the mechanisms of 

state formation shifted after World War Two. In the West, the institutional legacy of the 

absolute war-fighting state, combined with the continued salience of state power to 

manage deterrence, restaged the state relatively successfully from its crises. It was a 

repetition, with difference, from the European instance.2 Elsewhere, the institutional 

legacy was the ambivalent one of the colonial state, which meant that, in the absence of 

societal organization and justification for war and conquest, state formation could not 

proceed along the European trajectory. This led to the formation and the maintenance of 

a large number of weak states in the postcolonial world and creates significant barriers 

to the formation of strong states. If Machiavelli urged the Prince to perpetually prepare 

for war, postcolonial leaders could not heed his advice. Thus postcolonial states 

became, over time, enervated and prone to internal dissension, relative to European-

style states.  

 The crises of state formation should give us pause when we consider the 

prospects of a world of strong states. If this story is true, the contemporary phenomenon 

                                                 
2 This may be characterized as a path-dependent process, where institutions established at an earlier 
moment for a different reason prove sticky, but also are reinvented to deal with new concerns. At the 
same time, that European state institutions were reinvented marks a point of divergence with postcolonial 
institutions. In Europe, where crises of the state were met with calls for greater state power, it was 
relatively easier to restage the state. In the postcolonial world, by contrast, the ambivalence/opposition 
towards the colonial state made it that much more difficult, if not impossible, to restage the state. The 
‘public life of the state’ facilitated path dependence in one instance, and hindered it in the other. On path-
dependence, see Paul Pierson, Politics in Time: History, Institutions, and Social Analysis (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2004).   
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of weak states unable to control various actors in their midst begs a counterfactual 

question. As the scale of war increased in the period 1789-1945, the number of wars 

decreased. In the current moment, ‘terrorists’ can and do strike at any time and 

unpredictably. Does the fact that absolute wars in the post-1945 world have been mostly 

avoided make the prospect of dealing with terrorists more palatable? That is to say, 

should one, in counting the costs of terrorism, count as savings the reduction in 

interstate war? Current approaches suggest that now interstate war is rare, terrorism and 

internal conflict can be eliminated too. This dissertation asks the counterfactual 

question: what if the latter are frequent because the former have become infrequent? Is 

the cost of everyday, low-level violence worth paying for the reduced likelihood of 

occasional, absolute war? Put in an immediate context, would India/Israel rather fight 

Pakistan/Iran occasionally or face relatively frequent acts of terrorism abetted, to some 

degree, by affiliates of the Pakistani/Iranian state? In 1998, Zbigniew Brzezinski 

seemed to think that the latter was preferable: “what is most important to the history of 

the world? The Taliban or the collapse of the Soviet empire? Some stirred-up Moslems 

or the liberation of Central Europe and the end of the cold war?”3 It is, at the very least, 

a question that must be posed.  

 

                                                 
3 Quoted in Le Nouvel Observateur, January 15-21, 1998. Available at 
http://www.counterpunch.org/brzezinski.html 
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5.2. The prospects for international order 

I began this dissertation with the suggestion that ‘state failure’ was a red herring. There 

are very few failed states, and while a significant minority of states is perceived to be at 

risk of failure, the probability of failure is relatively low. Yet, state failure is represented 

as a critical problem for foreign policy. This representation enables two things. First, it 

makes it appear that, as long as state failure is relatively rare, state-building efforts are 

likely to work because they are not taking on a quixotic task. Second, it makes the failed 

state appear the exception, and the successful or strong state the norm. Neither of these 

is correct. 

 While it is indeed true that the failed state is rare, that does not imply that strong 

states are the norm, nor does it imply that the momentary deviation, in the case of 

Afghanistan or Somalia, can be fixed easily to yield strong states, or at all. The 

conclusions do not follow from the premise. Rather, when we look more closely, we 

find a large number of polities to be weak, and that state failure is a contingent and 

relatively uncommon extension of this more prevalent ‘nervous condition’ of 

postcolonial politics. Further, the modern strong state has itself been beset by crises 

from its inception: it has developed through these crises. The current debate about 

whether ‘globalization’ diminishes the role and power of the state or aggrandizes it 

mostly repeats and reflects the perpetual crises through which the state has developed. 

Looking at ‘state failure in historical context,’ we get a quite different idea of the 

stability of the ‘strong state’, and a different view of the international system. 
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 The implications of the structural determinants of weak statehood are somewhat 

pessimistic. The historical record suggests that weak states are the default state-form, 

where the interests of sovereign and governed are at odds. Only in the exceptional 

circumstance of absolute war/empire does the inimical relation between sovereign and 

governed become bridged through a process of political identification. I have argued 

that, from a structural standpoint, absolute war and empire have become less likely in 

the international system. This means that weak states are likely to inhere in the 

international system. This should, all other things being equal, force sovereigns to 

bargain with their governed for resources, either leading to greater representation and a 

more sustainable order, or the breakdown of current orders to be replaced by a new, 

more representative one. The problem is that all other things are not equal. For the same 

reasons why so many states are weak, namely the development of the international 

system through war and empire, states have become even more necessary to maintain 

international order, whether that relates to nuclear weapons proliferation or to human 

rights or to prevent environmental degradation to combat climate change. The process 

that has made strong states less likely for systemic reasons has also raised the systemic 

demand for strong states. 

 This has inverted the European ideal-type. If, in the long nineteenth century, 

states were demanded from within to combat external enemies, now states are 

demanded from without, and the populations within are either indifferent to the state, or 

may be actively targeting it. The change is substantial. In the former moment, strong 

states developed because the alternative was state death or colonization. In the latter 
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moment, state death and colonization become less likely as the international community 

is invested in strong states. This makes weak states more likely.  

 There are also tendencies pulling in opposite directions when it comes to the 

optimum size of states. As particular groups assert claims to greater autonomy or 

secession, the territorial area they represent generally shrinks. This has caused scholars 

to suggest that states be allowed to fail, from which smaller and more representative 

political units might emerge.4 Yet, for two reasons, state stability is facilitated by 

greater size of territory and population. A larger tax base allows for greater revenue, and 

improves the ability of the state to dole out patronage and public goods. Investors are 

more likely to target a poor domestic market if it is large, as the case of India suggests. 

There are benefits to size, but the fissiparous tendencies of political movements parcel 

out territory. This creates a dangerous paradox. On the one hand, partitioning areas 

might lead to peace by satisfying a certain set of demands and separating warring 

parties. On the other hand, it might compromise the longer-term economic viability of 

these areas, creating future prospects of instability.   

These opposite tendencies – states becoming less likely to form, yet states 

needed all the more – create the potential for divergence. The economist Paul Collier 

notes that the major developmental phenomenon of the last few decades has not just 

been the rise of the developing world, but the separation of part of that world from both 

the developed world, and from that part of the developing world that was seeing 

                                                 
4 Jeffrey Herbst, “Let Them Fail: State Failure in Theory and Practice: Implications for Policy,” in Robert 
Rotberg (ed.), When States Fail: Causes and Consequences (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
2004).  
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significant economic growth.5 The main reason behind this divergence is state weakness 

and failure, as manifested in processes of ethnic conflict and resource exploitation. This 

divergence is likely to intensify where already inward-looking regimes are shunned by 

the outside world, where these areas lose potential trade and investment, or cultural 

exchanges of people and ideas, and the governments are either unable or unwilling to 

compensate for these flows. For at least three reasons, this divergence is likely to 

intensify. 

First, the incentive structures facing leaders in weak states mean that their 

interests do not lie in building strong states. In some of these states, while building 

strong states is unlikely, the presence of representative or democratic institutions means 

that leaders are forced to engage with their populations, hence reducing the likelihood 

of state failure. However, in those weak states which are autocratic, it may be in the 

interests of leaders to destabilize their polities in order to attract foreign support. The 

investment of the international community, broadly conceived, in shoring up states 

works to the benefit of autocrats of weak states: insofar as the latter can convey that 

their states may fail, they might attract support from overseas. This either reduces or 

replaces their need to engage with and make concessions to their subjects. This makes 

the situation in weak states worse, and given that some polities in the developing world 

can offer greater stability, these states are likely to diverge further in terms of economic 

growth and other such outcomes.  

                                                 
5 Paul Collier, The Bottom Billion: Why the Poorest Countries are Failing and What Can Be Done About 
It (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007).  
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 Second, the political instability in weak states is likely to be exacerbated by a 

variety of environmental factors, from volatility in the global economy to resource 

degradation.6 Jared Diamond has argued that societies collapsed historically because, 

faced with the pressures of geography and overconsumption, they failed to adapt and 

change their practices until it was too late.7 This otherwise banal statement does have 

some comparative validity in the case of particularly weak, autocratic states. While 

environmental degradation and economic volatility affects most polities, these polities 

will be less likely to possess the institutions or resources that allow them to adapt to 

adverse shocks. For example, already poor states without significant foreign exchange 

reserves will suffer disproportionately from fluctuations in commodity prices. A 

growing literature, mostly from a rationalist perspective, documents how democracies 

are more effective at waging wars than autocracies, because of a combination of better 

information-processing or transparency, and more enforceable audience costs.8 By the 

same theoretical logic, weak autocratic states are relatively ill-equipped to deal with 

other crises, because their attenuated representative mechanisms actively discourage 

either the effective transmission of information in crises, and disable the public from 

imposing effective sanctions on their leaders.  

 Third, at a philosophical and political level, is the most problematic. It is 

certainly true that institutions in weak states are ineffective, and life for much of their 

                                                 
6 See Colin Kahl, States, Scarcity, and Civil Strife in the Developing World (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 2006).  
7 Jared Diamond, Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed (New York: Viking, 2005).  
8 See, for example, Dan Reiter and Allan Stam, Democracies at War (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 2002); Paul Starr, Freedom’s Power: The True Force of Liberalism (New York: Basic Books, 
2007).  
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populations is, to say the least, not ideal. However, given the low base from which so 

many postcolonial states began, and the uncertain progress in even the ‘successes,’ it 

can be said that a large part of the dissatisfaction with weak states can be attributed to 

increasingly high ‘expectations of order.’ On the one hand, there is a demand for states 

at the systemic level. States are needed to police their territories, crack down on terrorist 

and illicit networks, and provide a bare minimum of human rights to their subjects. On 

the other hand, the public within states expect and demand more of their governments. 

Minorities, for example, have made significant advances which have emboldened them 

to demand more.9 More broadly, and contra the impression that the most impoverished 

or brutalized populations have minimalist goals, modern life does hold great appeal for 

large numbers who chafe against their subordinate position. The modern state has 

rarely, at the best of times, been able to satisfy the demands of its public, particularly its 

marginalized. Now, as those demands become ever more expansive, it is particularly ill-

equipped to do so.  

While on a macro-level, we are likely to see divergence between polities, on a 

micro-level, we may see something quite different. There is an Indian joke that is an apt 

metaphor. In the late 1970’s Indira Gandhi appointed Zail Singh, a pliant Sikh, as 

President of India, to rubber stamp her decisions. The problem was that Zail Singh was 

completely unversed in diplomatic mores and basic standards of etiquette and linguistic 

facility. The joke goes that Indira Gandhi sent Zail Singh to the Queen of England for 

                                                 
9 See Erin Jenne, Ethnic Bargaining: The Paradox of Minority Empowerment (Ithaca: Cornell University 
Press, 2007).   
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training in English and manners. After several months, she phoned the Queen, who 

picked up the phone and answered in Punjabi! 

In similar vein, the types of policies pioneered in weak states can quite easily be 

transferred to Europe and America to police populations, particularly poorer, racialized, 

and ‘difficult’ populations. This is not unprecedented: European ideas of race and 

sexuality were often imported from the colonies to the metropolis.10 I think in particular 

of policies of privatization, whether it be of security or essential services, that are by 

default at their most prevalent where governments are weak, but are steadily being 

adopted consciously by Western governments and societies. In this context, the furor 

over state weakness obscures the ways in which, at least for some populations in ‘strong 

states,’ life may not be quite so different. The difference however is that ‘the state’ has 

been consecrated as the entity that will solve all problems, and in ‘strong states,’ the 

state does have the capacity to police and make life quite difficult for marginal 

populations.  

This disenfranchises and renders politically voiceless those populations that are 

designated as ‘difficult’ by state power, just as public space is shrunk by efforts at 

privatization. The result is a divided social body with widening inequalities that, 

ironically, reiterates the need for the state to manage the resultant problems. If, on a 

macro-level, those polities with effective or even functioning state apparatuses diverge 

from those without, on a micro-level, we see some of the same policies, just with a 

                                                 
10 See, for example, Anne McClintock, Imperial Leather: Race, Gender, and Sexuality in the Colonial 
Contest (New York: Routledge, 1995); Robert JC Young, Colonial Desire: Hybridity in Theory, Culture, 
and Race (New York: Routledge, 1995). On how policies on colonialism and slavery returned to Europe 
in the form of totalitarianism, see Hannah Arendt, Origins of Totalitarianism (New York: Harvest, 1968).   
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greater focus and emphasis on the state. It is not evident which scenario is better for 

those at the wrong end of the situation: is it preferable to live in a relatively wealthier 

space where there is little possibility for political mobilization, and one has to rely on 

the state for protection; or is it preferable to live in a more dangerous, impoverished 

space where one can form one’s own groups for mobilization and even self-defense? 

The evidence is mixed. The direction of immigration suggests that large numbers prefer 

the former.11 Yet, the fact of state weakness may imply that even larger numbers would 

rather take their chances than let a central state in the European image develop.   

 

  

                                                 
11 This point is made by Fukuyama to justify state-building; Francis Fukuyama, State-Building: 
Governance and World Order in the 21st Century (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2004), 2. 
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5.3. Policies that produce the opposite of their goals 

The great powers and the international community more broadly are invested in the idea 

that the international system should and can consist of strong states. Policymaking 

functions with this assumption/goal, as evidenced in policies of state-building, the 

extension of concepts like deterrence to non-state actors like terrorism, and the broader 

calls for international cooperation on a variety of issues. On a pragmatic level, the 

investment in strong states is misguided for the simple reason that state-building is 

unlikely to work when the structural environment does not support it. But policies that 

strive for strong states create two further problems.  

 The first problem pertains to democratization. State-builders aim towards 

installing order and democracy. However, they are quite aware that democratization and 

more generally liberalization can lead to disorder as political entrepreneurs mobilize 

cleavages and use violence to garner votes.12 Therefore, they are wary of ‘premature’ 

democratization and privilege the installation of order and security before committing to 

democratic reforms. One could be sympathetic and say that the two goals of order and 

democracy are at odds, and hence state-builders are often faced with difficult choices.13 

But there is a broader contradiction for state-builders. Not only do state-builders justify 

their intervention in terms of allowing the local population the ability to determine their 

own fate, they acknowledge that a large part of why the state was weak was because of 

                                                 
12 On this broader argument, see Jack Snyder, From Voting to Violence: Democratization and Nationalist 
Conflict (New York: Norton, 2000). On how elections create incentives for violence in relatively stable 
states like India, see Steven Wilkinson, Votes and Violence: Electoral Competition and Ethnic Riots in 
India (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2004). On this argument in postconflict situations, see 
Roland Paris, At War’s End: Building Peace after Civil Conflict (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
2004).  
13 See Roland Paris and Timothy Sisk (eds.), The Dilemmas of Statebuilding: Confronting the 
Contradictions of Postwar Peace Operations (New York: Routledge, 2009). 
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autocratic and unrepresentative rule. Therefore, substituting a local autocrat with a more 

benevolent foreign autocracy is not a viable solution, in the arguments of state-builders 

themselves.   

 But there is a broader problem. Democratization generally threatens the 

relatively powerful in a society. If these groups believe that state-builders will respond 

to short-term violence and disorder by rescinding elections, they have incentives to 

engage in violence. Through violence, powerful interests aim not just to prevent the 

democratic process, from which they stand to lose, but also to ensure that in the quest to 

bring order, state-builders will engage with them, and possibly even ally with them. 

This repeats a colonial phenomenon that we see in the Indian Sepoy Revolt/Mutiny of 

1857.14 The British understood their rule in India as bringing civilization to the 

benighted Indians. To this end, they restricted the rights of some Indian rulers and 

commissioned their own military. In 1857, some of the troops rebelled, and they were 

joined by the followers of some deposed rulers, and, on occasion, the rulers themselves. 

The British were shocked at the violence, and in putting down the revolt did two 

significant things. First, they revised their ideas of Indians as desiring civilization and 

reduced the claims and goals of reform. Second, consequently, they allied with the 

powerful, in particular landowners in North India, to rule better. This could be 

understood as a ‘secondary revision’: faced with recalcitrance, the British perceived 

their Indian subjects as not desiring reform and of wanting to continue living under the 

                                                 
14 See Thomas Metcalf, The Aftermath of Revolt: India, 1857-1870 (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1964); Gautam Chakravarty, The Indian Mutiny and the British Imagination (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2005).  
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yoke of their feudal rulers, and for that reason, they allied with those rulers.15 The same 

structure, I would suggest, can be observed in the alliances US troops, in particular, are 

making with tribal leaders in Iraq and Afghanistan.   

 The second, related, problem concerns the modern/traditional divide. State-

builders view themselves as bringing modernity to benighted spaces, evidenced most 

clearly in the promotion of women’s rights. As George Bush explained to the Congress 

after the invasion of Afghanistan, “the last time we met in this chamber, the mothers 

and daughters of Afghanistan were captives in their own homes, forbidden from 

working or going to school… today women are free, and are part of Afghanistan's new 

government.”16 However, the representation of intervention as necessarily modern and 

the intervened upon as traditional or backward has the paradoxical effect of producing 

these very binaries. This is part of the very understanding that state-builders function 

from, of the target society as traditional, organized around certain traditional authorities, 

for example the ubiquitous ‘tribal chiefs’ of Iraq. It is therefore in the interests of these 

very authorities to assert their ‘traditional’ roles in order to appear as necessary 

interlocutors, or as authentic representatives of the local culture as they fight foreign 

invaders. Ideally, of course, as has happened in Iraq, these two possibilities will 

coincide: seemingly traditional authorities will combat the foreign invader and inflict 

significant costs on him/her, at which point the latter will be forced to engage with the 

traditional authority in order to maintain order. Not only that, in the meantime, the 

                                                 
15 I borrow the idea of secondary revision from Chakravarty, Indian Mutiny, 130.  
16 George W. Bush, “State of the Union” Speech, January 29, 2002. Available at 
http://archives.cnn.com/2002/ALLPOLITICS/01/29/bush.speech.txt/ 
I explicate this in Arjun Chowdhury, “The Giver or the Recipient? The Peculiar Ownership of Human 
Rights,” manuscript.  
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traditional authority will have been able, through the use of violence and through 

accusations of apostasy or betrayal, to coerce members of his/her society that did 

support some degree of reform! Spivak has perceptively described this situation as one 

where the clash between ‘modern’ and ‘traditional’ actually produces both sides as 

opposed, and consequently silences the person or persons in whose name reform or 

tradition is being conducted.17  

 In other words, the maximalist promotion of liberal values polarizes the social 

field into two mutually exclusive options: the liberal option identified with the West, 

and the traditional one identified with the ‘authentic,’ ‘local’ context. Either option 

reduces the ability of marginalized groups to represent themselves. They are either 

protected by the foreign interveners, or spoken for by their traditional authorities. This 

helps us understand the recent elevation of Islamic law that circumscribes the freedom 

of women in Afghanistan and Pakistan, places where intervention and aid from the 

international community are relatively prominent.18 Compare this to a place where 

foreign intervention is less prevalent, Indonesia, where similar self-consciously Islamic 

entities compete with quite different political groups.19 Is it random chance that high 

levels of international involvement coincide with the increasing restriction of women’s 

freedoms and rights to bodily integrity? Or is it testament to the enduring ‘traditions’ of 

these regions? I would suggest the latter.  

                                                 
17 Gayatri Spivak, “History,” in A Critique of Postcolonial Reason: Towards a History of the Vanishing 
Present (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1999).  
18 See Dexter Filkins, “Afghan Women Protest New Law on Home Life,” New York Times, April 15, 
2009.  
19 See Norimitsu Onishi, “In Indonesia, Islamists Lose Political Ground,” New York Times, April 24, 
2009.  
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5.4. Future research 

My dissertation raises at least two questions. First, given the structural disincentives to 

building strong states, what type of order will leaders in weak states try and develop? 

Second, what are the possible pathways to political reform and state consolidation that 

stop short of strong statehood, but still provide a modicum of stability and political 

representation?  

 As implied by the previous chapters, unless hindered, rulers will behave 

inimically towards their subjects. This would be problematic without the investment of 

the international community in building strong states. However, with the international 

community’s investment in strong states, the problem is intensified. Basically, when a 

leader can extract resources from the international community, he has less incentive to 

engage with his subjects and make concessions to them. Leaders can ensure the 

continuing interest of the international community by maintaining a level of instability 

within their polity and/or possessing weapons of mass destruction that might fall into 

the hands of unknown actors should the leader fall in a disorderly fashion. As long as 

states like Pakistan become ‘too big to fail,’ the international community will have an 

interest in propping up unrepresentative leaders, furthering the problems of weak 

statehood. I am currently writing a paper with Aaron Rapport on the strategies that 

leaders in weak states might employ to maximize the possibility that the international 

community will come to their aid. Gloomily, we conclude that should a leader in a weak 

state wish to maximize his chances of survival vis-à-vis his population, he gains from 

engaging in risky behavior that compromises regional and systemic stability, 
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specifically initiating a nuclear weapons program and/or escalating the level of internal 

violence. This implies that if one combines the structural story I have told, where there 

are few incentives to build strong states, with leader’s incentives to further degrade state 

capacity and authority, the odds of strong states emerging lengthen enormously for 

those polities where autocrats are struggling to survive. At present, the international 

community is making the situation worse: its commitment to strong states and its 

interest in stability means that autocratic leaders can often extract resources from 

outside to oppress the public inside his borders.   

 The second question focuses on how publics in weak states can move from 

being subjects to citizens. Put bluntly, is there a way out of the postcolonial condition? 

Insofar as there is meaningful political reform, I would anticipate it does not just 

empower the public, but is in large part a product of their mobilization and activism. 

However, the way in which this happens is relatively unclear. The implicit consensus is 

that political reform follows the establishment of order, and political reform is generally 

not facilitated by violence. As suggested above, this leads to the (potentially infinite) 

deferral of democratization or representation until violence can be contained, which 

generally perpetuates violence. Is there a way in which political reform can occur within 

the context of political violence, given the incentives to engage in violence and the 

difficulties in preventing it? 

 To answer this, it would be helpful to compare the dynamics in two or three 

postcolonial states where democratization was pursued early, track how marginalized 

groups have made claims and whether this process has involved violence, and analyze 
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whether this has benefited state consolidation or not. My sense, from the limited case of 

India, suggests that activism on the part of marginalized groups raises the risk of 

violence in the short- and medium-term as powerful interests crack down to prevent 

their mobilization. However, if successful, marginalized groups can forge a place for 

themselves in the polity. Further, and possibly most interestingly, because of the 

marginal position these groups hold, they are likely to be viewed with less distrust by 

other non-elite groups. This creates the possibility of coalitions from a position of 

weakness. The case of the Dalit, or former untouchable castes, Bahujan Samaj Party 

(BSP) in India is instructive.20 From a minor position in the early 1980’s, the BSP 

became a significant player in state elections in Uttar Pradesh, India’s largest state, in 

the 1990’s. However, in this period, the BSP did not regularly represent groups outside 

its Dalit base.21 This forced the BSP into electoral compromises with other parties, 

including the Hindu nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) that tarnished its image 

and caused it to lose elections to the party of its caste enemies, the Samajwadi Party 

(SP), which represented the lower castes. The BSP evolved a novel strategy where it 

reached out to Muslims, who were concerned about the BJP, and upper-caste Hindus, 

who were concerned about the SP. The strategy was successful in the 2007 Assembly 

elections, which returned the BSP to power and made it a kingmaker in national 

politics. In the current Indian elections, the BSP has formed part of what is called the 

Third Front, a loose coalition of smaller parties. The case of the BSP might be 

                                                 
20 See Christophe Jaffrelot, India’s Silent Revolution: The Rise of the Lower Castes in North India (New 
Delhi: Permanent Black, 2004).    
21 Sudha Pai, Dalit Assertion and the Unfinished Democratic Revolution: The Bahujan Samaj Party in 
Uttar Pradesh (New Delhi: Sage Publications, 2002). 
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exceptional. On the other hand, it might exemplify a particular trajectory, where a 

disadvantaged group first asserts a strong political identity in the face of political 

violence, then, through political participation, carves out a distinct space in the 

democratic calculus, from which it can form different coalitions that enable groups to be 

represented over time.  

 This scenario seeks to make the social, ethnic and linguistic diversity, and 

sometimes enmity, of most postcolonial states, currently seen as a vice hindering state 

consolidation, into a virtue for a power-sharing system. Ethnic diversity and claims-

making is seen as detrimental to the formation of a strong state, because it blocks 

coherent decision-making and encourages secessionism. However, if the goal of strong 

statehood is downplayed, social diversity can play a beneficial role.22 A divided society 

may be a society where each is to another as a wolf, but it may also be a society where 

the incentives to cooperate (from a secure base, of course) are significant. Without 

cooperation, a plurality of political groups cannot achieve their goals, as Dahl 

suggests.23 Contra Dahl, this cooperation may of necessity take place in an environment 

where groups are opposed to each other as enemies, as the Dalits are to the lower castes. 

This means that groups will be unlikely to give up their capacity to engage in violence, 

fearing that a monopoly of violence, if possessed by the other side, gives them no 

recourse. In such a situation, a strong state cannot develop. However, if the groups can 

bargain from a position where they feel relatively secure themselves, there may be 

incentives to cooperate.  

                                                 
22 In any case, social diversity cannot be wished away.  
23 Robert Dahl, Preface to Democratic Theory (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1963).  
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Therefore, a weak state may create a better incentive structure for feuding 

groups than a strong state, meaning that groups that may cooperate towards a divided 

state apparatus might actively resist the formation of a centralized one. In the former, 

groups, secure that they have some means to defend themselves, can engage their rivals 

without risking losing everything. This leads to a low level of everyday violence, but 

less potential for all-out conflict as all parties have some stake in the system. In the 

latter, groups face two stark scenarios: try and monopolize the state apparatus to dictate 

to others, or run the risk that the state apparatus is taken over by a rival. This can lead 

either to peace where one side dictates to the other, as in present-day Rwanda, or a state 

of civil war, as in Iraq after the US invasion.24 It also introduces the possibility, again 

seen in Rwanda, where there are sudden and violent regime changes.       

How might the international community be of assistance in this situation? The 

‘direct approach,’ as represented by policies of state-building and aid to autocrats, is 

ineffective. My sense is that a ‘strategy of indirect approach’ may be most promising, 

where it is the disadvantaged that change the structure of the political game (and on 

occasion the broader cultural field itself). However, ties between the disadvantaged 

group and the outside world run the risk of polarizing the society as the former get 

tarred as foreign stooges. This is really the ‘social construction of autochthony,’ to coin 

a phrase: societies may have had interactions and flows between them, but through a 

seeming conflict between ‘modern’ and ‘traditional,’ or ‘foreign’ and ‘local,’ these ties 

                                                 
24 Both Rwanda and Iraq had quite centralized coercive apparatuses, fitting what Zartman has called the 
hard/brittle state. See IW Zartman, “Early and ‘Early Late’ Prevention,” in Simon Chesterman, Michael 
Ignatief, and Ramesh Thakur (eds.), Making States Work: State Failure and the Crisis of Governance 
(New York: United Nations Press, 2005), 275. 
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are disavowed, and the two appear as separate, unconnected entities.25 Unfortunately, 

most approaches involving the international community, whether intervening directly or 

supporting groups trying to bring about reform within a particular weak state, will run 

this risk. Equally tragically, a long history of interconnection is disavowed in favor of 

rigid oppositions. This may mean that there is not a whole lot the international 

community can do to assist even those groups whose work may be admirable. 

 
 

 
 

                                                 
25 On this, see Klaus Theweleit, “Playstation Cordoba, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan etc.: A War Model, Part 
1,” trans. Thomas Pepper, Cultural Critique 54: 2003. 
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